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Abstract
Secularization and the British Lyric in the Twentieth Century
Jeremy Stevens

This dissertation considers how twentieth century British lyric poets, in continuing the
traditional relationship between religion and poetry, respond to changing expectations and
assumptions about poetry’s role and power—changes directly related to ongoing social processes
of secularization. By combining recent critical insights from secularization theory and lyric
theory with close readings of poems, essays, and letters from British poets, this dissertation
shows that due to social changes that cohere around World War I, poets like Wilfred Owen,
Mary Borden, and David Jones confront an unsettling of traditional strategies of lyric
enchantment. This unsettling both imperils the legitimacy of lyric poetics and opens new
opportunities. Poets such as Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, and H.D. subsequently engage in strategies
of deliberate re-enchantment to justify wide-ranging vocations, while the later Eliot, David
Jones, and Elizabeth Jennings confront the limits of re-enchantment but still imagine the poetic
vocation as connected to religion. In every case, this dissertation shows that lyric re-enchantment
(as a distillation of the aesthetic itself) is fundamentally ambiguous; it is necessarily secular and
immanent, yet it continues to imply a transcendence that can easily be put to religious or even
supernatural ends. The lyric is thus a genre that uniquely registers the opportunities and
challenges for the aesthetic in a secular age.
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Introduction

It is January 4, 1913. A nineteen-year-old has made one of the most important decisions
of his life. He is going to leave his post as an assistant to the Vicar of Dunsden—he finds the
evangelicalism in which he was raised unappealing, now—and in spite of the financial risk (he
comes from modest means) is going to devote his life to “Poetry.” (The boy capitalizes this
word, “Poetry,” he holds it so highly.) In a way that seems quaint to us now he is hesitant about
neither majuscules nor the big ideas behind them:
It has just struck me that one of the occult Powers that Be may have overheard the
ancient desire of my heart to be like the immortals, the immortals of earthly Fame,
I mean, and is now on a fair way to granting it. This flight of mine from
overbearing elders, if it comes off, will only be my version of running away from
College (Shelley, Coleridge). Only where in me is the mighty Power of Verse that
covered the multitude of their sins.1
Perhaps he is so confident in his own “Power of Verse” that he cannot bring himself to add the
mark that makes the last sentence a question. History has proved his confidence right. In a war
that claimed him along with so many nineteen-year-olds, he would make a name for himself
writing poems that simultaneously call into question and continue his prewar, quasi-religious
piety about Verse and its Power. His name is Wilfred Owen.
Less than a year before Owen’s departure an upstart American (and an Idahoan at that)
publishes a poem in The English Review.2 “See, they return,” he writes, announcing not only the
return of “Gods of the wingèd shoe!” but also the manifesto of a willfully controversial career:
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Wilfred Owen, War Poems and Others, ed. Dominic Hibberd (London: Chatto & Windus, 1975), 51.
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While this project is not invested in defining or reinterpreting what counts as British literature, its choice of authors
nonetheless begs the question. Several of the poets I consider at length (Owen, Jones, Jennings) are
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See, they return; ah, see the tentative
Movements, and the slow feet,
The trouble in the pace and the uncertain
Wavering!3
The gods waver, but the poet must not; he has put himself in charge of bringing back these old
divinities. His name is Ezra Pound. Though we tend to think of him as a poet without any
investment in spirituality, he will pronounce, in what became known as his Guide to Kulchur,
“Without gods, no culture. Without gods, something is lacking.”4
In 1937, a year before the publication of that questionable Guide, an established but
reputationally marginal poet responds in a private letter to the charge that her lyrics are escapist
and her work is inconsequential. In forming her response, she thinks back to the time of the First
World War, when she was (as she is now) living in London. After a German raid she and a group
of friends had encountered a bombed-out residence:
One of the group found some pleasure in the sight of the tilted shelves and the
books tumbled on the floor. He gave a decisive football kick with his army boot to
the fattest volume. It happened actually to be Browning. He demanded
dramatically, ‘what is the use of all this—now?’
But for H.D., the poet writing this letter, the answer to why poetry matters is straightforward:

unproblematically British, the others (Borden, Eliot, Pound, H.D.) were originally from the United States but
developed various ties to Britain. Eliot resided in London years before he gained notoriety for The Waste Land and
became a naturalized citizen; H.D. and Mary Borden married British citizens and spend a considerable amount of
time there. By far the author with the most tenuous connection to Britain is Ezra Pound, for whom London was just
another stopover on what in retrospect appears to be a drawn-out journey to Mussolini’s Italy (a place he never quite
left). Yet Pound’s choice of London as a base for his boosterism in modernism’s crucial, early years had a lasting
influence on British literature which belies questions of citizenship and length of residence. I thus adopt the notion
of Britishness which Fiona Sampson uses in Beyond the Lyric, a definition which, rather than questions of
citizenship (as important as those are), makes “British” poetry a matter of shared material contexts and communities
of poets and readers (see Fiona Sampson, Beyond the Lyric [London: Chatto & Windus, 2012], 10).
3

Ezra Pound, New Selected Poems and Translations, ed. Richard Sieburth (New York: New Directions, 2010), 31.
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To me, Fortu and the yellow melon flower answered by existing. They were in
other space, other dimension, never so clear as at that very moment. The
unexpected isle in the far seas remained. Remains.5
During the war that was about to come she would attempt to write poetry that remained,
imagining her lyrics as an occult practice in which she accessed this “other space, other
dimension” that stood so inviolably against destruction. Fittingly, her first wartime publication
would be called The Walls Do Not Fall.
In 1937 that work, presaged in H.D.’s letter, is still to come. But in 1937 a very different
poet—who until now has been known only as a visual artist—publishes his own book about the
First World War. He has been writing it for over a decade. It is titled In Parenthesis because (as
the author tells us) it was written as a sideline from his main work, because “the war itself was a
parenthesis,” “and also because our curious type of existence here is altogether in parenthesis.”6
With that last comment the poet, David Jones, implies a theological commitment he never hid: a
devout Catholicism that shaped his artistic practice and which served as the frame for his
reflections on the mutual hindrances to art and religion found in an increasingly mass-produced,
alienated modern Britain.
According to Jones, the problems around art and religion had only grown more
intractable by the time of his death in 1974. He continued to believe and he continued to make
art—but he never believed it was his job (or within his power) to change things. In 1941 he put it
bluntly: “In a manner of speaking, the priest and the artist are already in the catacombs, but
separate catacombs—for the technician divides to rule. No integrated, widespread, religious art,
properly so-called, can be looked for outside enormous changes in the character and orientation
5

H.D., Between History and Poetry: The Letters of H.D. & Norman Holmes Pearson, ed. Donna Krolik Hollenberg
(Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1997), 9.
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David Jones, In Parenthesis (New York: New York Review Books, 2003), xv.
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and nature of our civilization, and this is beyond our horizon—however much such vistas may
occupy our speculative thoughts.”7 Others might believe in poetry’s potential for supernatural
power, and that it could be leveraged to change British society. Jones did not.
These moments from the twentieth century show that British poets continue to believe
that their vocations have something to do with religion, spirituality, and the “numinous”
(concepts that I will group under the collective name “religion”).8 We see this in Owen’s
invocation of “Poetry,” in Pound’s gods, in H.D.’s “other place,” in Jones’s lament that poet and
priest are in the catacombs. As these comments show, imagining the poetic vocation in religious
terms could be help or hindrance or both at once. But to all these poets it was an inevitable
comparison, and necessary. The relationship between poetry and religion in Britain in the
twentieth century continues to be fundamental to poetic practice, and it bears directly on the roles
poetry might play and the power poetry might have in a rapidly changing society.
Poetry and religion remain interconnected in the twentieth century even though one of the
most important changes at the time was the gradual displacement of religion from public life, a
phenomenon commonly referred to as secularization. As many recent critics have argued (and as
I will discuss in more detail later), however, secularization does not lead to the disappearance of
religion so much as its transformation and unsettling. As Charles Taylor has argued in A Secular
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David Jones, Epoch and Artist, ed. Harman Grisewood (London: Faber & Faber, 2017), 103.

Though some will balk at using the term “religion” as shorthand for these concepts, the definition of that term is
notoriously ambiguous and cases can be made for a definition that incorporates these various meanings. What might
obscure this possibility is if we understand religion as primarily a matter of belief (content) or of practice (form).
Institutional religions have both; less established movements (spiritualism, or the occultism I consider at length in
this dissertation) may have one or the other; an appreciation for the “numinous” may be even more ambiguous. Still,
all these terms suggest a measure of transcendence—either through belief in another world (i.e. the world of spirits)
or the existence of the divine, or in practices aimed at supernatural efficacy. But of course religion involves all these
things, even if it does not always involve them simultaneously.
8

The term “numinous” was suggested by Alex Owen, The Place of Enchantment (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2004), 11.
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Age, religion becomes increasingly individualistic in both belief and practice. This
individualization encourages idiosyncrasy and experimentation in religion, an idiosyncrasy that
necessarily manifests wherever poetry takes up religious questions or (as we will see) takes on a
religious role. So it is that the increased options and idiosyncrasies of secularization have led to
conceptual difficulties concerning how to describe its manifestations in the literature of the
period. There is consensus that literature in the twentieth century continues to be involved with
religion at a fundamental level, but what counts as religion in this context, and what is the proper
balance between continuity and change? As I will discuss in my first chapter, debates about the
role of religion in the poetry of the first world war have always been prominent. War poetry has
been understood as marking a turn to disenchantment—the refusal of imaginative
transformations and redescriptions (which are often accompanied by an increased sense of
significance)—and unbelief, but due to its exceptional status these discussion have for the most
part not influenced our understanding of subsequent literary movements except to give us the
assumption that the literature of the twentieth century is likewise disenchanted and secular.
But that view has been changing. The publication of Taylor’s A Secular Age has led to
ongoing debate about the status and nature of religion in twentieth century literature, especially
in modernism. Pericles Lewis’s Religious Experience and the Modernist Novel argues that the
modernist novel registers alternative, secularized forms of religious experience; Suzanne
Hobson’s Angels of Modernism argues that modernist authors invoke the figure of the angel to
explore the ambiguities between immanence and transcendence; Erik Tonning’s Modernism and
Christianity makes a case for the continuing importance of Christianity to modernist literature;
and Anthony Domestico’s Poetry and Theology in the Modernist Period shows that theological
debate as an important and direct influence on poetry in the period. Even before Taylor’s work,
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however, one could find scholarly work pointing to the significant influence of religion and
spirituality on the literature of the period—such as Leon Surette’s The Birth of Modernism
(1993), which argued modernism took the shape it did because of some of its most famous
practitioners’ (Yeats, Pound, Eliot) engagement with the occult.
While the above works often make the case for a continuing relationship between religion
and literature by pointing to an author’s religious influences, in this dissertation I argue that
changes in religion remain especially and distinctly important for lyric poetry’s historical
development and identity. As much as secularization changes religion, it changes the lyric. This
is because the lyric has distinctive formal qualities that foreground the legitimacy of the aesthetic
“as if” and its relationship to the real world, qualities that are primed to register the increasing
rift between immanence (self-contained significance) and transcendence (significance through
relation to a superior reality or entity) in the modern imaginary.9 Beyond arguing for continued
religious influence on poetry—an influence which Pericles Lewis claims is more immediately
visible among modernist poets than novelists,10 I will show that the changes in religion and
poetry brought about in the process of secularization register in a general reevaluation of the
lyric’s potential to imaginatively transform the world. These conscious reappraisals of
enchantment manifest in changing poetic vocations and poetic forms, and they bear directly on
questions made pressing by the century’s upheavals: namely, what power and significance lyric
poetry might continue to have in a secular age.
As we will see, the answers poets provide are various and sometimes self-contradictory.
Lyric enchantment in the twentieth century is fundamentally ambiguous, and as poets grapple
“Imaginary” is a favorite term of Charles Taylor’s, especially when adding the adjective “social.” See p.43 and
fn.101, below.
9
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Pericles Lewis, Religious Experience and the Modernist Novel (New York: Cambridge UP, 2010), 4.
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with its legitimacy and power they seek to make meaning through what is ultimately a secular,
immanent artistic process—all the while assuming the struggle is worthwhile because lyric
enchantment still has transformative, even transcendent potential.
Secularization, rather than ending the traditional relationship between British lyric poetry
and religion as might be assumed, thus facilitated a wide range of conscious renegotiations of
poetry’s religious inheritance. Poetry’s religious potential in the twentieth century continues
trends in British literature stretching back beyond the romantic period, as the lyric (especially in
the eighteenth and nineteenth century) could be viewed either as a replacement for or a
continuation of religion in its foundational social role. For example, Percy Bysshe Shelley’s A
Defense of Poetry claims that in harnessing the imaginative power of poetry, poets are
“institutors of laws, and the founders of civil society, and the inventors of the arts of life, and the
teachers who draw into a certain propinquity with the beautiful and the true that partial
apprehension of the agencies of the invisible world which is called religion.”11 Shelley makes
poetry (as a literary genre and more besides) the stable center of social life by putting it at the
intersection of politics, religion, and art.
Shelley’s Defense may seem to overstate the case for poetry’s power, but it captures a
view of poetry’s role and potential that was not entirely gone in the twentieth century. Many of
the poets discussed here—especially Pound and Eliot—would attempt to carry on this Shelleyan
vision in which poetry is at the heart of social life, but they would do so without being able to
assume it as a given. The conditions under which poetry could be understood as the imaginative
force behind these disparate spheres of social life were specific to the nineteenth century. By the
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Percy Bysshe Shelley, A Defense of Poetry, ed. Albert S. Cook (Boston: Ginn & Co., 1891),
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twentieth century various meaning-making strategies intrinsic to the lyric form—addressing
nature and the gods, metaphorical and analogous comparison, even the significance of formal
devices—though they persisted, became increasingly understood as techniques that could be
deployed, not features that were necessarily motivated by correspondence to religious truths, the
natural world, or societal norms.
Poets would thus try to reimagine and produce a significance and power they could no
longer assume through a process that mobilizes the lyric’s formal and religious potential in an
imaginative transformation of the world, a process I am calling “re-enchantment.”12 Some
existing descriptions of “re-enchantment” assume that it involves the replacement of religious
content with secular alternatives after an initial disenchantment, leading (for example) to the
meaningfulness of the aesthetic. “Disenchantment,” according to Nicholas Paige, “can be
described as the process by which discourse that purports to describe the real world is stripped of
its referential credentials...re-enchantment then attributes to that stripped discourse a new
function, aesthetic and imaginative.”13 Paige’s account describes the establishment of the
aesthetic, and the appropriation of content in its name—in other words, one way this reenchantment operates is as a secularization of religious content. There are reasons to be skeptical
of this displacement model (reasons I discuss below and in the first chapter), but my use of “reenchantment” throughout this dissertation gets at a fundamentally different problem. “Re-

In his reading of Yeats and Poet, Sean Pryor contends that those poets are pulled between the “maker” and
“prophet” roles, a claim that has been influential to my thinking throughout this dissertation. See Sean Pryor, W.B.
Yeats, Ezra Pound, and the Poetry of Paradise (Farnham, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011), 63-4 (discussed
further in Ch.2).
12

Nicholas Paige, “Permanent Re-Enchantments: On Some Literary Uses of the Supernatural from Early
Empiricism to Modern Aesthetics,” in The Re-Enchantment of the World: Secular Magic in a Rational Age, ed.
Joshua Landy and Michael Saler (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009), 166.
13
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enchantment” as I use the term addresses what happens when traditional modes and uses of the
aesthetic are themselves called into question, a problem directly related to Hobson’s observation
that “the increased pressure on art and the artist to satisfy the values supposedly missing from the
materialist, immanent worldview” is one of “the loose threads in current thinking about literary
modernism and religion.”14 The re-enchantment that poets turn to in responding to the
contemporary challenge for meaning is as secular as the concept of the aesthetic that precedes it,
but it can be leveraged, paradoxically, for a renewed and continuing sense of transformative
power after the legitimacy, value, and significance of religious and aesthetic enchantments have
been called into question. Re-enchantment is deliberate, and it often (though not always) aims at
recapturing or renewing what has been lost as a result of modern secularization and its secondary
effects. It can be deployed for secular, aesthetic ends; it can also be appropriated to legitimize the
supernatural.
While aesthetic enchantment has a conscious presence well before the twentieth century,
in Britain the deployment of re-enchantment as a potential resource for lost poetic legitimacy,
inviting (even demanding) idiosyncratic manipulation, takes on particular urgency around World
War I. At the same time, poets begin to reimagine what their poetry might do in the face of
sweeping social changes. As Matthew Mutter has argued, “modernism…is the first sustained
moment in the long secularization of Western intellectual culture where writers begin to imagine
a comprehensively post-Christian culture, and where secularism becomes, out of necessity, an
object of reflection.”15 In the case of the lyric, the reflection Mutter identifies is made necessary
by the delegitimization of traditional forms of lyric enchantment and of the lyric’s fraught, quasi-

14
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Matthew Mutter, Restless Secularism (New Haven: Yale UP, 2017), 14.
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spiritual role in British life. But out of that loss comes a greater variety of poetic forms and
understandings of what the lyric might do as poets wrestle directly with why their poetry might
matter—and commonly turn to the lyric’s connection to religion for answers, even long after
modernism.
British poets in the twentieth century seized on re-enchantment to imagine what power
the lyric might continue to have after its social role and strategies of meaning had been called
into question. Poets responding to the first World War—Wilfred Owen, Mary Borden, and David
Jones—registered the initial shock of lyric enchantment’s survival—even its possible
collusion—amidst the war’s destruction. A few years later, poets like T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound
seized on the power of lyric re-enchantment to imagine themselves above the social decay they
saw around them, seeking to transform and redefine society by claiming real power for lyric
enchantment, a power that was ambiguously aesthetic and numinous (though Eliot would assume
the reality of this power less than Pound). H.D. would be even more insistent on poetry’s power,
imagining lyric re-enchantment as an occult, supernatural practice which allowed her to
transcend wartime devastation. But at the other extreme, David Jones would make reenchantment’s power subordinate to social conditions, reserving for poetry a religious function
that, rather than a truly transformative role, gave it a secular role of aesthetic mediation. As we
will see, all these poets imagine (and re-imagine) the poetic vocation as involving a connection
with religion. Their uses of re-enchantment therefore show a fundamental tension between
secular, immanent strategies of meaning-making and a continued openness to transcendent value,
even supernatural power—values and powers that are supposed to give their poetry its
significance. In the words of Mary Borden, poets turn to re-enchantment amid the century’s
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devastation to re-invest with meaning what remains, “to hold a universe together”—or register
the limits of re-enchantment as it continues to fall apart.16
In the following pages I will lay the theoretical and historical groundwork for readings
that demonstrate the surprising way in which secularization paradoxically facilitates poetry’s
continued connection to religion. As we will see, this relationship is especially visible in lyric
poetry’s formal and historical relationship with religion. And because changes in religion’s
social role are key to the argument I am making here, I will also describe a critical framework
(secularization theory) that helps us understand those changes in twentieth century Britain.

Lyric Poetry and Religion: Continuing History
In the early twentieth century, poetry and religion had a close but ambiguous relationship.
In particular, the major British poetic movements since the late 1700s were in explicit
conversation with religion’s changing roles and threatened viability. Poets and critics sometimes
presented poetry as a type of religion and sometimes turned to poetry as a source of what religion
no longer seemed to provide. M.H. Abrams has famously argued that romanticism, situated at the
beginning of this period, secularized concepts from the fading religious consensus in order to
salvage them. “Much of what distinguishes the writers I call ‘Romantic,’” he writes,
derives from the fact that they undertook, whatever their religious creed or lack of
creed, to save traditional concepts, schemes, and values which had been based on
the relation of the Creator to his creature and creation, but to reformulate them
within the prevailing two-term system of subject and object, ego and non-ego, the
human mind or consciousness and its transactions with nature.17
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Mary Borden, Poems of Love and War, ed. Paul O’Prey (London: Dare-Gale Press, 2015), 38.
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M.H. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism: Tradition and Revolution in Romantic Literature (New York: Norton,
1973), 13.
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This is not primarily an antagonistic development, as Abrams’s emphasis on “sav[ing]” concepts
indicates. But it does open the opportunity for replacement. As Abrams writes, “characteristic
concepts and patterns of Romantic philosophy and literature are a displaced and reconstituted
theology, or else a secularized form of devotional experience….”18 Describing the relationship as
literature’s appropriation of religious content, however, is a bit too simple. Colin Jager has
argued for modifying this replacement model, arguing that secularization should be understood
“as differentiation rather than the transformation of religious content,” and claiming that What is
at stake in romanticism is not only literature’s interaction with religion but literature’s continuing
development (through differentiation) out of religion as authors wrestle with non-religious uses
of analogy.19 As Jager puts it, “a differentiated world makes possible the autonomous
professional calling of the poet, while a world of divine intentionality allows only poetic creation
on the order of an analogy to divine creation.”20 By positing romanticism’s relationship to
literature as involving differentiation rather than replacement, Jager helps us to see that modern
literary vocations come into being through an ambiguous relationship with religion, not its
rejection. Literature’s rise does not mean religion’s disappearance.
Poetry and religion operate to mutual benefit throughout the nineteenth century. In this
century the relationship between poetry and religion is dynamic, explicitly questioned and
reimagined. As William R. McKelvy observes, “a claim made repeatedly in nineteenth-century
Britain” was that “Literature was becoming modernity’s functional religion, and the author, with
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Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism, 65.
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Colin Jager, The Book of God (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 39. Jager relies on
Casanova’s model of secularization as primarily differentiation (discussed below and in chapter three) in making
this claim.
20
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the power to sanctify human experience and redeem national life, had assumed a sacred
vocation.”21 This claim is not surprising; the Victorian era is famous not only for its religiosity
but for producing Matthew Arnold, who infamously encouraged his readers to pursue
“Sweetness and Light” by replacing religion with a more comprehensive notion of “culture” as
the lodestar of national life. In Arnold’s understanding “culture” and poetry are close partners;
“In thus making of sweetness and light to be characters of perfection,” he writes, “culture is of
like spirit with poetry, follows one law with poetry.”22 Arnold is not alone in imagining literature
as religion’s replacement. Matthew Mutter notes that “critics like Matthew Arnold, Clive Bell,
and I.A. Richards thought that the form-giving and emotion-stimulating capacities of literature
were analogous to religious belief and might be employed to organize human emotion in a
secular age.”23 Mutter’s list implies that the notion of literature-as-religion’s-replacement
survives from the Victorian era into the middle twentieth century.24
Despite the popularity of the replacement model, the actual relationship between religion
and literature up to the beginning of the twentieth century is more complicated. As McKelvy tells
it, literature’s relative ascendance was aided by the religious institutions that literature
supposedly displaced. “[L]iterature did not assume this authority only after religious experience
became less possible,” McKelvy writes. “Nor did the cult of literature grow up in a space left
vacant by religion. It developed in intimate collusion with religious culture and religious

William R. McKelvy, “Introduction,” The English Cult of Literature: Devoted Readers, 1774-1880
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2007), 1. My interest in McKelvy is restricted to the general framing
of the relationship between literature and religion in his introduction and first chapter.
21
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Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy and Other Writings, ed. Stefan Collini (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge
UP, 1993), 67.
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Mutter, Restless Secularism, 4.
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politics.”25 The most important of these political developments were the loosening of laws
around religious conformity and the consequent creation of a space for religious criticism (which
McKelvy puts sometime after 1770).26 The historian John Wolffe, in a complementary reading,
concurs. He maintains that “the advance of doctrinal latitude and imprecision was accompanied
by a corresponding increase in ambiguity as to whether and in what way art was or was not
religious.”27 In the mid-19th century, the arts were “channels for upholding official Christianity,”
but “By the 1920s….No longer were literature and the arts seen as ready vehicles for spreading
official religious teachings: they were liable rather to be perceived as hostile or at best neutral.”28
But even hostility and neutrality toward official religious teachings could manifest in
quasi-religious projects. Sean Pryor notes that “The identification of poetry with magic,
incantation and religious ritual was widespread during the last decades of the nineteenth and the
first decades of the twentieth century.”29 It is interesting how closely Pryor’s dates (up to “the
first decades of the twentieth century”) correspond with Wolffe’s diagnosis that by the 1920s the
arts had no official religious function. But even as that change was being consolidated, it was
possible “to read religion in aesthetic terms [as did Arthur Symons] and, on the other hand, to
claim for art the powers and responsibilities of religion [as did W.B. Yeats].”30 That ambiguity,
as Pryor contends, proceeds well into the twentieth century.
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That same ambiguity between poetry and religion informs the various construals of lyric
re-enchantment that is the subject of this dissertation. The continuing relationship between
literature and religion is clearly visible in the poems above, and in criticism and letters from
throughout the twentieth century. T.S. Eliot, for example, wrote that “Poetry is early used in
religious ritual, and when we sing a hymn we are still using poetry for a particular social
purpose.”31 The poets considered here made use of poetry’s past relationships to religion in
reimagining what that relationship might look like in the present. Eliot also acknowledged that
“certainly poetry is not the inculcation of morals, or the direction of politics; and no more is it
religion or an equivalent of religion, except by some monstrous abuse of words.”32 But “On the
other hand, poetry certainly has something to do with morals, and with religion, and even with
politics perhaps, though we cannot say what.”33 That ambiguity gives poets an opportunity, and
Eliot was not alone in acknowledging and making use of it. As we will see, Pound continued to
associate “the gods” with good literature; H.D. imagined writing lyrics as an occult practice, and
according to David Jones’s theory all art was sacramental and religious (albeit in a limited
sense).

Religion and Lyric Form
This relationship between poetry and religion proves so durable because it is more than a
product of historical context; especially for the lyric, poetry’s religious potential is inherent in its
form. This claim is (at least potentially) doubly controversial: not only does it blur the line
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between the aesthetic and religious, but identifying the lyric’s formal properties can also be
contentious. If, for example, we ascribe to Virginia Jackson’s skeptical critique, what we call the
lyric may be mostly a case of mistaken identity and the appropriation of other genres. In
Dickinson’s Misery Jackson claims we have falsely projected an abstracted, anti-historical
understanding of the lyric onto “lyrics” of the past. She argues that it is only by a projective
paradigm of “lyric reading” that “the poetry that comes to be understood as lyric after the
eighteenth century is thought to require as its context only the occasion of its reading.”34 In its
worst forms this insufficiently historicist approach reads historical “riddles, papyrae, epigrams,
songs, sonnets, blasons, Lieder, elegies, dialogues, conceits, ballads, hymns and odes” as
interchangeably lyric such that “lyric” and “poetry” have become increasingly synonymous in
contemporary usage.35
Still, as Jonathan Culler points out in Theory of the Lyric, many of the subgenres we call
“lyric” do share a range of certain “parameters,” most notably “indirection” of address, “lyric’s
attempt to be itself an event rather than the representation of an event,” involvement with the
“ritualistic,” and “an explicitly hyperbolic quality, which is especially striking because lyrics are
brief.”36 These qualities and others associated with the lyric (such as rhyme) make instances of
lyric identifiable within poems of different genres, including supposedly antithetical ones like the
modernist epic.37 In such cases I refer to the “lyric mode” rather than the “lyric” in the generic
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sense, an approach given more validity by Alastair Fowler’s Kinds of Literature, which offers a
theory of generic “kinds” and “modes” in which “Modes have always an incomplete repertoire, a
selection only of the corresponding kind’s features, and one from which overall external
structure is absent.”38 In an example I discuss at greater length in Chapter 1, we find such modal
injection of the lyric into the form of David Jones’s epic narrative poem, In Parenthesis, as the
Queen of the Woods hands out garlands to the dead soldiers:
Some she gives white berries
some she gives brown
Emil has a curious crown it’s
made of golden saxifrage.39
At this highly symbolic moment, Jones’s lines suggest rhymes, rhythms, and brevity lacking
before (as a following line shows): “That swine Lillywhite has daisies to his chain—you’d hardly
credit it.”40 This modal manifestation of the lyric in other contexts still involves lyric
enchantment as it obviously does above. On the one hand, the poetry we commonly call “lyric”
has real coherence (as Culler argues); on the other hand, the lyric has obviously developed
through the generic processes that Fowler describes, leading to the need for a historicism like
Jackson’s (though perhaps not quite so extreme).41
It is possible to reconcile Jackson’s historicism with Culler’s formal parameters if we
view lyric form as encouraging certain developments rather than others as lyric form takes on
specific meanings in historical contexts, meanings that compound over time. In other words, the
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formal qualities Culler identifies encourage Jackson’s “lyric reading,” and even in the distorting
effects of that critical approach we can discern the essence of lyric form. What we call the lyric
generally manifests as the voice of a single speaker. But unlike the dramatic monologue (which,
like a theatrical drama, assumes a particular setting), in the lyric the discourse of a “voice”
provides both the poem’s content (what it is about) and the “context” in which that content
appears, a context that only implies an actual location. The lyric’s taking form as a voice which
is its own context is manifest in the ambiguities of lyric address, which Culler and J. Mark Smith
have described as a fundamental characteristic of lyric form.42 By seeming to address a listener
(but only seeming to), the lyric implies a context it would not be able to assert—or in Joshua
Landy’s words, “poetry evokes the idea of an object.”43 It thus appears to come into being
spontaneously, floating free of actual reference, grounded in nothing but itself.
When we read lyric poetry, we encounter discourse that operates “as if” a full context for
it existed, though we know this is not really the case. Hans Vaihinger has elaborated the
significance of this “as if” for modern thought, identifying behind that verbal twist an increasing
reliance on “fictions” (like the square root of -1) that do not rise to the factual level of hypotheses
because they knowingly contradict reality. What separates these fictions from outright fantasy is
their usefulness; they are mental tools, shortcuts to allow us to reach our goals “indirectly, if the
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material which [we] encounter[] resists a direct procedure.”44 These fictions are thus useful only
as a methodological convenience and only so long as we recognize their fictitiousness; they are
meant to fall away once a problem has been worked through and we find a solution that helps us
more successfully navigate the world.45 Aesthetic fictions, however, remain constitutive of
literary works. Vaihinger argues that while scientific fictions aim towards practical usefulness,
the “Æsthetic fictions serve the purpose of awakening within us certain uplifting or otherwise
important feelings.”46 In connecting the aesthetic with “feelings” Vaihinger draws on the
longstanding connection between poetry and individual expressivism, a feature that would seem
to distinguish the aesthetic (and especially the literary) from the scientific.47
But in practice this can be read as a distinction without a difference. Vaihinger maintains
that the very nature of thought makes it impossible to attain any true knowledge of the world,
that all we know of the real world is our sensations and any “practical” benefit of fictions is
aimed at producing certain sensations rather than others.48 Even admitting that sensations are
primary and feelings secondary (perhaps the product of reflection on sensations), by making real
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knowledge impossible Vaihinger prepares the ground for an approach in which the aesthetic and
the scientific converge as equally meaningful forms of knowing. By making the question of
“knowledge” a matter of sensation, in which success or failure is immanent within the
experience of the world, his philosophy leaves little space for questioning the validity and fitness
of methods by which those sensations are produced (science or art). In practice this reverses the
trend by which “definite theological [and mythological and aesthetic] fictions could be of value
for the scientific study of fiction.”49 While Vaihinger is clear that the transition between religious
belief to scientific fiction is only legitimate if it proceeds from dogma to fiction, by explicitly
proclaiming the fictitiousness of all that we commonly think of as “knowledge” he opens the
door for those who are less committed to materialistic rationality to contest science’s prerogative
as a way of making sense of the world.50 But Vaihinger is not the only one responsible; though
he is a proponent of the fictive approach, he is also concerned with demonstrating that it is a
typically modern methodology.
In modernity, the privileged site of this “as if” is lyric form—a fact suggested by
Vaihinger’s bid to defend the transfer of fictiveness from the aesthetic to the sciences. While all
literary forms participate in aesthetic fictions, the lyric is a special case because of its
fundamental reliance on lyric address. As described above, through the strategy of lyric address
the lyric poem implies a speaker and a context—a world—which it cannot claim and which it
often does not even describe, setting it apart even from more expansive, contextually fleshed-out
poetic forms like the epic and dramatic monologue. Lyric enchantment thus relies on
fictitiousness at a fundamental level because it allows not only the description of a world within
49
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the very act of telling but also the implication that no description is final; the lyric always has
more to say and thus (analogously, at least) is open to transcendence. Still, because of the generic
connotations of “fiction,” in the context of this dissertation it would be more correct to
emphasize the linguistic structure underlying this term and say the lyric poem fundamentally
relies on an “as if.” Though we know the world of a lyric does not exist, it must still be read as if
such a world exists, and that “as if” activates a slippage between world and work that remains
foundational to theories of lyric poetry and inspires debate among their various adherents.
The lyric is thus primed to reflect the growing importance of the fictive “as if” in
modernity—but, alongside it, the increasingly relative and unmoored character of modern
knowledge. Hans Blumenberg makes this point in “The Concept of Reality and the Possibility of
the Novel,” outlining the historical development of approaches to “reality” and their significance
for aesthetics. As Blumenberg argues, “It is the change in the concept of truth which opens up
new possibilities for art to be ‘true.’”51 The concept of truth in the modern era is typified by
“resistance”—the belief that true reality is largely (perhaps ultimately) inaccessible—a position
that echoes Vaihinger’s recognition of an increasing fictiveness to “knowledge.”52 But even
more important for this dissertation is that Blumenberg claims “the reality that occurs in
resistance is, from the viewpoint of the esthetics of genre, basic to lyric poetry.”53 Michael
Davidson offers a complementary (and more recent) explanation of why poetry in particular
would be connected to a characteristically modern, unstable view of knowledge, elaborating a
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theory of “palimtext” in which “writing loses its specular relationship to a prior ‘more real
world’….”, signifying independently.54 But if Davidson’s point is true for poetry, it is doubly
true for lyric poetry. In my terms, lyric enchantment is typically modern because of its
undecidable reference—an undecidability that, in the twentieth century, simultaneously opens it
to charges of irrelevance and falsehood while also positioning it to recuperate beliefs (especially
religious beliefs) that have been challenged on rational, materialist criteria.
In the twentieth century lyric the use of this “as if” actively negotiates an ambiguous
relationship with religion, and it continues to do so in the present day. We have seen Culler
mention that the lyric is involved with the “ritualistic.” While Culler attributes lyrics’ ritualistic
aspect to the simple fact that lyrics are “composed for reperformance” and backs away from
“anthropological and religious domains that may or may not be relevant,” his choice of the term
“ritualistic” is nonetheless telling.55 It implicitly invokes a historical process of secularization,
the gradual differentiation of the lyric from religious ritual that has been widely acknowledged.
Still, it is only “as if” the lyric participates in religious ritual. Culler’s “ritualistic” function is not
really a religious one. Though “reperformance” may be analogous to religious ritual, religious
ritual has not only a repeating form but a definite content which gestures out to a complete
system of thought.
But even Culler entertains the idea that the lyric’s close historical relationship with
religion has given it formal characteristics that remain peculiarly supportive of religious and
spiritualistic interpretations. His lyric theory claims that central to the lyric is “apostrophic
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address, which presupposes an animated world that might be asked to act or refrain from
acting….” Thus to present such a theory of the lyric “is implicitly to link lyric to magic, the
enchantment of the world—a world inhabited by sentient forces, a world before the flight of the
gods.”56 Or at least that is one way of reading it. Culler hedges against such a reading in the
following passage:
...one could also say that along with the lyric's varied imagining of the world, our
possible relations to it and its to us, which may be a version of enchantment, it
pursues, with all the elegance it can muster, a structuring of that linguistic
material whose visceral appeal requires a name other than enchantment.57
There are multiple levels of indirection here. Lyric's “possible relations...to us” “may be a
version of enchantment,” but its “visceral appeal” requires another name. Enchantment is no
straightforward case of religion or spirituality, but on the other hand (as in Eliot’s comments
above) it is not not involved with them. Thus Culler claims “that the lyric genre is a place where
enchantment and disenchantment, opacity and lucidity are negotiated.”58 In other words, it is a
genre that knowingly explores its use of “as if.” Lyric form, through apostrophic address, has no
inherent relationship to religion proper, but its connection to enchantment through apostrophic
form—through seeming to invoke immaterial presences—invites the exploration of possible
connections.
In twentieth century poetry, the lyric “as if” (foundational to lyric enchantment) becomes
increasingly explicit and self-aware as poets themselves confront the relationship between poetry
and the world—a relationship that continues to be informed by poetry’s religious heritage and, as
a consequence, by secularization. Secularization is involved in the process (which Vaihinger
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describes, and of which his own work is symptomatic) whereby the search for truth as a
transcendent absolute becomes transformed into a search for practical efficacy evaluated by
immanent results (Vaihinger’s sensations). Secularization is also a process in which activities
and entities that are previously considered meaningful, as they are abstracted from traditional
social structures through the process of differentiation, become instrumentalized and exploitable.
Vaihinger, for example, argues the idea of God transitions from a genuine belief in dogmatic
theology into the ethical fiction of Kant. My argument in this dissertation is that British lyric
poets register the instrumentalization of “as if” explicitly, both as a collapse of previous lyric
givens and in the expanding notions of what purposes lyrical enchantments might serve. Since
these poetic “as ifs” also take the form of religious content (due to the lyric’s historical
relationship with religion and their allegedly common fictiveness), poets engaged with lyric
enchantment necessarily confront secularization head-on. How much credence to give these “as
ifs” (or even if they should be embraced as dogmas) is thus simultaneously a question of poetics
and of belief. In extreme cases, poets even begin to make the “as if” of lyric enchantment into a
“because and a so that,” transforming it (in Vaihinger’s terms) from fiction into dogma and
making poetry another way of knowing on the level of science.59 The increasing awareness of
lyric enchantment’s “as if” activates this shift to dogma as much as it warns against it—and in
the resulting pull between lyric enchantment’s transcendent and immanent potential we find the
central paradox of the lyric in a secular age.
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Yeats and Re-Enchantment
To take one example, the work of W. B. Yeats shows this pull between transcendence
and immanence in practice. Yeats’s career illustrates how changes in religion at the beginning of
the twentieth century presented both challenge and opportunity in a conscious renegotiation of
lyric enchantment. Yeats, arguably the most prominent British lyricist of the early century, was
also involved in formal occult activities. He occupied a position of leadership in the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn, an organization that (among other things) carried out research in
“practical” magic.60 Though the Golden Dawn was founded in the late 1800s, the society and its
spinoffs (and Yeats’s own involvement) persisted well into the twentieth century. It was only
ever a marginal movement in British society, but the Golden Dawn participates in the general
broadening of supernatural practices as a result of secularization (described later). Yeats’s
participation in the Golden Dawn fits easily alongside theosophical societies, post-war séances,
and astrological readings which represent the expansion of supernatural practice beyond official
religion as the supernatural itself was marginalized.
Describing occult practices as “religious” requires further explanation, because—as Gauri
Viswanathan points out—British occultism in Yeats’s time was developed against official
British religious institutions. As Viswanathan argues, the modern occult in general can be seen as
a product of the process in which “religion” makes itself legible only by placing unapproved
supernaturalisms outside the bounds of official dogma (“Secularism in the Framework of
Heterodoxy,” 467-8). The line between orthodoxy and heterodoxy is therefore a social (and
political) construct that works as a social wedge to the benefit of the orthodox. Thus
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“Theosophy,” an influential and widespread occult movement in which Yeats participated,
“developed in reaction to orthodox Christianity, as it sougth the roots of spiritual life not in
dogma but in an experiential religion recpaturing a non-deity centered, pantheistic theology. Its
appeal lay in finding a common ground between many world religions, without necessarily
subscribing to the tenets of any one particular religion.”61 In addition to its experiential
pantheism, Theosophy differed from orthodox Anglicanism in its experiential epistemology.
While the orthodox relied on revelation for religious knowledge and to guide religious
experience, the Theosophist engaged in a creative process guided by the “subliminal mind.”62
Theosophy thus substituted organized religion’s catechism with “storytelling, which occult
practices treat as a form of revelatory experience.”63 It is this emphasis on storytelling over
dogma that allows occultism the pantheism and ecumenical borrowing (especially from
Hinduism) that was one of its hallmarks in the period. By making the act of storytelling a
revelatory experience, disparate religious traditions could be brought into meaningful relations—
and as we will soon see, literary endeavor could achieve the status of occult practice.
Distinguishing between occultism and the orthodox, institutional Christianity of the
period therefore makes historically import tensions legible. Especially in the context of
secularization, acknowledging occultism’s conflict with established Christianity shows how
secularization is not a simple story of disenchantment; supernatural beliefs as well as rationalistic
ones could place a person at odds with British Christian culture. Still, it is important to recognize
occultism as a type of religion. Even if occult movements like Theosophy are not “religious” in
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the sense of the institutional and official, most involve practices and rituals that sociologists or
anthropologists would define as religious. And though occult movements embrace a different
type of supernaturalism, the hostility of institutional religion toward the occult remains because
their separation remains incomplete—and the overlap between the two is at the core of what I
call religion. The acknowledged separation between official Christianity and occultism
increasingly becomes illegible from the dominant secular perspective, which (as I will discuss)
places more emphasis on functional similarity than dogmatic content. Occultism’s increasing
prominence during this period therefore demonstrates the fraught nature of secularization in the
period: on the one hand, occultism can be seen as working in conjunction with secularization in
that it challenges official Christianity’s status; but on the other hand, its pursuit of social
legitimacy for different forms of the supernatural demonstrates how the very definition and
possibilities for “religion” were changing in the period. With these qualifications, then, in this
dissertation I will refer to prominent forms of occultism as “religious.”64
Yeats draws heavily on his occult interests throughout his poetic career, making it central
to his own version of lyric enchantment. More specifically, he draws on an occult perspective in
which the work of the imagination through poetry is supposed to generate real, practical
knowledge (thus making a fiction into a dogma). As Susan Johnston Graf argues, “All of the
occult work within the Golden Dawn was trained on elevation and control of consciousness”
because (as Graf observes, quoting the Golden Dawn member and novelist Dion Fortune)
“‘Occult Science, rightly understood, teaches us to regard all things as states of consciousness,
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and then shows us how to gain control of consciousness subjectively….’”65 Control of
consciousness (and therefore of visionary experiences) was a tool aimed at accomplishing the
occult’s primary aim: the recovery of secret or hidden knowledge and wisdom, a process often
assumed to be as perilous as it was enticing.
In Yeats’s poetry the occult pursuit of visionary experiences is inseparable from the
power of the poetic imagination, and their mutual involvement explains why Yeats does not back
away from lyric enchantment as he increasingly engages with contemporary historical events
starting around the 1910s. This is because the primary point of contact between his occultism and
his poetry is a symbolism which is native to both and fundamental to his own poetics. Graf
observes that “For Yeats, the use of symbolism in poetry was no different from its use in magic.
Both were capable of drawing forth energy and both were dangerous and powerful.”66
We see the ambiguous danger of lyric enchantment in one of the most famous poems of
his early career, “The Stolen Child,” where the refrain weaves an enchantment which is only
gradually revealed as threatening, and in its threat seems to announce a perverse consolation. The
poem’s fairy speakers are stealing a child, though the kidnapping is phrased like an invitation:
Come away, O human child!
To the waters and the wild
With a faery, hand in hand,
For the world’s more full of weeping than you can understand.67
The fairies sound altruistic; the “stolen” child might be dying anyway; perhaps this theft allows
the child a kind of immortality removed from the physical world but persisting. Yet the weeping
which the world is “full of” is never explained. In the poem, its only explanation is that it is the
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weeping of the parents for this child that has been stolen. That means the fairies are being
disingenuous (as they are wont): their cure is the disease. They cause the weeping which they
claim to remedy. Yet without their taking the child away (which we never see, which remains an
act we can only infer from the lyric discourse) the poem would not exist as the ambiguous
meditation on enchantment’s significance in matters of life and death. The ambiguity of the
fairies’ action is thus matched and reflected in the ambiguity of the lyric poem, which when
analyzed inherits the phantasmagoric qualities of its speakers (and of the human child, who is
invoked as “O human child” and is less “present” in the poem than they). They are not “real,”
though they are perhaps a way of getting at something real (the ambiguous presences of the
aesthetic); the poem is not “real” in the sense of constituting the actual speech of fairies, but it
gets at something real by pointing to a child’s untimely death. It is, clearly, a matter of “as if.”
But it is important to recognize that the folkloric elements in the poem are more than a
convenient symbolic vehicle; they are central to Yeats’s occult practices and essential to his
poetry, bridging the two in a shared commitment to imaginative transcendence that makes use of
re-enchantment. In “The Stolen Child,” lyric enchantment is seamless, the product of a
straightforward symbology. As his career continues, Yeats’s work pushes lyric enchantment
further, beyond any straightforward “as if” until the real and the lyrical overlap like pieces of
fabric in the seam of a coat. But by showing his seams (or seeming to) Yeats does not disenchant
so much as he intensifies his marshalling of lyric enchantment. In “A Coat,” he embraces a type
of enchantment beyond the obvious varieties he had embraced earlier, beyond ones defined by
the nostalgia of “old mythologies”:
I made my song a coat
Covered with embroideries
Out of old mythologies
From heel to throat;
29

But the fools caught it,
Wore it in the world’s eye
As though they’d wrought it.
Song, let them take it,
For there’s more enterprise
In walking naked.68
Now that “fools” have taken up his song of mythological enchantment and claimed it as their
own, Yeats will make his coat no coat at all—a pledge of authenticity matched by the reflective
first-person voice and the ostensible absence of aesthetic “embroidery.” But even this
authenticity involves “enterprise,” a modern word which signals both creativity and public
endeavor. Yeats knows he is being watched, so his “walking naked” is itself a performance of
modern enchantment. In the third-to-last line Yeats might be saying that the “fools” can take
song; he might be addressing Song itself, remaking it in response to the appropriation and
resulting inauthenticity of his old, straightforwardly mythological idiom. That old manner of “as
if” just won’t do. He replaces the fairies with a homespun coat, a coat which he enchants through
the deliberate martialing of poetic tropes and lyric form (a strategy we will see throughout this
dissertation). All the while his early ambiguity continues; whereas the ambiguity of “The Stolen
Child” was generated by a Browningesque (albeit choral) narrator involved in the poem’s
action, in “A Coat” it is revealed as even more central to the operation of lyric song itself (a
centrality which is admittedly anticipated in the earlier poem). In having a less definite context
yet still continuing to imply one, the song of “A Coat” demonstrates the lyric’s power.
In a continuing trend, Yeats uses the calculated authenticity found in “A Coat,” which is
really another type of enchantment, to relate real-world politics and mythological truths in an
occult process guided by the poetic imagination. Far from impeding his engagement with the real
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world, Yeats’s occult enchantments self-consciously negotiate the boundary between the real
world and the poem in an ever-intensifying process of reflection that explores the limits of his art
and thus (negatively) positions it in relation to the world. His early penchant for symbolism thus
persists alongside (sometimes within) explicitly political poems: history is one level of meaning
that can be connected to the transcendent wisdom of occultism, and that connection is
accomplished through the knowing employment of lyric strategies in re-enchantment. Thus it is
that Yeats vacillates, in approaching the historical situation described in “Meditations in Time of
Civil War,” between straightforward metaphors and occult symbolism. In the sixth poem of the
sequence Yeats addresses the social breakdown of civil-war Ireland through his famous refrain
that asks the bees to occupy the empty stare’s nest, metaphorically redeeming Ireland’s shattered
domesticity:
We are closed in, and the key is turned
On our uncertainty; somewhere
A man is killed, or a house burned,
Yet no clear fact to be discerned:
Come build in the empty house of the stare.69
Compared to some of Yeats’s poetry, this passage is straightforward. It favors direct statement
(“a house burned”) and natural imagery while prioritizing the metaphor of the bees’ building
over the (easily unlocked) symbol of the key. By the end of the poem the refrain of “Come
build…” has made the bees into their own symbol, of course, but this is a far cry from the
esoteric name-dropping found in Yeats’s more inscrutable poems. The short lines and regular,
five-line stanza and rhyme scheme (ABAAB) add to the seeming directness of the poem. This is
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Yeats’s poetic persona walking naked, using a straightforward poetics that seems to directly
represent the violence of civil war.70
But the next and last poem in “Meditations” sees a return to Yeats’s esotericism (and a
corresponding verbosity). In “I See Phantoms of Hatred and of the Heart’s Fulness and of the
Coming Emptiness,” a title that provides a necessary explanation of the poem’s confusing
subject matter, Yeats stands at the top of his tower on looks out on those phantoms that include
“The rage driven, rage tormented, and rage hungry troop” which cries “‘Vengeance for Jacques
Molay,’” “Magical unicorns [who] bear ladies on their backs,” and “an indifferent multitude” of
“brazen hawks.”71 Not once in this section is there a description of actual violence. As Yeats
acknowledges, it is instead concerned with “The abstract joy, / The half read wisdom of
daemonic images” which “Suffice the ageing man as once the growing boy.”72 There is sonic
satisfaction in that terminal rhyme—not, though, straightforward intellectual satisfaction.
This return to esoteric symbolism after the down-to-earth imagery of the previous poem
is a trend which Yeats continues across his oeuvre and even (as here) within poetic sequences.
His ultimate aim is this “abstract joy,” and though its pursuit might be taken as a rejection of the
partisanism that wracked Ireland, in context Yeats is clear that his motivation for remaining aloof
is grounded in non-political beliefs about a realm of occult value which, while not entirely static
(see “The Second Coming” and his theory of gyres), changes as a result of internal processes
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beyond our ability to influence them. Passion pushed to its limit thus leads to passivity (and vice
versa, as Mutter has observed), both political and otherwise.73
Yet by its very nature as an ambiguous “as if” (not an outright fabrication) Yeats’s lyric
enchantment maintains a connection to his own historical context beyond its use as a fodder for
occult symbols, and in his poetry Yeats explicitly raises problems at the intersection of history,
poetry, and religion. In the short lyric “The Nineteenth Century and After” he offers a response
to Matthew Arnold’s meditation on secularism in “Dover Beach.” In this poem Yeats argues that
the loss of “the great song” (a song he is concerned with throughout his career, and whose
supposed greatness might be a nineteenth-century artifact) should not distract us from what
remains: “The rattle of pebbles on a shore / Under the receding wave.”74 In the line before we
learn that the resulting “delight” is typically ambiguous, “keen”—intense, but piercing. Yeats’s
small lyric is thus one such pebble-rattling that replaces the outgoing great song. It has smaller
ambitions but continues the music of lyric enchantment.
We find another (more pessimistic) poetic rattling that comments on contemporary life in
that same volume’s “Three Movements,” in which a teleological progression from
“Shakespearean fish” to “Romantic fish” to present fish locates them “far away from land,” then
“in nets coming to the hand,” and finally “gasping on the strand.”75 The poem-fish come closer
to shore with each “movement” (all of which are formally related in one overarching movement),
until in contemporary times the fish have been thrown out of the water—not dead yet; but with
no hands to gather them and no way to return to the sea, it is only a matter of time. This poem
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and “The Nineteenth Century After” complement each other; the tide in the first has withdrawn,
perhaps throwing these fish up on the shingle in the same action that makes the pebbles rattle.
A much earlier Yeats poem—“Breasal the Fisherman”—offers a complementary
appraisal of fishing the tides and in hindsight demonstrates how his earlier symbology seems to
become more straightforward even while it intensifies questions about the transformative power
of lyric enchantment. In “Breasal the Fisherman,” the titular speaker takes on the traditional lyric
posture of addressing nature (here, a fish):
Although you hide in the ebb and flow
Of the pale tide when the moon has set,
The people of coming days will know
About the casting out of my net,
And how you have leaped times out of mind
Over the little silver chords,
And think that you were hard and unkind,
And blame you with many bitter words.76
In this early poem the fish is praiseworthy because it is hidden, because it escapes the
fisherman’s hand—it is occult in the literal sense, occluded from perception. This is the same
attitude found when Yeats acknowledges the song of the pebbles under the withdrawing tide
(they are thus hidden as they sing). In this earlier poem Yeats’s characteristic ambiguity surfaces:
the speaker celebrates the fish in the poem even as the description of the fish seems to make
good on the fisherman’s promise that others will “think that you were hard and unkind, / And
blame you with many bitter words.”77 Still, the speaker never quite claim that the fish does
anything blameworthy; its elusiveness is not the source of his own frustration but is instead
exculpatory: “Although you hide in the ebb and flow…” the fish might still be blamed.
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This early poem explains Yeats’s later metaphor in “Three Movements” concerning fish
that, since the time of Shakespeare, are less and less elusive. From “Breasal the Fisherman” to
“Three Movements” the fish has transformed from a straightforward symbol of longing into a
self-reflexive figure for the lyric. Strikingly, it becomes such a self-reflexive symbol at the
historical moment (Yeats claims) that the poem-fish seem most inert. The Romantic poem-fish
jump into one’s hand—their art is too easy, Yeats implies, too straightforward. But the
contemporary fish are even worse: they have beached themselves. They lie gasping (perhaps in
their breathtaking formal difficulty), and though one assumes they could be caught even easier
than the fish which leap to hand, there are no hands to receive them. What Yeats outlines in
“Three Movements” is thus a typical modernist narrative of decline, one that places most of the
blame on the Romantics but also calls out Yeats’s contemporaries for writing poems that are
“gasping”: simultaneously difficult, labored, and all too obvious.
But in context this narrative of modernist decline takes on another dimension. With the
inclusion of “The Nineteenth Century and After” just before, the beach on which those literary
fish are stranded is revealed as Arnold’s “Dover Beach,” and what has stranded them is the
outgoing sea of faith that recedes with a “melancholy, long, withdrawing roar.”78 Through a
network of shared symbols, Yeats connects the plight of modern art with that of modern religion,
indicating that he saw his own blend of occultism and lyric poetry in a context that maintained
important and defining connections between art and religion. And in that context he seems to
take up another modernist position: an adversary to the times who sought to restore art (and even
society) to its former, elusive glory. Spanning these two dimensions (the continuation of a
relationship with religion, opposition to contemporary degradation) is Yeats’s use of lyric re-
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enchantment, his continued celebration of the hidden “revealed” through poetry’s power to make
things seem to be.
This re-enchanting power acts positively; Yeats is not only an adversary to the
straightforward decline of religion and poetry—his own poetic is more elusive. Just as with his
claim that there is “more enterprise / In walking naked,” there is more to the plight of the gasping
fish. Through them Yeats condemns the poetry of his contemporaries. But there remains a music
in the rattle of pebbles which leave them on the beach, music that is perhaps even more intensely
elusive than that of Breasal’s fish in that it finds aesthetic satisfaction not exclusively in the
elusive difficulty of the aesthetic object (the poem-fish) itself but in the inauspicious
circumstances, the context, surrounding it. Yeats’s deployment of enchantment has grown to the
point that it operates even as Yeats describes real-world obstacles to enchantment—as it
obviously operates within “Three Movements,” which is a poem that proclaims the imminent end
of poetry through conventional symbolism. Taken together, then, Yeats’s shore poems signal a
shift from the paradoxically straightforward enchantment of aesthetic elusiveness (in “Breasal
the Fisherman”) to a more complex and intensive understanding of aesthetic value which reads
lyric enchantment as involved even in its supposed disappearance. The gasping fish of poetic
disenchantment turn out to function, in the workings of Yeats’s poem, as yet another of
enchantment’s guises. Underlying this approach is Yeats’s continued commitment to occult
symbolism that negotiates these multiple levels of meaning. And in this light, the transformative
imagination that abstracts his work from the contemporary political situation (as in
“Meditations”) can be seen as its own form of resistance to the status quo—at least if you accept
Yeats’s visionary (lyric) occultism.
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For Yeats, the ambiguous claims of the aesthetic are directly facilitated by a modern
occultism which refuses to be bound to any final declaration about essences. In Kant’s
philosophy the aesthetic had troubled the dogmatic ontology of orthodox religion through its
agnosticism about any real purpose behind the impression of “purposiveness” one finds in nature
and art, a “purposiveness” that Vaihinger would (during Yeats’s career) describe as the fictive
“as if.” But now that the sea of faith is withdrawing, Yeats seizes on that gap between purpose
and purposiveness (between dogma and fiction) to legitimize his interest in the occult. And it
works the other way as well: Yeats’s quasi-religion provides the symbolic scaffold for his most
memorable poems. The aesthetic and religious are in close collusion in these poems, and by
placing them together, joining the ambiguity of the aesthetic to the otherworldliness of the
occult, Yeats is able to hedge his more startling religious positions when necessary—or at least
to give the appearance of hedging—even while consistently enacting those beliefs at the heart of
his process. Tearing holes becomes its own embroidery.
In his later poems Yeats thus realizes that his poetic is most powerful when it does things
by “halves,” holding extremes (the ultimate extreme being the distance between poem and
world) in an ambiguous balance. In “Vacillation” Yeats claims that “Between extremities / Man
runs his course” and describes the “antinomies” of these extremes in speaking of a tree which “Is
half all glittering flame and half all green / … / And half is half and yet is all the scene; / And
half and half consume what they renew….”79 This in-betweenness and transmutability also
appear in Yeats’s concluding meditation on the contemporary theologian Friedrich Von Hügel,
when Yeats argues that, in spite of “Accept[ing] the miracles of the saints and honour[ing]
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sanctity,” he cannot accept Christianity.80 He “play[s] a predestined part. / Homer is my example
and his unchristened heart.”81 Though Yeats might find consolation in the Christian teaching of
the afterlife, he is (coyly) “predestined” to follow a different creed—that of art. “What theme had
Homer but original sin?” he asks in the sequence’s preceding poem.82 In the Christian paradise,
would art be possible? Sanctity, then, is only half the picture, a half which he admits but eschews
for holding it in balance with the aesthetic, holding in balance “Perfection of the life, or of the
work.”83
Yeats therefore finds it not only useful but necessary to avoid any ultimate essential
commitment—“Vacillation” is a credo enacted through his enchantments. It is a vacillation built
on his “apparitions,” as the title of a late poem (“The Apparitions”) has it. At the end of his
career Yeats ambiguously offers a non-apology for refusing to say exactly what stock he puts in
his occult symbols:
Because there is safety in derision
I talked about an apparition,
I took no trouble to convince,
Or seem plausible to a man of sense84
These lines are written with the same straightforward rhyme and off-the-cuff plainspokenness
that in “A Coat” seems to indicate artlessness, though there as here it is really a more calculated
form of “enterprise.” The callback to “A Coat” is made obvious by the poem’s refrain: “Fifteen
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apparitions have I seen; / The worst a coat upon a coat-hanger.”85 The workaday coat remains
an apparition (one which, on its hanger, symbolizes the laying down of the poetic vocation). And
the same “enterprise” in “A Coat” is at work here; though apparently Yeats is critiquing himself,
he never repents of the safety gained by his elusiveness, and in the second stanza we find him
proceeding by halves again. He revels in his “…long-planned half solitude , / Where I can sit up
half the night / With some friend that has the wit / Not to allow his looks to tell / When I am
unintelligible.”86 Here as before halves seem “all the scene,” and the seeming is the point: it is
enough that the titular apparitions exist, for they are held in balance with an essential reality that,
as soon as it enters the poem, is revealed as its own apparition. In this context neither
intelligibility nor unintelligibility are the point. What matters is the play of apparitions, a play of
which Yeats is the master. This dynamic ambiguity justifies Yeats’s poetic inaction: there is no
final line between seeming and being. It is a doctrine formalized in Yeats’s occultism and given
form in his poetry.
Yeats thus continues the relationship between poetry and religion; more than that, he
merges lyric enchantment and occult dogmas in imagining a role for lyric poetry that at times
seems to lead to fruitless abstraction but, on its own terms, makes the lyric the essential practice
for understanding and finding meaning in an increasingly alienating society, amidst terrible
political violence. Yeats’s enchantment imagines the immanent and transcendent as different
ways of seeing the same thing, though the power of the transcendent imagination always takes
priority. The effectiveness of this double-vision is best described by Auden in his poetic tribute
to Yeats: “poetry makes nothing happen” in the direct sense, yet in its movement it makes things
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imaginable, “it survives, / A way of happening, a mouth.”87 Such enchantment survives even
beyond its obvious appearance as enchantment. Even in those moments when Yeats seems to
“walk naked,” to eschew the esoteric mythologies of his earlier career in favor of
plainspokenness, he is still drawing on the paradigmatic enchantment of the lyric which enables
his occult interests. There is a danger to this, as Mutter has argued—in such a thoroughgoing
enchantment we risk appropriating the world for our own subjective desires, effectively denying
its independent reality.88 That certainly seems to be the case for Yeats, for in his poetry the
greatest enchantment is one which does not seem to be an enchantment at all. And on this point,
which he never straightforwardly claims but which is there throughout his poetry, Yeats arrives
at the paradoxical condition of a secular age: enchantments, rather than falling away, change
form.
Though Yeats’s poetics is by no means typical, his renegotiation of lyric enchantment in
conjunction with religion is representative of the twentieth century British lyric. Although Graf
argues that Yeats’s particular occultism distinguishes him, claiming that “A fundamental
difference between Yeats and his contemporaries was that he thought the artist should shape
reality, as he wrote, by ‘continually making and unmaking mankind,’” this dissertation will show
that he is not such an outlier in his attempts at transformation.89 Sean Pryor notes a continuation
of Yeats’s dichotomous role of prophet/maker in his protégé, Pound; Leon Surette’s The Birth of
Modernism shows the widespread influence of occultism on modernist writing more generally;
and my third chapter in this dissertation shows H.D. as an even more radical occultist-artist than
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Yeats.90 On an even broader scale, the implicit tensions of Yeats’s attempt to remake himself and
the world through poetry participate in the central tension explored in this study: a tension
between the power supposedly given lyric enchantment through its relationship with religion,
and the intrinsically secular practice of its deliberate manipulation.91 Even those poets who reject
Yeats’s occultism and supernaturalism (like David Jones and the later Eliot) nonetheless believe
that lyric enchantment’s connection with religion is key to poetry’s meaningfulness. Whatever
stance a poet takes, it is (as Charles Taylor has argued more generally about belief in
contemporary life) a choice, an assertion of the poetic vocation, the purpose of which is to
respond to the historical moment in defending poetry by giving it a purpose that it seems to have
lost.

Social Context: Secularization and Secularism
Due to historical connections between poetry and religion, the lyric’s purpose was called
into question in the period as a result of religion’s marginalization. The decline of religion’s
prevalence and social significance in the west has been studied and described as a process of
secularization. But what secularization means has been fiercely debated. As with all abstract
theoretical concepts, how one defines these terms—as well as how one positions them in relation
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to one another or prioritizes one over the others—crucially determines how theorists explain
them and their effects. It matters, for example, whether being secular is a matter of abandoning
religion entirely or is more a matter of the socially and intellectually legitimate frameworks of
belief (as Charles Taylor argues); it matters whether “secularism” is (as many, including Akeel
Bilgrami, have maintained) a deliberate political stance or is instead a conditioning attribute of
the social atmosphere.92 And it matters, as Christian Smith has pointed out, whether we conceive
of secularization as a process inexorably carried out by invisible hands (of history, of the market)
or as the name we give to the effects of interrelated power struggles within modern institutions.93

Secularization
My definition of secularization follows the one Charles Taylor gives in A Secular Age,
albeit with some modifications. As Taylor outlines, we can describe secularization as three
different but interrelated phenomena. The first two—which Taylor identifies as longstanding
components of secularization theory—are religion’s diminished influence in public life and the
decline of personal religious adherence.94 While these trends are empirically observable in
Europe over the last several hundred years, scholars such as José Casanova and Dipesh
Chakrabarty have questioned whether these aspects are absolute and irreversible, or if they might
in fact be contingent within the European context. Casanova in particular has argued (as I will
address at more length in my third chapter) that secularization is not essentially a process of
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religious decline but is instead one of neutral differentiation whereby a variety of social and
political roles once given to religious institutions are increasingly performed by non-religious
ones.95 While this might lead to religion’s decline (especially in cases, as in France, where that
differentiation has been the direct result of political struggle between state and church), in other
contexts it is possible to have a less antagonistic dispersal of functions. Chakrabarty, for
example, points out that modernization in India has not been accompanied by a decline in
religious belief.96 Chakrabarty thus encourages us to move away from general models of
secularization which take European norms as given. But in a European context—and especially
in the twentieth century British context which is the subject of this dissertation—the inescapable
conclusion is that both religion’s public role and individual religious observance have declined.
By these metrics the secularization of Britain was far from complete and, in some ways,
its major manifestations were just beginning at the start of the twentieth century. Until just after
World War I, religious concerns determined the main divide in British politics along a “church”
(Anglican/Torey) and “chapel” (dissenting/Liberal) split.97 S.J.D. Green credits the undoing of
this prewar political paradigm not to the war itself but to the collapse of “the legal integrity and
political composition of the United Kingdom” with Irish independence and the decline of
Liberalism.98 John Wolffe offers a complementary perspective, arguing that in the pre-war period
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British religion was transformed into a quasi-religious nationalism as a result of secularization.99
The collapse of prewar British political paradigm, which was underpinned by this nationalism, is
therefore an important step in secularization since it reoriented politics away from religion.100
Even so, World War I did not mark the start of a fully secular Britain. As Wolffe also
points out, individual religious adherence remained prominent into the midcentury. “[I]n all parts
of Britain, organized Christianity, taken as a whole, continued until the Second World War to
maintain approximately the same level of adherence as it had done in the late Victorian
period.”101 Surprisingly, the number of Roman Catholics in Britain increased dramatically in the
early-to-mid 20th century (largely through immigration).102 But religious adherence would not
hold. What Green calls “the passing of protestant England” takes place around midcentury,
sometime between 1920 and 1960. According to the statistics relayed by Green the number of
English Anglicans on the electoral rolls (“the number of confirmed, active, parishioners
registered on an official document for ecclesiastical electoral purposes”) declined from
3,537,020 (1924) to 2,861,887 (1960).103 Methodists in England numbered 750,000 in 1937-8
but only 622,916 in 1960; Baptists declined from 254,908 (1920) to 198,577 (1960).104 What
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makes this data even more remarkable is that these are absolute declines; membership and active
participation not only failed to keep pace with population growth, but the overall numbers were
shrinking. In Wales and Scotland the situation was slightly better, though the trend of absolute
and relative decline could be seen across denominations (with the exception of Roman
Catholicism, which as above experienced an increase, and the Presbyterian Church of
Scotland).105 For example, in Wales the Calvinistic Methodists (or Presbyterian Church of Wales
after 1933) had 183,647 members in 1911 (good for 9.08% of the overall population) but only
157,124 in 1951 (7.23%).106 Though the century had begun with religion a central part of public
and private life and though secularization continues up to the present, by 1960 the secular Britain
we know today was largely in place.
If these trends (social marginalization; decline of individual adherence) can be described
quantitatively, Taylor’s third way of understanding secularization is qualitative. As Taylor
describes it, secularization also leads to a shift in the “social imaginary” (which he defines as
“the way that we collectively imagine, even pre-theoretically, our social life in the contemporary
Western world”).107 This shift has made viable not only a variety of religious beliefs, but also
idiosyncratic relationships to multiple belief systems as well as varying levels of commitment. In
Taylor’s account, religious belief—even for the most devoted—is increasingly unsettled as a
result of secularization. Increasing individual autonomy has led to belief becoming a choice
rather than a social given, with the implicit understanding that (even among the devout) one
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might choose differently. What it means to believe has changed, and Taylor associates these
changes with “disenchantment” and a lost spiritual “fullness.”
But on this point Taylor has faced objections. Much of the debate within secularization
theory centers on assumptions about what came before secularization and the proper attitude to
take toward that previous epoch which was “lost” along with its attendant virtues or vices. There
is a prominent strain of secularization theory which is elegiac, even nostalgic, a strain evident in
Weber’s famous claim about disenchantment leading to the “iron cage” of economic,
materialistic modernity.108 Taylor, with his emphasis on disenchantment and a lost “fullness” that
modern life does not afford, fits this tradition.109 In these accounts it is often assumed that
everyday life was suffused by religion in the past, and that the pervasiveness of an easilybelieved religion led to an existential contentment which cannot be found in modern times.
Many scholars—especially avowed secularists—have taken issue with this variety of
secularization theory, at times reading in such accounts a reactionary rejection of modern
scientific discoveries, medicine, and human rights in favor of a communal religious sensibility
which may never have existed in the first place, or whose benefits remain ambiguous. To take
just three examples, Bruce Robbins has challenged reading the disenchantment narrative as
producing a lack of meaning.110 Jonathan Sheehan has noted the (religious) apologetic impulse in
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Taylor and takes issue with his invocation of a golden age.111 And Akeel Bilgrami has even
argued that, since “The very possibility of agency…assumes an evaluatively enchanted world,”
disenchantment in the way that Taylor describes it must not have happened.112
While viewing secularization as a process of disenchantment is especially vulnerable to
charges of nostalgia, it is not nostalgic to recognize that secularization has led to real changes
and thus real losses. In his work as an essayist, David Jones answers the charge of reactionary
nostalgia by acknowledging that historical trends have brought about elements both negative and
positive:
It is…our business to note, and not to gloss over the disadvantages as well as the
advantages, the deprivations as well as the fulfilments which accompany each
turn in material and possibly in spiritual progress. There is a constant tendency for
people to drag a red-herring across any objective understanding of this subject by
saying: ‘I wonder how you would like to live in the pre-industrial age, how would
you like to have been a medieval serf; think of the conditions of the majority even
as recently as the last century—don’t you believe in any sort of progress…?’113
But for Jones,
All such questions are irrelevant and misconstrue the objective difficulty, which is
that in spite of all possible progression in a civilization, in this or that direction,
the position of man as artist can nevertheless deteriorate.114
Though Jones’s framing of the problem in terms of “progress” may sound quaint, his rebuttal
gets at an essential truth: it is possible for certain advances (in science, medicine) to operate
alongside declines in other social goods, and we should continue to value those social goods
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whether they are history’s winners or losers. (For Jones, one of those losers is the arts; another is
religion.)115 Though Jones argues “there can be loss and gain, real loss and real gain,”116 we
should not dismiss this as nostalgia. In his assessment Jones participates in the modern,
differentiated understanding of social spheres and directly identifies what was lost—economic
and social conditions productive for the arts and conducive to religion. Jones reminds us that to
admit the reality of secularization at all is to admit some measure of change and therefore of loss;
and to admit this is not to deny or shortchange advances in science, medicine, or respect for
human rights.
In this dissertation I join most scholars in admitting the reality of declines in private
religious observance and the public significance of religion, at least in modern Britain. But I also
take it as axiomatic that (questions of a now-lost “fullness” aside) the process of secularization
does involve self-reflective process of perception and action that transform the conditions of
belief. Otherwise, Vaihinger’s fictions and the lyric re-enchantments that I describe here would
not be possible; it is hard to imagine how there could be the tension between fiction and dogma,
immanence and transcendence, that is so generative for lyric poetry. In short: a shift in the
“social imaginary” has in fact occurred, though it need not be inevitable, universal, or absolute.
This shift (more properly, since the process is multifaceted and ongoing, these shifts) register in
quantifiable data like the attendance of religious services and baptisms. Still, there is a qualitative
component to secularization which is generally acknowledged but resists description—and when
it is described, it tends to sound like nostalgia because we (whose mental habits are informed by
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our rational, scientific age) distrust the reality of what is not only an abstract concept but is also
assumed to have been left in the past.
Rather than point to a lost “fullness” or describe secularization as a process of
disenchantment—concepts that have an ambiguous content and are historically untraceable
without consistent and exacting definitions—it is more productive to define what was lost as a
result of secularization in Alan D. Gilbert’s terms. According to Gilbert, secularization can be
described as the gradual social delegitimization of the supernatural. While the supernatural
overlaps with forms of enchantment, the supernatural is not fictive (in Vaihinger’s sense) but
dogmatic; the supernatural properly-so-called involves belief in the reality of entities and events
(volitional spirits, miracles) that are not reducible to materialistic mechanism. And while for
much institutional religion the supernatural is key to life’s meaningfulness, on Gilbert’s terms the
supernatural can exist outside this context, where it does not imply any specific theological or
philosophical commitments. There is a difference between “magic” and “meaning,” as Bruce
Robbins reminds us when pointing out that disenchantment narratives (including Taylor’s) often
conflate the two.117 Gilbert’s “supernatural” (on these terms, at least) is constrained to “magic.”
But when Taylor’s account of disenchantment similarly constrains itself to the removal of magic,
it complements Gilbert’s. According to Taylor, the decline of the supernatural involves both
changes in private belief and changes in social structure; belief in the supernatural is mutually
supportive of communal institutions and rituals meant to ameliorate a variety of supernatural
threats and exercise spiritual power.118 When the supernatural is no longer legitimate, these
institutions begin to suffer a crisis of purpose. Thus, in Gilbert’s words, “The presence or
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absence of belief in supernatural forces—the question of whether these beliefs are pervasive and
influential rather than peripheral and unimportant—is among the most fundamental criteria of
cultural differentiation and cultural change.”119
Just as Gilbert’s “supernatural” is not identical to Taylor’s “enchantment,” neither is
Gilbert’s “supernatural” equivalent to what we commonly call “religion.” Though Gilbert defines
religion as the beliefs and practices which concern the supernatural, there are examples of what
we would call religion which are not supernatural but only seem to be because of historical
associations.120 It is possible (though fundamentally contradictory) to imagine the Christian
sacrament of communion as a this-worldly act of communal social affirmation without assigning
it any supernatural significance, or to preach a sermon in which Jesus is considered to be a moral
exemplar (not, literally, God) whose talk of divinity and salvation is transvalued into a guide for
ethical conduct practically indistinguishable from secular humanism. Gilbert specifically
identifies such an evacuation of the supernatural in liberal Protestantism, which he claims has
effectively secularized itself.121 If such Protestants still use what Robbins (with a nod to
Nietzsche) calls “God-terms,” that should not disguise us from the fact that these God-terms are
not “God-equivalents.122 According to Vaihinger’s theory they have replaced a dogma or
hypothesis with a fiction, though they use the same words. And the fact that debates around
supernaturalism are so prevalent within Christianity suggests why many of the poets in this
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dissertation who consider poetry to be marginally or not at all supernatural—Eliot, Jones, and
Jennings—are Christians belonging to established, institutionalized confessions. For them,
ongoing controversies around theological modernism and liberalism would have pointed to
theologically derived limits for the supernatural in practices (like poetry) that are not explicitly
religious.
Conversely, not all examples of the supernatural are to be found in institutionalized
religion. Part of the secularization story Gilbert tells is the increase of supernatural beliefs
outside official religious institutions. In the contemporary world the supernatural has not gone
away; it can be found in surprising places, existing in forms (i.e. astrology, palm-reading) that
would traditionally have been described as epiphenomenal to religion proper (but which the
definition of “religion” I have been using here incorporates). To claim that the supernatural
slides from the straightforwardly religious to such marginal practices is perhaps too simple, and
Alex Owen has argued that the occultism behind such practices in the period is not so much
invested in the “supernatural” as the “numinous.”123 But this distinction takes the modern occult
at its word when it claims to pursue an alternate form of rationality distinguished from previous
forms of occult superstition. Such practitioners are only debatably engaging with a fictiveness
that in practice often becomes dogmatic belief, as with the magical activities of the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn. Serious practitioners of the occult generally do believe in the
influence of spirits and the effectiveness of practical magic among many other things which can
be best described as “supernatural.”124 Gilbert’s approach therefore gives us another way,
complementary to Taylor’s concept of a “social imaginary,” to understand secularization as a
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phenomenon not reducible to empirical social data about religious adherence. What is at issue in
secularization is the social delegitimization and transformation of the supernatural, a process that
can also be seen in the supernatural’s growing presence outside official religious institutions—
including within lyric poetry.

Secularism
In this environment there were many stances which might be taken in relation to
secularization, stances ranging from rejection to active facilitation. Most of the poets I consider
here were at least skeptical of secularization; they thus can be read as opposed to “secularism.”
While “secularization” refers to a process of social change, “secularism” can be broadly defined
as acceptance and approval of the results of secularization. At one extreme it is possible to
understand secularism as either a baseline commitment to general norms of modern life or,
alternately, as an activist position which seeks to facilitate secularization through the removal of
religion’s public influences and presence. An example of the latter can be seen in the program
outlined by Stathis Gourgouris in Lessons in Secular Criticism, which sees the task of secular
critique as dismantling all forms of “heteronomy” (or the imposition of laws and restrictions
from any transcendent “elsewhere”), especially religious ones—but also exposing uncritical
notions of secularity to the same process.125 Like descriptions of the process of secularization,
Gourgouris’s secularist project is simultaneously intellectual, social, and political. As an activist
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and therefore forward-looking mode of secularism, this version of secularism is hostile to the
nostalgic strain of secularization theory detailed above.
In a certain sense, however, most people who live in a secular society can be said to be
participants in secularism in the sense that their abiding by secular norms indicates a baseline
acceptance of the secular status quo around religion’s place in society. There are exceptions, of
course; the most thorough sometimes find their way to unofficial militias, remote compounds, or
terror cells. But a significant component of Taylor’s thesis is that secularization affects the lived
experience of even the most religiously devout. Compared to a medieval writer, even the
traditionalist Catholic Jones would appear to have embraced secularism as a way of life (and in
chapter four I make the case for an even stronger reading of Jones’s work as facilitated by the
consequences of secularization). Just as secularization does not necessarily signify a decline in
religion, to be “secular” in this sense does not mean that one is irreligious.
Even in this type of secularism there are gradations between tacit acceptance of a social
situation and a conscious commitment to secular norms. In this softer version of secularism
emphasis is not on religious adherence but its presence in the public sphere, especially politics.
In this vein, Akeel Bilgrami gives concrete definition to a common understanding of secularism
as “a stance to be taken about religion” that takes the form of “a political doctrine” which allows
for potentially limitless varieties of religion so long as they do not conflict with the norms
adopted by the secular state (one of the most important norms being that religious dogma and
devotional practices cannot determine state policy, though strategic accommodations for groups
may be allowed when absolutely necessary).126 As Bilgrami outlines, this is the ideal status quo
of secular, liberal states, balancing the mutual imperatives of freedom of belief and practical
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governance in multicultural democracies. It is possible to live peaceably in such a society while
intellectually rejecting that arrangement, as did most of the authors in this dissertation. Still,
rejecting components of the secular status quo does not change the fact that these poets saw
themselves as participating in a secular culture.
We can thus describe the relationship between secularization and secularism as follows:
while as a result of secularization everyone who lived in twentieth century Britain can be said to
be de facto participants in secular social and political structures, secularism as a volitional
commitment (whether political, social, or both) entails a willing acceptance of secularization and
its consequences, and in its stronger forms it is a commitment to continue the process of
secularization. In this dissertation I will thus use “secularism” in a sense akin but not identical to
Bilgrami’s use: as a position which consciously accepts the removal of religion from political
influence, but does not bar religious observance and does not necessarily seek to remove religion
from the public sphere (noting more activist meanings as necessary). The difference between my
definition and Bilgrami’s is that my interest in the political is not limited to the formal,
procedural operations of the state (as Bilgrami’s account often is) but includes all interactions in
the shared public sphere.
One can, in theory, embrace secularism in this sense without denying the supernatural.
But this is in theory. In practice, many who invoke the supernatural—including many poets—do
so with the belief that this gives them influence over the physical world, especially over their
immediate social context (as in the case of American evangelicals who pray for national revival).
Whether or not the attempt at influence is successful, the mere intention likely disqualifies these
people from participating in secularism as an intentional project. As I will show in this
dissertation, poets such as H.D. imagined a close relationship between religion and poetry in part
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because this relationship provided the hope of access to supernatural power which might
continue to make lyric poetry significant. Though their invocation of lyric’s supernatural
potential is more ambiguous (the subject of my second chapter), Pound and the early Eliot also
fit this model. One way that secularization is visible in this period is in such anti-secular projects.
Other poets like David Jones, however, were content with poetic vocations that imagined a
continuing relationship for poetry and religion that did not give poetry a supernatural role.
Imagining poetry as a supernatural project, then, is an important dividing line for poets in the
period.

Description of Chapters
While this setting loose of lyric enchantment occurred gradually and for many reasons,
there is one event at the beginning of the twentieth century that can plausibly be said to condense
modernizing and secularizing trends that authorized lyric re-enchantment in the mainstream of
the British poetic tradition: World War I. My first chapter, on the war poetry of Wilfred Owen
and Mary Borden, and David Jones, explores the breakup of pre-war consensus around lyric
poetry in World War I. Like other scholars, I describe the war (and war poetry in particular) as
marking a crucial inflection point in modern British culture—but unlike the dominant
explanation of the war’s impact I do not see its legacy as one of uncomplicated unbelief and
disenchantment. Instead the war leads to an ironic re-enchantment which registers the breakdown
of prewar poetic norms, a process that corresponds to broader social changes in the status of
religion. While Borden and Owen are not self-consciously responding to secularization by
imagining a new role for poetry, they are engaged with the shifting formal possibilities of the
lyric’s response to the war, possibilities which register in the newly threatened and threatening
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nature of established forms of poetic enchantment. David Jones joins them in indicating that it is
the war’s modern, rationalized instrumentalization of nature, bodies, and even poetry which tears
poetic enchantment out of its traditional givenness and makes it more ambiguous, more
deliberate, and open to a variety of reinterpretations—including the supernatural.
The first chapter’s account of social upheaval and re-enchantment sets the stage for my
second chapter, which considers the careers of Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot. These two modernists
began with similar approaches to the relationship between poetry and religion. Making use of
poetic re-enchantment’s ambiguous potential, they believed that poetry had a latent religious
power that authorized their poetic vocations beyond any apparent social irrelevance, power
which authorized their intervention in social and political questions. Yet even as they tried to
draw on this non-secular power, they did so in a process of self-assertion that was
characteristically modern and secular. This ambiguity also explains their divergence in the
interwar period. Pound opted increasingly for a model that reworked spiritual concerns into an
enlarged role for the aesthetic, while Eliot backed away from poetry as a vehicle for supernatural
power in favor of a (comparatively) irenic commitment to religion proper. Together, Eliot and
Pound show the divergent uses of lyric re-enchantment that can exist even between two close
collaborators, divergences that will be taken further by the poets in the next two chapters.
My third chapter considers how H.D.’s lyric poetry carries her aesthetic-spiritual project
even further than Pound as she presents the most supernatural (and therefore radical) conception
of lyric enchantment, taking it to an extreme and transforming the lyrical “as if” into a practice of
occult dogma. For H.D., the poetic vocation was a religious vocation. She incorporated lyric
poetry as an essential element of her occult religious practice, setting herself up as a modern-day
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priestess and—in the process—developing a critique of secular modernity which I argue has not
been fully appreciated.
In contrast to H.D.’s supernaturalist approach, my fourth chapter considers the poetry of
David Jones, who is even more skeptical than Eliot about poetic re-enchantment’s potential to
renew society. Jones’s work moves away from the idea of poetry as a vehicle for supernatural
power but still insists on its sacramental religious function. But even taking Jones’s devout
Catholicism into account, I argue that his vocation as a poet is a secular one. For Jones, all art
operates within a secular historical framework that gives it no meaningful leverage for
intervening in a society that, in its hostility to aesthetic mediation, increasingly marginalizes the
arts. Still, Jones’s practically secular model of poetry resists this effect of secularization. In his
view the lyric participates in a “sacramental” but secular mediation, and that more immanent
mediation is apparent in the self-reflexive questions about the historical basis for art that one
finds in his long poem, The Anathemata.
Jones’s concerns lead directly into those of his acquaintance Elizabeth Jennings, a
postwar British poet and devout Catholic who also wrote a non-supernatural poetry. Using her
work as my primary example, in my epilogue I argue that the contemporary lyric continues to
make use of re-enchantment in a less interventionist, more self-reflexive mode that continues to
question the lyric’s significance. In Jennings’s work, for example, poetry’s religious potential to
afford contact with the divine frequently translates into the this-worldly, secular role of
communication.
Though these chapters might seem to present a trend from supernatural to secular, I want
to be clear that I do not read the history of the lyric in this period according to a process of
teleological development. To do so would be to replicate the determinism of traditional
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secularization theory that scholars have been trying to overcome. And even in contemporary
poetry, one can find examples of poets who imagine their vocation as religious, even
supernatural.127 Just as secularization has led to a variety of beliefs and relationships to belief, so
have its related social processes led to a variety of uses for lyric re-enchantment. So H.D.’s
poetic occultism is afforded by secularization as much as it is positioned against secular
rationality; in the same way, a characteristically modern expansion of self-assertion facilitates
Pound’s and Eliot’s critiques of modern society. Even enchantment, as I discuss in my first
chapter, has a particularly secular cast. As with secularization more broadly, the trend in the lyric
is toward a decline in overt religion and supernaturalism, but the trend is not absolute. What we
saw with Yeats remains true of the British lyric: behind seeming disenchantment and a shift to
the immanent can be discerned the continuation of lyric enchantment, an enchantment that
proceeds “as if” the lyric has a transcendent potential. Like the lyric voice itself this transcendent
potential can never be proven, and proves elusive as the lyric voice; still, it remains.
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Chapter 1
Lyric Re-Enchantment and the First World War
Wilfred Owen, Mary Borden, and David Jones

The last poem Wilfred Owen wrote begins with a group of soldiers. “Halted against the
shade of a last hill / They fed, and eased of pack-loads, were at ease; / And leaning on the nearest
chest or knees / Carelessly slept.”1 The poem is “Spring Offensive.” As a last poem it is apt,
seeming to offer a retrospective spanning Owen’s poetic beginning (its tranquil, pastoral opening
evokes the romantically-derived poetry of Owen's pre-war years) to the war in which he died—in
the poem, the soldiers take their ease before one of the costly attacks characteristic of his
wartime experience.
The primary reference point for the trajectory from ease to attack is the central landmark
of this poem: the last hill. That Owen should structure his poem topographically is not too
surprising; on the front line, where the disposition of lines of sight was a life-or-death affair,
resting under a hill was preferable to being on top of it. It is when the men of the poem “top[] the
hill” that their world comes apart, when they “plunge[] and f[all] away past this world's verge...”2
Going over the top: each time it happens it is a fatally significant moment, providing some of the
most canonical moments of pity which Owen transmuted into poetry. But here, in this poem,
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going over the top doesn't mean crawling out of the protective cover of the trenches as much as it
means leaving that last hill behind.
A similar moment happens in Part 6 of David Jones's In Parenthesis, right before the
assault on Mametz Wood in the disastrous Somme offensive. In this case Jones gives us the full
trench tableau, yet the hill—the meeting place for Private John Ball and two of his friends—
maintains its air of a place apart. It's on this hill that they dispassionately talk and “watch[] the
concentration in the valley”:3
New dilapidations on the further hill made the other two attend.
He's got the road this time.
Proper crumps.
I wonder if we'll shift him really.
What's the odds.
What bit of line do you fancy for the winter vacation, when this show's petered
gently out.
It's now or never they reckon—they all agree to that you know.
This year next year some time then hold Court of Enquiry as to the probable
causes contributing to the loss of the War by Land.4
Like Owen’s, this hill marks a divide. Removed from immediate danger, the friends watch the
German artillery harass their own men who are preparing for the coming assault. They speak like
old soldiers, giving the scene a down-to-earth feel. Yet something incongruous breaks their
seeming contentment, something which hints at the hill's dual nature as refuge from the war and
potential observation point: the Lewis gunner “wormed about a bit on his stomach to get quite
comfortable and looked intently into the eye of a buttercup.”5 A few lines later, he worms some
more, “And the Lewis gunner uprooting idly with stretched out arm still lying on his stomach
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turned his left cheek to the wiry downland grass and screwed up his right eye.”6 He is casually
destroying, “uprooting” the plant life even as he looks at it closely. Or rather, looks through it.
From his position on his stomach, when he “screw[s] up his right eye” he likely sees the sky
framed by blades of the “wiry” grass. How much does this grass look like barbed wire? When he
looks into the eye of the buttercup, is he really looking, or instead seeking a distraction from the
German barrage? If it’s the latter, it doesn’t work; the soldier’s uprooting reenacts on a smaller
scale the effect of a German shell which previously “uprooted, pulped, congealed with chemical
earth” “a great many mangolds” growing near a British gun emplacement.7 That connection
formally enacts something we already know, given the circumstances of the gathering: this hill
could be yet another “last hill.” After the attack, will it be possible to look into the eye of a
buttercup again? We never learn what happens to Ball’s friends.
By the time that Mary Borden wrote yet another poem with a hill, her own answer was
mostly “no.” “From the top of the hill,” her speaker says, “I looked down on the beautiful, the
gorgeous, the superhuman and monstrous landscape of the superb exulting war,” she writes, but
it is hard not to read her opening line in “The Hill” as an ironic observation.8 Borden writes of a
hillscape dominated by war, where war has come to replace nature. She catalogues “A flock of
aeroplanes” and a “monstrous regiment” of what are presumably tanks.9 The speaker is unsettled:
“I looked down, searching for a familiar thing, a leaf, a tuft of grass, a caterpillar; but the ground
dropped away in darkness before my feet, that were planted on a heap of stones.”10 In place of
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the ground there is a “heap of stones,” an arrangement occasioned by bombardment or
fortification—in either case, by the active intervention of human agency for a martial purpose.
How overwhelming this transformation of the world becomes is registered in her lines, which
gush into excess, far past any sense of linearity which could be maintained by meter or measure.
They record an alien world, a moonscape nonetheless replete with symbols. Yet even here “The
crests of the hills were still touched with gold,” and “the fragile crescent of the moon floated
serene in the perfect sky.”11
In each of these poems, there are fragile things—soldiers, buttercups, grass, the crescent
moon—which, from the vantage of these hills, might survive contact with the war. Yet not
unchanged. The moon stays remote from us; tomorrow, if the line shifts, the buttercups might be
uprooted en masse; and most of the soldiers will be dead by the end of Owen's poem. The war in
itself was a terrible thing (a “murthering,” Jones called it), and it might seem inconsequential to
emphasize that, along with all the lives destroyed, a particular kind of poetic vision was also
damaged.12 Yet this is exactly what these poems do: remind us of not only the earnest threats to
people and things but also the threat to poetry. The fragility of these poetic images come down to
us through a lyricism which announces itself in the very fact that these poems are set on a hill, in
a scrap of nature adjacent to the war's destruction. In these poems, the lyric interlude that
happens on these hills is threatened by what might happen to the hills. The vantage point of
lyricism is itself fragile, in danger of being transformed into just another observation post. And
yet, as with Mary Borden's hills “touched with gold,” some part of lyricism survives even this
appropriation.
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Borden's poem also raises the possibility that the survival of lyricism, in its particular
arrangement of the relationship between person-on-the-hill and hill itself, might just be a trick of
the light. In “The Hill,” one encounters lyricism as overt enchantment, something which is either
too good to be true, or—worse—a deliberate falsification of reality by a speaker too unnerved by
what she has seen to relate it fully and truthfully. Hills touched with gold—who could believe
that? These poems directly broach the transience of their subjects and, by extension, their own
lyricism. Long before works like Paul Fussell's The Great War and Modern Memory, they selfconsciously raise the main theme of the subsequent critical tradition: participation in the war is
an experience which, if it is to be made into poetry, changes the lyric at its core.
The change has sometimes been described as a shift from an enchanted perspective to an
ironic one. It is a pervasive change, affecting not only critics but the trajectory of modern poetry
and what readers expect from it. This is why we are more apt to credit Borden's ironic “flock of
aeroplanes” against the more traditionally lyric “touched with gold.” The latter moment concerns
a particular appearance in itself; its effect comes from the promise that all there is to see is the
touch of gold on hills. The former moment, though, relies on only the most abstract similarity in
appearance (both birds and planes can fly) and then uses that point of contact to remind us how
unlike birds and airplanes are, how absurd it is to even make the comparison. We are supposed to
look through this image as the Ball’s friend looks through buttercups. Yet if we also look at the
image in context, we see how “The Hill” marks this shift from lyric enchantment to irony, how
irony seems to become the context in which we understand enchantment. “The crests of the
naked hills were still touched with gold,” Borden writes.13 The sun is going down; the sun is so
close to the horizon that only the tops of the hills enjoy its light. Soon, they will not.
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Even so, what is surprising in these poems is not the sunset of a particular poetic
tradition—that of the pastoral, or more specifically the “romantic nature lyric” (as Nils Clausson
calls it)—but its continuation.14 In these poems the British lyric tradition is in such close
proximity to the disenchantment of the war that “proximity” might be the wrong word. Lyric and
destruction are layered in these poems such that lyric enchantment and stark realism become
effectively simultaneous ways of seeing the same war.
In this chapter I will argue that the war is a crucial inflection point for the development of
the British lyric in the twentieth century. This point enjoys broad consensus, but most who make
it (especially Fussell, whose account remains central in this regard) identify the war’s impact in a
growing trend of irony, disenchantment, and disbelief in British culture. Unlike these accounts, I
accept only irony as an intrinsic component of the war’s impact. Instead of leading to
disenchantment and disbelief, irony’s effects in war poetry are more ambiguous, affording
opportunities for re-enchantment as the overt instrumentalization of value-laden institutions in
the war (especially religion and lyric poetry) undermine their givenness and therefore open them
to diverse experimentation and assertion. This argument follows recent insights in secularization
theory which emphasize the modern mindset’s potential for knowing re-enchantment (as
discussed below), a re-enchantment especially raised by the innate (and characteristically
modern) fictive “as if” of lyric enchantment. In this chapter, I will show how an appraisal of reenchantment informed by secularization theory give us a more accurate appreciation of what
really happens in war poetry. I will also argue that this re-enchantment within lyric poetics
operates in conjunction with the post-war continuity of the British lyric tradition, a tradition
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which sees the lyric (as I argued in my introduction) as fulfilling a social role primarily through
its connection with religion.

Social Upheaval and Poetic Innovation in the First World War
Despite the continuation of the British lyric as an aesthetic tradition after World War I,
following the war there was no consensus and stability concerning the lyric’s social role. This
social role vanished as a result of the larger social upheavals which total war occasioned—social
upheavals which are also felt in the twentieth century decline of religion’s social significance. By
“decline of social significance,” however, I do not mean collapse in belief. John Wolffe
acknowledges that widespread evidence of decline in religious observance comes later, well into
the twentieth century. “[I]n all parts of Britain, organized Christianity, taken as a whole,
continued until the Second World War to maintain approximately the same level of adherence as
it had done in the late Victorian period.”15 Added to Green’s argument (discussed in the
introduction) that his titular “passing of protestant England” occurred between 1920 and 1960,
analysis of religious decline closely matches analysis of broader post-war “disillusionment” in
the Fussellian vein. Such disillusionment sees the full force of its social effects set in after the
conclusion of hostilities. George Robb even contests the idea that even the majority of people
who experienced the war were disillusioned by it (which at least seems to be the case while the
war lasted).16 Arthur Marwick (whose The Deluge preceded Fussell’s The Great War and
Modern Memory by a decade), notes that there was still a great deal of enthusiasm for the war at
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the end of 1916—even after the Somme.17 And while that enthusiasm would be tempered as the
war continued, it was only after the war that the disillusioned view we have come to associate
with the war fully entered into its inheritance. “For the period of the war,” Marwick writes, “this
[disillusionment of the soldier] is all rather nebulous, just a face at the window occasionally
taking the wind. It was the aftermath that brought disenchantment knocking boldly at the door;
most of the bitterest words were reflected in the grim tranquility of the post-war years.”18 Still,
like the overt secularization of Britain, when exactly the war’s disenchantment set in is not clear.
Samuel Hynes writes that it was fully present “by 1930.”19 Brian Bond, in an explicitly antiFussellian, revisionist work, places most of the blame on the 1960's, though he does point out
that the 60's seemed to be looking back to the “'anti-war' beliefs of the 1930's.”20
No matter which account one adopts, two significant points emerge: the timeframe during
which the war’s disillusionment set in and the timeframe of the collapse of Protestantism as a
significant social institution are practically identical, and, second, these effects were delayed,
potentially on the scale of decades (though certain individuals recognized them earlier than
others). The first point is not too surprising, since the collapse of official Christianity in Britain
has been a component of the disillusion narrative ever since the beginning, with Fussell. But
what explains the delay in effects? That delay could hardly be the case if the war’s impact on
British life was to be found in large numbers of people being exposed to violence (hardly a novel
occurrence in human history) or even that this violence is inherently unsettling because it kills
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many more people more quickly (“efficiently,” a war poet might sardonically describe it).
Instead, the subtitle of Arthur Marwick’s The Deluge points us in the right direction: British
Society and the First World War. As Marwick tells it, the war’s acceleration of large-scale
changes in British society and the British national identity (such as women’s suffrage and Irish
independence) fundamentally altered the pre-war status quo much more quickly than it would
have altered in peacetime. Total war required the subordination of traditional social structures
and economic operations to the military effort. It was not only the British mindset, but British
society which the war transformed; given the nature of social change, however, the full force of
these changes takes time to emerge.21 The war’s rearrangement of British society therefore
serves as the most significant cause of widespread British disillusionment and eventual religious
decline.
For the very same reasons, the war took from poetry its pre-existing function in British
society. There is evidence that poetry’s social role was consciously acknowledged at the
outbreak of hostilities. It formed a crucial component of the “quasi-religion” of British
nationalism and, more practically, Meredith Martin has definitively argued that British lyric
poetry and the lyric tradition played a role in the development of martial attitudes in the years
before the war, especially through its use in educational contexts.22 To learn the lyric tradition
was to be indoctrinated into a specific view of the British nation and British civilization; it is
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therefore no wonder that the war’s beginning would inspire an outpouring of lyric poetry with
which periodicals could hardly cope.23 This understanding of the lyric’s social role was also
continuous with the late-Victorian, Arnoldian tradition identifying poetry as embodying the best
of culture, and therefore functioning as a surrogate religion. In the project of British nationalism
before and during the war, the (religiously-inflected) lyric and institutional religion played a
significant part, lending their authorization to a project that formed the core of British identity
and which for that reason (based on contemporary understandings of religion’s primacy)
necessarily had to involve itself with religion to be legitimate.
The interrelation of such disparate activities, concepts, and values had a name:
“Civilization.” To say (as many scholars have argued contemporaries understood it) that the
British were fighting for their “Civilization” in World War I is therefore to say that they were
fighting for all the above: poetry, some form of Christian religion, the nation—and more
besides.24 This particular understanding of “Civilization” can be seen as the culmination of the
Victorian inheritance, an idea articulated and nurtured in the context of particular social
arrangements. The war fundamentally altered these social conditions, delegitimizing the grand
overarching narrative of British Civilization (and, as most accounts acknowledge, setting the
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stage for twentieth century Britain).25 The fact that the very effort to save Civilization should be
the thing that destroyed it was an irony not lost on contemporaries, and can be felt as far away as
the poetry of Ezra Pound (no upholder of conventional pieties he) when he mourned in 1920 that
soldiers had died “For an old bitch gone in the teeth, / For a botched civilization.”26
Civilization’s self-destruction is the central irony of the war; what the ironic mindset (famously
identified by Fussell as his central thesis) replaced is this pre-war consensus. In its aftermath,
crucial components of Civilization—the social roles of religion and poetry—would gradually
lose legitimacy as well.
Yet this loss was not total; it could be seen as an opportunity for a new articulation of
what role either should have in modern society. An ironic perspective might lead to the decline
of “Civilization,” but for that reason it opens up opportunities as much as it forecloses them. As I
will show throughout this dissertation, the removal of a definite social role for poetry (at least
one in direct line with the preceding tradition) did not prevent poets from claiming one; in fact, it
went hand-in-hand with reappraisals of that role and, relatedly, poetic uses of lyric enchantment.
Through the ambiguities of that enchantment, poets are able to imagine a continuing relationship
between religion and lyric that persists even as both lose legitimacy as social practices and as
sources of making sense of the world. What the removal of a predetermined social role for the
lyric occasioned was increased latitude for redefining the nature of that relationship (a trend of
increasing latitude already evident in the doctrinally ambiguous articulation of that relationship
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before the war).27 And as I will argue in subsequent chapters, redefinitions of the relationship
between lyric and religion through revised uses of lyric enchantment were meant to authorize
poets’ interventions in society.
In this chapter I will establish the foundation for that argument by showing how poetry
from World War I provides evidence of the changing status quo in the relationship between social
life, religion, and the lyric. The unsettling of those relationships as a result of the war manifests
in a pervasive ironic turn—in the increasing use of irony as a trope but also in the prevalence of a
“modern,” ironic mindset which is the war’s lasting legacy. In the account in which World War I
inspires disillusionment and disenchantment—especially in Fussell’s The Great War and Modern
Memory—irony is not only a literary trope but a way of perceiving the world. “I am saying,”
Fussell writes, “that there seems to be one dominating form of modern understanding; that it is
essentially ironic; and that it originates largely in the application of mind and memory to the
events of the Great War.”28 In this reading the biting irony of the war poets serves as the literary
manifestation of a distinct modern consciousness. This understanding of irony as both trope and
mindset has a broader basis than scholarship around World War I. For example, Charles I.
Glicksberg charts the development of irony from trope to mindset and argues that irony has
undergone radical changes in the 19th and 20th centuries. As he argues,
Irony in the modern age goes beyond the Sophoclean irony of fate, just as it goes beyond
romantic irony. Grounded in a naturalistic outlook for the most part, it rejects the
supernatural, the ideal of universal justice or moral laws, the concept of sin and
atonement, the hope of redemption....From a rhetorical to a metaphysical function, irony
becomes a highly complex mode of literary expression.29
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For Glicksberg, as irony moves from trope to metaphysical premise, it challenges those beliefs
and records those challenges in literature. Metaphysical irony simply “reveals” how things are,
and as we embrace it we are able to see this lack of enchantment more clearly. Subsequent
understandings of irony, particularly those articulated by Richard Rorty and Ernst Behler, have
challenged linking the concept to any fixed metaphysical content, arguing instead that it operates
as a metaphysical solvent.30 Read according to Rorty and Behler, Glicksberg’s claim that irony
always involves a rejection of the supernatural can be seen for what it is: as what Charles Taylor
would call a “subtraction story,” a “stor[y] of modernity in general, and secularity in particular,
which explain[s] them by human being having lost, or sloughed off, or liberated themselves from
certain earlier, confining horizons, or illusions, or limitations in knowledge.”31 The truth is much
more complicated. What often results in conceptual shifts is best understood as the replacement
of one value-laden framework with another. Glicksberg’s description of modern irony as not
permitting the supernatural carries its own assumptions which Behler and Rorty help us to look
past. Irony—both tropological and metaphysical (or anti-metaphysical, if you prefer)—might bar
the supernatural. But, being fundamentally ambiguous, it might do otherwise.32
As I will show in my readings of lyrics below, as much as irony disenchants it also
affords deliberate re-enchantment, a re-enchantment that signals new opportunities for the
relationship between poetry and religion which poets will continue to explore throughout the
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century. As Joshua Landy and Michael Saler argue in their introduction to The Re-enchantment
of the World, “What [Weber] neglected to mention is that each time religion reluctantly
withdrew from a particular area of experience, a new, thoroughly secular strategy for reenchantment cheerfully emerged to fill the void.”33 In Landy and Saler’s account, the benefits
afforded by religion are replaced by the efforts of “philosophers, artists, architects, poets, stage
magicians, and ordinary citizens [who] made it possible to enjoy many of the benefits
previously offered by faith, without having to subscribe to a creed; the progressive
disenchantment of the world was thus accompanied, from the start and continually, by its
progressive re-enchantment.”34 This account of religion’s gradual replacement by other spheres
is a tenet of traditional secularization theory, and other scholars—including Rebecca Stott and
Robert J. Richards—also offer accounts of how non-religious undertakings can provide
enchantment in a secular age.35 Still, for the reasons discussed in my introduction, this
replacement model is suspect to the degree that it suggests the functional continuation of religion
by non-religious means. If enchantment is still with us, it seems more plausible to claim (as
Akeel Bilgrami does) that making sense of the world as an agent within it requires some form of
“enchantment.”36
If a modern, “disenchanted” consciousness does not preclude moments of enchantment or
the willing suspension of disbelief in enchantment, then it is questionable to what degree modern
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consciousness is disenchanted. Nicholas Paige argues that the world never was enchanted, and
that disenchantment and re-enchantment go hand-in-hand in the modern world.
“Disenchantment,” he writes, “can be described as the process by which discourse that purports
to describe the real world is stripped of its referential credentials...re-enchantment then attributes
to that stripped discourse a new function, aesthetic and imaginative.”37 But this is only one way
to describe the process. The view Paige adopts is that “The supernatural…did not so much
survive from an earlier time—though it could certainly rummage around in the premodern attic
for bits and pieces of its iconography—as come into existence with the modern: before reenchantment there was not enchantment, but some other mode of knowledge production that by
its very nature could be neither superstitious nor antisuperstitious.”38 Far from being an imperiled
holdover, then, on Paige’s reading both the supernatural and re-enchantment are modern
phenomena. There are reasons to be wary of this claim, to be sure. (For example, a cursory
reading of reactions to the miracles within the biblical Exodus narrative suggests an ancient
appreciation for a dividing line between effects that could be achieved through humanmanipulable means on the one hand and through supernatural intervention on the other.) Yet it
makes sense that the significance we assign to a supposedly lost, given enchantment should
accompany our knowing employment of re-enchantment.
This modern (re-)enchantment is also, in Jonathan Culler’s Theory of the Lyric, a central
attribute of the lyric (a point made in the introduction but worth rehearsing here). Culler believes
that at the core of the lyric is what he calls “apostrophic address,” or addressing something (or
someone) as if they were present. Culler argues that to say the lyric is fundamentally connected
Nicholas Paige, “Permanent Re-Enchantments: On Some Literary Uses of the Supernatural from Early
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with “apostrophic address, which presupposes an animated world that might be asked to act or
refrain from acting, is implicitly to link lyric to magic, the enchantment of the world—a world
inhabited by sentient forces, a world before the flight of the gods.”39 In that last phrase Culler is
referencing Weber, implying that he is in (at least) implicit conversation with theories of
modernity and secularization. But, far from arguing that the lyric is an archaic holdover, Culler
points to the central role of poetry in giving us the gods in the first place. Culler implies that lyric
enchantment has always been deliberate and knowing.
Though Culler perhaps does not give enough credence to sincerity of belief in the ancient
world, Culler’s point clearly applies to all lyrics, including ones in the twentieth century. But
what happens when even aesthetic enchantment is called into question? The lyrics in this
dissertation also signal a departure from previous modes of poetic enchantment. This
enchantment is the deliberate employment of words and their arrangement on the page, not the
product of an intuitive sense of spiritual forces or even a secularization of that sense. When I
refer to “lyric re-enchantment,” it is not to imply that traditional enchantment (properly religious
or aesthetic) has vanished or been completely displaced throughout society—instead, it means
that poets begin to view enchantment not as a given, but as something that might be manipulated.
While enchantment has always been involved in the writing of lyric poetry, in the twentieth
century it takes on an especially knowing, deliberate cast because it works hand in hand with the
type of pervasive irony discussed above. In war poetry, as I will show the initial enchantment of
the aesthetic is itself called into question. Re-enchantment (as I use the term) is thus a new,
renegotiated, and deliberate approach that attempts to restore legitimacy and meaning to the
aesthetic. In other words, re-enchantment as I use the term is occasioned by challenges to an
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enchantment that is already secular.
Though Paige argues that irony is not the way to arrive at this need for re-enchantment—
at least not in the case of the modern novel—there is clear evidence of a connection between
irony and re-enchantment in the lyric poetry of the first world war.40 In war poetry reenchantment allows the lyric to register the ironic and therefore unsettling destruction of the war.
As in the poems above, the problem is not the destruction of the natural world, but the continued
existence of that world alongside destruction. At the most fundamental level the coexistence of
the trenches and elements of nature easily assimilable to preexisting poetic paradigms (birdsong
and sunrise are especially popular) is an ironic situation, inspiring new poetics through the
unmooring of poetic tropes from their traditional significations, undermining traditional
enchantment. Thus in “Spring Offensive” nature takes on a threatening aspect; in Jones’s poem
grass begins to look like barbed wire; for Borden the golden sunlight on the hills heightens the
surrounding destruction.

The Tradition’s Forceful Re-enchantment
The unmooring of romantic images at the poetic level mirrors the unmooring of
traditional models of how the lyric works, especially the romantic model (still dominant at the
time) whereby poetry makes sense of the world through the logic of analogy. As Colin Jager
argues, romanticism assumes a gap between world and mind, between the expression of divine
intention in Nature and our ability to comprehend it. Romanticism takes as its task the analogical
reconciliation of mind and world through the invention of the literary. The development of
modern romantic poetry inaugurates a literary realm independent of nature which, in its
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independence and yet analogical relationship to the world, becomes a parable for the very link
between mind and nature assumed by prior forms of theology.41 Poetry therefore takes on a
religious task (helping us to come to terms with the world) while, Jager is clear, not replacing
religion (as in M.H. Abrams’s classic account of romanticism).
This traditonal model of lyric poetry was directly connected to ideas of British
nationhood and British nationhood by the time of World War I’s outbreak.42 Meredith Martin, in
The Rise and Fall of Meter, observes that poetic meter was used in the classroom in the decades
leading up the war for historical instruction.43 It was also important for rudimentary military
acculturation (such as in young boys' participation in school drills). Indeed, the connection
between national (military) strength and poetic instruction was so pronounced that Martin's
identification of a “military metrical complex” is more truth than turn of phrase.44
Poetry was thus primed to serve as war materiel. J.M. Winter contends as much when he
claims that “the power of patriotic appeals derived from the fact that they were distilled from a
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set of what may be called 'traditional values' – classical, romantic, or religious images and ideas
widely disseminated in both elite and popular culture before and during the war.”45 This raiding
of “traditional values” (what we might call the intellectual bric-a-brac of Charles Taylor's
“Civilization”) for the war effort, combined with the marshalling of poetry which Martin
identifies, creates a situation in which traditional lyric poetic were especially involved with and
vulnerable to influence by the experience of the war.
The typical war poet laid claim to this romantic tradition; but by writing in this tradition
from a new context, they changed it. On the one hand, as Winter claims, “The soldier-poet was
in the end a romantic figure.”46 But Winter also observes that in the war “The romantic repertoire
of images [remains], but it serves to highlight what the dead soldier could no longer do, not how
beautiful the Fatherland was....”47 Romanticism remains, but only as the essence of what is lost,
as something to judge reality against.
While admitting that one way war lyrics work is through a rejection of traditional
conventions, for the remainder of this chapter I will argue something more complicated: that the
irony we see emerge in war poetry goes a step further, and destabilizes the inherited tropes of the
lyric tradition without replacing them or consigning them to the past. In the terms I have used
above, the disenchantment of this tradition leads to a knowing re-enchantment, a deliberate
martialing of romantic enchantment as poetic technique not constrained by a sense of givenness
or naturalness. This poetic re-enchantment of natural imagery and the material world finds
historical purchase in the fact that the war remade its natural setting into a “theater of war” (a
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term Fussell insightfully makes much of), literally reshaping the French and Belgian countryside
through mechanical contrivances used according to abstract, strategic exigencies.48 Alongside
demonstrating how vulnerable the human body could be before human mechanical endeavor,
Austin Riede has argued that (as portrayed in the poetry of David Jones) the war also showed
that the natural world (that romantic bulwark of immensity) shared a similar vulnerability.49
Nature’s vulnerability can be understood as a malign aspect of modern enchantment. As
John Milbank has argued about the emergence of modern science and economics through the
instrumentalization of the world, “the early modern approach to everyday life was no
unproblematic discovery of a 'natural' sphere but rather a questionable disenchantment that
directly promoted the functionalization and massified control of human existence.”50 As with
Bilgrami’s argument (above) which makes a sense of enchantment a necessary precondition for
human agency, Milbank suggests that deliberate enchantment can facilitate (and seem to justify)
our exploitation of the material world. Matthew Mutter agrees, and (in a reading of W.H. Auden)
critiques the desire for supernaturalist enchantment in twentieth century poetry as a manifestation
of the desire to dominate the natural world. In his account “re-enchantment” is “a way of making
the world submit to the self.”51 In poetry this submission is imaginative and mental; in Milbank’s
account it is physical; in both cases it is the product of re-enchantment (i.e. deliberate
enchantment). To say that poets consciously took up re-enchantment as a poetic strategy in the
context of the war is not to claim they secretly plotted for domination of one kind or another. But
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in an environment where the British lyric was one more category of war materiel (tied as it was
to the martial project of British nationhood), the fact that the war so aggressively
instrumentalized and reshaped the natural world (not to mention human bodies) created a
fundamental irony within the poetics of the lyric: the givenness of the romantic tradition was
deployed to prosecute a war which showed the stability of the natural environment was far from
a given. Enchantment’s supposed givenness is therefore revealed as technique, primed for
conscious re-enchantment.
As the violence of war renders nature unidentical with itself, traditional tropes explode
into a surplus of meaning, a surplus marked by the ambiguous re-enchantment of lyric poetics.
Mutter has observed that this process of re-enchantment involves a magical “absorption of
everything materially ‘other’ back into subjectivity. It can only respond to the estrangement of
self from world by absorbing the world into the self.”52 Nature is thus transfigured into an
untrustworthy reflection that promises a reconciliation that it cannot deliver. While this process
doubles down on romantic subjectivism, it effectively ends any broad-based legitimacy for the
traditional paradigm through which poetry once made sense of the world. Nature is no longer the
stable anchor to which poets can moor the self—and this is what sets the irony and reenchantment of the war poets apart from their forerunners.
The breakup of this paradigm goes hand-in-hand with the end of the pre-war British
nationalist project that gave the lyric a stable social role. In the rest of this chapter I find
evidence of this re-enchantment across poetic movements and lines of influence, in the poetry of
Owen, Borden, and Jones, a fact that suggests reevaluating the war’s ironic turn as I do here is
necessary for understanding the continuities and ruptures of war poetry within the longer British
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poetic tradition—a tradition which continues to be shaped by changes in the lyric’s relationship
with religion, changes afforded by deliberate re-enchantment at the levels of both poetics and
arguments about poetry’s social role.

Wilfred Owen's Last Hill
A close examination of Wilfred Owen's poetry shows how thoroughly enchantment and
irony are linked in his oeuvre, and also how even his latest poetry can be understood as
continuing the previous poetic tradition with a modified relationship to enchantment. Owen is a
key figure for understanding the war as a transitional moment. As a product of the educational
system described by Martin above, Owen styled himself after the romantic poets he read in
school. Keats and Shelley are significant influences; so was Tennyson (rounding out the
romanticism with Victorianism). Owen never left those canonical figures behind. As John Purkis
shows, he continued to allude to their work in his wartime poetry.53
Owen also represents the continuing tradition of 19th century poetry in his Arnoldian
decision to replace religion with poetry as the focus of his life’s efforts. Owen had made the
decision by January 1913, when he was serving under the Vicar of Dunsden as a lay assistant
with the hope of preparing for a university entrance exam.54 By then private Owen had come to
despise much about evangelicalism. John Purkis writes that
While he seems to have been able to propagate the message of the Church and to
appear a believer in public, Owen's personal creed might well be described as
'Shelleyan'....We are thinking of the revolutionary Shelley who despised priests
and their systems of mental bondage. The antipathy of most nineteenth-century
English writers to evangelicalism's narrow creed is well documented, and Owen
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had absorbed these attitudes through his liberal education.55
One letter from the time demonstrates the simultaneously romantic and Arnoldian framework in
which Owen understood his decision; in writing of his departure from the ministry Owen
compares himself to the romantic poets running away from college and laments “Only where in
me is the mighty Power of Verse that covered the multitude of their sins.”56 The use of religious
language (“multitude of their sins”) and the overwrought majuscules (“Power of Verse”) points
to the 19th century understanding of poetry’s relationship with religion, one which Owen did not
abandon later. Two years later he writes that as “A boy, I guessed that the fullest, largest livable
life was that of a Poet. I know it now;…There is one title I prize, one clear call audible, one
Sphere where I may influence for Truth, one workshop whence I may send forth Beauty, one
mode of living entirely congenial to me….”57 And this vision of the Poet as guardian of Truth
survives his earlier zeal and continues to the end of his time in the trenches. In his preface to the
volume of poems he never saw published he writes that “Above all I am not concerned with
Poetry,” but also “All a Poet can do today is warn. That is why the true Poets must be truthful.”58
Though his rejection of Poetry as a primary concern reflects the war’s unsettling (described
above) of poetry’s social role, the majuscules—“Poetry,” “Poet”—shows Owen’s continuing
high regard for poetry, a regard in direct continuation with the poetic tradition in its view of
poetry as a quasi-religious source of meaning and “Truth.”
Owen’s poetry at the time of his break with evangelicalism reinforces the sense that he
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understood himself as a latter-day romantic. One interesting example simultaneously sheds light
on his apostasy, romanticism, and the ethical sense which he demonstrated during the war. As
Purkis and Jon Stallworthy separately note,59 this poem concerns the double funeral of a mother
and child which Owen witnessed in the course of his duties at Dunsden. In the first lines of the
poem we learn of Owen's rebellion—he “Affirmed to Heaven that even Love’s fierce flame /
Must fail beneath the chill of this cold shame”—an apostasy which takes an interestingly
affirmative stance towards the finality of death. 60 It is also a typically secular stance inasmuch as
Owen refuses the comfort of a hereafter or greater sense of purpose. “Love's blindness,” he says,
“is too terrible.”61 And so Owen “will go counsel men” in what Purkis points out is a move
imitative of Shelley's interest in the poor,62 though the “heart-wild” rebellion against the
“ignorant callousness” of what Owen sees as insensitive ritual is by itself enough to put him
within the romantic vein.63 Yet most interesting from the perspective of his later work are the
lines which describe the procession of Dunsden's dead throughout the years “On altar steps long
frozen by the touch / Of stretcher after stretcher of our dead.”64 Of course these dead aren't the
war dead, not literally—but he displays the same weariness of death, the same inevitable
phrasing one finds in wartime lines such as “What passing-bells for those who die as cattle?”65
In this poem it becomes clear that Owen replaced his evangelicalism with romanticism,
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and that this romanticism afforded its own enchantment. Owen's speaker sees a group of
children—and one in particular, “whose pale brows / Wore beauty like our mother Eve's,”66 who
causes him to
...cry that it were well that human Being
And Birth and Death should be, just for the freeing
Of one such face from Chaos' murky womb,
For Hell's reprieve is worth not this one bloom.67
The imagery is thoroughly enchanted; as “this one bloom” takes on an outsize significance, its
physical beauty is clothed in spiritual significance, significance so great the speaker would risk
hell to behold it. This enchantment is the kind one wishes freed “from Chaos' murky womb,” the
kind willing to throw away life and afterlife for one sublime glimpse. Moreover, that beauty is
accompanied by a particular poetics: the face is not “The apparition of these faces in the
crowd” (to quote one of Owen's contemporaries),68 no ghostly epiphany, but a “bloom.” It is
transitory, but rooted in the natural world and subject to sustained contemplation and,
consequently, a stable significance. The poem therefore represents an offshoot of that romantic
satanism perhaps first presaged in Milton's idea that the mind might make a heaven of hell and a
hell of heaven, and later taken up in Faustian strains and Wordsworth’s more benign appreciation
for the transformative power of contemplation. Regardless of whether Owen believes in this hell
as literal or if it is just a fiction, what is significant is that “Hell” in this poem still functions as
the signifier for a separate order of existence that carries metaphysical weight; it is not something
one can simply see through, as one might see through the “Dulce et decorum est” of a later
propagandist. Romanticism is not simply disenchanted, ironic atheism; it gives Owen the
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resources (what Rorty might call a more appealing alternate vocabulary) to abandon Christianity
in its favor.69 As in Jager’s description of romanticism, the “bloom” operates analogically: in the
use of natural imagery to describe human features, human interiority and the world are drawn
into relation through the comparative power of poetry. This method makes the world intelligible
in terms of individual experience and guarantees that our experience with the world does not
descend into chaos. Meaning thus remains stable outside traditional religious belief, and its
stability manifests in the fixed valuation of its tropes—in this imaginary, youthful beauty is
inevitably a bloom.
But the war would have to do more than destroy beautiful things to undo this romantic
code; romanticism, after all, has a history of rehabilitating unsightly things (like ruins). More
threatening than the war’s destruction was the transforming juxtaposition of beauty and
destruction. Fussell's analysis of romanticism's fate in the war notes the unexpected and uncanny
interplay of internal ruin and natural vitality during the war. Sunrise and sunset were especially
tense times as soldiers looked into the sunlight not in appreciation of nature but looking for signs
of an attack. “It was,” Fussell writes, “a cruel reversal that sunrise and sunset, established by
over a century of Romantic poetry and painting as the tokens of hope and peace and rural charm,
should now be exactly the moments of heightened anxiety.”70 In these moments could be found
the indecipherable juxtaposition of positive and negative images, and this interplay between
“Romantic moments” and “moments of heightened anxiety” led to anxiety about romanticism.
The combatants recognized the irony of times of particular natural beauty being used for
strategic advantage. Fussell goes on to write that “When a participant in the war wants an ironic
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effect, a conventional way to achieve one is simply to juxtapose a sunrise or sunset with the
unlovely physical details of the war that man has made.”71 This juxtaposition works not simply
to replace traditional rhetoric but to “reach[] out towards traditional significance, very much like
the system of 'high' diction which dominated the early stages of the war.”72 By following this
moment in Fussell’s argument, we can emphasize that irony is a deliberate strategy rather than
the inevitable symptom of disenchantment. As a literary trope, irony can negotiate the new
(metaphysically ironic) default in which prior romanticism is unsettled but neither rejected nor
entirely abandoned.
In a sense, this use of irony (juxtaposing sunset and imminent attack) continues the
romantic project of relating two distinct spheres. But they are no longer the human mind and the
natural world; as in Fussell’s example, tropological irony in war poetry must often relate the
world to the world itself. There is the world as it is in itself, and there is the world as reshaped by
the engines of war. Romanticism provides the analogies between the inner life and the natural
world, but what happens when “the natural world” is no longer monolithic, when it fractures
internally—to the point that nature's internality becomes external even to “itself”? When this is
the case, the natural world can no longer be drawn into a meaningful relationship to the self
(which also gives the self stability) as it does in Colin Jager's account of romanticism. And that
tension within the natural world inevitably relocates the site of the problem from somewhere
between the natural and supernatural to an horizontal orientation. But the effects of this
immanentizing process are not fixed. Turning one’s attention to the world’s ruptured identity may
be grounds for dismissing the supernatural; alternately, doing so may free conceptions of the
71
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supernatural in the same way that the natural world has become unsettled.73
The latter is what happens in Owen's final poem, the unrevised “Spring Offensive.” Like
other war poems, even the title is ironic; it describes an offensive that takes place in spring but
also an apocalyptic uprising by the natural world itself. But the poem, as we have seen, starts
idyllically enough: “Halted against the shade of a last hill / They fed, and eased of pack-loads,
were at ease.”74 Perhaps the adjective “last” before “hill” might give us pause, but the simple
tautology of “eased of pack-loads, were at ease” points to a contented self-satisfaction, a
seemingly inviolable insularity against the dangers of that last hill. Yet we soon learn that “many
there stood still / To face the stark blank sky beyond the ridge, / Knowing their feet had come to
the end of the world.”75 It is with this line that Owen's irony crosses into another register from
the standard sardonic humor which we normally associate with the war poets. In fact, it is hard to
say that this is irony at all; the point is so apparent that it is more like a transparent symbolism in
much multiple levels of meaning trip over each other. This is an apocalypse; these men are about
to die; but “the end of the world” is also the end of a particular understanding of the world.
Here, that precarious understanding is indicated by natural imagery of the sort we might
expect to find in a romantic poem, perhaps a more lucid version of Colerdige's “Kubla Kahn”:
Marveling they stood, and watched the long grass swirled
By the May breeze, murmurous with wasp and midge;
And though the summer oozed into their veins
Like an injected drug for their bodies' pains,
Sharp on their souls hung the imminent ridge of grass,
Fearfully flashed the sky's mysterious glass.76
As Susanne Christine Puissant observes, “By way of its boundless violence, the world of war in the original sense
of the word becomes supernatural” (Irony and the Poetry, 46).
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This passage’s sense of foreboding and anxiety is generated by layering the immediate space
occupied by the soldiers’ bodies—and even the immediate time of this part of the afternoon—
against “the sky's mysterious glass,” which is framed by that last ridge. But even the close-athand contains signs of the larger problem. The May breeze is “murmurous” with the painful and
annoying wasp and midge, and for Owen's subtle ear, “murmurous” is one consonant away from
“murderous.” The battlefield medicine of this idyll “oozed into their veins,” perhaps like their
own bodies through the not-too-far-off trench mud. And, finally, the “imminent ridge of grass”
hung “Sharp on their souls” as if their souls have become entangled in its metaphysical barbed
wire. This last hill is a far remove from “the far valley behind, where buttercups / Had blessed
with gold their slow boots coming up; / When even the little brambles would not yield / But
clutched and clung to them like sorrowing arms.”77 There is enchantment of the traditional sort
here, where physical objects take on spiritual significance: the buttercups had blessed their boots.
But the soldiers have lost that innocent place, and though the hallmarks of a beautiful spring
surround them, the larger context of the war twists their meaning in a process that, if less
sardonic, still contains a fair amount of what we could call irony.
When the order to attack is given, enchantment transforms. Instead of inhering in nature,
enchantment signals nature’s destruction. The men prepare themselves to go over the top with
“no clamorous haste, - / Only a lift and flare of eyes that faced / The sun, like a friend with whom
their love is done.”78 Fussell's point about the juxtaposition of romantic sunrise and military
anxiety is indispensable here, but Owen moves the scene beyond juxtaposition:
So, soon they topped the hill, and raced together
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Over an open stretch of herb and heather
Exposed. And instantly the whole sky burned
With fury against them; earth set sudden cups
In thousands for their blood; and the green slope
Chasmed and deepened sheer to infinite space.79
This is a new iteration of irony. There are no human enemies in this poem; the men's final
offensive is against the natural world itself. The hubris of this attack is enough to inspire the
“fury” of the sky, the earth to willingly lap up their blood. The whole scene, in fact, has the
marks of a pagan ritual. The hill is subsequently referred to as “that last high place,” which
Dominic Hibberd interprets as a place of sacrifice.80 There is a reprise here of yet another
dominant theme in war poetry, of the common soldiers as sacrificial victims—yet the men are
not all passive victims. Some of the ones thrown into hell are bent on “out-fiending all its fiends
and flames / With superhuman inhumanities.”81 And it is not clear how this moment might
function as a sacrifice. It is not clear which gods exist, which in particular need to be placated, if
these would accept a sacrifice, or what might make this military action sacrificial. The
metaphysical uncertainty transforms the green slope into “infinite space”—this truly is the last
hill, as the opening place of the poem gives way to an apocalyptic placelessness and the men
tumble “past this world's verge” and into hell.82 As place gives way to abstract space, what can
be described as a sacrifice becomes a case of mutually assured destruction in which the loss of a
particular way of looking at the world is simultaneously the death of Owen's soldiers, and vice
versa. The natural world is no refuge; survival, of a sort, is available only to those who take on
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the aspect of supernatural fiends and participate in “superhuman inhumanities.” But these
transform the world through war, it ceases to be intelligible; its symbols cease to yield the old
meanings.
Even so, this is not a total annihilation. Those very same men who fought by “outfiending all [hell's] fiends and flames” survive, “And crawling slowly back, have by degrees /
Regained cool peaceful air in wonder - / Why speak not they of comrades that went under?”83 It
is perhaps a consequence of the poem's unfinished state that this question cannot be satisfactorily
answered, and yet far more significant than that old trope of war's incommunicability is the
continued persistence of the “cool peaceful air” which comes as a shock in the poem. Some
soldiers survive; the natural world survives; what has not survived unchanged is their
relationship, which remains a formless, threatening void.
In formal imitation of this formlessness, “Spring Offensive” does not have a set rhyme
scheme. Likewise its meter—though on balance it is identifiable as iambic pentameter—is
uneven. This makes it unlike much of Owen’s earlier poetry; he wrote a fair amount of sonnets,
but even his non-sonnet poetry tends to have a regular rhyme scheme (making allowance for his
signature half-rhymes) and meter. Rather than a singular exception, however, I would contend
that “Spring Offensive” represents the culmination of a diffuse trend in Owen’s poetics, a gradual
allowance for more irregularity. A shift is identifiable at least by “Dulce et Decorum Est,” drafted
in October 1917.84 That poem is constructed around a quatrain unit in which the rhyme pattern is,
invariably, ABAB (though the rhymes don't continue across quatrains). Unlike the rhymes,
however, the meter is highly irregular, from the iconic first lines, “Bent double, like old beggars
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under sacks, / Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,” to the metricallyabbreviated final line of the poem: “Pro patria mori.”85 Owen's meter is analogous to the soldiers'
“knock-kneed” condition, and the contraction from pentameter to trimeter in the final line has the
inverse effect of lengthening each syllable so that we verbally linger on “Pro patria mori”—
perhaps with a sardonic drawl.
Just as “Dulce” is more formally regular than “Spring Offensive,” so “Anthem for
Doomed Youth” is more regular than “Dulce.” “Anthem,” written under Sassoon’s direct
influence just several months before “Dulce,” features more strident iambics:86
What passing-bells for these who die as cattle?
- Only the monstrous anger of the guns.
Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle
Can patter out their hasty orisons.87
Owen uses meter for effect here too, such as in the middle lines' emphatic inversion of the first
iamb into a trochee (a substitution that, at least since the time of Milton, has been undertaken so
commonly in iambic verse as to render it conventional), or the dactylic “stuttering” of the rifles.
Yet such abnormalities are rarer in this poem, and in any case they are enveloped in the
irreversible finality which culminates in the poem's last line (where the iambs briefly alter to
accommodate two unstressed syllables followed by an emphatically weary spondee): “And each
slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds.”88
Comparing this formally satisfying ending to that of “Spring Offensive” is instructive.
There is an openness to the last which I do not think (given the loosening forms described above)
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can be blamed solely on its incompletion. Nor can all the irregularities in rhyme and meter be
explained in this way. Take, for example, the shift after the eighth line from two envelope
quatrains (once again unseparated by intervening space) to a pair of couplets. This could be
standardized in revision. Perhaps Owen didn’t have enough time to make the rhymes line up. Yet
why, at the moment the call to go “over the top” is given, does the basic four-line unit expand
from a pseudo-quatrain into a cinquain, exploding its internal couplet into a triplet, and why split
it across a stanza break? I reproduce the moment here with brackets around the contextualizing
lines which aren’t part of the ad hoc cinquain:
[When even the little brambles would not yield]
But clutched and clung to them like sorrowing arms.
They breathe like trees unstirred.
Till like a cold gust thrills the little word
At which each body and its soul begird
And tighten them for battle. No alarms
[Of bugles, no high flags, no clamorous haste, -]89
The form dissolves, perhaps intentionally. As written, the stanza break in the middle of the
poem's basic structural unit mimics how the call to arms interrupts the flow of the poetry. The
expansion to a cinquain throws the poem off balance. After we encounter the “word/begird”
rhyme, we expect that the stanza will either return to envelope quatrains or add another couplet.
When instead we see “alarms,” “haste,” “faced,” and “done” at the end of subsequent lines, we
are at first tricked into thinking that the line ending in “alarms” is left unrhymed. A clever reader
might recall “arms.” Yet even if we are aware of the underlying pattern, we are still forced off
balance. The enjambment of “No alarms” at the line’s end followed by the tripping cadence of
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“Of bugles, no high flags, no clamorous haste,” causes us to stumble forward at exactly the
moment we must look to a past line in order to find the matching rhyme and, with it, a sense of
formal satisfaction.
Just like the soldiers, the poem tumbles over that “last hill” into “infinite space” as the
seemingly organic form of traditional poetics loses its footing, pitching it headlong. But this is
plausibly Owen's intent, a calculated effect which does not simply discard tradition but shows
what might happen if the prewar poetic landscape were to experience a landslide. It is a tension
between the old and the new that makes this poem work on a formal level. The familiar building
blocks are there—envelope quatrains, five-stress lines, stanza breaks—and yet somehow the
combination does not come off quite right. Like the “murmurous” wasps and midges in the
field,90 the project takes mundane observations and imparts something vaguely threatening to
them. This is Georgian poetics from a sinister angle, by the light of barrage.
From Owen's later poetry, one can see that the poetics of irony did not simply come to
replace his earlier use of enchanted romanticism, let alone impose itself upon his poetics. Rather
than something which happens to soldiers, which overmasters them, irony leads to deliberate reenchantment. After the loss of the world the survivors “have by degrees / Regained cool peaceful
air in wonder,”91 and it is the task of putting such seemingly disparate sites as the “last hill” and
“infinite space” into the same overarching vision which Owen attempts in “Spring Offensive.”
That is only possible if the “last hill” serves as the ironic hinge between space and time as the
primary frame of reference, between life and death, between enchanted romanticism and the
hieratic lines of displaced space. The hill, which might serve simultaneously as an observation
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post and fortification in the war, becomes more imbued with meaning precisely because it
bridges the ironic gap of the poem. It is the “last hill” but not “ultimate” in Rorty's sense of a
final, realized meaning; it is only the hill one happens to be at when one goes over the top, and
this arbitrariness only underscores its outsize significance. Contrary to what one might expect,
however, the shift to pure space is not presaged by the disenchantment of Owen's terrain, but
rather by an enchantment which threatens because it leads to a surplus of meaning. The smallest
wasp could be the sign of one's death.
Operating simultaneously with the poetics of Owen's romanticism, enchantment’s surplus
of meaning occasions the loss of a world. This is why, in “Spring Offensive,” Owen's soldiers
drop from the threateningly-idyllic hillside into “infinite space.” Already at the time of his death
he was one of those who were trying to figure out how to “crawl[] slowly back,” to speak in a
world which might one day look the same as it had before the war, but which would never, for
them, contain the old certainties. J.M. Winter's observation on the fate of romanticism in war
poetry, that “The romantic repertoire of images is here, but it serves to highlight what the dead
soldier could no longer do....”, captures only a part of this dynamic.92 In his account, irony here
holds the old enchantment of romanticism alongside the new, but it only does so with an
accompanying sense of loss. Similar to Winter’s position but more insistent on the war poets’
rejection of romanticism is Sarah Montin’s argument that “Because it reduces man’s life to a
mere symbol, the traditional analogy linking men and flowers is no longer acceptable to the warpoet.”93 As I have shown, however, it is in the tension between romantic symbolism and
destruction (not simply indicting that symbolism) that Owen’s poem operates. For the same
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reasons, the war affects more than Winter’s “repertoire of images”; the very poetics of
romanticism are transformed by the experience of war. What is lost is also the givenness of a
romantic poetics.
According to Jager's reading of romanticism which we encountered earlier, such a
transformation can only mean that the paradigm whereby literature functions as an enchanted,
implicit guarantor of the intelligibility of the world has been found wanting. Enchantment
persists here, but, subordinated to an overriding irony, the individual significance of things in the
physical world does not coalesce into a well-formed Weltanschauung. The opposite occurs. In
this poem, at least, Owen has not found a new equilibrium, a new analogy or—if analogy is no
longer viable—a new organizing trope which might reveal an intelligible world. It is not simply
that beauty has been lost; it is just that the old poetics have failed to reconcile the fragments of
the world. Henceforth, the underlying, anti-romantic menace to vestigial romanticism will
always be there at the periphery, or perhaps (a more disturbing thought) welling up from
underneath like all those improperly-buried bodies. Wasps and midges remain, but they will
remain forever murmurous, murderous in the oozing summer.

Mary Borden: The Irony of Secular Enchantment
By the end of “Spring Offensive,” Owen’s poem martials enchantment to produce the
same threatening atmosphere we saw in Mary Borden’s “The Hill” (discussed at the beginning of
this chapter). This is more than a coincidence. Borden’s poem makes use of a similar (but more
thorough) re-enchantment as Owen’s to produce a similar effect. That limited comparison
provides reason to believe the unsettling of romanticism and corresponding re-enchantment I
described above is a larger trend, operating beyond Owen’s work or even that of the poets he is
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often grouped with (other canonical war poets; the Georgians).
For the results of this trend to be present in Borden’s work means that they have traveled
far, for Borden is an exceptional case in British war poetry. Though as a nurse she experienced
the war firsthand, she has never quite established herself in a canon traditionally centered on
male soldiers. Though several of her poems were published during the war, she writes in an
American modernist paradigm markedly different from that of most war poets. And given her
American upbringing and recent arrival in London before departing for France, there are even
legitimate questions about how accurate it is to call her “British.”94 Those reasons, however,
make Borden even more important for the argument I am making in this chapter. While in the
last section I made a case for reading Owen as an important figure in the period by showing him
to be an inheritor of the British mainstream British tradition, I turn to Borden to illustrate that the
war’s effects on poetry are widespread, reaching even to the most marginal poets. As we will see,
Borden takes re-enchantment even further than Owen. Not only does she take up the problem of
the war’s dissimilarity with itself as a result of the war’s violence, but she also registers the
corresponding effect of this upheaval on the natural world’s partner in romantic analogy: lyric
interiority. What results is an immanent supernaturalism which, just as much as Owen’s work,
continues the poetic tradition by breaking open the terms of poetry’s relationship with religion
and offering new modes of enchantment.
Borden’s work provides an early example of how the changes to poetic enchantment in
war poetry might find their home in the Anglo-modernism that would dominate British poetry in
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the interwar years (and continues to have an outsize role in the poetic tradition). Borden was
something rare: an avant-garde modernist who saw the war firsthand. As Andrew Palmer and
Sally Minogue have argued, it is possible to identify two types of modernism around the time of
the first world war: not only the “high” modernism of Eliot, Pound, and H.D., but also a “low”
modernism for which Whitman’s “common language and speech” served as a key model.95
Palmer and Minogue argue that it is this latter strain of modernism which can be found in certain
war poets, including Ivor Gurney, David Jones, and Mary Borden.96 Paul O’Prey also places
Borden as a successor of Whitman, arguing (and perhaps overstating the rarity of non“Georgians”): “Mary Borden is unlike any other poet of the First World War. There is nothing
‘Georgian’ about her war poems. Rather she brings to mind Walt Whitman who, like her, tended
the wounded on the field of battle.”97 As these critics acknowledge, the similarity between
Borden and Whitman is more than biographical, and it comes out clearly in even a cursory
reading of her poem “Unidentified”:
Look well at this man. Look!
Come up out of your graves, philosophers,
And you who founded churches, and all you
Who for ten thousand years have talked of God.98
It is in her confident, plainspoken assertiveness and free-wheeling (though still roughly iambic)
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meter that Borden shows the influence of Whitman.99 But these lines also show her as a
participant in the avant-garde, both formally (in its use of free verse) and contextually. As Kate
McLoughlin points out, Borden’s “Where is Jehovah?”, “The Song of the Mud,” and “The Hill”
first appeared in the avant-garde-adjacent English Review in 1917.100 Subsequently, several of
her war poems (including “Unidentified”) were included in The Forbidden Zone, the 1929
memoir based on her experiences in the war which also featured prose fiction and fictionalized
recollections in a single modernist literary project.101 Even so, her work remains recognizable as
war poetry. “Unidentified” hews close to the themes of contemporary war poetry in its
uncompromising ethical urgency and apocalypticism. It is set in a time when
The sky long since has fallen from its dome.
……………………………………………
The earth ages ago leaped screaming up out of the fastness of its ancient laws.
There is no centre now to hold it down.
It rolls and writhes, a shifting tortured thing, a floating mass of matter set adrift.102
In this world, torn from its laws, the philosophers, church founders, theologians, and astronomers
must be called out of their graves. There are, perhaps, no specimens of them among the living.
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At first glance, Borden looks like the disillusioned and disenchanted poet which
traditional accounts of the war would expect her to be. She may have even been ahead of the
curve. Borden, who once worked as a missionary with her first husband (to whom she was
married during the war), had a fraught relationship with organized religion after moving to
London.103 It is possible that she had already lost her faith by the time the war began. At the very
least her war poems display an unorthodox fury against a God who would allow something like
the Great War to happen. Her “Where is Jehovah?” is as sardonic as any other war poem:
What a chance for Jehovah.
He need scarce lift a finger.
Here are all his pet properties ready to hand:
The thunder, the lightning, the clouds and the fire.
This is His hour, but Jehovah has missed it.104
Borden’s mockery echoes Elijah’s scorn for the prophets of the impotent god Baal in 1 Kings 18,
and in response to God’s continued silence and nonintervention her speaker demands that the
dead “Bring someone, some mighty God, Baal, Beelzebub, the Powers of Darkness – anything,
anyone – anyone who will put an end to this.”105 These are impassioned, earnest pleas. Through
them Borden takes on the traditional voice of a participant in the war whose experiences so close
to the front left her disillusioned with the “big words”—and the speakers of big words.
Still, Borden’s disillusionment with the war does not always culminate in ironic
disenchantment. “Where is Jehovah?” is populated with the demands of wronged ghosts, and the
loss of metaphysical certainty manifests in one of Borden’s favorite symbols: “With creatures of
wide metal wings tearing the sky over [the soldier’s] head, / … / With the solid earth under his
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feet giving way.”106 To speak of airplanes “tearing the sky” is to impart metaphysical
significance to their flight, and the fact that the earth falls out from under her soldier’s feet
functions in the same way that the more extreme transition from place to space does in “Spring
Offensive”: the destruction of the landscape implies a destruction of a way of looking at the
world.
Borden’s airplanes are her most significant figure negotiating re-enchantment. They also
demonstrate the instrumentalization which (I argued above) is key to wartime re-enchantment,
and are therefore closely involved with the confused destruction of the natural world. Noting
Borden’s mixture of “organic and inorganic imagery” in her description of airplanes, Ariela
Freedman argues that Borden “uses them to indicate that something in the heavens is awry. The
war has infected everything: the heavens, which now hold destruction; the earth, which has been
reduced to bleeding trenches; and even objects as benign as the cars on the road, which 'have all
gone wrong.'”107 As with “Spring Offensive,” this destruction is not a straightforward loss. While
the airplane serves as a symbol of mechanized destruction, it also takes on supernatural
symbolism as Borden tempts her reader to invest them with divine significance. We see this early
in The Forbidden Zone when Borden ironically juxtaposes past certainties and present threats
through the airplane’s appearance:
On the face of the plain were villages and cities; the dwellings of men who
had put their trust in the heavens and had dared to people the earth.
The aeroplane turned in the sky and began circling over the town.108
With the mention of “trust in the heavens,” we are invited to read the airplane as a symbol of
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divine judgment (perhaps only “as if” there is judgment, for it appears in a secular “sky”).
Throughout this section, titled “Bombardment,” the airplane hovers over a town as buildings
collapse and are destroyed—and the townspeople “f[a]ll on their faces like frantic
worshippers.”109 While its role as a symbol (earthly or divine) of the town’s destruction is clear,
what is not clear is how active the airplane is in the actual destruction. At first it seems to be a
scout, but the damage described seems limited to what a single plane could cause, and seems
more random than a coordinated artillery bombardment. But as Borden describes it, the airplane
has little agency. When a building in the town square is hit, opening “a ragged hole,” “The
aeroplane circled smoothly, watching.”110 Then, when the bombardment ends, “it flew up and
away in the sunshine and disappeared. A speck in the infinite sky, then nothing—and the town
was left in convulsions.”111 The airplane’s visitation ends like Owen’s “Spring Offensive”—
“infinite sky, then nothing,” as the old “trust in the heavens” is undone by this symbol which
appears to unsettle that space, leaving the society below in chaos.
If it is not supernatural in the magical sense, the airplane nonetheless appears supernatural in that it is positioned above nature and wields destructive powers beyond anything
nature can resist. It is a capricious god flitting over the town, disturbing the lives of mortals. In
The Forbidden Zone Borden never describes airplanes up close, on the ground; they are always
in the air and at a great distance. And yet the sense that they are machines is never wholly absent;
when the airplane appears in the sky to unsettle the given “trust” it does so as a thing opposed to
the old order, a modern thing, a thing made by humanity. Yet it is also (especially in its role of
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messenger) angelic, not in spite of but because its status as a doubly-contrived object—first
because it is mechanical, and second because Borden has contrived (through re-enchantment) to
present it as a knowingly flawed symbol of supernatural significance. It hovers on the threshold
of re-enchantment, a warning of the ethical stakes involved.
The airplane serves as an avatar for this ambiguous and threatening re-enchantment. It
appears throughout the Forbidden Zone, breaking down (as it does in “Spring Offensive”)
traditional distinctions and associations. As Freedman goes on to argue, in Borden’s memoir
those associated with the field hospital (nurses, doctors, patients, orderlies) “inhabit an unreal
world where old categories of identification are suspended and people are reduced to bodies and
functions.”112 The fictionalized Borden becomes “a machine inhabited by the ghost of a
woman—soulless, past redeeming, just as I am—just as I will be,” and elsewhere she says “My
body rattled and jerked like a machine out of order” when a patient’s voice breaks her
professional aloofness.113 For Borden the war causes a dissociation between the inner life and the
physical body, which in order to function in service of the war cannot be allowed to manifest her
inner pain. This psychological condition in which she is disassociated from her (physical) self is
also registered in the separation of the physical world into two different worlds. In the same
section in which Borden describes herself as “a machine inhabited by the ghost of a woman” she
admits that “There is wet mud on my boots and blood on my apron. I don’t mind. It is the scent
of new-mown hay that makes me uneasy.”114 Hay, trees, the moon—these make her uneasy
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because “There are no lovely and forgotten things. The other world was a dream.”115 She brings
these two worlds—the war-world of mud and blood and the pastoral world which somehow
continues a short distance from the hospital— together in “The Hill,” which we saw above.
Partially. Even there a rift exists between the golden hills and the scene of war, a rift which
signals the breaking open of poetic codes for the natural world and of the lyric subject—both
occasioned by the war’s instrumentalizing pressure, which turns them to means.
As with the airplane, that breaking generally manifests in knowing re-enchantment and
novel representations of the supernatural, especially in Borden’s lyric poetry. This is the case
with “Unidentified.” That poem’s titular character is a soldier on the field of battle, and he is
dying. “Watch him while he dies,” Borden demands of the ghosts she calls forth; “He will not
notice you.”116 The contrast between the man who has no regard for them and the dead who are
called to witness his death is the central tension of this poem, and it invites others. The man is
powerless, without agency—“In all the running landscape there’s a solitary thing that’s
motionless: / The figure of this man.”117 And yet, ironically, the dead are told to “Look close,
come close, pale ghosts!”118 They can move; this dying man cannot—more specifically, the
figure of the dead man, what is left behind as he dies—cannot. This is a land of enchantment,
where the long-dead (were they ever alive, these figures of ghosts?) have more agency and
identity than the soldier caught between life and death. Physical damage to the body, which
drains away the soldier’s agency, demands that agency be found elsewhere—leading to the
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poem’s supernaturalism and the speaker’s appeal to ghosts. “Something holds him there,”
Borden writes, and it is this thing, “deep mirrored in those bloodshot eyes,” which she wants the
ghosts to see.119
We learn in the final lines that what holds him to this world is himself:
It is his self you see;
His self that does remember what he loved and what he wanted, and what he
never had;
His self that can regret, that can reproach its own self now; his self that gave
itself, let loose its hold of all but just itself.
Is that, then, nothing? Just his naked self, pinning down a shaking world,
A single rivet driven down to hold a universe together.120
This is a “self” much like Borden’s in the field hospital, split between interior consciousness and
a physical body. Borden’s repetition of “self...self...self...self” drives home the tautological
nature of this split selfhood, in which inside is sundered from outside. Though his “self” is
visible in his eyes, it is only visible because those eyes mirror the surrounding world. And if his
eyes mirror his self such that it can be seen by an outside observer, then his self must be
constituted not by interiority (which if it exists is hermetically sealed behind his eyes), but by the
exterior battlefield. As the title suggests, the lack of any correspondence (by romantic analogy)
between inside and outside leaves him without an identity. The last lines drive home the point:
“Take one last look and leave him standing there, / Unfriended, unrewarded, and unknown.”121
On an immanent reading, we could say that the mystery of the man’s interior life is
beside the point. He is dead. He no longer has an interior life, and therefore he cannot be
identified—a view corroborated by the fact that Borden’s poetry is insistent in rejecting any sort
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of afterlife.122 Yet this reading overlooks the ambiguity of his status in the poem, even on
immanent terms. The soldier is not quite dead; he is left standing; he can still see. Moreover,
though the comparison yields no knowledge of interiority, Borden’s poem relies on a (postromantic) comparison between the carnage of the battlefield and the man’s interior state. In
setting it up this way her poem makes a larger point about the possibility of an interior life in
war, perhaps even the legitimacy of the idea of a strict division between an inner life and the
observed world. There is no such division for the soldier; his body, like Borden’s, becomes war
materiel and in doing so becomes another apparatus of the war—and the poem. It is no longer his
own. It is “A single rivet driven down to hold a universe together” in a desperate move to
preserve meaning and even—since it is the central focus of this poem—the possibility of the
poem’s existence. If one wishes to preserve poetry in the midst of war-as-reality, Borden seems
to say, then one must be willing to dispense with the insubstantial pieties of ghosts and embrace
the simultaneous collapse of inner and outer worlds.
Yet the supernaturalism associated with these pieties does not go away; it is reconfigured
as the result of deliberate re-enchantment. It is perhaps for this reason that she does not turn to as
explicit an irony in this poem as she does in “Where is Jehovah?”: her focus on the fact of the
body evacuates any liminal space of wry knowingness. Still, there is irony in her troubling of the
line between subject and object, a fact which reproduces the war’s practical instrumentalization
of nature and bodies as war materiel. According to Ann-Marie Einhaus, this collapse of the
soldier’s identity also serves a self-preserving function: “Witnessing and reporting the pain of
others appears to be easier if the suffering human being is transformed, in the narrator’s
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imagination, into an inanimate object” (308). The blurring of subject and object which Einhaus
describes allows the physical body to serve as material for poetic purposes; paradoxically, its
construction as an immanent object allows it to be supernaturalized within the poem. Likewise,
Borden’s ghosts are not ghosts in the traditional sense, but stylized figures of ghosts (much as the
soldier’s body is the figure of the soldier) which exist in the poem only on account of the lyric
voice’s calling them to be. By doing so it participates in what Jonathan Culler calls “apostrophic
address, which presupposes an animated world that might be asked to act or refrain from
acting.”123 “Unidentified” re-enchants the scene of war, leading to a hypostasis of lyric
enchantment: the ghosts exist only insomuch as they are part of the machine of the poem, just as
Borden’s characters, according to Freedman, “inhabit an unreal world where old categories of
identification are suspended and people are reduced to bodies and functions.”124 The force of
Borden’s lyric is not in its portrayal of the depth of suffering, but in the way that it reproduces
within the lyric itself what the prosecution of the war threatens to do to everything it encounters
(people, nature, lyric): render it all techne untethered from reality not so much in its play as in its
mechanization.
Borden’s response to the war’s disillusionment is the most radical of the poets considered
in this chapter inasmuch as it tends toward such knowing immanence. Her poetry, like Owen’s,
considers the unsettled relationship between the natural world and the world at war. But unlike
Owen, she explores the effects of this unsettling at the other pole of the old romantic analogy: the
interior self. It is as if the meditative quality of poetry has become too painful and must be
amputated like a gangrenous limb. Not internal reflection but the physical body is the “single
Culler, Theory of the Lyric, 350; 351. It is Culler’s contention that the epideictic function of lyric is as close as
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rivet” that must be “driven down to hold a universe together.”
The old metaphysical order is impotent in this new understanding. And while Borden’s
atheistic commitments would seem to call her employment of enchanted ghosts into question—
or at least evacuate them of significance—a careful reading can’t help but recognize the
substantial counterpart to those ghosts is a different kind of enchantment: the immanent, secular
enchantment of the unknown soldier whose significance goes beyond the fact of his physical
death, the airplane that signifies a loss of significance. Reading Borden’s poetry as secular,
ironic, and enchanted as I have done relies on the understanding of disenchantment and reenchantment which we saw earlier, whereby the war expands opportunities for poetic
enchantment outside religious commitments. Borden does not ask us to believe in the essential
reality of these ghosts, or posit continuity between the old philosophies and our present day. But
she does ask us to believe in the soldier’s body, even though it is every bit as insubstantial as
these ghosts—we can never really “Look!” past the words of the poem. And yet we do. Even this
forlorn body, one of far too many, has its significance. Ironically, that significance indicates that
the old strategies of enchantment are fading—how wan the undifferentiated ghosts seem—and
new ones, ones which we might even hesitate to call enchanted, are called for. If Borden’s
enchantment is produced by questioning the old enchantments which lie ready at hand, she still
employs the enchantment of lyric poetry simply in the fact that her poem makes ethical demands
of us as readers; in calling the ghosts to witness, she calls us too.
As we will see in subsequent chapters, poets after the war will use re-enchantment in the
same manner: as a ground for intervention in society. Those poets (like Pound and H.D.) who
embrace the spiritual potential of poetry will attempt to invest their own re-enchantments with a
sense of supposedly lost givenness, attempting to make lyric poetry a religion. But even those
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who, like Borden, are skeptical of the lyric’s religious capacities (not all of whom are
unreligious) are forced to negotiate the uses and significance of a re-enchantment made possible
by the collapse of British poetry’s status quo as a result of World War I. As I have argued in this
chapter, that status quo was simultaneously formal, tropological (in a form of poetic
enchantment), and societal (in poetry’s relationship to religion). None of these aspects go away;
neither enchantment nor a relationship to religion is left behind. But both enchantment and the
possibilities available because of poetry’s religious connections become unsettled, and present
themselves simultaneously as problems and opportunities.

David Jones's In Parenthesis: Religious Re-enchantment
Borden uses re-enchantment in a project oriented to immanence and the physical world;
but for the painter-poet David Jones, re-enchantment operates within an explicitly religious
understanding of poetry and the arts. Showing that Jones participates in the same trends as
Borden and Owen suggests that the use of ambiguous re-enchantment can be put to diverse
ends—even religious ones. While Jones’s overt Catholicism has sometimes kept him from being
read as a representative war poet, in this section I will expand my reading of re-enchantment,
setting the stage for its explicitly religious uses which I will explore in subsequent chapters.125 I
will also continue to make the case that the re-enchantment which emerged out of the war’s
violence signals continuity between pre-war conceptions of poetry’s religious function, war
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poetry, and subsequent twentieth-century poetic movements. After all, another reason Jones is
not considered to be a representative war poet is because he, like Borden, was one of the few
modernists to experience the war firsthand and represent it in his poetry.
While I will complicate both of these readings of Jones’s oeuvre (Catholic, modernist)
when I consider his later work in my fourth chapter, for now I will make the case that he
participates in the re-enchantment I have been describing throughout this chapter despite his
differences in religious commitment and the relative lateness of his work compared to other war
poets. In Parenthesis, Jones’s war poem, was first published in 1937. But this (temporal and
aesthetic) gap is more opportunity than obstacle, for by participating in the re-enchantment I
have described here at such a remove from the context of the war Jones affords the opportunity
to see not only another use of re-enchantment but also where the changes accelerated by the war
will subsequently lead.
Jones's war poetry illustrates a way of understanding irony and enchantment in war
poetry that is complementary to Owen's. Rather than a complete transformation of the world
through re-enchantment (as in “Spring Offensive”), his In Parenthesis places mimetic realism
and poetic enchantment side by side. It is a poem self-consciously written in retrospect, as the
material which frames it announces. To use Owen’s language, we might say that he writes from
the perspective of one of those who has regained “calm, cool air” after “superhuman
inhumanities.” This vantage point allows him to hold enchantment and realism side by side,
giving both more play, more subject matter. Whereas realism in Owen's oeuvre seems to manifest
primarily in blunt statements about wounds and the pity of war, Jones’s realism extends to the
smallest, most neutral objects of the physical spaces his characters inhabit.
This difference has more to do with Jones's conversion from Anglicanism to Catholicism
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after the war than with the generic differences between Owen's short lyrics and Jones's
modernist-epic In Parenthesis, a work which (as discussed in the introduction) contains lyric
moments of its own. After becoming a Catholic, Jones elaborated a theory of history rooted in
the transcendent, unifying narrative of Christianity, and a theory of poetics which depended on
the analogical relationship between the divine creation of the world and human artistic
creation.126 Both, for Jones, were gratuitous acts exceeding any possible justification of utility,
and they both depended on the significant repetition of acts (religious and artistic) as sacraments.
Whether by the standards of traditional enchantment or re-enchantment, Jones's view of the
world became more enchanted after his experience in the trenches. Yet this enchantment has
metaphysical content; Jones, as we will see, participated in a type of tropological irony generated
by the juxtaposition between different ways of seeing, but this tropological irony never became
anti-metaphysical in the terms of Rorty and Behler. Instead, Jones’s Catholicism held the
immanent and transcendent together through the person of the God who entered history.
His irony sees the “real” world and the spiritually “enchanted” one as distinct yet
interpenetrating within time, and ultimately—sub specie aeternitatis—as indistinguishable. In
Parenthesis asks its reader to entertain the possibility of enchantment in their own world. In
doing so it suggests what I will argue in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation: that poets
after World War I will ground the possibility of poetry’s social significance in its ongoing
relationship to religion and the supernatural.
Because Jones is such a religious poet, however, the realist dimension of In Parenthesis
has not often been recognized. In part this is because Fussell’s (now debunked) criticism of In
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Parenthesis as nostalgic and escapist has led critics to focus on Jones’s use of myth and
enchantment as the primary problems of the text.127 Yet, at least until the disturbing final part of
the poem, when the almost-protagonist Private John Ball is wounded in an attack on Mametz
Wood during the Battle of the Somme, what requires more of an explanation than enchantment is
its intimate and constant collusion with realism. Consider, for example, the passage where a
“Private Saunders” comes back to 'B' company after serving as a runner at Headquarters and
informs the men what he's managed to learn about the impending attack:
so he had heard from the Liaison Officer's groom—as to the ruling of this battle—
and the G.S.O. 2 who used to be with the 180th that long bloke and a man of great
worship was in an awful pee—this groom's brother Charlie what was a proper
crawler and had some posh job back there reckoned he heard…128
The mixture of cockney (“what was a proper crawler”) and Malorian phrases (“as to the ruling of
this battle”) is disillusioningly ironic; it is hard to maintain the outlook proper to chivalry when
“a man of great worship [is] in an awful pee.” Here, Jones uses irony much as Owen: to invert
the significance of high-sounding words and thereby make the point that heroism has little to do
with the upcoming slaughter. Yet overlaying different registers of speech in the mouth of one
speaker is not a strategy Owen uses. If anything, the effect is even sharper than the one obtained
by writing in a standard register and then shifting to an elevated Latin phrase like “Dulce et
decorum est / Pro patria mori” which, in the context of Owen's poem, refuses to bear as much
weight as the more mundane “Bent double, like old beggars under sacks.”129 The bottom of
“Dulce et Decorum Est” falls out all at once, and yet its concluding Latin phrase is still the
pinnacle of the poem: a nadir turned upside down. In Jones's passage, by contrast, the rapid shifts
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in diction prevent such a payoff. Enchantment and an ostensibly disenchanted realism run side by
side.
Enchantment and realism can operate in such close connection in this poem, going
beyond the straightforward version of irony found in much sardonic war poetry, because the
poem anticipates a future reconciliation of realism and enchantment in a relationship beyond
irony. In Parenthesis is written in hindsight, but that hindsight looks forward in its narrative; it is
also a poem of anticipation. Jones's use of irony in the above scene operates as the menacing of a
future threat, and then becomes the vehicle through which an ongoing threat is described and
experienced. This makes it unlike the post facto condemnation of conduct or ideals which we
find in the sardonic irony of much canonical war poetry (exemplified also in Owen's “Dulce et
Decorum Est”), a significant difference which destabilizes even irony itself, holding out the
possibility that there might be a perspective beyond irony.
This attainment of a step beyond irony is exactly what happens in Part 7 of the poem,
when the “murthering of Christen men” mentioned above happens in the course of assaulting
Mametz Wood. Private John Ball is one of the few who make it to the opposing trench-line and
briefly occupy it. The battle disintegrates into mass confusion as the disorganized (and still
diminishing) British forces skirmish with equally disorganized Germans in the wood. In the
midst of this chaos, Private Ball is hit. Jones describes the moment using the (physically, if not
temporally) realistic metaphor, “it came as if a rigid beam of great weight flailed about his
calves, caught from behind by ballista-baulk let fly or aft-beam slewed to clout gunnelwalker.”130 That is what he feels. In response, “He thought it disproportionate in its violence
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considering the fragility of us.”131 The line is at once ironic and psychologically realistic;
somehow Jones manages to relate both the helpless pettiness of the wounded soldier who wants
to complain about the fairness of his wound while surrounded by dead men, but also the
recognition of a shared condition of frailty.
As with Owen and Borden, this recognition of the body’s frailty culminates not in
disenchantment but in a deeper enchantment of the natural world. Ball's ironic reaction marks a
shift to the poem's concluding sequence in which the wood—once only distantly threatening—
completes its transformation into an enchanted deathtrap. Instead of its revelation as a scraggly,
meaningless patch of ground unworthy of any misnamed “sacrifice,” the irony of Ball's wound
hemorrhages enchantment. Even before Ball’s injury it had taken on the aspect of a crypt: “Aisleways bunged-up between these columns rising, these long strangers, / under this vaulting stare
upward, / for recumbent princes of his people.”132 But here it is as if Ball's observation of the
“disproportion” between the force of war and the fragility of man is a gap through which nature
itself takes on an almost disproportionate, threatening, enchanted significance. The injury also,
not coincidentally, marks a turn toward a concentrated lyricism. Now, as Ball agonizes over the
weight of his rifle, a fay figure enters the scene:
The Queen of the Woods has cut bright boughs of various flowering.
These knew her influential eyes. Her awarding hands can pluck for each their
fragile prize.
….She can choose twelve gentle-men. She knows who is most lord between the
high trees and on the open down.
Some she gives white berries
some she gives brown
Emil has a curious crown it's
made of golden saxifrage.133
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On one level this is a case of good soldiers receiving their laurels, as Fussell has suggested.134
But it is more complicated in a way that suggests not the straightforward given of a supernatural
reward, but knowing and ambiguous re-enchantment. Jones's romance sources consider woods to
be enchanted places, and for romance enchantment is danger. Indeed, enchantment usually
implies danger within the romance tradition. There is more than a bit of faery at work here, some
hidden significance in the colors of the berries, some subterranean malevolence in The Queen of
the Woods's prerogative to “choose twelve gentle-men” from among the ranks of the dead, for
“Her awarding hands [to] pluck for each their fragile prize.” Though the scene is ultimately
positive, something of romance’s ambivalent enchantment is reconfigured here. We can easily
read that survival as the recoding of the supernatural proper into poetic memorialization. The
sing-songy lyricism of this passage is seductive to readers who have spent the better part of the
poem slogging through unlyrical rhythms; garlands and flowers are old tokens of lyric. Like
actual garlands, this magic is fragile because it has been plucked from its sustaining context—not
only the original romance texts but also the societies which produced them and which
underwrote that prior form of enchantment.
At least one important figure escapes the bestowal of garlands, and the fact that he does
so heightens the ironic ambiguity of this re-enchanted moment. “Dai Great-coat,” we learn, “she
can't find him anywhere,”135 likely because that vatic everyman-soldier, with his memories of
war dating back to ancient times, stands in for the spirit of all soldiers past and present.136 When
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a reader learns that the Queen of the Woods “had a very special one for him,” it becomes unclear
if he would appreciate her attentions.137 There is an ironic lilt to the phrase “a very special one”
indicating that Dai might not care for this garland if he has to die to receive it. And one must
remember that on the pre-battle hillside, Ball and his friends had spoken “Of how stripes, stars,
chevrons, specialisations, jobs away from the battalion, and all distinguishing marks were better
resisted for as long as possible,” a position given more weight by the metaphorical description of
Christ’s wounds as “The Five Unmistakable Marks” in the title of Part 7.138 The garland, here,
qualifies as one of those ominous marks standing in the way of simple survival even as it
functions as a reward. It is a re-enchantment, ambiguously magical, ambiguously carrying
forward the past and consigning its recipients not so much to an afterlife as to a Bordenesque
living death.
Dai escapes this re-enchantment, but as an old soldier given to telling tales he carries
enough enchantment of his own. His war stories are not literally true, but as the archetype of an
old soldier Dai is something more or less than flesh. Can he even be killed? As we learn right
after his lengthy boast, “Old soljers never die they / Simply fade away.”139 Yet Dai, spoken with
a certain accent, is indistinguishable from “die.” Like Bordens unidentified soldier—though less
grisly—Dai is a figure of deliberate re-enchantment, one whose boast takes irony beyond
disillusionment into a mode that approaches the supernatural. And as with Borden and Owen,
this re-enchantment is fundamentally connected to Dai’s status as a soldier, as someone subject
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to the transformative and dehumanizing power of war. As Austin Riede has argued, “What
appalls [Jones] most about the war is its modern character.”140 As Riede goes on to argue, Jones
is disgusted because the war makes men into materiel:
The soldiers of this industrialized war, by the time it gets to the Somme and the
conclusion of In Parenthesis at Mametz Wood, are mass-produced, and in much
greater numbers and for much quicker expenditure. The solider in the frontispiece
[of the poem] is a work-in-progress, both ground down by the inhuman demands
of the war and built back up by its inhuman prostheses, which as Armstrong
points out can etymologically be any tools designed to attach to and extend the
power of the body: this would include the shovels in the background of the
picture, or the bayonet at the soldier's side.141
With the perspective offered by Riede’s account, we see Jones responding to the same pressures
of the war as Borden and Owen: the passage chimes with Borden’s sense that her body became a
soulless “machine” (a splitting that Riede remarks in Jones’s work also).142 The “inhuman
demands of the war” in Riede’s account are of the same nature as Owen’s “superhuman
inhumanities.” Dai may have no place in this setting. His “fading away” at the end of In
Parenthesis is in character; but (viewed through Riede’s lens) it’s possible he disappears because
he has no place in an increasingly mechanized, mass-produced landscape: the terms on which
war is fought will no longer sustain him as a figure of war’s old enchantment.
The mass-produced instrumentalization of modern culture is a constant theme in Jones’s
poetry, figuring prominently in his work from his first published poem (In Parenthesis) to his last
collection (The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments). His understanding of this
instrumentalization is surprisingly stable over the decades, perhaps because Jones’s entire oeuvre
can be read as In Parenthesis plus one many-faceted and interconnected long poem which he
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never quite completed—though parts of this poem became discrete aesthetic objects as separately
published works. Thomas Goldpaugh and Jamie Callison’s work with Jones’s manuscripts shows
us that the material we know as The Anathemata and The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments
were originally conceived as a coherent project which those scholars call “The Grail Mass.”
Jones was never able to work this material into a coherent aesthetic project, a fact which (as I
will discuss in chapter four) is symptomatic of the cultural and social pressures which he
identified as impeding the work of artists. Instead of arriving at a finished work, Jones was only
ever able to reach interim stages of completion by repackaging and reshaping sections of his
lifelong project into smaller sections. Yet amid all the changes and expansions of this ur-project,
one part in particular repeatedly appears: a poem called “A, a, a, Domine Deus,” one whose
earliest parts were composed around the time of In Parenthesis, part of which appeared at the
end of the essay which most exhaustively lays out his sacramental theory of art (“Art and
Sacrament”), and which was eventually published near the end of his life as a standalone poem
in The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments.143 That this essay forms a core part of Jones’s work
to which he continually returns shows the degree to which Jones thought about the modern
instrumentalization which is the poem’s subject:
I have said to the perfect steel, be my sister and for the glassy towers I thought I
felt some beginnings of His creature, but A, a, a, Domine Deus, my hands found
the glazed work unrefined and the terrible crystal a stage-paste.144
The war would always be the paradigmatic frame through which Jones encountered this
instrumentalization (a fact which explains his frequent use of battlefield metaphors for the rest of
his life), but as “A, a, a Domine Deus” shows, he considered the instrumentalization he
See Tom Goldpaugh and Jamie Callison, eds., David Jones’s The Grail Mass and Other Works (London; New
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experienced in war to be more generally symptomatic of the modern social condition. Jones’s
work, which spans the middle decades of the twentieth century, thus serves as an important
frame through which various historical events and poetic innovations from World War I to the
contemporary period can be seen as continuous and related—which is why I return to his later
work at the end of my dissertation. Though Fussell dismisses him as a reactionary escapist, it is
Jones more than any other single figure in The Great War and Modern Memory who provides
confirmation for Fussell’s argument that World War I sets the tone for twentieth century British
culture.
In the remainder of this section, however, I want to show that the beginning of that
trajectory Jones’s response to the modern instrumentalism of the war—a problem to which he
never found a solution—leads to an ironic re-enchantment just as it does for Owen and Borden,
and that for Jones this ironic re-enchantment specifically manifests in the coterminous (not
simply parallel) significance of physical and spiritual reality that makes Jones’s war poetry
unique. This is not simply a recuperation of traditional enchantment by representing it as more
abstract, maintaining it at a deeper level of interpretation (which is how Fussell misreads the
poem). Rather than represent the physical and spiritual worlds as two different spheres of
meaning, Jones shows how the wounding of bodies and destruction of the natural world opens
them to renewed and unsettling significance. To take one example, Riede argues that the massproduced soldier in the frontispiece “is figuratively transformed…into the scapegoat of the
engraving that closes the book.”145 Though this transformation can be read as a recuperation of
the traditional rhetoric of “sacrifice,” there is reason to think the symbolism is not so
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straightforward: biblical scapegoats were not sacrificed, but released into the wilderness.146 The
fact that this scapegoat has been run through with a spear, and that it stands not in the wilderness
but on a battlefield (with a Bordenesque moon ironically looming) suggests a variation on the
soldier’s theme: that the wilderness has been transformed into a place without refuge. There is
enchantment here, but it is a re-enchantment which struggles to find new significance in the
war’s instrumentalizing destruction.
This link between re-enchantment and the war’s instrumentalization in In Parenthesis can
be clearly discerned when Ball's rifle becomes the quotidian counterpoint to the Queen of the
Woods. As she intrudes into the poem, Ball, wounded, crawls away, agonizing over whether to
keep or leave his heavy rifle—which now takes on feminine qualities. Ball remembers parts of
his training where the drillmaster exclaims
Marry it man! Marry it!
Cherish her, she's your very own.
…
You would choose her from among many.
You know her by her bias, and by her exact error at 300, and by the deep scar at
the small, by the fair flaw in the grain, above the lower sling swivel—
but leave it under the oak.”147
John Ball knows the exact error in his rifle's trajectory at 300 meters, knows exactly how to
correct for it. Yet re-enchantment overwhelms this intimacy, transforming the rifle’s benign
intimacy to reveal its true significance: to carry a rifle is to be a soldier, to expose oneself to
death and, by extension, the haunting bestowal of garlands by the Queen of the Woods. When
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Ball is told to “leave [his rifle] under the oak,” he is both laying down his role in warfare and
surrendering a piece of equipment which he has been “married” to. A sense of loss accompanies
this ultimately life-saving act, this surrendering of an object that is simultaneously a symbol,
“given” in the multiple senses of that word. Leaving the rifle “under the oak” can either be read
as a placating sacrifice to the Queen of the Woods or as a disavowal, lest Ball himself become a
“recumbent prince[] of his people.”148 It is either the rifle, or him.
Like Owen's “Spring Offensive,” In Parenthesis culminates in a moment of ambiguous
sacrifice—yet this one is effective. Jones's act of physical self-preservation is endued with
spiritual significance. There are both transcendent and immanent reasons for Ball to get rid of the
rifle, a rifle which symbolizes his power to wound but also, in its heaviness, his own wounding.
For Jones as for Borden and Owen, the physical destruction of the war ushers in a reenchantment which reveals the significance of acts and objects. But unlike theirs, Jones’s vision
is Christian and incarnational. Physical and spiritual, realism and enchantment operate jointly in
Jones’s poem because they are fundamentally involved each with each. In the modern world this
difference may be experienced as ironic separation. But this is not the only way of seeing them.
As much as re-enchantment can operate within an immanent frame, Jones’s poem shows it can
also be put in service of a cannier transcendence—one which does not take poetic enchantment
as a given, waiting to be invoked through set forms and bringing about set effects, but one which
nonetheless remains a way to think about the relationship between natural and supernatural
reality.
As we will see in subsequent chapters, the knowing re-enchantment which breaks out
from the violence of the war will become the defining feature of the British lyric in subsequent
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years. In projects oriented toward both immanence and transcendence, projects both secular and
religious, the re-enchantment I have described here will be used by poets attempting to imagine
new roles for poetry after the old roles—and the old givens of enchantment—have become
casualties of war.
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Chapter 2
Modernist Vocation and the Numinous Lyric
Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot

In the years leading up to World War I, Ezra Pound would launch a campaign to restore
in poetry what at first seems to be a renewed sense of lyric’s traditional enchantment, but is
really its self-conscious manipulation—in the terms I have been using here, Pound’s project
depends on deliberate re-enchantment. Fittingly, one of his earliest starts in this direction invokes
the gods he is trying to restore:
See, they return; ah, see the tentative
Movements, and the slow feet,
The trouble in the pace and the uncertain
Wavering!
See, they return, one, and by one,
With fear, as half-awakened;
As if the snow should hesitate
And murmur in the wind,
and half turn back;
These were the “Wing'd-with-Awe,”
Inviolable.1
This early lyric is not a direct invocation, of course—the gods are “they,” and Pound is
addressing someone who must be informed that the gods have returned. (We might imagine that
if the gods really did return, they would make an undeniable commotion.) It is as much a bid to
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restore the gods as it is an announcement of their arrival. If it is roundabout, when your only
tool—your only evidence—is poetry, one must make allowances.
It is unwise to take Pound as representative of anything, and it would be especially
unwise to take the pre-war Pound as having a representative approach toward the relationship
between religion and poetry. At the very most this poem anticipates later developments—even if
imagism and vers libre made a splash (though often for reasons which had nothing to do with
Pound’s actual poetry or criticism), it was not yet the time of high modernism. Pound was a
provocateur, a dynamo for pet projects and a dynamic annoyance, but not in the literary
mainstream.
Still, it is hard to look back at this poem knowing what we know about the subsequent
course of poetic modernism and not see the central problem which would occupy modernist
poets for decades. In its very title—“The Return”—this poem implies that something or someone
has departed. Many somethings, it turns out—these are messenger spirits, “Gods of the wingèd
shoe!”, and they are implicated in Pound’s poetic practice in a way that the rest of this chapter
will consider. For now, we can only observe that they are vague—we do not even know their
number—and though they return, we do not see the effects of this return so much as we observe
how they do so: “With fear, as half-awakened.” The only evidence we have of this return is
Pound’s declamatory statement of the return, which unwaveringly heralds this advent of
wavering. In only a few short lines we can discern the problematic that would burst forth in
Pound’s writing after the war: something significant has been lost, and poets must recover it
through the writing of poetry.
Unlike the war poets of the prior chapter, who mourned a lost civilization and (by
extension) the givenness of lyric enchantment, for Pound the something missing is a sense of
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poetry’s significance. The loss of the gods within poetry—at least for Pound—serves as a
metonymic loss of poetic relevance to the modern world, a loss occasioned by the social changes
in the first world war but that survives that immediate context. What is at stake in the return of
the gods is a public role for poetry and, ultimately, an answer to the question of why poetry
matters.
That Pound chooses to style the return of this significance as the return of the gods is
crucial for understanding the nature of the problem and his proposed solution. The “gods” are not
simply a convenient metaphor for enchantment or meaning; they are fundamental to Pound’s
poetics. His critical writings make this clear. The poet's job is not simply to feel things, but to
give them exact expression, to “keep the language efficient” as Pound writes in ABC of
Reading.2 Pound also writes, “Without gods, no culture,” and “If a race neglects to create its own
gods, it gets the bump.”3 Taken together, these statements draw a direct line from gods to culture
to race, positing a productive culture as the intermediary between the gods and the race (with all
the chilling mid-twentieth-century repercussions that line of reasoning entails). In another place
in the ABC of Reading, Pounds reasons inductively “Literature does not exist in a vacuum.
Writers as such have a definite social function exactly proportioned to their ability AS
WRITERS. This is their main use. All other uses are relative, and temporary, and can be
estimated only in relation to the views of a particular estimator.”4 This “main use” employs the
essential elements of lyric poetry: feeling and expressing that feeling. “Artists are the antennae of
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the race,” Pound memorably claims, and therefore “A nation which neglects the perceptions of
its artists declines. After a while it ceases to act, and merely survives.”5
Practically, artists function as an early warning system, a seismograph we would be wise
to monitor for social upheaval. Yet poetry produces more than just social data, and this is the
significance of “the gods” that a narrowly secular reading would dismiss as mere residuum. Art
must correspond to social conditions, but in such a way that it keeps alive the very possibility of
that response via creative intervention. Here I will risk belaboring the point to emphasize the
echo between “If a race neglects to create its own gods...” and “A nation which neglects the
perceptions of its artists....” That neglect can describe both a race's stance toward creating its
gods and a nation's attitude toward the perceptions of artists points to the unity of artistic
representation and the numinous, and their mutual importance to Pound for defining the
significance of poetry.6 So when Pound claims that “‘Belief’ as the pious once used the term is
alien to our age,” that fact does not end the story of “the gods.”7 Instead, it provides the
opportunity to create new ones. As Pound goes on to claim, it remains possible that “We may
have a respect for the unknown. We may have a pious disposition. We may have a wide sense of
possibility.” And the possibilities for what comes after belief (in the straightforward sense)
involve poetry.
Though reading Pound as seriously invested in the numinous cuts against the cynical,
politically uncompromising image we have of him, Leon Surette’s work has argued for an
interpretation of Pound’s work that reads his occult beliefs as operating in conjunction with his
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political ones. Leon Surette’s The Birth of Modernism came before the most recent wave of
scholarship reconsidering the relationship between modernism and religion, a fact that shows in
the volume’s prickly defensiveness—he expects it to be an uphill battle to demonstrate his
central claim that an engagement with occult ideas (through Yeats, Pound, and even Eliot to a
degree) is central to their projects. By tracing Pound’s connection to figures prominent in the
occult, tracking his reading habits, and offering glosses on some of the cantos that demonstrate
their occult symbolism, Surette convincingly shows that “Pound…is a figure rather more like
Blake than Yeats, and not at all the skeptical relativist that he is sometimes portrayed as being.”8
But Surette stops short of claiming that Pound was a practicing occultist (as Yeats was), and it is
more fair to say that Pound’s poetic imagination was informed by occultism rather than that he
had an occult view of poetry. Still, Surette’s study offers support for one of the claims I will be
making in this chapter: that Pound’s view of poetry’s significance involves a robust sense of the
numinous per se, a sense that tries to appropriate the power of the supernatural for the aesthetic.
As Surette points out, occult and religious interests are prominent among the core
modernist poets. We see them clearly in H.D. (the subject of my next chapter) and, minus the
pagan inflection, in Eliot. Eliot's approach to poetry and society as it comes through in his essays
recapitulates Pound's almost point for point. “[P]oetry has primarily to do with the expression of
feeling and emotion,” he writes in “The Social Function of Poetry,” agreeing with Pound that the
fundamental task of contemporary poetry is associated with the subjective, emotional role
traditionally assigned to the lyric.9 Neither Pound nor Eliot, however, thinks that the purpose of
this expression is to gin up emotions in the readership. If the purpose is expressed in
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fundamentally lyric terms, their vision for the implications of the lyric’s power goes beyond
poetry. Eliot wrote much earlier (in the essay on “Dante” in The Sacred Wood) that “The poet
does not aim to excite—that is not even a test of his success—but to set something down....”10
Eliot represents this “setting down” as essential to a people's survival as that of Pound's
“antennae” when he writes in “The Social Function of Poetry” that “the reason why we cannot
afford to stop writing poetry” is “their language will deteriorate, their culture will deteriorate and
perhaps become absorbed in a stronger one.”11 For both Eliot and Pound, a society is only as
strong as its language, and the guardians of language are the poets. Like in Shelley’s defense,
poets give people the imaginative vision through language—vocabulary, phrases, cadences,
expressions—with which to live their everyday lives.
But unlike Shelley, neither Pound nor Eliot can assume that poets are legislators, not even
unacknowledged ones. The social changes brought about by World War I (covered in the
previous chapter) have taken any definite, official social position from poetry (save perhaps that
of mourning the war dead, which was only temporary). In the postwar environment both Pound
and Eliot believed that modern social life evacuated poetry of significance either commercially
(Pound’s railings on commercialism in “Hugh Selwyn Mauberley” come to mind) or spiritually
(as in Eliot’s “dissociation of sensibility”). The paradox of Pound and Eliot’s arguments about
the significance of poetry is that they have to be made in the first place, that they have to assert
the intrinsic significance of poetry to produce that importance—and even that poetry—much as
Pound has to assert the gods into being for them to return. In the absence of a given ground for
poetic significance—which both Pound and Eliot assumed to involve the numinous, however
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indirectly—they must argue for a ground, either to bring it into consciousness (Eliot) or even to
summon it from the past (Pound). Traditional models of the poetic vocation in which lyric
enchantment is a given are not available; in the absence of a given enchantment they must
practice re-enchantment.
Even while announcing their various returns of the numinous, then, in making their
vocations Eliot and Pound are forced to assert a great deal that they cannot take for granted. In
this sense their vision of the poet’s role is characteristically modern and secular. Hans
Blumenberg makes intellectual self-assertion one of the most important hallmarks of modernity,
a “countermove” against the absolute autonomy of the divine assumed in the medieval period, a
“new concentration on man's self-interest.”12 If “autonomy” is a desirable state for us nowadays,
in Blumenberg’s telling that is because divine autonomy once forced the intellectuals of Europe
into an epistemological crisis. This crisis was caused by late-medieval nominalist theology,
where the possibility of true knowledge about the world seemed to conflict with the (more
sacrosanct) divine prerogative expressed in the act of creation. To preserve within the prevailing
discourse the distinction which granted God absolute authority over the created world,
theologians arrived at a solution similar in its effects to Gnosticism, to “the ‘hidden God’ and His
inconceivable absolute sovereignty.”13 But while this might have solved the theological dilemma
interior to theological debates, the problem of how we could have knowledge about the world
(let alone act in it) remained, and in the face of God’s absolute autonomy from the created order,
thinkers turned increasingly to a human “self-assertion” (analogically related to the divine
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prerogative) in order to resolve the crisis. “The Middle Ages,” Blumenberg claims, “came to an
end when within their spiritual system creation as 'providence' ceased to be credible to man and
the burden of self-assertion was therefore laid upon him.”14 Phrased like that, it seems that
theologians and philosophers were paradoxically forced into this “burden of self-assertion,”
rather than choosing it as the result of deliberation. Yet, as Blumenberg points out elsewhere,
they were constrained by a prevailing discourse of “theological absolutism” which made selfassertion the only option for legitimizing humanity’s activities.15
Blumenberg’s account helps us to understand what is modern about modernist poetry:
this sense of self-assertion necessitated by the social upheavals around World War I manifests
forcefully in Pound’s and Eliot’s vision of their poetic vocations, and it arises in response to
pressures analogous to the aforementioned religious ones. That modernist poetry relies on such
assertiveness is commonly implied in studies of modernism. There are, for example, Robert S.
Lehman’s argument in Impossible Modernism that “The question posed by The Waste Land…is
how a poem might order history in the absence of a (lyric) consciousness,” and C.D. Blanton’s
argument in Epic Negation that Pound and Eliot were concerned with totality, and “no literary
form concerned with totality could ever remain merely literary.”16 That poetry should order
history—let alone interfere beyond the literary proper—indicates an interventionist project
purused within an interventionist vocation. And it is clear, both in the form and content of Pound
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and Eliot’s writing, that this intervention against the dominant trend of society can only be
enacted by individual poets.
But, as above, we largely frame modernist self-assertion in terms of imposing order on
abstract disciplines (like history) or providing us with new ways of thinking; the argument that
such a vocation is even analogously related to a religious crisis is bound to meet with more
skepticism (though the connection has been raised in works like Anthony Domestico’s Poetry
and Theology in the Modernist Period). Against any skepticism and apart from any specific
theological commitments, what we find when reading their essays is that Eliot and Pound’s
careers are largely directed at solving social and political problems that have their ultimate
source in changing attitudes to religion and the divine. Similarly to the calling Weber
contemporaneously prescribed for scientists in “Science as a Vocation,” for Pound and Eliot the
poetic vocation must be understood in a context of increasing rationalization and
secularization—though Pound and Eliot both questioned the idea that poetry should be confined
to its own sphere. As they imagined it, the poetic vocation might instead serve as a check on
increasing societal fragmentation.
Pound and Eliot had inherited a tradition that encouraged them to think poetry might have
the resources for that goal. As discussed in the introduction, the relationship between lyric (and
poetry in general) and religion is longstanding. Speaking of the “Romantic-Symbolist” heritage
of the modern lyric, Michael Hamburger claims that with the French Symbolists “art had become
a religion, with its own dogma, its artist-saints, and even its own asceticism,” and that this
pseudo-religion is associated with the aesthetic autonomy for which the Symbolists are famous.17
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If we read “poetry” as “religion” it is striking how formally analogous this problem is to that of
the theological nominalism of the late Middle Ages. It generates a similar crisis: “At the heart of
every Romantic-Symbolist poet’s aesthetic…there is a private religion, a religio poetae
irreconcilable with the exigencies of the public world.”18 For those who would defend poetry’s
legitimacy, this private religion is unacceptable and unsatisfying, and it inspires “a long
succession of auxiliary religions to which artists have resorted merely to keep going at all.”19
Merely to keep going at all—this is the provocation behind the turn to Blumenberg’s intellectual
self-assertion. That modern poets have often conceived of their craft as analogous to religion is
given retroactive theoretical weight by the fact that the crisis of poetry which Hamburger
outlines can be mapped onto the preceding crisis of religion which Blumenberg sees in the late
Middle Ages, and the interventions of modernism are another variant of Blumenberg’s modern
self-assertion—albeit in the aesthetic sphere.
Still, the modernist poetry of Eliot and Pound has its own self-assertions that can be
distinguished from its symbolist precursors. Against the detachment of symbolism and related
movements, Pound, Eliot, and fellow modernists responded with action, involving themselves in
pamphleteering, causes, and politics (the latter with sometimes disastrous results) even from the
days of BLAST. But these ambitions always involved poetry. We saw Pound famously claim that
“Artists are the antennae of the race,” and therefore “A nation which neglects the perceptions of
its artists declines. After a while it ceases to act, and merely survives.”20 Alongside this
statement can go Eliot’s “the reason why we cannot afford to stop writing poetry” is that if a
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group of people loses the contributions of poets “their language will deteriorate, their culture will
deteriorate and perhaps become absorbed in a stronger one.”21 Both of these are unequivocally
self-assertive statements which make poets responsible for the wellbeing of whole societies; both
are representative statements from two important modernists. And as anyone who is passingly
familiar with their poetry knows, there is a good deal of concern with deterioration and decline
within the monumental works themselves. This concern with decay ultimately reveals that their
vocations were directed towards doing something, and that “something” was imagined
(sometimes incorrectly) as being foundational to social life—even fundamental in a way which
religion once was assumed to be.
We can see the novelty of such a poetic vocation when we consider Wordsworth’s
“Preface” to the Lyrical Ballads and how it grounds his poetic experiments in an expansion of
how poetry might faithfully represent the already-existing emotions of humanity.22 What
Wordsworth does not do, and what Pound would do, is actively assert himself to form and
remake culture by forming and remaking the language. And if the romantics replaced their “faith
in an apocalypse by revelation” with “faith in an apocalypse by revolution” as M. H. Abrams
argues, the role of poets in this process was nonetheless restricted to a visionary transformation
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of the individual. The romantic project was to “reformulate” the “traditional concepts, schemes,
and values which had been based on the relation of the Creator to his creature and
creation…within the prevailing two-term system of subject and object, ego and non-ego, the
human mind or consciousness and its transactions with nature.”23 Pound imagined himself
directly intervening in social life and politics, culminating in his commitment to Italian fascism;
Eliot, though more conservative in his ambitions and politics (and therefore less extreme), had a
widespread impact on British society that transcended his poetic output. Pound and Eliot were
not content to craft fantastical parallel worlds from the detritus of this one (as the symbolists
did), but instead attempt to use their poetry to affect this world. While they borrowed poetic
strategies from the symbolists (especially in their earlier work), they invoke re-enchantment to
achieve practical goals.
Pound’s and Eliot’s use of re-enchantment is thus distinct from the war poets’ utilization
of enchantment. In the last chapter we saw the half-knowing, half-believing utilization of
(primarily romantic) forms of enchantment, the warping and stretching of enchantment. Yet this
is not so much a sign of self-assertion as we might be tempted to think; enchantment is
threatening in these poems, something ambiguous but often hostile, something which might be
controlled by the poet outside the poem yet for precisely that reason signals a problem of
representation within poetry. When Owen writes of pitching over the edge of the world, it
indicates a loss of control as much as it serves as a fit metaphor for experience, as the truth of
what happens. The same is true of the enchantment in Jones and Borden. Though they are much
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more deliberate and self-conscious about presenting the production of their poems as an exercise
of control, that exercise is clearly opposed by the way enchantment works in their poems, as an
overwhelming force brought on by the war. In distinction to the war poets, therefore, this chapter
argues that Pound and Eliot self-consciously imagine their own vocations as poets directly
leading to social intervention. They do not only seek to change the way poetry is written qua
poetry or to engage in cultural damage-control, but to pioneer new idioms fitting for an epoch
without solid givens, to “make it new” (as Pound translated the old saying), restoring
significance to poetry by writing good poetry—but also by redefining what poetry might be.
This imagined vocation involves a version of what Owen Hulatt refers to as “artistic
autonomy,” according to which “while his ends [are] not autonomously artistic…the artistic
process [is] held to be a transparent procedure entirely under the command of the artist
himself.”24 For Pound and Eliot to imagine that they could restore a lost culture to art is to
imagine a non-autonomous end for art (because it is oriented at a social effect), but one which
assumes the poet must be able to rise above that decline in the act of artistic creation. Arguably,
the possibility of that restoration relies on the continued existence of art as an endeavor that, if
not autonomous, has intrinsic standards of judgment and which authorizes its own existence—
and is therefore autonomous (in at least a loose sense) along the lines of the Kantian aesthetic’s
semi-detachment from the “real world” as outlined in his Critique of the Power of Judgment.
Against the absolute independence of art from the world, Pound and Eliot sought a role
for the poet within the world by turning the poetic vocation back to social and religious ends. In
various ways they sought to engage poetic re-enchantment while drawing the potentially ethereal
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results back into relationship with the social. They are, in other words, still invested in the
Shelleyan model of poets as legislators—only they must first enact a coup to reclaim that
position. But the coup remains mostly aesthetic (at least until Pound ventures to Italy), and as the
above passages show, both Eliot and Pound envision a function for their poetry that involves the
numinous and even the divine, suggesting that the aesthetic and the religious might be aligned in
their efforts. It is because they must create a legitimacy (through re-enchantment) that their
project is forced to assume at the outside that their attempt to remake society fails, creating—
analogous to Blumenberg’s account of philosophical self-assertion—as many problems as they
attempted to solve. As we will see, Pound’s “totalitarian” vision collapses under its own weight,
unable to be supported by moments of lyric “splendor”; Eliot’s careful balance of self-assertion
and orthodox religion threatens to delegitimize poetry entirely. Eliot, though, came to terms with
contemporary limits to poetry’s power and settled into a less antagonistic vision of the poet’s
vocation; Pound never did.
In this chapter I will show how Pound’s “gods” are directly connected to his poetics not
only in his lyrical poems, but also in The Cantos, and how he attempts to draw on their numinous
resources to solve the problem of poetry’s relation to society. I will also consider T.S. Eliot’s
project of providing definition (literally and figuratively) to the tradition in The Waste Land,
Four Quartets, and his critical writings as a project oriented to the same end, even if its
connections to divine power are indirect (ironically) because of Eliot’s eventual religious faith.
Both Eliot and Pound thought that the poet’s vocation to restore and maintain society through
their use of words, and both imagined the practical accomplishment of this role as having
something to do with a simultaneously numinous and aesthetic power. Yet for all that they
agreed on fundamental points of the task of modernism and the poet’s role in society, there is a
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marked difference in Pound’s and Eliot’s conceptions of poetry’s power, a conception manifest
in their different construals of poetry’s access to (at least potentially) supernatural power. This
difference is fundamentally linked to how “real” the divine is for each poet, whether they write
“as if” the gods exist or dogmatically believe in an actual God. For Pound, poetry is the
privileged talisman of numinous significance that must be returned to modernity; for the later
Eliot, poetry is simply one way among many through which we may approach God. This leads
Pound to despair of obtaining a true vision of the world as he gives poetry priority; it tempts
Eliot to disregard poetry as he approaches the divine through the imprecision of words.

Pound’s Gods
Pound described the project of restoring poetry as bringing the gods back, which suggests
a religious answer to the question of how poetry might once again become important to society.
Yet Pound was never clear how real he meant his gods to be; they might just be a fiction. While
the problem of how far to take Pound’s claims is fundamental to the lyric re-enchantment
unleashed in the period, it is nonetheless worthwhile to consider Pound’s particular
understanding of the relationship between religion and poetry because (as stated above) that
relationship is central to his poetic vocation and his poetic strategies throughout his career.
Starting from Pound’s lack of any formal religious faith, it would be tempting to write off
“the gods” as a metaphor or symbol, a literary trope. Hugh Kenner takes this line in The Pound
Era, where he reads “the gods” as a metaphor for poetic perception and recovery apt to Pound's
sensibilities. Noting Pound's move away from his earlier antiquarianism, Kenner writes that “To
see gods was a way to see nature, not to use an antique way of talking.”25 And paraphrasing late
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lines from The Cantos as a comment on Pound’s work, Kenner observes “The gods have never
left us. Nothing we know the mind to have known has ever left us.”26 There is a modulation
between these two statements—the first sees “the gods” along romantic lines: as a metaphor for
poetic perception of the natural world, whereas the second points to the intellectual history
(“Nothing we know the mind to have known”) in which Pound mired himself, and which took on
greater importance (and led him into greater traps) as his career continued. But what Kenner’s
statements share is the trend to see “the gods” as devoid of positive content in themselves, as an
example of the ironic deployment of religious vocabulary for nonreligious ends.
Still, there is something about this metaphor which draws Pound to “the gods.” “The
Return,” which we saw at the start of this chapter, is far from the only moment when Pound
invokes them. Not God, certainly, whom Pound thought there was much to say for and against
(though he deplored most of those who claimed to be His strongest supporters).27 But gods
nonetheless: pagan gods, mostly Greek and Roman, with some Celtic ones thrown in (probably
via Yeats) and some eastern ideas of divinity as well (probably via Fenollosa). If “the gods” is a
metaphor, then its repeated use suggests that it is an especially privileged metaphor which
provides access to a concept far too complicated to be summarized (as in Kenner’s own
reading)—and in that case, “the gods” would function as an ambiguous fiction, symbolizing
something that cannot be arrived at in any other way.
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The idea that Pound employs these gods as mere metaphor further breaks down when one
recognizes that Pound does not only mentions these gods, but places them at the heart of lyric
poetry's possibility, as the guarantors of poetry’s power. We find them, for example, in “The
Tree,” when Pound contemplates becoming a tree and writes
'Twas not until the gods had been
Kindly entreated, and been brought within
Unto the hearth of the heart's home
That they might do this wonder thing;
Nathless I have been a tree amid the wood...28
According to the logic of the poem, the gods empower him to produce a poetry of immediacy, of
sensation so direct that the speaker can claim identity with the subject of the poem. The identity
is so complete that the tree becomes swallowed up in Pound's persona, and the sensory
impressions of the tree give way to the subjective impressions of metamorphosis into that tree. It
is difficult to say where the tree ends and begins in this poem, just as it is difficult to say just how
much work “the gods” do to make the poem possible. They must be entreated by the persona of
the poem before “they might do this wonder thing,” and inasmuch as the wonder requires them
to be “brought within,” e.g. into the speaker's spirit or into the poem, we are not sure this change
is supposed to be external even according to the poem’s inner logic. Until they are activated,
these gods have no agency, and it is only the persona's claim that “Nathless I have been a tree
amid the wood” which leads us to think they have done anything at all. Given the archaism of
“Nathless,” we might even posit the moment of their operation in the distant past, raising the
question of historical relevance; perhaps the gods operated only in the past. All we have for this
claim of the gods' work is lyric proof—the testimony of inner emotion and sensation which is the
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hallmark of the lyric, which is to say, the lyric itself. What this lyric means and what the gods
have done to produce this lyric are related questions concerning its power and potential.
We see similar questions raised by supernatural inspiration opening new ground for lyric
poetry in “Histrion,” where Pound declares
No man hath dared to write this thing as yet,
And yet I know, how that the souls of all men great
At times pass through us,
And we are melted into them, and are not
Save reflexions of their souls.”
If we take this passage as a guide to poetics, it sounds like Yeats’s automatic writing. But in the
context of “The Tree,” it is curious to find the place of the gods usurped by “the souls of all men
great.” These great men, like the gods, are invited into the poet's very being, and they achieve
such possession that “we...are not / Save reflexions of their souls”—the enjambment further
emphasizing the near-annihilation of those who are so possessed.29
But should we call these gods in the traditional, supernatural sense? Isn’t this all just
Pound’s gambit to lend his poems a sense of legitimacy and power? Such a reading short-circuits
the issue which the poems themselves raise. Consider “The Tree” again, where it is not clear
whether the gods who are summoned and granted agency by the poet are merely another
“persona.” This is the issue we are to arbitrate in interpreting the poem. Do the gods inspire the
poets, or do the poets breathe life into old gods? For Pound, those are live questions—and the
answer to both might be “yes.”
With a nod to Kant and the modern notion of aesthetic autonomy he inspired, we can say
that the question of whether Pound’s gods exist is ultimately undecidable precisely because it is a
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fundamentally aesthetic question. Pound’s gods are endemic to the aesthetic dimension of his
poems; if in his poems they are manifested in a way of perceiving nature (as Kenner believes),
then this might well be because they stand in for Kant’s “reflecting” nature of the aesthetic
judgment, its action in judging the purely internal representations of the mind—a fact which
makes the aesthetic judgment autonomous. Still, it is not (with a nod to Vaihinger’s Philosophy
of “As If”) a straightforwardly fictive question. Though Pound never describes these gods and
never appears to have engaged in any practices of worship (save perhaps the writing of poetry),
he repeatedly invokes the gods over against a contemporary culture which he saw to be
degenerate (and on that last charge we know he was in earnest). The lyric “as if” come full circle
as Pound seeks to make the gods immanent within his poetry; who then can say whether they are
real? It is for this reason that rather than “divine” I prefer “numinous” when discussing what
Pound invokes; “numinous” indicates a second-order involvement with divinity that does not
require straightforward answers to questions about the nature of that divinity, but still implies
some relationship.
Though they are ultimately aesthetic entities, in historical context Pound’s gods raise
particular and explicit questions about lyric re-enchantment and poetic vocations. This is not a
simple case of Pound embracing aesthetic autonomy. It takes a particular intervention, a move of
self-reflexive poetic assertiveness, to generate the case in which the gods have a questionable
reality of their own yet are central to Pound’s attempt to make poetry relevant to contemporary
society and politics. It is clear even within these poems that the gods, who have an aesthetic
existence, are constantly implied to transgress the boundaries of the aesthetic—and this theme
continues when we consider Pound’s critical writings. In his Guide to Kulchur, written in later
years and well after the cantos were underway, Pound asserts that the stoics were ultimately
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wrong, despite getting at something definite and concrete, because “the gods exist.”30 He goes on
to make the almost Eliotic pronouncement, “Without gods, no culture. Without gods, something
is lacking,”31 which corresponds with a March 1940 letter (seen earlier) saying that “If a race
neglects to create its own gods, it gets the bump.”32 Earlier, in his ABC of Reading, Pound writes,
“I assert that those Gods exist”—“those Gods” being Ovid's deities—and then goes on to clarify,
“...I assert that a great treasure of verity exists for mankind in Ovid and in the subject matter of
Ovid's long poem, and that only in this form could it be registered.” Pound goes beyond the
limits of the aesthetic’s traditional, ambiguous bounds by claiming that the gods are, in some
important sense, true; they are a part of that “great treasure of verity” inasmuch as they comprise
part of “the subject matter of Ovid's long poem.” Through his poetically autonomous assertion,
Pound’s gods violate the bounds of the aesthetic by becoming real, even if that reality does not
take the form of the traditionally supernatural.
If Pound’s gods exist anywhere, it is within the practice of his own poetic vocation.
When Pound turns to social commentary, it is clear that people have priority over gods—they
animate them through poetry—not vice versa. Thus when Pound writes that “If a race neglects to
create its own gods, it gets the bump,” this invites us to view the process of poetic creation as a
strategy for creating the gods. Sean Pryor puts the tension between gods and their poetic
representation at the heart of Pound’s work, observing that
Objections to idolatry are fears of a world in which the icon is self-sufficient and
in which man may create God, dreaming divinity up out of nothing. It is a fear of
solipsism. In religion, it is the fear of existence without God. In poetry, it is the
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fear of mimesis so turned in upon itself that the form no longer needs a paradise
beyond itself. This is the curse of poet as maker.33
In Pryor’s formulation, the “maker” role of the poet in modernity offsets the more traditional role
of the poet as prophet. In my terms, this is the difference between Pound’s use of re-enchantment
in his interventionist vocation and the prior givenness of poetic enchantment that no longer
attains. In the traditional view the role a poet might fulfill is largely set by societal (or,
previously, religions) norms. But Pound dares to give existence to the gods by invoking them.
Therefore Pound’s invocation of the gods is doubly transgressive: it not only violates the limits
of the aesthetic but also sets himself up as the person who brings them to be.
It is, crucially, the lyric which Pound first employs as a vehicle for this project of
bringing the gods to be. Not only does Pound draw on the lyric’s present tense to make the gods
present, but—as we have seen Jonathan Culler argue—there is a direct link between “apostrophic
address” and the undecidable question of supernatural realities. As Culler writes, “To emphasize
as I have apostrophic address, which presupposes an animated world that might be asked to act
or refrain from acting, is implicitly to link lyric to magic, the enchantment of the world—a world
inhabited by sentient forces, a world before the flight of the gods.”34 This is exactly the world
Pound wants. In order to attain it he makes this implicit project of the lyric an explicit, selfreflexive one. Continuing, Culler connects this project with an observation related to Pryor’s
comments on the poet as maker, but in a way that brings Pryor’s historical trajectory full circle:
“But it was poets who made that world, poets who gave the Greeks their gods.”35 Culler,
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similarly to Kant, acknowledges the fictionality of these gods, and yet in this last
(anthropologically suspect) comment he seems to authorize something like Pound’s poetic
project for that same reason. If we take Culler at his word, then the gods entered history through
the deliberate intervention of poets, and there is no reason why they may not again. This is
Pound’s project. His vocation not only transgresses the traditional understanding of the aesthetic,
but also the numinous—all in the name of restoring poetry’s importance and, through it,
restoring social life.

Ambiguous Assertion
To show how Pound adapted “the gods” to this function, attempting to use them to lend
his poetry significance while nonetheless mobilizing them through sheer assertion, it is useful to
replace the initial question about the reality of Pound’s gods with a related though separate
question: what are the consequences of pushing the aesthetic beyond its boundaries while still
assuming it has separate resources to authorize poetic intervention in the real world? Obviously
Pound expected those resources to underwrite his efforts—but there are, as I will argue,
unintended consequences which undermine his attempt from the start and lead Pound down
regrettable paths.
There are at least two main approaches to Pound’s “gods” which give internal coherence
to the paradoxical credo according to which he claims a priori legitimacy for his poetry while
also striving to achieve that legitimacy as the end of his poetic vocation. The first approach,
treating the gods as a metaphor for a way of seeing, invokes a sense of phenomenological
wonder at the limit between poet and world. This is the conceptual solution offered by “The
Flame,” in which Pound makes an implicit defense of Provençal “mates and mating” and “lands
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and houses” by adopting the persona of one of those “Masters of the Soul” we saw before,
writing
We are not shut from all the thousand heavens:
Lo, there are many gods whom we have seen,
Folk of unearthly fashion, places splendid,
Bulwarks of beryl and of chrysoprase.36
Here the gods are more explicitly external than in the prior two poems; they have been seen,
identified in or along with “Folk of unearthly fashion, places splendid.” The anaphoric conflation
of “folk” and “places” suggests that the common denominator of these apparitions of the gods is
that they are visual marvels. The next line, “Bulwarks of beryl and of chrysoprase”—a fantastic,
unrealistic image—begs us to read it as metaphorical vision, or the vision of poetry. “Bulwarks
as of beryl,” we think. Surely this is an “as if.” But the poem won't let us read it so, which
emphasizes in a separate stanza immediately following the above: “Sapphire Benacus, in thy
mists and thee / Nature herself's turned metaphysical, / Who can look on that blue and not
believe?” The deictic gesture toward “that blue” points to a particular shade witnessed in the
waters of a particular lake. But if the lake is identifiable, what exactly we are supposed to believe
is not clear. Are we supposed to believe the gods, or—somehow—the color blue? And what
would it mean to believe the blue?
The lake's blue may be proof of the gods or proof of Provencal's virtue, or proof of a
color; it is not clear if those answers are different. It is a question of poets or gods once again,
though here the question is mediated by poetic vision. That vision, in turn, is not compromised
but rather strengthened by the lack of definite content for the necessary “belief.” The natural
image of the lake turns nature metaphysical in something beyond the enchantment we saw in the
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last chapter, since it denies the ultimate distinction between real and supernatural that makes
enchantment legible as an “as if,” categorizable, tame. Pound’s approach therefore culminates in
a totalizing vision of human perceptual faculties in a process of re-enchantment that tempts us to
take it as dogma, not fiction. With such confusion of erstwhile separate categories, it makes little
sense to ask whether the gods lay behind the poem's image or come after it. Simply seeing
something in poetry is supposed to provide incontrovertible proof (and there is precious little
difference between poetic and literal vision in this model). To see that blue is to
believe…everything that Pound assumes one should believe.
Seeing the gods as the essence of (poetic) vision is one approach that can reconcile the
paradox of Pound’s gods, but another tends in the opposite direction: to read with gross literalism
and make the gods’ existence coterminous with the basic units of prosodic meaning. In “The
Return,” which we saw at the start of this chapter, Pound engineers a correspondence between
prosody and subject matter to make the return of the gods simultaneous with the movement of
the poem itself. The poem begins,
See, they return; ah, see the tentative
Movements, and the slow feet,
The trouble in the pace and the uncertain
Wavering!37
The multiple caesuras and uneven metrical patterns in the first two lines give them a probing,
“tentative” quality much like the “Movements” of the gods themselves.38 There is “trouble in the
pace” of both the gods and the meter. Pound's invocation of “slow feet,” a spondee, likewise
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simulates what he refers to: the double emphasis causes us to pause at the end of the second line,
slowing our progress. For all the unorthodox subject matter, Pound is giving a metrical
demonstration that might please so classically-minded a prosodist as Alexander Pope. In a poem
about the return of gods who have been largely displaced, this nod to past meaning-making is not
out of place.
But it is important to note that the presence of these gods is more calculated than
overwhelming. They vacillate. Tentative, wavering, uncertain—these gods hardly seem “Masters
of the Soul,” and their slow return leads us to believe that the poet is calling them back from the
dead, that “pallid...leash-men” (as they are called later in the poem) are like the shades whom
Odysseus must invigorate with a blood sacrifice—shades which Pound certainly knew, since he
puts them near the beginning of The Cantos. But, if we stay with the argument that the gods are
made immediate by prosody, this apparent bashfulness may only be a comment on the
inadequate power of a bloodless poetics to occasion the gods' return. What seems like a return
would in fact be nothing of the sort, only one more failed attempt to write the ultimately
efficacious poem—and the fact that Pound returns to the very theme of return, as we will see
later, seems to confirm this underlying insecurity. If they are really present not in but as the
poem, they inevitably leave something to be desired because they fall short of Pound’s purposes.
Even if these gods were much more brash and assertive, what good is a god which is only
metrical?
The gods may be a way of seeing the world which expresses itself in poetry, or they may
be poetry itself. They may, in fact, be both of those things, for both approaches assume a
unification of poetic and real truth such that the distinction no longer exists. And along with that
ontological distinction falls a distinction between the immanent and the transcendent. Without
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any formal religious structure to fall back on, Pound simply cannot resolve the dilemma of
whether the gods precede or are coterminous with the poem; they are somehow immanent within
the poem’s operation, and that is all we know. Yet his repeated refusal to give a description of
the gods which would make sense to traditional concepts of religion or even to modern notions
of fictiveness also indicates that he did not find the question pressing. As aesthetic “making”
takes primacy over the literal, what matters more than a theory of the gods is that he can see
them, or in seeing the natural world (even the color blue) he can see them. As Pound would
observe, “Essence of religion is the present tense.”39 Even if they are largely unformed,
unexplained and mysterious, Pound's secular-because-self-crafted gods are reactivated by the
lyric present tense, and his statement provides a clue as to why we continue to make more
allowances for the religious in lyric poetry (and not only in Pound's lyrics). The gods' inspiration
gives Pound a link between present perception and the lyric present, making possible the
collapse of the boundary between poetry and the world through which he tried to restore poetry’s
significance.
Yet this totalizing project—the rejoining of the aesthetic, numinous, and “real” world—
contains the seeds of its own destruction. Over the decades it would grow into a totalitarian
project in the political sense, a political sense signaled in Pound’s positive use of “totalitarian” in
his Guide to Kulchur as a term for a comprehensiveness. For Pound, “poetry is totalitarian in any
confrontation with prose. There is MORE in and on two pages of poetry than in or on ten pages
of any prose save the few books that rise above classification as anything save exceptions.”40
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What makes poetry more comprehensive, more “totalitarian,” is its collapse of different spheres
of knowledge and value. Pound’s decision to ignore the limits of the aesthetic, his repeated
attempts to directly transform the real world with his gods, gradually became a refusal to admit
any distinction between the aesthetic and the real—a move presaged by his earlier vision of
“nature made metaphysical.” In such a vision the content of belief does not matter; Lawrence
Rainey has connected this motif to Pound’s eventual politics in observing that what we see in
Pound “is faith without substance, faith that need not define its contents: faith that finds its
validity not in its congruity with an anterior or prior referent, but in action that is located in the
future.”41 In that future lay a host of regrettable and destructive positions: conspiracy theories
about usury and the thickness of lines in art and an unrepentant support for Italian fascism among
them. Rainey continues: “This complex of hermeneutical motifs—experience, faith, action—was
fundamental to Pound’s understanding of literature and its social functions, and it furnished the
framework in which he assimilated his emerging interest in fascism and Mussolini during the
period 1925-35.”42 For all the ambiguity of his gods, on one point we have to take him literally:
Pound’s “totalitarian” poetry really was totalitarian.
We can be thankful that Pound was never as influential in world affairs as he imagined
poets to be, that his overtures to politicians were largely ignored or met with patronizing
dismissal. This was largely because his quasi-religious poetic vocation did not translate into a
practical political program in a period that saw religion progressively retreat from the public
sphere. But Pound’s poetry was never intended to “translate” at all; it was meant to transform. As
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revealed in his early encounters with the gods, the project he sets for himself—aimed at
transcending social conditions through the transcendence of a distilled and aestheticized
numinosity—results in a poetry of immanence. In the end, that immanence is so absolute that,
when Pound is read today scholars feel a moral imperative to do so against his express wishes—
they read for the poetry in itself, out of necessity denying, refuting, or bracketing the possibility
of its transformative power that Pound took to be so central.

Gods in the Cantos
We can see Pound’s failure to marshal lyric re-enchantment for political ends in The
Cantos. In the work that consumed most of his poetic life he seeks to master more and more of
contemporary life and the past. And in this poem as in his earlier lyrics, the wellspring of poetic
legitimacy remains his deployment of the gods.
In the very first Canto Pound introduces the important role of the spirits of the dead and
the gods (who may or may not be the same). Many others have noted that this canto is staged as
a fragment, beginning “And then went down to the ship,” and ending “So that:”43 This is a
formal reminder that the canto starts in the middle of Odysseus's journey, so that the first major
action we see Odysseus take is to consult the spirit of Tiresias in the underworld, offering him a
blood sacrifice so that he may learn what is to come. Tiresias's answer to Odysseus's unheard
question, “'Odysseus / Shalt return through spiteful Neptune, over dark seas, / Lose all
companions,'” is significant, since in telling us what will happen to Odysseus during his journey
it tells us that we are about to begin our own.44 But just as significant is this consultation with the
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spirit of the dead seer, an act which recalls Pound's fascination with quasi-divine inspiration in
the lyrics (seen above) written not long before this one. Soon after Tiresias's pronouncement the
speaker of the poem tries to fend off another shade like Anticlea, someone else who might be
thirsty for invigorating blood: Andreas Divus, the printer of an edition of The Odyssey with
which Pound drew on for this scene. So when Pound writes “Lie quiet Divus. I mean, that is
Andreas Divus, / In officina Wecheli, 1538, out of Homer,” we encounter the first digression
from the narrative, an interruption deserving of this rebuke—though the rebuke is the only
indication we have of Divus's interruption in the first place. Yet again the poet is willing spirits
to be through apostrophic address.
This instance of bibliographical intrusion is the first sign of the manic allusiveness of the
later cantos, the strategy whereby Pound sought to incorporate history into his long poem by
poring over documents uninteresting to most others before or since. Pound's citational style here
produces what Michael Davidson calls a “palimtext,” which presents a “graphic rendering of
multiple layers of signification” through its abrupt, latinate “In officina Wecheli.”45 And it is a
perfect example of the way Pound's method is at paradoxical odds with itself: what seems like an
interruption is a calculated effect to remind us of the chain of transmission we might otherwise
overlook, and so a poetic flaw becomes the vehicle for a greater poetry (or at least this is Pound's
gambit).
But, as Davidson himself recognizes, it is important not to focus on the secular valence of
this nod to Pound's sources to the exclusion of the not-quite-secular impetus which underlies it.
In Davidson's argument, the modernist philological impulse in poetry is at least partly derivative
a response to secularization. As he writes,
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For the modernist generation of writers, philology provided a secular guide to the
lost cultural plenitude by means of scientific procedures of comparison and
analysis.... Philology can be felt most forcefully in those literary works [in
Davidson's study] where the desire to shore cultural fragments against spiritual
ruin is expressed by dense layering of texts in many languages. These works
search not for an original language bequeathed by God but for a proto-language
(Indo-European, Hittite, Semitic), the diaspora of which may be regathered by the
polylingual text.46
The “dense layering of texts in many languages” doubtless describes Pound's work, and his wellnoted interest in Chinese ideograms—signs which supposedly portrayed a mimetic
representation of the things they referenced—indicates that same desire for a “proto-language.”
Yet it is not clear how this proto-language might serve as a substitute for assurance of any
definite divinity, or—assuming it does—whether this substitute arche fulfills the same function.
Davidson, perhaps, does not go far enough with respect to Pound. What is at issue in The
Cantos is not primarily a substitute origin in the form of a proto-language but the present poetics
of an immanent numinosity that we see at work in Pound’s earlier lyrics. This becomes clear
when we look at the lines on Divus in context, at the end of Canto I. What it shows us is in
accord with Davidson's general theory:
Lie quiet Divus. I mean, that is Andreas Divus,
In officina Wecheli, 1538, out of Homer.
And he sailed, by Sirens and thence outward and away
And unto Circe.
Venerandam,
In the Cretan's phrase, with the golden crown, Aphrodite
Cypri munimenta sortita est, mirthful, orichalchi, with golden
Girdles and breast bands, thou with dark eyelids
Bearing the golden bough of Argicida. So that:47
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Divus laid to rest and Odysseus on his journey, the text invites us to praise Aphrodite, who
provides Odysseus with the golden bough he needs to escape Hades. Here as in the earlier lyrics
visual imagery is the primary indicator of the numinous, specifically the visual imagery of light:
we noticed the “golden / Girdles and breast bands,” also the “dark eyelids” which serve to
contrast the luminous “golden bough” Aphrodite bears.48 Dry-as-dust philology gives way to a
moment of attempted splendor: so go the Cantos.
And yet this is not a simple giving-way; if Pound had thought it sufficient to make The
Cantos a long lyric, or a sequence of lyrics, he could have done so. He did not, and it seems
obvious that the turn to the epic, as many have argued, is motivated by Pound’s poetic ambition.
But as before, this understanding of the poet’s power is ultimately founded on a self-authorizing
depiction of the “power of the gods,” and the lyric mode is the primary vehicle Pound uses to
make the gods present. There is therefore a formal paradox in The Cantos, one which leads
Pound implicitly to doubt the success of his project and nervously assert “...it coheres all right /
even if my notes do not cohere.”49 Many critics have observed this incoherence, accounting it a
product of Pound’s limited abilities, his madness, his political ideology. But this incoherence is
unavoidable if you have epic ambitions (to borrow Stephen Sicari’s titular phrase) and are forced
to proceed with lyric resources—and especially if your formulation of lyric resources involve
gods which are simultaneously immanent to the poem itself (as in “The Return”) yet constantly
seek to break out of the aesthetic entirely.50 This lyric tension is the foundational tension of The
Cantos.
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As I have argued at length elsewhere, in “What the Nightingale Sings: History, Epic, and
the Modernist Lyric,” turning to Canto XX shows us a frustrating attempt to harness lyric
energies in pursuit of Pound’s larger ambition in The Cantos. In that article my goal is to prove
that Pound’s and Eliot’s use of lyric is a means of coming to terms with history; here, though, I
rehearse some of the moments I consider in the article to expand on a point I only hinted at: to
establish that what lies behind this recovery is a form of numinous inspiration arrived at through
lyric re-enchantment. In an often-quoted letter, Pound described this canto displaying the “bust
thru from quotidien into 'divine or permanent world.' Gods, etc.”51 The initial impetus from this
“bust thru” comes from Pound's philological method: the canto's first major concern is with
Pound's real-life attempt to translate an impossible word—“noigandres”—in an Arnaut Daniel
musical manuscript, to recapture the “music” of a Provencal song. His search finds him visiting
“old Lévy,” “Not that I could sing him the music.” Here the “music” is associated with the literal
music of the manuscript, but music's association with the genre of lyric also points us to the
poetry within the manuscript—and Pound's own poetry. For the riddle of “noigandres” is,
according to Sieburth, solved by Lévy's repartitioning it into “d'enoi ganres,” “wards off
boredom.”52
Pound, though, doesn't simply tell us the solution: in the interval we see the solution
enacted poetically, as Lévy's recounted perplexity seamlessly transitions into a recollection of the
Provençal countryside:
“Now what the DEFFIL can that mean!”
Wind over the olive trees, ranunculae ordered,
By the clear edge of the rocks
The water runs, and the wind scented with pine
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And with hay-fields under sun-swath.
………………………………………
You would be happy for the smell of that place
And never tired of being there...53
A swirl of Provençal sensory imagery leads us to Lévy's solution even before we learn of it from
the scholar. Historical, philological truth here comes as a product of quasi-divine inspiration, as
nature turns metaphysical and manifests a deeper truth—“verity,” Pound would call it. As in the
earlier lyrics, this “'divine or permanent'” world is announced by simple, natural imagery,
especially imagery about vision and light—though here Pound also comments on smell, a
difference which I take to emphasize physical proximity and embodied experience (one might
capture the visual sensation of “hay-fields under sun-swath” in a painting, but not its smell).
Turning to smell emphasizes presence, emphasizes the “now” of lyric and the present tense, the
tense of religion.
But all this immediacy seems a distraction from the conversation with Lévy, a lyric
intrusion into the narrative. It is only several lines later that we read
The smell of that place—d'enoi ganres.
Air moving under the boughs,
The cedars there in the sun,
Hay new cut on hill slope,
And the water there in the cut...54
The solution to the riddle which Pound poses to Lévy is here in this lyric, embodied in the
swinging meter of “under the boughs,” “there in the sun,” “there in the cut.” These phrases take
on an almost ritual significance based on their identical rise and fall, their similar syntactical
structure as prepositional phrases—and therefore participate in the same gambit of prosodic
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immanence which we saw in “The Return.” Moreover, as in “The Flame,” an intense encounter
with this place takes on the role of an encounter with the divine, with “verity.” Pound’s meeting
with Lévy was part of a larger journey which saw him traipsing through old Provençal territory,
and in the poem contemporary experience of the historical Provençal lands provides a solution to
the riddle of the Provençal language because there is something numinous in the landscape to
inspire the same verities within contemporary poets. The gods are in Canto XX, as Pound claims
in a letter to his father, even though they don't appear directly: they are the silent power of the
sun-swath, the enlivening odor of Provençal to which Pound gives voice. Or they are poetic
reflections of the same—the question, as we saw, was undecidable on its own terms. And with
the introduction of “Sound: as of the nightingale too far off to be heard” to introduce us to this
place, we are reminded that the whole passage is intrinsically lyrical not because it approaches
the condition of music, but because lyrical music provides the very atmosphere of the passage.55
The passage models how the lyric can be harnessed to suffuse the epic mode with “verity.”56
But what does “d'enoi ganres” or “noigandres” mean? Guided by Sieburth, we learn that
d'enoi ganres rehearses the “never tired of being there” from previous lines, providing
philological traction for lyrical reverie. But without Sieburth, or a knowledge of Provençal?
D'enoi ganres is as inscrutable as noigandres. This difficulty leads us to question Pound's
pronouncement that “I believe that when finished, all foreign words in the Cantos, Gk., etc., will
be underlinings, not necessary to the sense, in one way.”57 This might be true if we make poetry
the ultimate ground of experience and let figures of speech (the aesthetic) stand in for
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knowledge. Pound's statement about the foreign words being mere underlinings is as ambiguous
as Pound's comments about the epic “including history.” On the one hand, the history which epic
includes works hand-in-hand with lyric to make Pound’s meaning clear. Yet on the other, it is
only if we know the meaning of d'enoi ganres that the paradisiacal, lyrical intrusion makes sense
and is revealed as the solution to the philological riddle that carries the force of the poem's
movement. In a passage which models the recovery of history through the lyric’s immediate
experience, we are paradoxically thrown back to the notes of scholars; without our own side trip
to Lévy (or someone like him), we have a brush with lyric power, but it does not reveal anything.
Or so it would seem to a “skeptical relativist” of the type which Surette claims Pound is
not. In my previous reading of this passage (and of part of “A Game of Chess,” which we will
see later), I argue that this is a moment of a breakthrough in historical understanding that is
anchored by the lyric, though I also observed that the negative lyricism of the lotophogoi later in
the canto makes the power of the lyric ambivalent. The lyric, in Canto XX, offers insight into
history—one of the main goals of the Cantos—but also tempts one to ignore history entirely. The
lyric is thus not sufficient in itself to win a breakthrough in understanding, showing that Pound
was aware of the limits of the lyric in terms of a full recovery of history.58 But in the context of
Pound’s numinous lyricism, visionary insight activated through lyric form is a guarantor of
historical knowledge. The problem for Pound is that his method of historical recovery commits
him to a model of visionary lyric poetics at the same time that his expansive vocation encourages
him to deal more directly with history, society, and economics per se through legitimate
historical documents. Pound is still enough of a rationalist and still focused enough on this world
that, as Peter Nicholls argues, “Lyric was to be 'earned'” in The Cantos, “with any transcendence
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of the prosaic or 'bust thru from quotidian' won from a struggle to penetrate the less tractable
opacities of economic and political reality.”59 Though he tends more and more toward the
numinous in moments of crisis (such as the lyric Pisan Cantos), he cannot give a coherent form
to his ambitions, cannot justify the numinous on any terms other than those of the lyric.
Pound’s vision of an immanent poetics of the numinous fails him because he cannot
reconcile it with the ever-increasing scope of his vocation, his subjugation of more and more
material—even the real world—to the domain of lyric poetry.60 It cannot become the totalitarian
practice he proclaims it to be. If for the duration of the lyric mode the question of the gods’
reality is forestalled by the power of the poet as maker, Pound’s world of gods cannot be brought
into meaningful conceptual relation with the historical materials he consults. The immediacy of
the lyric present which was supposed to authorize his poetic interventions, the poetic
interventions which were meant to secure that numinous immediacy—whichever end of the
paradox one starts from, they are ultimately insufficient to justify the poetic vocation Pound
takes on. Thus they lead to the formal paradox of the cantos, an epical-historical poem which
seems to reach a lyric paradise only when it abandons its numinous lyrical pretensions.
The contradiction points to a limit that Pound could not overcome. We still cannot say
how “real” Pound’s gods are meant to be, and if that provides them a measure of power it also
circumscribes their domain—and as such, the “gods” are perhaps metonymic for the status of all
modern lyric poetry. Though his is a belief grounded in the poetic, Pound does not abandon his
view that the gods possess an essential “verity.” He will not abandon them, nor his claims for
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what they can do. He has known the full measure of their power from the start, an immanent,
immediate, sensuous power which is only for the time in which it successfully calls into being
that which it supposedly represents. It is not as though the gods have failed him.

Eliot and the Limit of Poetic Inspiration
If Pound’s particular vocation led him to aesthetic frustration and political failure, then it
stands to reason that a different approach might succeed in restoring a sense of poetry’s
significance in modern society. T.S. Eliot’s career as a poet and critic is directed towards that
same end, yet offers another version of poetic vocation that seems to hold out the promise of
accomplishing what Pound did not—and the crucial difference between their approaches is in
how they imagine the interaction of poetry and religion in poetic re-enchantment. It is no surprise
that Eliot’s vocation draws on a different source than Pound’s gods; whatever else he was, the
author of After Strange Gods was not a neo-pagan. The role Pound reserves for the gods in his
poetics emphasizes their immanence within poetry, but Eliot’s view of the divine (informed by
his orthodox Anglicanism) tends towards a transcendence that reaches beyond poetry itself.61
Though he also imagines an expansive role for poetry and poets, his God is autonomous over and
above any poetry. This difference between Eliot and Pound, though interesting on its own terms,
shows that the general problem of restoring poetry’s relevance through poetic intervention, even
if that is formulated as a project with numinous significance, cannot be reduced to one
configuration of religion’s relationship to the aesthetic. We see these important differences as
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much in their characteristic failures as their successes, and as I will show, Eliot’s vocation tempts
him in his late work not to place an undue emphasis on the poetry’s immediate, self-authorized
power, but to abandon the value of poetry.
Eliot and Pound both seek to intervene in society by using poetry as a vehicle for solving
societal problems that are, on their terms, religious problems. The two share common ground
concerning the role of the poet (as we saw above) and the process of poetic inspiration; given
Pound's early influence, it is not surprising that in Eliot's early writings he wrote of the
relationship between poetry and religion in terms that Pound would find congenial. In his essay
on Dante in The Sacred Wood, for example, Eliot makes the observation that “the true mystic is
not satisfied merely by feeling, he must pretend at least that he sees, and the absorption into the
divine is only the necessary, if paradoxical, limit of this contemplation.”62 Eliot's focus on vision
over feeling is no accident, as it recapitulates both Pound's earlier adventures with imagism as a
crusade against flowery triteness and his emphasis on visionary imagery. But we also detect
Pound's influence in the fact that Eliot mentions the mystic “must pretend at least that he sees,”
and subordinating union with the divine to “this contemplation,” or simply having the
experience. These turns recall Pound's ambiguous statements about the gods and his
subordination (or transformation) of religious interest to poetic devotion. Such a position would
hardly do for the arch Anglo-Catholic of later years, who made poetry a vehicle for his pursuit of
the divine rather than the divine’s actual substance.
Yet if Eliot would eventually reverse the relative priorities he gave to art and religion, he
maintained a position very close to Pound on the issue of the poet’s vocation vis a vis society,
and a similar ambiguity about where poetry ended and religion began. We have seen what this
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means for Pound, as he draws on what he takes to be the immanent, numinous power of poetry.
While Eliot does not invoke Pound's gods, he does employ similar conflations of religion and
poetry. Later, in On Poetry and Poets—and in another essay on Dante—Eliot coyly observes that
“We can explain miracles naturally. But...if there is such a thing as inspiration—and we do go on
using the word—then it is something which escapes historical research.”63 Here Eliot takes an
inductive view of language, starting with the fact that “we do go on using the word” to beg the
question about the relationship between divine and poetic inspiration. The possibility of divine
inspiration is also raised when Eliot, attempting to explain why he can appreciate an author such
as Goethe (whose beliefs were uncongenial to his own), describes “critical activity” as taking
stock of an author's beliefs on their own terms and then “regard[ing] the poem from outside the
belief.”64 It is not remarkable that Eliot assumes a poem would express the views of its author;
what is germane here, however, is that he would phrase this problem as a matter of “belief,”
placing it in the religious domain (fictive or otherwise).
More germane still on the question of poetry’s religious dimension is the fact that, at the
end of “The Social Function of Poetry,” Eliot draws an explicit connection between the decline
of religion and society's decline. He observes that “Much has been said everywhere about the
decline of religious belief; not so much notice has been taken of the decline of religious
sensibility...when religious feeling disappears, the words in which men have struggled to express
it become meaningless.”65 Eliot goes on to tie the disappearance of “religious feeling” to the
decline of poetry: “It is equally possible that the feeling for poetry, and the feelings which are the
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material of poetry, may disappear everywhere: which might perhaps facilitate that unification of
the world which some people consider desirable for its own sake.”66 In its original wartime
context, the final clause is a jab at the Nazi campaign for world domination, and so Eliot is
implying that poetry, of all things, stands in the way of the Third Reich. But if one accepts Eliot's
premises, it does stand in the way. Language is no simple matter of vocabulary; feeling must
give rise to words which in turn restore and renew the original feeling. This perhaps changes the
original feeling, but only with the sort of change “which abandons nothing en route,” as Eliot put
it decades before, in “Tradition and the Individual Talent.”67 And so it seems quite natural that
poetry, which “is early used in religious ritual” and is still used in hymns, begins to look like
something other than religion which still has not abandoned religious aspects en route.68 Thus
Eliot praises Dante, in yet a third essay on that writer, as “the greatest 'religious' poet, though to
call him a 'religious poet' would be to abate his universality.” True poetic—and religious—
greatness involves “developing the language, enriching the meaning of words and showing how
much words can do,” ultimately “making possible a much greater range of emotion and
perception for other men.”69 Eliot's model of the poetic vocation is therefore no reactionary
deployment of genealogical criticism—simply claiming that such and such a cultural practice
had its origins in religion, and then declaring it still within the religious domain by fiat—but is
instead meant to strike the fine balance between live tradition and the individual talent who can
give fresh significance to what has come before.
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As we have seen, Eliot imagines that the best way to revitalize tradition is to call
attention to and enliven the meanings of words. This is one of poetry's main contributions. Many
of Eliot's later essays—and many of his socially-minded ones, not coincidentally—begin by
apologizing for his intervention and raising the issue of definition. “While the practice of poetry
need not in itself confer wisdom or accumulate knowledge,” he argues in “The Idea of a
Christian Society,” “it ought at least to train the mind in one habit of universal value: that of
analysing the meanings of words....”70 Instead of giving people new words to say, longsuffering
in the presence of poetry (if it does nothing else) gives the obverse: a sensibility to words and
their meanings. Facility with definition at first appears to be a modest credential, and yet Eliot
parlays it into the right to comment on such foundational topics as general social wellbeing in
“Notes Towards the Definition of Culture” (“My aim is to help to define a word, the word
culture”) and educational policy in “The Aims of Education” (which begins by asking “Can
'Education' Be Defined?”).71 Once Eliot is admitted as an authority on the definitions of words,
he must necessarily be given free rein in these and all other matters decided through verbal
argumentation. Effectively, the poet must be given free reign in everything.
Eliot therefore gives the poet no less a role than Pound. But that role is not grounded in
an idiosyncratic aesthetic numinosity so much as it is in a common tradition. What Eliot asserts
is not the priority of his poetic vision but the continued existence of an integral part of the social
fabric—a part which we may hesitantly call “spiritual” since it continues over time and is neither
bound nor determined by the synchronic state of a social system, but which Eliot would
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definitely have treated as something different than religious spirituality. His respect for tradition,
and his continued acknowledgment of the dictum that if the use of a word is going to be
legitimate it must have a legitimate connection to the language as it is spoken and must be
intuitively confirmed in an audience, serve as a check upon his vocation even as it authorizes a
great deal of poetic activity.
We see how tradition, broadly defined, makes sense of the new in a late essay of the
meaning of Edward Lear's “runcible.” Acknowledging that it is “a pure nonsense word” and
therefore having “no root,” Eliot nonetheless argues that “The rightness of the word, in each of
these uses, the fact that it satisfies us as applicable to objects so different as a cat, a spoon, and a
hat, is something that our sensibility acknowledges: we also feel that in each use there is a
different shade of meaning.”72 The poet or the critic cannot simply use words at will, warping the
language to their own whims: the poetry or criticism must be ratified by the sensibility of the
reader, which serves as a check on poetic assertion.
In a late essay, Eliot goes so far as to suggest that even some of his most famous critical
terms like “objective correlative” and “dissociation of sensibility” “may be accounted for as
being conceptual symbols for emotional preferences.”73 With a nod to the discussion of aesthetic
autonomy earlier, if we take Eliot at his word then it would seem his criticism is itself an
aesthetic project since it is directed not at pure concepts but on describing the individual’s
reaction to a representation. Under this understanding the term “dissociation of sensibility,” even
if it is only the symbol for an emotional preference, would symbolize displeasure at a process
which differentiated the various mental faculties—a process connected to the development of
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aesthetic autonomy in the first place. That Eliot does not claim absolute reality for these terms
signals that he is not willing to push the aesthetic beyond its ambiguous reflectiveness; and yet
his critical vocabulary has its own legitimacy inasmuch as it gives purchase on the emotional life
of an individual or a society. These “conceptual symbols” manifest an essential rightness to those
who hear because of the tradition, because an individual already responds internally to the new
phrase, word, or use of a word—and we may suspect that what puts that what makes the
language accessible in the first place is a cultural background which, if we inherit it at all, simply
comes down to us as a matter of course.74 We are, so to speak, in constant need of those who can
teach us our own language. If there is a culture at all, this is the poet's function in it: to maintain a
tradition which manifests as the aesthetic’s point of contact with society.
Eliot’s vision of the poet’s vocation is therefore predicated on limits, limits which the
poet instinctually knows inasmuch as she or he belongs to the tradition. Once one is truly a part
of the tradition, the instinctual nature of this knowledge is like the instinctual encounter with the
gods which underpins Pound’s poetry; it goes beyond the individual and society and history, and
therefore might be taken to have some supernatural content. Yet this similarity also indicates a
key difference. Pound’s contact with the gods is a sign of lyric presence, of poetic possibility
authorizing his leaps into splendor; Eliot’s positing of immediate instinct as a limiting factor
works in the opposite direction, to curtail the poet’s excesses, even as it opens the possibility of
participation in a tradition.75 This instinct is a transhistorical awareness, participation in a
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community bound by neither time nor space.76 Yet if the poetic tradition somehow “spiritual” in
the modern sense as what is left over after science has its say, it is importantly not contact with
the divine. If, as I argued above, Eliot imagines the task of the poet has religious aspects, that
does not mean that he expects poetic experiences to be religious ones. That Eliot does not expect
to encounter the numinous directly in poetry places him at a remove from Pound. Of the two
modernists, Eliot is the one which grants more autonomy to the divine, but at the cost of falling
into silence about it or missing the divine entirely.77 Thus it is that Eliot, despite being the more
straightforwardly “religious” poet of the two, does not attempt the mastery over the numinous in
his work which Pound assumes. It is simple to speak of the gods when they are totally within
your power.
This difference between how Pound and Eliot conceives poetry’s relationship with the
numinous and divine explains the difference in method between the Cantos and Eliot's long
poems. Beginning at least with Hugh Kenner, numerous critics have pointed out that the deep
affinities between Pound and Eliot do not extend to the way in which each handles his primary
sources. Eliot has his mock footnotes, though his interest is far less bibliographical than
Pound's—and this goes back, I want to suggest, to Eliot’s model of poetic inspiration. To show
what I mean, let us look at a scene from The Waste Land which closely approximates a passage
from Canto XX. It's found in the first part of “A Game of Chess,” before either of the figures in
its lavish, haunted, domestic scene have had a chance to speak:
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Above the antique mantel was displayed
As though a window gave upon the sylvan scene
The change of Philomel, by the barbarous king
So rudely forced; yet there the nightingale
Filled all the desert with inviolable voice
And still she cried, and still the world pursues,
'Jug Jug' to dirty ears.78
If we compare this passage to Pound’s Canto XX (as I do in “What the Nightingale Sings”), we
see that both contain a nightingale as the avatar of lyric poetry (if not a straightforward one). In
Pound’s canto, the nightingale is the unheard guarantor of the lyric’s power to make the past
present—yet here the nightingale comes as preamble, as the subject of what has come before.
The nightingale (or is it Philomel in human form; how does one depict a “change?”) is a figure in
a painting—a painting which was probably inherited. It is one of the “withered stumps of time”
which “Were told upon the walls; staring forms / Leaned out, leaning, hushing the room
enclosed.”79 Those “withered stumps” suggest the desiccation found elsewhere in the poem (such
as in the torchlight scene at the start of “What the Thunder Said”), but what is most interesting is
that the opulent bric-a-brac are withered stumps of time. The genitive tells us these stumps are
not—or not only—physically gnarled objects, but that their futurity has been truncated.80 They
are beautiful, but their significance in a current artistic tradition is minimal at best. And that
beauty, like the artistic beauty of Philomel's change, is the record of a great violence which
sunders these ghostly forms from full liveliness; though the forms are physically substantial, we
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begin to suspect that they might require a blood sacrifice such as Pound begins the Cantos with,
if we are to understand their riddle.
Yet Eliot does not take us into a moment in which the heavens part and the nightingale’s
singing provides the key—quite unlike Pound, who as we saw earlier included the singing of a
nightingale in one of his paradisiacal moments. The nightingale's presence as a physical object
(even if it is only present as a painting) means that unlike Pound's bird, Eliot's is visible. Like
Pound's, though, it is not the nightingale's visibility but its audibility which is of primary interest,
specifically its past audibility. The nightingale is there because it has been painted, “yet”—and
that “yet” seems to comment on both the violence of Tereus and the nightingale's status as mere
representation—“the nightingale / Filled all the desert with inviolable voice / And still she cried,
and still the world pursues.”81 Tense is significant here; the nightingale “filled” and “cried” at
some point in the past, but agency is now with “the world” which “pursues.” Pound's nightingale
ushers the reader into bliss and contemplation; this nightingale leads us (if anywhere) to an
awareness of our continued search for it—though that is perhaps to state matters too simply.
While at first it looks like “cried”/”pursues” indicates a simple shift between past and present, we
should not lose track of the final line, “'Jug Jug' to dirty ears.” “Jug Jug” is the sound a
nightingale makes in historical representations.82 This clause is not grammatically complete; it
cannot stand on its own, so it must modify one of the preceding clauses—either “Filled all the
desert with inviolable voice / And still she cried” or “and still the world pursues.” In the former
case, “and still the world pursues” would function as a parenthetical aside, introducing a tension
between the apparent juxtaposition of past cry and present pursuit in the previous line and the
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juxtaposition of the nightingale’s cry itself in the past tense (“cried”) and the infinitive (“to
dirty”) in subsequent lines. But if “'Jug Jug'” modifies the world's pursuit, there are worse
difficulties inasmuch as that would collapse the difference between pursuer and pursued. The
only way that “Jug Jug” makes sense as a comment on the world's pursuit is if it is the incitement
to pursuit in the present—and yet the nonsense words must describe the nightingale's cry which
we were just told is in the past. And so the answer is that “Jug Jug” describes both past and
present, uniting them in a literally inscrutable cry which continues to be heard by dirty ears and
“to dirty” ears in the infinitive. This is the work of tradition, whose buffer gives access to the
past as it gives access to the aesthetic. If we look back in the poem, we can see this effect
presaged in “still she cried,” her stillness both a description of motionlessness (in the painting)
and the ongoing cry. Ultimately, this dynamic points to the way in which the painting of
Philomel seems to give rise to the neurotic conversation that follows even though it is one of
those “withered stumps” found elsewhere in the room. We may forget tradition; tradition will not
forget us.
Here, as in Pound's explication of noigandres, to understand the music of the past is to
understand words as semantically opaque as the song of a bird—more specifically, to understand
the song of the poetically-overdetermined nightingale. Yet there is a crucial difference between
the two passages. For Pound, the music of Provence is a sound “as of the nightingale too far off
to be heard” and then becomes simply “a nightingale / Too far off to be heard.”83 Somehow,
through the transformative power of lyric poetry, at the end of his search the poet receives
compensation for the vanished music of Provence. For Eliot, however, the nightingale's song is
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so well known that “'Jug Jug'” takes quotation marks in his original, but this graphical—even
auditory—presence nonetheless requires continued pursuit. The work of the lyrical mode in the
tradition is not immanent, but leads beyond itself.
To reiterate the point with which I started this analysis, this discrepancy between Pound
and Eliot is traceable to a difference in their conceptions of the divine and its role in the poetic
process. For Pound, who has no definite ideas about the divine, sensations-expressed-in-words
are the ultimate locus of the numinous (which is co-opted by the aesthetic), and this explains
why he can view the writing of lyric poetry as an invitation to the gods without feeling the lack
of an attendant theology. For Eliot (and especially the later Eliot), even the most lyrical of
moments is an avenue to something beyond itself, an invitation to pursuit which leaves the
strictly aesthetic behind, and so divine significance can never be immanent within them. We can
know, as Eliot did, that “Jug Jug” was one way in which English literature has rendered the song
of the nightingale throughout its long engagement with that bird, and yet an encounter with this
word may still leave us as spiritually desiccated as Pound's initial encounter with the
intellectually problematic “noigandres.” The meaning of “Jug Jug” can never be as ultimately
significant as can the meaning of “noigandres” for Pound, so when Eliot ends his long poem with
more words inscrutable for the average English reader, “Datta. Dayadhvam. Damyata. / Shantih
shantih shantih,” they provide the brief distraction of exoticism but do not represent any more of
a solution than Philomel's, or the “Co co rico co co rico” of the cock on the rooftree.84 There
might be answers in the traditions from which these words came, but no answer is intrinsic to the
words themselves or to the “now” of the lyric moment. His poetry carries no immanent divine
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significance. Even early in his career, Eliot was calling his reader beyond the words on the page;
he, unlike Pound in the Cantos, felt the need for footnotes.
Eliot’s continued journey beyond the word is why the significance of words like
“Shantih” in The Waste Land is not talismanic—one does not need to explain a talisman; one
simply uses it. Eliot, however, does explain “Shantih,” giving an ostensibly “feeble translation of
this word” as “The Peace which passeth understanding.”85 If “Shantih” itself passes
understanding for most English readers, then that is precisely the point: with the explanatory
information it communicates that meaning in a way the original phrase, because it is as rote as
anything in the English language, cannot. Likewise, if he does not explain “Jug Jug” or “Co co
rico” this is because he expects these phrases to at least recall something for his English readers;
their idiomatic onomatopoeia makes sure their rightness will be intrinsically felt. In writing
“Shantih,” Eliot was fulfilling the task he set for himself: to restore meaning to words by going
beyond the words themselves. If there is power in the words he chose, it is the power of prior or
subsequent recognition, a tradition which definition restores but never fully creates.

Poetry Matters in Four Quartets
This emphasis on definition as key to the work of the poet is carried through Eliot’s
poetic career, appearing yet again in Four Quartets.86 I turn now to this poem not primarily to
give more examples of Eliot’s exercise of poetic autonomy through definition, but to show the
logical end of conceiving the immediacy of the lyric present as a check upon the poet’s vocation.
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Eliot’s late work saw him not trying to achieve moments of “bust thru” (as Peter Nicholls argues
Pound did in the Cantos), but wrestling with the intrinsic value of poetry.87 Yet, as I have been
arguing throughout this chapter, Eliot’s anxiety about the value of poetry is not only a matter of
poetics. Rather, his early poetics are expanded and developed in the context of his postconversion theological commitments, and one of the most important is the autonomy of the
divine over and beyond any attempt at representation. Words, having no immanent power,
cannot rival the divine; and that is the problem. Instead, the earlier “How should I presume?” of
“Prufrock” moves from a context of social anxiety to one of poetic possibility—how should Eliot
presume to write poetry about ultimate things? The vocation he imagines for the poet and its
attendant responsibility for exactness seems to be in tension with divine autonomy, presenting an
impasse to the poetic contemplation of faith.
I phrase the problem in this way to emphasize that the writing of Four Quartets was an
urgent poetic project for Eliot. Four Quartets is the lucid and self-critical attempt of a religious
believer to reconcile himself to the pressures of modern secularization—it is an attempt to
preserve the significance of poetic assertion when confronted with a problem of divine autonomy
similar to the one described by Blumenberg at the beginning of this chapter. This problem is
announced by Eliot’s early meditation that “If all time is eternally present / All time is
unredeemable,”88 signaling that the rest of the poem will be an attempt to draw eternity and
temporality into meaningful relation without annihilating either—and without mangling either
through deliberate strategies of re-enchantment.
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The poem begins with the familiar task of definition. Eliot repeatedly prods words like
“time” and “present” and “history” to see what they will reveal. And even after that beginning,
the issue of definition reappears in three of the four final sections of each quartet as he puts
special emphasis on individual words as the unit of composition.89 In the fifth section of “Burnt
Norton,” for example, Eliot begins with the word: “Words move, music moves / Only in time,”
recapitulating the poem's preoccupation with the relationship between time and eternity and the
significance of each. But this section quickly pivots to something beyond words:
….Only by the form, the pattern,
Can words or music reach
The stillness, as a Chinese jar still
Moves perpetually in its stillness.90
It is not in the word alone (as it was for Pound) that words reach the condition of beatified
“stillness.” In this passage about words, “still” is itself a significant word. Eliot repeats the
adverb “still” along with its nominal form four times in only three lines. If we were so inclined,
we might take this “still” as a revisitation of the silent voice of Philomel and all those other art
objects; “stillness” seems an echo of Philomel from The Waste Land's “and still she cries.” And
as if hearkening back to those earlier, now-withered art objects, Eliot goes on to write,
….Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place,
Will not stay still.91
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This is the theme which is at the heart of Eliot’s vision of poetic vocation: the need for precise
definitions. Here in particular Eliot associates the decay of individual words with the collapse of
significant patterns—and therefore significant art. Each word is a brick in the wall of an edifice,
any one of which is by itself unable to anchor the structure. The fractures of words are
represented by fractured meter—both literally and figuratively by “the form, the pattern” which
surrounds them. Though a line begins with the reassuring iambs of “Decay with imprecision,”
the meter, like the words, “will not stay in place,” yielding three stressed and two unstressed
syllables and making the entire line a torqued hexameter with a caesura that makes scansion
almost impossible. That near impossibility is the point: we cannot slot this particular line into the
straightforward things we know about hexameter, or iambic lines, and the reason this line needs
to be written with this strange meter is there on the surface of the poem: words break. And this is
because patterns break—the stillness of the Chinese jar is shattered in the whelming tide of
modern frenzy—and there you have Eliot's view of poetry in a nutshell. Or, to put it in other
words, not even “still” will stay still.
Soon, however, it becomes apparent this is more than a matter of definition—or that
definition is not merely a verbal concern. “The Word in the desert / Is most attacked by voices of
temptation,” Eliot writes, connecting the word of poetry with the Word, the logos, of Christian
scripture. G. Douglas Atkins convincingly argues that the Four Quartets display an incarnational
poetic, and perhaps that is another way to state what I am arguing here.92 For we can push that
theological equivalence of words with the Word too far in favor of the immanent power of
words, leading us to a position not unlike Pound's. In making the theological connection between
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(in Atkins’s phrase) words and the Word, we can be tempted to overlook the words on the page:
the voices “always assail them” (e.g. the words), but “The Word in the desert / Is most attacked”
(emphasis added) not by merely discordant voices, but voices with definite religious
significance: temptation and the lament of death. Challenges to poetics do not subsume properly
religious challenges, whatever Pound might say.
Eliot’s most explicit formulation of the connection between poetics and theology, here,
also ushers in a potential poetic crisis. For if the cracking of words and the temptation of the
Word are drawn into relationship by Eliot’s parallelism, Eliot does not extend the analogy by
assuming the right to defend the Word. How could he, lamenting as he does in Four Quartets
what he takes to be his many poetic failures? The Word instead serves as a model to imitate, the
ultimate guarantor of accomplished, self-renewing definition (through the resurrection of Christ).
The Word has supernatural power; Eliot makes clear throughout Four Quartets that words do
not. Otherwise, his struggle to approach the problem of eternity through words—the subject of
the fifth sections—would be rendered trivial, and he would be free to write theodicy as he
pleased, without worrying about definition—or poetry.
This ultimate disjunction of the divine and verbal makes it appear to the religious Eliot
that poetry is a futile exercise. Though he continues to employ lyric re-enchantment through a
radically reflexive questioning of forms and tropes, reducing this ongoing theological problem to
one solvable through re-enchantment is not a viable option, for each re-enchantment is bound
firmly within secular time, within the temporal. In a passage from “East Coker,” Eliot speaks of
his “Twenty years largely wasted, the years of l'entre deux guerres— / Trying to learn to use
words,” and noting his failure “Because one has only learnt to get the better of words / For the
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thing one no longer has to say, or the way in which / One is no longer disposed to say it.”93 This
time between the two wars was wasted precisely because it could be described in that way:
poetry became adequate to the first World War largely after the fact and could not preempt a
second war. In context, poets did not seem to be practicing an influential vocation so much as
reacting to what will happen regardless. This is a marked problem for Eliot’s project; more
specifically, it is a crisis of the lyric present. If one only has the words appropriate for situations
long past, then doesn’t this give the lie to a sense of lyric’s present power? Yet disturbingly, this
crisis seems to be the outworking of Eliot’s vision of the poet’s role rather than a revision of it:
“There is only the fight to recover what has been lost / And found and lost again and again....”94
The need which authorizes this vocation, the decay of language, guarantees that the struggle to
realize its potential must be forever frustrated and belated. Without Pound’s faith in the
immanent power of the lyric, what does Eliot have to show for his decades working with words?
The problem of imagining poetry’s legitimate response becomes so pronounced that, in
the fifth section of “The Dry Salvages,” Eliot resorts to an implicit comparison of poetry with
various forms of superstition to suggest poetry’s value:
To communicate with Mars, converse with spirits,
To report the behaviour of the sea monster,
Describe the horoscope, haruspicate or scry,
Observe disease in signatures…95
At first these lines seem to have nothing to do with poetics. They concern practices which range
from the outlandish (occult communion with Mars) to the fantastical (reporting on sea monsters),
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to more mundane forms of knowing illusion (the horoscope). In a poem concerned with the
intersection of the timeless with time, the juxtaposition of these practices is not too surprising;
they are there to drive home our perpetual attempt to master time. They are “usual / Pastimes
[literally, past-times] and drugs, and features of the press: / And always will be...”96 With the
introduction of “features of the press” we see what we should have seen all along: each of these
practices involves the interpretation of signs through language, which necessarily brushes up
against the quest for definition: what is the meaning of a particular card in the tarot? Yet the
engagement with definition exemplified in these (mostly) occult practices stands in opposition to
the work of the poet. In the context of this death-obsessed quartet, focused on the dead
“salvages” of the sea and the river and which ends with “our temporal reversion” to “The life of
significant soil,” we might even call the journalism of this quartet the death of poetry, for
journalism in this context is the daily welter of phrases we have heard before, our daily
incantations attempting to provide some order and meaning to an ever-breaking world.97 These
are poor substitutes for true definition, yet one can see why they would be attractive: they model
an unambiguous relationship between the divine and the world mediated by a discrete set of
legible signs.
Yet here in this moment of despair we once again encounter Eliot's view of the usefulness
of poets: the current state of society demands their restorative energies, especially since defective
substitutes abound. And it is not mere coincidence, after all we have seen, that the sort of
language which stands athwart true poetry in “The Dry Salvages” is also associated with
dysfunctional, superstitious practices. Eliot's Anglo-Catholicism shows here. Good writing is not
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simply good writing, but it is also a check on paganism and superstition. Still, this role does not
solve the previous dilemma about the worth of poetry. If promoting orthodoxy is more than most
would be able to claim for poetry, it is still subjects it to heteronomous ends. Poetry is necessary,
attending to definitions are necessary, but not for its own sake: if this is all there is to Eliot’s
vision of poetry, poetry is subordinated to a social and religious function. “But to apprehend /
The point of intersection of the timeless / With time,” Eliot continues, “is an occupation for the
saint...”98 If apprehending the intersection of time and timelessness is the goal of the poem—that
task certainly occupies most of Eliot’s attention—but is also a primarily religious occupation,
then why is Eliot pursuing it through poetry?
After all, Eliot has already claimed that “The poetry does not matter.”99 Read one way,
that statement represents the ultimate triumph of divine autonomy mooting poetic practice. It is
tempting to read Four Quartets as the final word of a poet who had accomplished much yet grew
disillusioned with his own view of what poetry could do, or as the last major work of a man
driven by the weight of his religion to the opposite extremes of pontificating prose and light
verse about cats. But we should keep reading.100 In his statement that the poetry does not matter,
Eliot is playing possum.101 It is not Poetry which does not matter, but the poetry. Specifically, it
is the poetry we saw right before that vexing pronouncement (“Thunder rolled by the rolling
stars / Simulates triumphal cars,” etc.), “A periphrastic study in a worn-out poetical fashion, /
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Leaving one still with the intolerable wrestle / With words and meanings.” The poetry does not
matter, but the wrestle with words and meanings, as we know, is the heart of what poets do.
We might even take this counter-reading further; from the curt shrug of “The poetry does
not matter” we might suspect that Eliot is using “poetry” as a careless synonym for “verse” here.
This would be a literary sin for Eliot. Critics are always contesting the distinctions of “poetry”
and “verse” (as Eliot implicitly did in “From Poe to Valéry”).102 Yet if we entertain this
possibility granted us through “the poetry”—literally and figuratively—we have been led to take
up the question of words and meanings. By saying “The poetry does not matter,” Eliot has led us
to look deeper into poetry (both the word on the page and the poem itself). The poetry does
matter, though only if we are clear what we mean by poetry—
—And only if one goes beyond (the) poetry. In Notes Towards the Definition of Culture,
Eliot, commenting on the ultimate importance of religion for cultural health, observed that
“Esthetic sensibility must be extended into spiritual perception, and spiritual perception must be
extended into esthetic sensibility before we are qualified to pass judgment upon decadence or
diabolism or nihilism in art.”103 So there is overlap between the two domains, and they can be
mutually reinforcing without negating the other or collapsing into an unwarranted identity.
We see Eliot put this theoretical continuity between poetry and spirituality into practice in
Four Quartets via the strange jump between his description of what prayer is and the practice of
communion with the dead. “And prayer is more / Than”
the sound of the voice praying.
And what the dead had no speech for, when living,
They can tell you, being dead: the communication
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Of the dead is tongued with fire beyond the language of the living.104
The two “Ands” from this passage are parallel, and both elaborate on the statement that “You are
here to kneel / Where prayer has been valid,” which immediately precedes them. The connection
signified by the second “And” is therefore not the identification of prayer as communication with
the dead. Instead, it signals the relationship between the past and present acts of prayer and
prayer’s significance beyond immediate language. The example and words of Charles I can tell
us something beyond language, if we kneel where he knelt, where “prayer has been valid,”
because the passage of time has given his prayers and the devotional poetry associated with his
death additional significance through tradition, abandoning nothing en route. This is not, as for
Pound, a question of crafting something of immanent power. Nor is it about simple preservation.
As the pattern of context grows around Charles I at Little Gidding, so too does the significance
of his particular wrestle with words and meanings. In the unfolding of history, the instinctive
check which makes poets’ jobs so difficult yields an expansive richness, and it does so through a
religious vision which seems to devalue poetry in the moment, in a struggle of temporal futility,
but recuperates its significance “beyond the language of the living,” beyond the immediate
poetry. This is a transcendent frame, not an immanent one; poetry, though, remains an immanent
and secular practice. Thus Eliot reconciles historical and eternal significance, aesthetics and
divine spirituality. At the end of Four Quartets, tradition once again authorizes poetic
assertiveness because it gives it a limit: poetry (and the aesthetic) are not total or totalizing, and
can therefore be drawn into mediating the relation between history, the aesthetic, and the
religious pursuit of the divine.
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With this humbler view of poetry in mind, Eliot is able to return, at the end of “Little
Gidding,” to his initial meditations on poetics. The wrangle with words is always “an end and a
beginning, / Every poem an epitaph,” a stance that bars the beatific, Poundian “bust thru” into
paradise, but maintaining a religious significance for poetry while not overstating its power.105
Poetry, for Eliot, is a part of modern life, a worthwhile endeavor, but not one that can bear
“totalitarian” weight (as Pound might say), not one of immanent power or value.
Eliot’s poetry is more like prayer, Pound’s like an invocation, a spell. There is often
something charm-like about Pound's rhythms, his concern with significant images. Above all he
wants his poems to work, and the evidence that they work is their ability to capture and produce
a certain sensation. Pound's poetry is therefore more explicitly god-ridden because he expects to
encounter his god on the page, immanent in the phenomenon of the sensations which poetry
conveys. But those who engage in prayer have different expectations, and it is on purpose that
“Little Gidding,” the final quartet, is named for a place “Where prayer has been valid.”106 We
might say, to adapt Pater's dictum, that (for the later Eliot) poetry must always strive to approach
the condition of prayer. And yet prayer necessarily goes beyond, transcends the criteria for poetic
validity; “prayer is more / Than an order of words, the conscious occupation / Of the praying
mind, or the sound of the voice praying.”107 It is more, but not less.

Conclusion
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In response to the question of the poet’s vocation in the contemporary world, Eliot and
Pound offered poetry as a practice that could address the religious problems plaguing society.
They did so in response to the modern inclination—whether manifest in l’art pour l’art and the
religion of poetry or in the general differentiation of the aesthetic (including poetry) in
modernity—that would isolate poetry from real significance. Against this trend, they argued that
poetry was uniquely situated to provide answers to questions of meaning and value. This project
necessitated exploring the continuities between the aesthetic and the religious in their poetry,
drawing on continued connections with the numinous and divine to paradoxically authorize their
(characteristically modern) assertiveness.
Yet Eliot and Pound present two very different models of poetic vocations and the
deliberate marshalling of poetic re-enchantment. Those models are determined by mutually
supporting poetic and theological differences. Poetry could either give religious significance to
life; or it might be simply another part of life subordinate to religious concerns. We might also
look at these answers from another angle: pursuit of the divine might be the pursuit of poetry; or
pursuit of the divine might involve poetry. To give oneself primacy over the culture through
divine immediacy, as Pound did, meant jettisoning any landmarks to find his way, any ultimate
authority to authorize success. Eliot’s problem lay in the opposite direction: that poetry would
not become aimless but insignificant, futile. If he was able to reach a measured resolution of this
dilemma, it was nonetheless an idiosyncratic one, blending his trademark Anglicanism with a
particular view of poetics. He was more likely, then, to pass on the challenge he faced than his
resolution.
Pound and Eliot continued this implicit quarrel through the very end of their work. Eliot
includes a rebuke to Pound in the last section of “Little Gidding.” In a poem which self-
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consciously references a variety of meters, Eliot seems to pause, to point back to Pound's “The
Return” with a rebuttal in a similar meter, with some of the same words:
We die with the dying:
See, they depart, and we go with them.
We are born with the dead:
See, they return, and bring us with them.108
The first half of the last line copies Pound's earlier poem word for word, but the message is
different—as we might suspect from the fact that Eliot has turned the beginning of Pound's
rhapsody (“See, they return,”) into the end of a pair of self-contained aphoristic statements. It is a
reversal that reinforces the conceptual effect of beginning with death and ending with birth. For
Eliot, this is no true reversal; the past is always present. “We die with the dying” not only
because they have shown us how to die, but the experience of one moment of time must
somehow have all time—eternity—within it. If the temporal and eternal are to have any
communication (and it is clear from even the most cursory review of Four Quartets that Eliot
assumes this), then the dead never really leave. Likewise, “We are born with the dead” not
because of the transmigration of souls (that would make the mistake of putting eternity on the
same temporal axis as the everyday world), but because the moment of one birth includes those
other births which are prior to us, which cause us to speak of the reappearance of the dead as a
“return.”109 Each birth is like a word spoken again; it is a harmony between the pattern and the
particular which gives significance, the pattern which renders the particular possible. Most
significantly, there are no gods here: “they” and “we” are past and present humanity.
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Pound himself came to doubt the possibility of the gods’ return in the late Canto CXIII,
though it is difficult to say whether that leaves Pound better off in ethical terms. Arguing with
himself, he writes “The Gods have not returned. 'They have never left us.' / They have not
returned. / Cloud's processional and the air moves with their living.”110 As in “Histrion,” which
we saw earlier, the final line points to a sort of immanent divinity, nature-made-metaphysical. If
anything, Pound leans even more to the metaphysical here than in his earlier poetry; the “Gods”
get their majuscule. But are the two statements in the first line of this selection an explanation, or
a contradiction? If we say it is a contradiction, and that Pound's position is the unquoted “The
Gods have not returned,” then what do we make of the also-unquoted claim that they are vibrant,
living in the air? If “'They have never left us'” is an explanation with which Pound agrees, why
emphasize yet again that “They have not returned” in the next line?
The difficulty is solved by considering the canto as a whole. In the context of Canto
CXIII, which opens with retrospective judgment, threnos, and the claim that “this is a dying,”111
and accounting for the fact that this passage is sandwiched between reflections on hell, it
becomes clear that Pound's disagreement is not with the “They have never left us,” but with the
positive spin this statement places on their not leaving. It might be consoling that the gods have
never left us, but if you look at the modern world—and if you are Pound, contemplating the end
of a largely frustrated life—this might indicate that whatever the gods are, their continued
presence only indicates that the world will limp along as usual. “The hells move in cycles, / No
man can see his own end.”112 So too Pound's poetry moves in cycles, revisiting a host of themes
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and people—usury, American history, H.D., Yeats—from earlier cantos. We receive echoes of
Pound's earlier god-poetics here too: the ambiguous possession by spiritual forces found earlier
in “Histrion” (“And the bull by the force that is in him— / not lord of it, / mastered”) which
comes right after the mention of Yeats; the god-perception seen in “The Flame” (“God's eye art
'ou, do not surrender perception.)”113 But as long as Pound sees “Nothing new but their
ignorance, / ever perennial,” to keep coming back to these same subjects indicates that the gods
of poetry are just as enmeshed in that cyclical dilemma. Pound poses himself a paradoxical task
in writing the cantos: to reach a coherent transcendence beyond poetry by means of poetry.114
The problem is that he has all the transcendence which he ever will from the very start, in the
words themselves. It is not enough.
Pound and Eliot offer two mutually-exclusive models of poetic vocations, both of which
concern the role of immediate perception involved in the lyric, both of which entangle religion
and poetics and both of which threaten to break down under their own weight. Their pursuit of
religious ends through poetric practice is an intrinsically conflicted, fundamentally secular
phenomenon because they self-consciously negotiate poetic re-enchantment as a deliberate
practice, hoping this will lead to a restoration of social vitality that was previously a given.
Pound’s immanent poetics striving towards transcendence end in chaos and disunity, never
finding a structure to make sense of the immediate power of the lyric. Eliot believes in an innate
check on the poet’s role, with the result that he questions the worth of poetry.
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In the next two chapters I will consider two poets who carry on and intensify each of
these two veins of poetic re-enchantment: H.D., who goes even further in Pound in conflating the
aesthetic and supernatural as she imagines her lyrics as supernatural occult practice; and David
Jones, who follows Eliot in questioning the power available to poetry from its connection with
religion. H.D., Jones, and other poets into the contemporary period would continue to ask the
question that motivated Pound’s and Eliot’s attempted interventions: how might “the poetry”
(and the lyric in particular) continue to matter? And how might the skillful use of re-enchantment
make it matter?
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Chapter 3
H.D.’s Lyric Tripod
“Spiritual Realism” Against Differentiation

Religion, art, and medicine, through the latter ages, became separated; they grew further apart
from day to day. These three working together, to form a new vehicle of expression or a new form
of thinking or of living, might be symbolized by the tripod….The tripod, we knew, was the
symbol of prophecy, prophetic utterance or occult or hidden knowledge; the Priestess or Pythoness
of Delphi sat on the tripod while she pronounced her verse couplets, the famous Delphic
utterances which it was said could be read two ways.
—H.D., Tribute to Freud, pp.50-1

Claims for poetry’s importance take on a different cast during times of upheaval, and
there were few upheavals in the twentieth century on the scale of World War II. There are
reasons this war has become a liminal moment between the fields of modernist studies and post45 literature, reasons which, as with the reasons why we view World War I as such a watershed,
are complex and multifaceted. But speaking broadly, in war notions of poetic significance that
are tossed around in times of (relative) peace—when “violence” and “death” function more like
allegorical figures in a melodrama than real concerns—are refined and intensified. This does not
always lead to a genuine coming to terms with one’s historical predicament. As with the poetry
of the First World War, poets confronted with real violence are as likely to respond with the
escapism and sentimentality of an uncritical enchantment as they are to double down on an
uncompromising materialism (an attitude which, in its extreme forms, itself becomes a kind of
escape). But the Second World War was a time when rapid social changes forced poets to
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reevaluate notions of poetic value, questioning, yet again, if their art was adequate to the times
and to the violence which many of them experienced firsthand, as civilians.
The poet H. D. (given name Hilda Doolittle) was one of these poets, and the work which
she produced during the war was directed at defending the value of her poetry, which had been
largely neglected by the literary establishment since her early Imagist phase. After her first
collection, the 1916 Sea Garden, her erstwhile promoter (and erstwhile fiancé) Ezra Pound
turned his attention elsewhere, abandoning “H.D., Imagiste” (as she signed her first poem in
Poetry magazine) as he himself left behind Imagism.1 But H.D. had continued to grow as a poet,
and when the war began she had decades of experience with the question of why poetry
(especially her own poetry) mattered. She would soon have experiences which would crystallize
her answers to that question. A week from age 53 when Britain declared war on Nazi Germany,
she spent most of World War II in London, giving her firsthand experience of the Battle of
Britain and the last-gasp resumption of the Nazi intensive bombing of the city. She felt,
somehow, that she could not leave, that she must prove her devotion to her adopted country by
being there for the worst of the violence. London’s trial was to be her trial. Strangely, she found
“War II” (as she called it) easier to weather than “War I,” the war in which her then-husband
Richard Aldington had served and which had led to the effective end of their marriage after
Aldington essentially abandoned her.
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Susan Stanford Friedman, Psyche Reborn (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1981), 1. And As Diana Collecott argues,
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Imagiste’, and his celebration of The Waste Land as the great achievement of ‘our modern experiment’” (H.D. and
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As H. D. commented in a letter to Norman Holmes Pearson, she found War II less
emotionally taxing because it involved the citizenry more directly.2 While being directly affected
by the war might have inspired the opposite feeling for the average civilian, for H.D. it proved a
psychic release that resulted in a burst of creativity. Emerging from the slight productivity of her
“maligned decade” of the 30’s with a new mytho-scientific understanding of Freud’s
psychoanalysis, it was during the war years that she produced some of her most memorable
writing: the memoir Tribute to Freud; the half-novel, half-autobiography of her childhood, The
Gift; and the somewhat more “mainstream” celebration of Shakespeare and his contemporaries,
By Avon River.3 Her considerable output in this period is a measure of the sense of release which
she found in the war's violence.
That violence and her response to it is the subject of her greatest achievement of the
period: the trio of poems now known as Trilogy (also called the “war trilogy”), a work which
stands alongside Eliot’s Four Quartets as a modernist answer to the question of poetic
significance in wartime. Originally published in the closing stages of the war, it is really three
separate works: The Walls Do Not Fall, Tribute to the Angels, and The Flowering of the Rod.4
Though the war informs all her contemporary work, it is in The Walls Do Not Fall that she most
forcefully articulates her poetic response to the war.5 By the time she wrote it she had
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experienced routine destruction such that she could somewhat unpretentiously write “Pompeii
has nothing to teach us” in the opening section.6 But, unlike Eliot’s Quartets, it is not the last
major work of an elder statesman but a new beginning, the defense of an intense lyric reenchantment she had been working toward over the past decades that she finally manages to
articulate.
In the aftermath of violence, surprisingly, she makes unabashed claims for the relevance
of poetry and the work of poets. The eighth section of Walls responds to the assertion that “poets
are useless,” “’non-utilitarian’” and “‘pathetic’” with undisguised scorn:
this is the new heresy;
but if you do not even understand what words say,
how can you expect to pass judgement
on what words conceal?7
Though their critics do not, poets know the meaning of words. This gives them value. On this
point H.D.’s thinking is closely related to Eliot’s and Pound’s (as we saw in the previous
chapter), and she expresses her belief in the poet’s vocation as strongly as they. We see this also
in a letter she wrote to Pearson upon the publication of Walls: “…in the very midst of the ‘fifty
thousand incidents’ of the actual Blitz, there is that last desperate re-valuation or final valuation.
I mean, here ‘long ago’, two years ago, we do not know if we live to tell the tale, but we still

Native Americans in The Gift, ed. Jane Augustine (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1998), and Tribute to
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cling to our standards—to this, I mean, our P R O F E S S I O N.”8 It is in this same letter that we
discover the charges leveled against poets in section eight were taken from (or at least inspired
by) an actual letter which H.D. received during the war.9
The early sections of Walls are also a response to her critics. “Thoth, Hermes, the stylus, /
the palette, the pen, the quill endure,”10 she adds to her defense in the ninth section, and in the
tenth she rebukes war itself, calling the “Sword” “the younger brother” of “the Word.”11 As
references to Thoth and Hermes and her quotation of scripture in even these brief selections
suggest, H.D.’s vision of poetic significance, in the midst of war, is closely tied to a conception
of the poet as a spiritual guide. She provides her own interpretation of Walls in the letter just
quoted, speaking of the poet (here called a “scribe”) in terms that would fit the initiate of a
religion:
‘Protection for the scribe’ seems to be the leit-motif. And the feeling of assurance
back of it of the presence of the God of the Scribe, — Thoth, Hermes, Ancient-ofDays, Ancient Wisdom, AMEN. And exactly the explicit place of the scribe in the
mysteries of all-time—his ‘job’ as ‘house-holder,’…the keeping-track of the
‘treasures’ which contain for every scribe who is instructed, things new and old.12
This passage is as representative as any of H.D.’s syncretic, spiritualist blend of the Moravian
Christianity of her childhood (a biblical quotation appears at the end, from one of Christ’s
parables) and various pagan mythologies—including, as I will discuss later, alchemy and
Hermeticism. In the previous chapter I mentioned Leon Surette’s argument in The Birth of
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Modernism that the occult is central to the modernist imagination. Though Surette considers
Yeats, Pound, and Eliot in this vein, he omits H.D.—a curious omission, since many of his
arguments about the function of the occult apply directly to her. H.D. was as invested in the
occult as any of those three. Though she had been combining religion and the aesthetic
throughout her career, it is in Trilogy that they seem to truly cohere.
Her previous work was not so successful on this issue, and that led to her widespread
dismissal by contemporary critics. If in this dissertation it is easy to see how H.D.’s interests
were aligned with the Ur-modernists Eliot and Pound, for most of her career and decades after
her death H.D. was dismissed as an insignificant poet. Though she has since taken her rightful
place in the canon, the received opinion of H.D. was so miserable that a rehearsal of critical
accusations is common in H.D. scholarship. Elizabeth Anderson, Diana Collecott, and Eileen
Gregory have all written summaries of the charges, and though the offended parties change there
is a marked consensus about the offense: a superficial escapism.13 Gregory notes that Laura
Riding and Robert Graves dismissed her as a shallow imagist, and in 1937 Douglas Bush labeled
her “‘a poet of escape.’”14 Since his condemnation of H.D. is infamous in H.D. scholarship, it is
worth quoting him at length:
While H.D. is in the main a ‘pure’ poet, in such ‘impure’ poems as Cities and The
Tribute [sic] she reveals, more directly than elsewhere, a sensitive mind oppressed
by the ugliness and barbarism of modern life, by the belief that modern
civilization has no room for beauty, and she invites choice spirits to worship at
her own secluded shrine. Such a creed, if broadly and deeply based on human life,
13
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can give birth to major poetry, but the poet must convince us that he has known
and surmounted the world, not simply turned away from it. H.D. is a poet of
escape. Her refuge is a dream-world of ideal beauty which she calls Greece….15
Bush also goes on to claim that “H.D.’s poetry partly conceals a soft romantic nostalgia” which
is just a more limited version of Victorian Hellenism.16 Bush’s point, though belabored, is clear:
the shallowness of H.D.’s verse directly proceeds from the shallowness of H.D.’s rejection of
modern life. This is not an indictment of her technical skill (even her earliest poems have a
distinctive lucidity and rhythmic inventiveness), but of her attitude toward modern life. She is an
“escapist” because she rejects modernity in favor of an illegitimate form of lyric enchantment.
It is worth noting that Bush was not alone in this appraisal; roughly two decades earlier
and within several years of H.D.’s first collection, both Amy Lowell (who claimed the helm of
the Imagist movement from Pound in what turned out to be a hostile takeover) and the poet-critic
Louis Untermeyer noted H.D.’s dissatisfaction with modernity (both also citing “Cities” as
evidence). Untermeyer claims that, “Routed by a modernity which does not express her and
which she cannot express, she makes the thinnest possible pretense of believing in its beauty,”
and Lowell’s appraisal is virtually indistinguishable: “Cities” is “a pathetic endeavor to believe
in the beauty and use of a modernity in which she feels she has no part.”17 In context, the
sympathetic Lowell’s comment that “‘H.D.’ has a strange, faun-like, dryad-like quality,” fit
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perfectly with critical condemnations that saw H.D. as a poet of escape and nostalgia, a poet who
refused to embrace modernity.18
H.D.’s scholarly defenders have ably answered Bush’s screed and the other criticisms
leveled at her, and H.D.’s reputation has improved. But I want to suggest that the early critics, if
they were wrong to conclude that H.D. was without poetic merit, nonetheless had an accurate
reading of her strained relationship with modernity. Like Pound and Eliot she had her quarrels
with modern life, and saw much of it as wrong-headed if not entirely lacking in beauty (and in
fairness to Bush, he also says Eliot can be called escapist and has even less time for Pound than
H.D.)19 Instead of making her poetry inconsequential, however, this resistance to modernity
would eventually give her works the grounding and conceptual depth they needed to become
major accomplishments—accomplishments, consequently, which are in part defenses of her
earlier methods. When the war came, she had ample experience responding to the accusation that
poetry did not matter, and in historical context her preexisting resistance to modernity is relatable
to a criticism often encountered in poetry from the prior world war: that war and its violence are
outgrowths of modern civilization. But H.D.’s opposition to modernity runs deep; she is not
willing to accept the new intellectual and social dispensation. When one turns to H.D.’s writings
after Bush’s criticism, one finds evidence not of a shallow escapism, but of an intricate and selfconscious defense of “escapism” and “nostalgia” as the only proper role for a poet caught up in
modernity’s barbarism.
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H.D. appears to have responded to Bush’s 1937 critique that same year in a letter to
Norman Holmes Pearson, a letter sometimes known in its edited form as her “Note on Poetry.”20
“Ivory Tower?” she questions Bush’s criticism. “That was and is still, I believe with many, the
final indictment of this sort of poetry,” “this” sort of poetry being, of course, the kind she has
written. The charge against such poets is that “We don’t live. We don’t see life. And so on.”21 In
defense of her poetry H.D. then transitions to a recollection of when, walking with friends, she
encountered a bombed-out house in London whose wall had collapsed so that one might see
inside. As she remembers,
One of the group found some pleasure in the sight of the tilted shelves and the
books tumbled on the floor. He gave a decisive football kick with his army boot to
the fattest volume. It happened actually to be Browning. He demanded
dramatically, ‘what is the use of all this—now?’ To me, Fortu and the yellow
melon flower answered by existing. They were in other space, other dimension,
never so clear as at that very moment. The unexpected isle in the far seas
remained. Remains.22
Here the destruction of war reveals poetry’s value: in the survival of the physical Browning
volume H.D. sees the evidence of the transcendent value of “escapist” poetry. The lines she
cherishes are “in other space, other dimension.” When she admits her own poems’ “escapism” at
the end of the letter, it is no longer a negative quality. As C.S. Lewis reminds us in a rehearsal of
a comment made by J.R.R. Tolkien, those “‘most preoccupied with, and most hostile to, the idea
of escape’” in our society are, of course, jailers.23 Who wouldn’t want to trade a bombed-out
building for an unexpected isle in the far seas?
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But the obvious rejoinder is that this escape must be real in some sense, must be justified,
and in this letter it is not clear how the transcendence of poetry should give any consolation to
the flesh-and-blood people who might soon be hit by a bomb. Poetic transcendence may be
secure in some “other space, other dimension,” but what about human life? H.D.’s defense of
escapism in her letter does not address this issue, and it signals that her response to war will be
very different from the ironic, this-worldly ethical appeals of most war poets. Her defense of
poetry will prioritize this “other dimension” of lyric enchantment above human life—even above
the physical world—a prioritization which, in its insistence on the ultimacy of transcendental
value, opens her up to the charge of escapism. Though she reaches toward a more comprehensive
answer to this charge throughout her career, in 1937 she does not yet have an answer.
In the process of writing her war trilogy several years later she will find a coherent
answer, and we receive a preliminary clue as to how that answer will be formulated when we
notice that the bombing H.D. describes in her letter must necessarily be from World War I and
not, as we might expect, World War II. Even more suggestively, Trilogy begins with a poem
titled The Walls Do Not Fall, with a section that might in fact refer to this “War I” episode:
…we pass on
to another cellar, to another sliced wall
where the poor utensils show
like rare objects in a museum;24
Is “here” to be found in “War I” or “War II”? It could be either; though the two wars occupy
much different places in cultural memory (especially the British cultural memory), the
experience of physical destruction is roughly interchangeable, an observation that H.D. seized
upon in Trilogy.
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As I will argue in this chapter, it is an expansive notion of the interchangeability of
experience which H.D. relies on to answer the charge of escapism, thereby authorizing her role
as writer and poet. More specifically, it is a rejection of modern differentiation (which, as I will
soon explain at length, is an understanding of the world which takes as given the fragmentation
of social life and knowledge into separate and non-overlapping “spheres”). This rejection is
visible in her pre-World War II letter as a conflation of art and life (the aesthetic and the real),
and which incubates throughout the 30s until it emerges as the interchangeability of all
experience in all spheres of knowledge, including all historical experience, in the search for what
she will refer to in Trilogy as a transcendent “one-truth.” Her approach is an intensification of the
reinvention of poetic vocations we saw in the last chapter, as H.D. develops a version of the
poetic vocation which answers charges of escapism by doubling down on lyric re-enchantment,
assigning it value above social, moral, and ethical concerns.
Her prodigious output of the war years is where H.D. most completely answers the earlier
charges of escapism and in doing so articulates an expansive vision of her role as a poet, a latterday oracular priestess.25 As the epigraph for this chapter indicates, that role was also spiritual and
directed practically toward healing the wounds caused by war, a project which fits with “the
strong sense [of turn-of-the-century occultists] that they were participating in a vitally important
process….The sense that they were living in momentous times, witnessing the demise of the old
world and the beginning of the new....”26 This desire for healing, Friedman argues, finds its
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culmination in the lyrical Trilogy,27 and so H.D. invites us to think that actual healing can come
through poetry—that the desire expressed by the image of the tripod may be more than
metaphor, and that there is a truth which the destruction of war does not obscure, but reveals.
The three-legged-but-single tripod on which the oracular priestess-poet sits, formed by drawing
together poetry and spirituality and healing, is therefore as clear a symbol as any for how H.D.’s
defense of her poetry is realized as a struggle against differentiation.
After more fully defining what I mean by “differentiation,” I will show how this term
offers insight not only into the criticisms of her work but is also the primary modern
phenomenon which her work seeks to overcome through her use of lyric re-enchantment. I will
then turn to her prose writings of the war period to show how her spiritualist commitments and
defense of poetry are given form, then end with a reading of Trilogy that shows her visionary
poetic—a poetic which refuses any ultimate conceptual, rationalized differentiations—continues
to give an outsize significance to the lyric as the mode which fully expresses her poetic vision. It
is an unsettling and inhuman vision, but in the end a significant one. For H.D.—more completely
than her contemporaries—offers a version of poetic significance which legitimates itself in its
complete rejection of the modern, differentiated, and rationalizing imaginary. Her poetry is more
totalizing than Pound’s, more directly spiritual than Eliot’s; in many ways, she is the most
dogmatic in following her vision of poetic significance through re-enchantment. She not only
rejects secularized, differentiated modernity, but proposes an alternate vision.

Against Differentiation, Against Modernity
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Differentiation is a term used in philosophical and sociological discourse to describe the
process by which social functions become more and more specific as modernity “progresses”
(though the idea of a linear progression to secularization has, by now, been called into serious
question). In Charles Taylor’s words, differentiation is a “process by which functions which are
originally carried out together crystallize out and fall into separate spheres, with their own
norms, rules, and institutions.”28 Though these definitions seem at first not to have anything to do
with religion directly, the concept arose in an early sociological discourse which assumed the
progressive secularization of society. It is strongly associated with the work of Émile Durkheim,
who wrote in The Elementary Forms of Religious Life that “nearly all great social institutions are
born of religion,”29 and made his investigation into the roots of religion an investigation into the
fundamental operations of society (which means he can explain religious phenomena as
derivative of social factors). In Durkheim’s argument, therefore, it is no wonder that all of
“religious life” (not only its “elementary forms”) are implicitly connected to an elementary form
of society, a social form which we have replaced with the complexity of modern institutions and
(it is assumed) the attendant decline of anterior religious ones.
Differentiation therefore applies to traditional secularization theory inasmuch as
secularization theory takes the form of “The thesis of the differentiation and emancipation of the
secular spheres from religious institutions and norms,” as José Casanova refers to it.30 Casanova
makes the case that this is precisely the way one should understand the theory of secularization.
“Strictly speaking,” he writes, “the theory of secularization is nothing more than a subtheory of
28
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general theories of differentiation, either of the evolutionary and universal kind proposed by
Durkheim or of the more historically specific kind of Western modernization theory developed
by Weber.”31
With this understanding of differentiation in mind, we can begin to see why H.D.’s poetic
project and its insistence on her role as an oracular poet-priestess would go against the grain of
modern differentiation. Poets in the 20th century are not assumed to be religious figures, and this
consensus is itself a product of differentiation. Colin Jager, who draws on Casanova’s analysis,
argues that one of the ways secularity-as-differentiation manifests is an understanding of the
literary as separate from yet still connected to a religious past.32 But H.D. is not satisfied with
that separation, as her work clearly shows. As any intellectually active person in her day (and as
someone heavily invested in the occult) she would have been aware of the broad arguments of
figures like Weber and Durkheim—in other words, the traditional secularization thesis—because
of the marginality of her own beliefs and the widespread acceptance of these early sociologists’
ideas in intellectual circles. From her writing one gets the sense that she had an understanding of
the connection between social fragmentation and secularization that accords with the broad
outlines of the traditional understanding of secularization theory. H.D. appears to accept that
differentiation describes the dominant social predicament. But these sociological theories did not
accord with her own understanding of the world or (consequently) her vision of poetic
significance. As my epigraph indicates, healer, poet, and priestess are mutually supportive roles
in her poetic tripod.
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But it is not only in the roles which H.D. reserves for herself that we can see her quarrel
with differentiation; it is also evident in her conceptualization of reality, her insistence that
literary transcendence is relatable to the material world—a view of reality which is not,
admittedly, immediately recognizable as in tension with differentiation as I have described the
term above. That tension might instead be understood as a quarrel with modern rationalism and
empiricism. Christian Smith, in his introduction to The Secular Revolution, makes differentiation
a “macrosocial” concern while assigning rationalization a more private role, though he remarks
that “the literature has often not been careful to specify which levels (micro/individual,
meso/organizational, or macro/societal) and processes (implausibility, differentiation,
accommodation, etc.) of secularization are under consideration.”33 Smith’s point is well-taken,
but it is important to keep in mind that he is writing half a century after H.D.’s wartime
experience and is, to some extent, retroactively commenting on the understanding of
secularization that would have been contemporary to her and which she appears to be reacting
against. To reject one part of that thesis might have been to quarrel with all of it. And there are
reasons to see continuity between personal and public secularization, especially given the
prevalent understanding of lyric poetry as the expression of interiority (e.g., as making private
experience public).
I thus emphasize “differentiation” as a keyword in this chapter because, as Casanova
argues above, it can be seen as the core of the traditional secularization theory, a theory which is
at the core of what we have traditionally understood about “modernity.” As I will argue, H.D.’s
campaign against differentiation can be understood as intrinsically anti-modern, a stance that is
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worked out in her explicit defenses of poetry and in the form of her work. The vision of spiritual
poetics to which she turns to overcome differentiation also (and not by accident) promises to
overcome the form-content divide which can itself be understood as a product of a modern,
differentiated way of thinking. Put another way, she seeks to restore a truly supernatural poetics,
transcending the “as if” of re-enchantment through re-enchantment itself.
H.D.’s quarrel with differentiation is also connected to the contemporary reappraisal of
rationality generally undertaken by the occult movements of which she was a part. This
reappraisal was not, however, a rejection of the rational so much as a renegotiation of its
hegemony. As Alex Owen argues, the occult can be understood as a response to Weberian
disenchantment and the perceived impoverishment of modern life.34 “Occultism,” Owen writes,
“constituted an attempt to rehabilitate the irrational via a reworking of the idea of reason in the
‘mystical’ domain, but this was a rationalizing endeavor dedicated to piercing the veil of the
unknown rather than a spiritualized celebration of a terrifying ‘unreason.’”35 It was therefore
ambiguously positioned in its relation to modernity: not an outright rejection, but nonetheless
capable of being read as a nostalgic retreat to superstition. Surette points to similar ambiguities
when he points out that “everyone in the modernist period…conceded the universality of the
rational, yet observes in his concluding chapter that modernism’s tendency to grant a place to
irrationalism nonetheless placed it among a wide array of movements that run counter to the
Enlightenment as traditionally conceived.36 This is why H.D. repeatedly defended her occult
project on ostensibly rationalistic and scientific grounds (as we will see), but her approach is far
34
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different from a skeptical materialism in that she reserves a place for the irrational.
Paradoxically, this approach makes her characteristically modern (and modernist); the
supernaturalist impulse of her lyric re-enchantment is developed in conflict with scientific
rationality.
H.D.’s resistance to differentiation is also legible in terms of contemporary occult
movements, though she represents an extreme case. In writing of Aleister Crowley, Owen notes
that the magician’s demonic obliteration of the self showed “He was pursuing what we might
think of as the erasure of difference, a traditional goal of occultism….Crowley was attempting to
find a shortcut to one of the highest goals of occultism: a return to a lost Eden of wholeness and
completion.”37 Though Owen does not use the term “differentiation,” her mention of
“difference” doubtless points in this direction. This is true even though Owen’s comment
concerns subjectivity, for one of her main contentions in The Place of Enchantment is that
occultism negotiates the boundary between subject and object in a new, modern form of
subjectivity; in short, the general occult understanding that attained in the period saw the self as
necessarily involving more than just the individual consciousness. The drive toward “the erasure
of difference” in the occult was therefore a larger matter than just offering a vision of a holistic
self, and the intersections of the occult and social movements which Owen identifies sets us up
to read her comment on difference as pertaining to differentiation per se. This is also H.D.’s
goal, and Owen’s connection of occultism with both a reappraisal of rationality and an erasure of
difference shows how the two dynamics are tightly connected not only in the occult imagination
but also, I would argue, in the traditional understanding of secularization.
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While she follows the occultist script when it comes to rationalism, H.D.’s occultism as
expressed in her poetry can be read as first and foremost a rejection of differentiation, making
her even more radical than the average occultist. This radical rejection of differentiation is
already evident in her bringing together of the roles of poet and priestess above, a move that
separates her from the vast majority of occultists who were content to keep their occult practices
secret or at least separate. Even someone like Yeats imagined that his poetry, though suffused
with occult symbolism, could be appreciated as poetry without initiation into the occult.38 H.D. is
not prepared to make such concessions, and instead views her poetry as the very enactment of
occult ritual.
As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, such a radical rejection of
differentiation is also a rejection of modernity. This rejection is not an unintended consequence
of H.D.’s poetic vision but is instead manifest as one of her direct goals. In order to overcome
differentiation, she rejects modernity along with its rationalism and strict materialism. H.D.’s
spiritualism (even in its most extreme form as giving priority to “other space, other dimension”)
is no trivial affectation or quirk. It is meant to authorize her role as a poet, but also address the
social problems which jeopardize that role in the first place. On her terms, it is not her “escapist”
poetry, but modernity itself which is illegitimate.
If this puts the thoroughly apolitical H.D. in strange company, with a host of radical
reactionaries and revolutionaries of both the right and left, then that underscores the stakes of her
poetic project. What it should not encourage us to do is to read this poet who is so drawn to
ancient Greece as a nostalgic reactionary. Critics of secularization (among which we must count
H.D.) are often accused of a pernicious political nostalgia, of harboring the belief that life in the
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past (in this case, before differentiation) was irenic and fulfilling, and of believing that
modernity, even with all its economic and scientific and political advancement, has been a
catastrophe. Never mind the staggering mortality rates of the black death (so the caricature goes),
the manipulation of unscrupulous spiritual leaders, or slavery; if only we had a holistic and
integrated sense of life, we would be much better off than we are now, even if it meant bringing
those things back (to the degree we have eliminated them in the first place). But if H.D. looks to
a spiritual past, her wartime writing is also an attempt to inaugurate a future which will be no
less spiritual for the fact that it incorporates important aspects of modernity (such as a
generalized form of feminism, which underwrites H.D.’s role as priestess). Her point is not to
overcome modernity through destruction, but to fuse its differentiated parts together again,
taking advantage of the openness of lyric re-enchantment to create a new thing. She rejects
modernity, but in a way that the charge of escapism does not quite comprehend.

American Dryad
It is, nonetheless, understandable why H.D.’s early poetry would be vulnerable to the
charge of escapism even as she articulates her vision of the poet’s role. A poem like “The Lookout,” which was included in her 1924 collection Heliodora and Other Poems, certainly sounds
escapist on first reading. The poem is a dramatic monologue of a ship’s look-out, Lynceus, who
meditates on the unavoidable burden of his role. It begins with his response to the sailors who
grumble “’back and back to the shore, / and let us rest.’”39 The Look-out answers those who
think his task easy by challenging,
Better the wind, the sea, the salt
in your eyes,
39
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than this, this, this.40
H.D.’s indeterminate use of deixis sets up the referent of “this” as a central interpretive issue in
the poem. “This” turns out not to be the occasional rock or shoal of which Lynceus must warn
the crew; but “this” rock is not easily spoken of, and that is the dilemma. Lynceus wishes to
speak but he “may not”:
I may not tell
of the forms that pass and pass,
of that constant old, old face
that leaps from each wave
to wait underneath the boat
in the hope that at last she’s lost.41
Along with this menacing face, never fully described, Lynceus also sees “great mountains / that
flow, great weeds / that float and float / to tangle our oars.” The burden of his task is that he sees
danger beneath the surface, in the depths of the ocean. He has a knowledge that the other sailors
do not, a knowledge which H.D. construes as a vatic role for Lynceus when she writes, “where
the dolphin leaps / you saw a sign from the god, / I saw why he leapt from the deep.”42 What
might be read as a disenchanting, scientific rebuttal to the sailors’ superstition (a sign from the
god) is, in context, instead a claim that the sailors do not see enough, do not know enough of the
supernatural to properly turn the sign of the leaping dolphin into knowledge they can use.
Lynceus’s protest at enforced silence therefore becomes H.D.’s own, and his position as
lookout functions as an analogue for H.D.’s poetic vocation—it can be read as a coded response
to those who accused her of escapism. This becomes all the more apparent in the final stanza,
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where the speaker of the dramatic monologue is himself addressed by another unidentified
speaker, introduced (fittingly) by a second-person address that calls Lynceus “you”:
But Lynceus,
though they cannot guess
the hurt, though they do not thank
the oars for the dead peace
of heart and brain worn out,
you must wait,
alert, alert, alert.43
This speaker is sympathetic towards Lynceus, implying that they understand his burden. And by
appearing to be the poet’s intrusion into the poem, she invites us to read Lynceus’s cares as
connected to poetic ones. Like Lynceus, the spiritualist poet is necessarily a seer who attempts to
put into words that which she sees, and there is plenty of biographical evidence (such as the
vision she had at Corfu) which suggests that H.D. saw herself in exactly this light, asserting her
role as priestess through her mastery of a male-dominated tradition.44 H.D.’s implicit comparison
of poet and lookout, moreover, emphasizes a role for the poet not unlike that which Pound and
Eliot imagined: as someone whose work goes unappreciated but who warns society’s “ship” of
imminent danger from their literally elevated position. The poet is the look-out, and thus the
beginning repetition of “this, this, this” is echoed in the final line by “alert, alert, alert,”
suggesting at least an initial answer to the charge of escapism by implying that only poets know
enough to determine the truly valuable and necessary.
And yet H.D.’s response to the charge of irrelevance by asserting her spiritual insight
opens her work to the same charge in a different form. If she had only stopped by asserting the
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poet’s role functions “as if” she were a visionary, this defense might have been more or less
acceptable; such indeterminacy has certainly shielded Yeats.45 But she does not stop at metaphor,
does not make the spiritual into a mere fiction in the service of aesthetic significance. Instead,
she combines the two in an explicit affirmation of the spiritual significance of the material world.
This is the meaning of the strange observation that “they do not thank / the oars for the dead
peace / of heart and brain worn out” which we saw at the end of the poem. And it is anticipated
earlier, where the terror beneath the sea inspires Lynceus to reverence not only the gods, but the
more mundane implements of seafaring:
If you could see as I,
what lurks in the sea-depth,
you’d pray to the ropes
and the solid timbers
like god, like god;
you’d pray to the oars and your work,
you’d pray and thank
the boat for her very self…46
Phrases like “solid timbers” and “very self” emphasize that Lynceus is not referring to
illusions—and yet he urges the sailors to pray to these material objects for their role in his
continued survival. The spiritual knowledge of “what strange terror lurks” inspires Lynceus to
take refuge in the mundane objects and actions of the life of the ship, “timber and oar and plank /
and sail and the sail-ropes,” for “these are beautiful things and great.”47 In the poem’s logic it is,
strangely, their everydayness that leads to their greatness and spiritual significance. That H.D.
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makes this conflation—a move which another poet might have done without or aestheticized and
rendered inert—shows the importance of spiritualism to her project.
For H.D., this dynamic of spiritual knowledge in which the objects of the everyday take
on a spiritual dimension is an answer to the charge of escapism: not only does she claim the
prerogative of poets to sense (spiritual) danger, but in “The Look-out” she further implies that
the “everyday,” “real” world is intimately connected to the spiritual, that the physical and
spiritual do not occupy two separate realms. Responding to this element of H.D.’s poetry,
Friedman emphasizes the phrase “spiritual realism” from Trilogy to describe H.D.’s belief that
(in Friedman’s words) “Facts are signs or symbols incarnating spiritual reality,”48 a belief
expressed in “the ritual of poetry where she recorded the ‘true-rune’ of spiritual realism.”49 By
styling poetry as a “ritual,” Friedman points to the continuity of H.D.’s poetic practice and
spiritualism. And by having Lynceus urge the sailors to pray to the boat, H.D. presents an
imaginary in which it is conceivable to pray to planks of wood simply for being what they are,
without aesthetic mediation. This is an animistic world, a world before the secularization of
religious imagination in the west and before, even, Christian spirituality replaced that of
paganism. But we have no Greek pagans with us now; how is this supposed to authorize her
poetic vocation in the present? Doesn’t “The Look-out,” if it is taken as a straightforward
defense of poetic significance, become a lament for a lost worldview, a mere exercise in
nostalgia? H.D. seems to take lyric re-enchantment too far, treating it as a form of enchantment
that is no longer historically permissible.
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This objection is at the core of early criticisms of H.D.’s work. It lies behind even Amy
Lowell’s sympathetic reading of this poet from the American Midwest as a “dryad-like” figure
who, in her poems, constructs an alternative to modern life. To be an American dryad is at best
to be a curiosity; it is not, as her critics made clear, to be a great poet. But this criticism was often
expressed in terms that are subordinate to the central charge of escapism, factors which, in their
interplay and necessary connection, hint at the role of a larger structuring principle which is
fulfilled by the charge of escapism. I want to briefly consider three of the main factors leading to
H.D.’s early dismissal not because they are still in need of answering (they have been
definitively answered, as I will discuss below) but to show how each points to the issue of
escapist nostalgia and, more positively, an understanding of H.D.’s project from its very
beginning as a campaign against the modern order and against the differentiation of the roles she
took up.
These three factors, latent or explicit in early criticism, are H.D.’s lyricism, her role as a
woman poet, and her spiritualism. H.D.’s poetry is unapologetically lyrical, a factor which has
complicated her reception inasmuch as the lyric itself has been read as escapist in the twentieth
century.50 Numerous critics have observed that discussion of H.D.’s relationship with lyricism
has been an overdetermined debate with important implications for the reception of her works—
debates, moreover, with a gendered subtext. As Susan Stanford Friedman argues in Psyche
Reborn (an early and successful attempt to put H.D. back on the map of modernist studies), “The
double standard of literary criticism that subtly evaluates a work of art in terms of the gender of
its creator operated to intensify the celebration of H.D.’s traditionally ‘feminine’ lyric and the
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dismissal of her adaptation of the ‘masculine’ modes of epic quest and philosophic
symbolism.”51 Friedman’s recuperative strategy is to place H.D. within the prevailing model of
modernist poetry which, as I mentioned in the last chapter, imagines maturity as growth from
lyric to epic, emphasizing her later, more expansive poetic projects (like Trilogy).52 But
subsequent critics like Eileen Gregory in H.D. and Hellenism and Diana Collecott in H.D. &
Sapphic Modernism have been more willing to take H.D.’s lyricism on its own terms.53 Their
work shows that, though her lyricism was once fraught, H.D. herself never left the lyric.
In an alternative reading of the relationship between femaleness and the lyric, Sandra
Gilbert and Susan Gubar, in their introduction to Shakespeare’s Sisters (an early feminist
intervention in the study of lyric), argue a dominant masculine lineage for the post-romantic lyric
which hinders women’s full participation in the lyric tradition. This masculine tradition is,
moreover, connected to the latent spiritual significance of lyric. As they observe,
Verse-writing—the product of mysterious ‘inspiration,’ divine afflatus, bardic
ritual—has historically been a holy vocation. Before the nineteenth century the
poet had a nearly priestly role, and ‘he’ had a wholly priestly role after Romantic
thinkers had appropriated the vocabulary of theology from the realm of aesthetics.
But if in Western culture women cannot be priests, then how—since poets are
priests—can they be poets?54
In their view feminine lyrics are taken to be feminine precisely because the answer to the above
question must be negative; women, it has been assumed, have no legitimate spiritual insight.55
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By explicitly emphasizing the connection between lyric and spirituality, then, H.D. not only
scandalizes those who would keep those two “spheres” apart but directly challenges the idea of a
secularized (male) poetic priesthood which Gilbert and Gubar argue remains operative in the
lyric. Given these factors, it is little surprise that her attempt to offer a radical spiritual vision in
her poetry was dismissed as inconsequential and escapist.
Gilbert and Gubar’s reading becomes even more explanatory for the forces behind H.D.’s
dismissal as escapist when one recognizes that her spiritualism is more straightforwardly
spiritual than the “spiritualism” of the various strains of the post-Romantic religion-of-poetry. In
her immediate context, H.D.’s spiritual interests and their poetic expression are more radical and
comprehensive than Pound’s and Eliot’s. She too invokes the gods, but her gods are not just
involved with the truthiness of “verity” within the aesthetic; they are real in an important sense—
a fact which has sometimes gone unrecognized. Gregory remarks that “Pound, H.D., and other
modernists invoke the gods not as figurative markers within genteel discourse, but as
psychological markers within the creative process itself.”56 As I argued in the last chapter, this is
to an extent true for Pound, but lumping in H.D. with him does her a disservice.57 It is true that
Pound’s and H.D.’s early lyrics resemble each other in their invocations of the gods. Pound’s
“The Return,” which announces the return of the gods with “See, they return; ah, see the
tentative / Movements, and the slow feet,”58 fits easily alongside H.D.’s early “Sea Gods,” a
poem which begins by observing “They say there is no hope / to conjure you” and ends with
assurance,
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For you will come,
you will come,
you will answer our taut hearts,
you will break the lie of men’s thoughts,
and cherish and shelter us.59
And just as in Pound’s poem, where it is not clear if the gods do return or if what the poem
dramatizes is merely poetry’s power to reconfigure perception, it is not clear here if the “Sea
Gods” are deities in the proper sense or if they are simply found in the dynamism of the sea
itself. If not for the personification afforded by the second-person address, H.D. might be
describing a merely material sea in lines like “You will trail across the rocks / and wash them
with your salt.”
Yet H.D.’s use of “you” to address the gods contrasts with Pound’s use of “they” in
claiming “they return,” a small difference with large implications for their conception of the
spiritual and its poetic expression. H.D.’s more direct approach to the gods does not afford the
indeterminacy which Pound’s method requires to operate; by positing the gods as an indistinct
“they,” he invites the reader to consider themselves as the implied “you” of the poem which
becomes a dramatic monologue that therefore presumes to cross over from the aesthetic into the
real (allowing it, in turn, to dramatizes the gods’ return). But H.D. does not employ the same
sleight of hand. While one can address a lyrical “you” without intending any straightforward
address, H.D.’s more explicit use of the apostrophic mode makes us read the poem as a stronger
invocation than Pound’s.60 Her reader is clearly not the “you”—the sea gods—of the poem. And,
as Eileen Gregory has argued, some of H.D.’s early lyrics can be understood as articulated by a
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“choral,” plural speaker.61 The “we” of “Sea Gods” is therefore a gesture not toward a private
spirituality but to the collective. And even if this collective is still (necessarily) a lyric “as if,” it
nonetheless gestures towards a properly religious sociality. If these factors do not guarantee the
sea gods’ intervention, the poem’s form nonetheless allows it to function as what it appears to
be: a prayer to these sea gods.
Just as in “The Look-out,” there is a spiritual component to her work that, if it takes
aesthetic form, gestures beyond the strictly aesthetic. H.D.’s different conception of the gods
necessarily leads her to different poetic forms than Pound uses, and this is evident even at the
earliest stage of her career. I argued in the last chapter that Pound’s gods derive their supposed
“verity” from his willful aggrandizement of the aesthetic over other facets of life. But for H.D.,
the gods are not only aesthetic in manifestation or significance. Gregory, I think, is more accurate
than in her earlier comment about the gods being primarily psychological when she writes, “No
modern writer takes the ‘gods’ more seriously than does H.D.”62 Certainly H.D.’s biography
suggests this; unlike Pound, she was not only knowledgeable of but also a participant and
practitioner of a number of occult and spiritualist practices throughout her career, even leading
séances near the end of World War II.63 Critics widely acknowledge the importance of
Hermeticism for H.D.’s life and art. More specifically, Friedman notes that Freud, as a result of
his analysis of H.D., believed that she wanted to be the founder of her own religion, and
Anderson argues that H.D.’s commitment to the teachings of Hermeticism facilitates an intense
interweaving of the spiritual and the aesthetic in her work, influencing its form as well as its
61
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content.64 To attempt to found a new religion through poetry—and Friedman argues H.D.
attempts exactly this in Trilogy—is to deny the differentiation of the aesthetic and spiritual
“spheres”—not latently, as it is in Hulme’s critique of Romanticism as “spilt religion,”65 but
explicitly.
H.D.’s desire to found a new religion put her in good company. If the occult movements
of the late Victorian period did not always style themselves as new “religions” per se, that was
likely a function of their members’ distrust of institutions; as outlined in Alex Owen’s The Place
of Enchantment, the various occult movements certainly took on many aspects of religion,
offering beliefs about ultimate truth and rituals to discover it. These beliefs and rituals were
given formal expression as a variety of charlatans and true believers contributed to the founding
of new occult groups from the late-18th to the early-19th century. The most famous of these (as
outlined in Owen) were Madame Blavatsky’s notorious Theosophical Society, the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn (which claimed W.B. Yeats as a high-ranking member) and its
splinter groups, Aleister Crowley’s Order of the Silver Star, and Georgei Ivanovich Gurdjieff’s
psychologically-inflected pseudo-occultism. Each of these movements relied on an individual or
small group of people claiming the prerogative to set up and oversee new occult societies by dint
of their claim to spiritual enlightenment (vicariously achieved through the study of arcane texts
and/or contact with hidden gurus). H.D. fits comfortably in this tradition. That she turned to
poetry to found this religion rather than gather like-minded individuals into a new occult group
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only underscores the privileged place of poetry for her religious ambitions and the intimate
connection between the two.
What the address to “you” gods in “Sea Gods” reveals, then, is not a Poundian religion of
aesthetics but rather a more expansive spiritual practice that includes poetry, and a vision of
poetry that involves spiritual practice. As Elizabeth Anderson summarizes, H.D. “did not see art
as a replacement for religion but as a means to, and expression of, spiritual understanding.”66
With respect to H.D., then, Anderson also agrees with a point I have been making throughout
this dissertation: that understanding references to the gods as merely more lyric “as ifs” misses
something important. Or, as Anderson writes, “The foregoing body of criticism tends to read
religious vision as an analogue for poetic vision and to consider H.D.’s work as an exploration of
feminine creativity or to treat the religious significance of her work as a small element of a larger
project.”67 Anderson is concerned that readings of H.D. have downplayed her religious interests
in favor of other concerns. The reason that critics have downplayed her spiritualist interests, if
my reading of H.D.’s justification of poetic significance as a rejection of differentiation is
correct, is that taking her spiritualism seriously re-raises the core of the early criticism to which
the recuperative work of the last few decades has responded. As long as we consider her as a
strictly lyric poet (even a woman lyric poet), we do not have to confront the merging of
spirituality and poetry, the everyday and the spiritual, upon which H.D.’s poetry insists. Taking
her seriously as a poet might, in the end, only confirm the charges of escapism and nostalgia.

H.D.’s Nostalgia Against Modern Differentiation
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Given H.D.’s turn to antiquity (and historically-inspired occultism) for spiritual models,
foregrounding H.D.’s spiritualism makes the charge of nostalgia takes on special significance for
H.D.’s supposed “escapism.” A defense of “nostalgia” is also the missing element in H.D.’s
early defense of her poetry, especially in “The Look-out.” For if all the necessary components
that would make poetry a non-differentiated spiritual practice are in place, it yet remains for her
to legitimize her spiritualism in her historical context, in the 20th century, in a secular age—to
show (as she would argue) that the spiritualism that looks like nostalgia is, in reality, always
available because it is eternal. Her nostalgia becomes legible as poetic anachronism precisely
because of the comprehensiveness of H.D.’s blend of spiritualism and poetry, her refusal to make
lyric re-enchantment a mere “as if.” More precisely, nostalgia becomes anachronism for H.D. to
the degree to which she does not only express desire for a vibrant and pervasive (animistic)
spirituality but can also be taken to claim that she has achieved this in the present. Under the
terms of modern differentiation, this should be impossible: the natural world is the natural world,
explicable according to natural laws, and (if the spiritual is even real) it occupies another plane
of existence. And poetry cannot merge the two. To insist otherwise is to be willfully out of step
with contemporary understandings of epistemology.
Eileen Gregory’s analysis of H.D. and nostalgia gets at the heart of this problem and
attempts to defend the poet from her contemporary critics. Like I have here, Gregory aligns the
past marginalization of H.D. with her role as a woman poet who wrote overtly spiritualized
lyrics.68 Though she does not connect this conjunction of factors to H.D.’s hostility to
differentiation and instead interprets H.D.’s classicism as particularly influential in her critical
reception, her identification of these factors as connected to the charge of nostalgia is illustrative
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for my own argument as well. Gregory observes that Douglas Bush’s dismissal of H.D. as
escapist also relies on him arguing that she is nostalgic,69 and then goes on to note the pervasive
and recurrent dismissal of nostalgia in modernity. We can understand this dismissal, she writes,
in terms of “a Girardian dynamic of ‘mimetic rivalry.’”
The common term of this rivalry – that which each desires to display in
competition with the rival – is enlightenment, a position of intellectual clarity
purportedly free of illusions and hateful of false idols, from which point the past
can be finally discriminated. In the dynamics of ever-enlightened modernity,
nostalgia always belong to the anterior, delegitimized generation that the present
one would supplant.70
Closely connected with the charge of nostalgia, then, is a sense of temporal “fit.” As Gregory’s
mention of “false idols” indicates, nostalgia in the modern understanding is a charge which
points not only to a desire for the past but to an intellectually discredited past. This desire
therefore arises as a historical phenomenon not only in the context of war and “economic
displacement,” but it also “becomes pathologized at the cultural moment when rationality,
empiricism, and progress gain ascendancy as the determinants in defining the ‘actual.’”
Furthermore, “there is no ‘regression’ outside the powerful linear fiction of ‘progression,’ no
‘sickness’ of this kind without a model of health predicated on pragmatic adaptation and virile
will.”71
In other words, nostalgia becomes legible as a disease in modernity due to the rise of a
progressive scheme of history—a progressive scheme of history which is crucial to
understanding differentiation as a one-way historical process, a one-way historical process that
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rationalizes more and more of life and gives less and less room to “false idols.” This is exactly
the view articulated in classical secularization theory. It is, furthermore, differentiation’s
separation of knowledge into noncommunicative separate spheres (as with Weber) which makes
nostalgia so threatening to a modernity which cannot make sense of itself:
Nostalgia is a particularly recurring theme among twentieth-century critics
because it points to irresolvable issues within postromantic thought. It resides in
the interstices of old romantic tensions that even now, in altered language,
generate anxiety and controversy: art in relation to life, imagination or intellectual
cultivation versus utility, avant-garde versus bourgeois, atemporality versus
historical consciousness, withdrawal versus engagement, solitary illumination
versus political revolution.72
Not surprisingly, H.D. engages with many of these issues in her writing, and that engagement
takes the form of an attempt to overcome these agonistic oppositions produced by modern
differentiations. But this does not mean she wants to return to the past in any simple way; her
implicit critique of historical thinking is too thorough for that. Instead, her “nostalgia” leads her
to reject a progressive model of history in favor of an emphasis on eternally recurring truths
(truths which are, admittedly, expressed in images from the past—but images which burst into
the present).73 For much the same reasons that one could dismiss her work as escapist, then, it
can also be challenged as nostalgic (and vice versa). And if H.D. embraces the former charge, so
too does she embrace the latter. Gregory reminds us that “There is no way to save H.D. from the
charge of nostalgia in order to accommodate her within contemporary critical tastes.”74
Escapism and nostalgia are charges that could be leveled at all her work, yet it is only in
her writing projects of World War II that she finds a defense against both charges not by denying
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or avoiding them, but by offering a visionary role for the poet which revises the definition of
“reality,” and historical knowledge, thereby making those accusations illegible and illegitimate.
Though her earlier poetry already resists modern differentiation, only in her later works does she
directly confront the charge of nostalgia.

Overcoming History
A crucial component of H.D.’s defense against the charge of anachronism would be to
dissolve the boundary between real and aesthetic even more thoroughly than did Pound, and to
do so not as an exercise in aestheticism but as a rejection of the differentiation which authorizes
that boundary. She would do so in the name of what she took to be an eternally valid spiritualism
to which all subjective experience refers and which, in turn, draws all subjective experience into
a unified relation that attains the status of objective truth. Or, to use Friedman’s words, H.D. had
to show that “history embodied the out-of-time realities in time.”75 From the lens of her
spiritualism, the subjectivity of lyric re-enchantment becomes a legitimate route to truth; the
unalterable spiritual reality that lies behind things is approached through the ambiguous
temporality of the aesthetic. The conflation of poetry and religion which is present from H.D.’s
earliest poetry therefore expands, in her wartime writing, to a philosophy which denies the
ultimate legitimacy of modern differentiation through an end-run around history. As Anderson
argues, H.D.’s spiritualism is not only evident in the content of her writing; as her insistence on
the oracular blending of poetry and spiritualism would suggest, it is also legible in the form of
her work.76 In the rest of the chapter I will therefore put emphasis on the form of her wartime
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writing as evidence for the significance of her achievement—she not only articulates a vision in
which lyric re-enchantment is revalued as legitimate spirituality, but to some degree enacts it.
While Trilogy also relies on the above end-run around history, this strategy is first
articulated as the main lesson of The Gift, and so I turn to a reading of the latter work as an
introduction to the rest of her wartime writings.77 In The Gift H.D. attempts to legitimate her
spiritual-artistic insight by constructing an occult religious tradition to which she claims she
belongs. Both Alex Owen (in The Place of Enchantment) and Leon Surette have argued that the
construction of such a tradition through an appeal to secret history and occult documents was
vital to the foundation of occult movements immediately prior to and contemporary with H.D.’s
career.78 In line with the idea that H.D. set out to found a new religion, then, her project to
construct an occult lineage in The Gift can be read as fitting this context. H.D.’s The Gift accords
with Surette’s observation that “The touchstone for the occult is…a belief that throughout human
history certain individuals have had intimate contact with the divine and from the contact have
gained special knowledge (wisdom, or gnosis), which they have preserved in a form
comprehensible only to the already enlightened and which is passed on in texts whose esoteric
interpretation is preserved by secret societies.”79 In H.D.’s case, that secret society takes the form
of members of the historical Moravian Church. But more pertinent than the fact that H.D.’s
writerly activities follow the script of beginning occult movements is how she brings this about
through literary techniques. She is not starting a society but writing a novel. In its conflation of
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fiction and autobiography, H.D.’s construction of an occult lineage in The Gift necessarily
assumes the overturning of generic differentiation and the difference between fictiveness and
truth, an overturning which, paradoxically, is its final aim. The Gift is an attempt to transcend her
own historical situation through the re-enchanted transfiguration of subjective experience and, in
doing so, to transcend the concept of history which sees time as a progressive system of discrete
moments that are left behind.80
The protagonist of The Gift is both H.D. and not, straightforwardly, Hilda Doolittle. This
troubling of the line between fiction and reality is not only supposed to allow The Gift to
reconfigure our understanding of the aesthetic “as if”; it also legitimates a process of imaginative
historical reconstruction in which “H.D.” has immediate access to past episodes which neither
the fictional nor real H.D. claims to have witnessed. She reconstructs these moments by
imaginatively intuiting what they must have been like and presenting these in the present tense,
as an accurate account of the event (which may or may not have happened in the first place).81
At key moments these intuited “experiences” proceed to yet another level of intuition. At
the very start of the novel, the intuitive narrator tells how a young Helen (H.D.’s mother) is
reported to have cried about an episode she could not possibly have remembered (because she
was too young): another young girl’s burning alive. H.D.’s mother has access to the horrifying
event through intuitive knowledge, and imagines it vividly: “But the girl in the crinoline wasn’t a
relation, she was just one of the many girls at the Seminary when Papalie was there and she
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screamed and Papalie rushed to her and Papalie wrapped a rug round her but she is shrieking and
they can not tear off her clothes because of the hoop.”82 H.D.’s second-order intuition of her
mother’s intuition reveals the past, making it present: “she was just one of the many girls…she
screamed…she is shrieking….” And this narrative strategy itself becomes the guarantor of the
titular “gift” even as the narrator questions the truth of her grandmother’s revelations about an
occult secret in the colonial-era Moravian church, a secret which she rediscovered and which
H.D. inherits through her. She refers to this secret in the Notes as shared through “the
grandmother’s reconstructed memory or re-invoked fantasy.”83 Which way of describing it does
not matter, for to experience the immediacy of the vision is enough to justify the vision. “In these
flashes of flash-backs,” she writes, “we have the ingredients of the Gift.”84 And when one has the
Gift, one can construct a spiritual tradition in which not only this suspect claim of transmission is
validated, but also in which anachronism becomes a trivial question.
What at first looks like a strategy of bald self-assertion is in fact rooted in H.D.’s
psychoanalytic experiences with Sigmund Freud, whose scientific theory of psychology provided
her with the model that authorized her transformation of re-enchantment into a thoroughly
spiritualist aesthetics. There is a broad consensus that H.D.’s appropriation of psychoanalysis led
to the breakthroughs of her wartime writings, including The Gift.85 H.D. took at least two
important tenets from Freud which are evident in her later writing. The first is the conviction that
primary significance is not in the factual truth of an experience, but in the conviction that it
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happened as it did. Taken to its logical conclusion, this elevates fiction to the status of
knowledge. When H.D. identifies inconsistencies in her own recollection of events in Tribute to
Freud (which is itself part memoir and part fictionalization), she begins to worry that her
memory may not be accurate. But Freud is not bothered. “‘It does not matter,’ he said, ‘whether
you dreamed it or imagined it or whether you just made it up, right this moment. I do not think
you would deliberately falsify your findings. The important thing is that it shows the trend of
your fantasy or imagination.’”86 H.D. wrenches this principle out of its psychoanalytic context
and uses it as her own; what matters in her writing is not whether a telling of events is
(historically) true so much as it establishes a “trend.” This conviction allows her to conflate
“reconstructed memory” and “re-invoked fantasy” in The Gift—for what matters is that she
believes these memory-fantasies are true.
The second notable idea which shows Freud’s influence is a belief in the individual mind
as a repository of universal truth—including truth about history. Earlier in Tribute to Freud H.D.
writes “…he had brought the past into the present with his the childhood of the individual is the
childhood of the race – or is it the other way round? - the childhood of the race is the childhood
of the individual.”87 We can see this principle operative in The Gift as it works in complement
with the point about conviction above, providing a “scientific” theoretical ground that moves a
recollection from “symptom” into “evidence.” For if one is concerned primarily with universal
truth, the surface layer of factuality is always symptomatic anyway; evidence is necessarily
subjective and symbolic. Psychological trend is therefore legitimized as historical discovery.
Friedman credits psychoanalysis as the system which “systematized and expanded on her early
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fascination for intense, subjective experience” and comments, “As H.D. understood the
implications of Freud’s theory [especially his theory about the universality of the unconscious],
exploration of her own psyche was not ultimately solipsistic or narcissistic.”88 Subjective
imagination became legitimate inquiry, taken to provide access to events as if they were
happening in front of her. This leads H.D. (writing as Delia Alton) to claim, discussing Freud’s
influence on The Gift, that her recollections are “no mechanical intellectual trick of mind or
memory[;] the Child actually returns to that world, she lives actually in those reconstructed
scenes, or she watches them like a moving-picture.”89 Again, which of those descriptions is
adopted does not matter. Under these presuppositions the “trend” of one’s own mind becomes
sufficient and valid historical evidence, in such a scheme “anachronism” is no longer a valid
judgment. As C.D. Blanton has observed (in comments directed at The Walls Do Not Fall but
that apply across her oeuvre), “Thrown together and disarranged like dream elements, images
exist together, lose both syntax and meaning, absorbed into the undifferentiated mass of a single
event projected across history.”90 Decades later, H.D. sees—she really sees—the burning girl
again.
I will comment more on the troubling ethical implications of this version of historical
recovery later, but for now it is important to remark that H.D.’s fictive-historical method of
discovery in The Gift is not one that Freud would have endorsed, for H.D. subordinates her
understanding of Freud’s theories to her preexisting interest in the occult, in the process
occulting the rationalistic, materialist Freud into a spiritualist guide and transforming his fictions
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(in Vaihinger’s sense) into dogmas.91 If this seems a gross and indefensible distortion of Freud’s
teaching, then one should remember (as Owen and Surette repeatedly show) the blurry lines
between psychoanalysis and the occult in the period, and that Freud himself had an ambivalent
interest in the occult. Surette has even gone so far as to argue that “Psychoanalysis effectively
removed this constraint [of rationality] from mainstream scholarship.”92
In H.D.’s case, her appropriation of Freud inaugurates a process which assumes what it
seeks to prove (though not “prove” in a rationalistic sense).93 H.D.’s occult views underwrite this
strategy. We can, as Anderson argues, understand H.D.’s process of conflating the occult and
psychoanalysis according to a Hermetic sensibility. “Hermeticism,” Anderson argues, “is more
of a worldview than a set of doctrines…. Like Gnosticism and related systems, Hermeticism
indicates that salvation comes through knowledge. However, this knowledge is not primarily
rational or intellectual but experiential, attained through spiritual discipline, study and practice,
passed on from teacher to disciple.”94 Thus H.D. sets herself up in Tribute to Freud as Freud’s
disciple; thus The Gift figures true knowledge as necessarily experiential, as a past which passes
once again before the eyes of the one who recalls. Or we might understand this according to the
trope of alchemical transmutation which critics uniformly agree informs the content of Trilogy
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(Friedman even going so far as to read one passage as an almost-literal alchemical recipe).95 One
might say it is an almost alchemical process whereby the science of psychoanalysis is “distilled”
into the vehicle of spiritual revelation.
Or one might regard the dissolution of boundaries between these different discourses as
correlated with H.D.’s sense of “spiritual realism.” As I mentioned above, Friedman sees in
H.D.’s spiritual realism a view of reality in which “Facts are signs or symbols incarnating
spiritual reality.”96 This understanding of the world as always signifying places words and
phenomena (literary fiction and experience) on the same level of significance. Joseph N. Riddell
emphasizes one side of the equivalency when he argues that “For H.D., ultimately, all reality,
including the reality of one’s self, is made out of words, or some solid equivalent.”97 Yet if
reality is made of words, words have an essential reality beyond their referential function.98
The fact that the spiritual perspective that authorizes H.D.’s authorial project can be
understood under a variety of related terms (Hermeticism, alchemy, and “spiritual realism”) is
itself an important indicator of the extent to which H.D. seeks to draw all knowledge under the
purview of her spiritualism. The involvement of all these terms with each other, their mutual
support of the same authorial project, shows that H.D. seeks to transcend any one of them in
favor of an ever-receding, transcendent spirituality which encompasses all others. And yet, as the
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comments above about “spiritual realism” denying any ultimate distinction between the verbal,
material, and spiritual remind us, this is an authorial project which seeks to have an impact on all
those realms and to draw them together in a unified (though not unitary) vision.

H.D.’s Wartime Prose: Initiation into Lyric
H.D.’s spiritualist vision would be expressed in the generic blending of her wartime prose
works, their obsession over the same themes and symbols, and their similar form as multi-part
works incorporating various temporalities and generic modes. That they would take similar form
despite having such disparate topics is an outgrowth of H.D.’s “spiritual realism” as it becomes a
formal principle. Under “spiritual realism,” the distinction between form and content (analogous
as it is to the distinction between material and spiritual) is ultimately no distinction at all; even
generic distinctions are overridden by the drive for a unified whole. So while the parts of each
work appear to be sealed off from each other and to serve different purposes within the work as a
whole, their virtual interchangeability reinforces the lesson of spiritual realism: that everything
signifies, that even the retelling of a retelling provides access to the hidden spiritual reality. It is
the same lesson of the interchangeability of experience which I discussed above. H.D.’s formal
strategies in her wartime writings are therefore meant to enact the reunification of what has been
differentiated.
H.D.’s dissolution of boundaries in service of her spiritual vision therefore has the effect
of dissolving the distinctions between generic modes, but in her wartime prose the lyric
maintains a special significance. Trilogy, entirely lyrical, thus escapes this generic blending.
These factors point to the significance of the lyric in H.D.’s work as a privileged carrier of
spiritual insight, a fact which accords not only with her career-spanning commitment to lyric
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poetry but (as I am arguing in this dissertation) with the potential use of lyric re-enchantment in
the period. In this section, therefore, I will turn to H.D.’s wartime prose writings to show how the
formal outworking of her resistance to differentiation nonetheless reserved a privileged role for
lyric poetry.
To see this privileged role, we must first attend to the formal peculiarities of the above
prose works. Each of these consists of two sections, and each of these sections can be read as a
coherent whole—which explains why two of the works were first published in abridged format).
By Avon River, H.D.’s appreciation of Shakespeare, contains the three-part poem Good Frend
(sic) and The Guest, a prose account of Shakespeare and his approximate contemporaries (with a
fair helping of quotations from their verse). Both sections were present in the first printing. But
Tribute to Freud and The Gift were originally printed without what are now the last of their two
main sections: Tribute with the wartime recollection Writing on the Wall but without Advent
(based on notes taken in 1933 while a patient of Freud); and The Gift with the main narrative but
without H.D.’s Notes to the text. Given that the content of the later sections in these works serve
to reprise many of the same themes in the former (such as Shakespeare’s poaching in By Avon
River,99 the mystical dreams and visions in Tribute, or the relations between Native Americans
and European settlers in The Gift), it is not surprising that these second parts could be read as
superfluous and therefore expendable.100 Yet in each case H.D. clearly intended these formally
and generically-differing reprisals as a part of the final whole.
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Altogether, between these three works of prose H.D. produced six total sections in six
total genres: memoir (Writing on the Wall), journal (Advent), ficto-biography (The Gift),
secondary reference (Notes to The Gift), poetry (Good Frend), and literary criticism (The Guest).
And yet reading any of these individual parts will show the inadequacy of this schematic
breakdown. The Notes to The Gift include the same recollective fictionalization as the main
narrative; perhaps a third of the lines in the literary-critical guest are poetry; and the Advent
journal is not a faithful recording of H.D.’s psychoanalytic treatment but is already selective,
fictionalized, and critical in much the same way as Writing on the Wall. One can easily add to
this the unstable form of each of the first sections of these three works. The intuitive peculiarities
of The Gift we have already considered; Writing on the Wall (like The Gift in this regard) is not
only a memoir but also about its own composition and context and, furthermore, culminates in a
reading of Goethe’s apparently extraneous “Mignon” Lieder—a bizarre way to end a section of a
Tribute to Freud.101 “Good Frend” is all poetry, but each part of the poem has a different
function and, as Lara Vetter remarks, has different formal characteristics, becoming not a
straightforward celebration of Shakespeare but instead an original reimagining of perhaps the
most minor character in The Tempest, Claribel.102
The growth of the figure of Claribel in Good Frend and the increasing importance of
Goethe’s poem in Writing illustrate H.D.’s primary formal strategy in the period (a formal
strategy also evident throughout The Gift): the obsessive recapitulation and rehearsal of a
seemingly minor detail or experience until it is directly connected to the main themes of the work

H.D.’s exact text is unknown to me, but Goethe’s text exists as a Lieder set to music by Schubert; see Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe, “Mignons Gesang ‘Kennst Du Das Land?’” trans. by Richard Wigmore, Oxford Lieder,
2020. https://www.oxfordlieder.co.uk/song/907.
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and even (in the two specific cases just named) supplants what one would expect to be the facts
most closely related to the work’s focus. Goethe’s poem, for example, is introduced (but not
named) at the end of a passage near the end of Writing which tells of Freud giving H.D. an
orange branch. This passage then meditates on whether or not Freud is able to read H.D.’s mind;
she had just been thinking of the serpent and thistle, and then Aaron’s rod, and by association the
goldenrod, and then the Golden Bough—which is supposed to correspond to the orange
branch.103 She does not speak of this to Freud, but “They [the thoughts or the oranges? it isn’t
clear] were there. They were singing. They went on singing like an echo of an echo in a shell,”
the shell of a mollusk. She continues,
Thoughts are thing – sometimes they are songs…There was a song set to them,
that still another singing skull had fashioned….And even the words sing
themselves without music, so it does not matter that I have not been able to
identify the ‘tune’ as we lilted it. Kennst du das Land?104
It is not clear from the immediate context why H.D. should dwell on this poem, but the answer
comes in the next of Writing’s numbered sections. Here H.D. quotes the full line of verse, Kennst
du das Land, wo die Zitronen blühn? and observes that “The words return with singular
freshness and poignancy, as I, after this long time of waiting, am able to remember without
unbearable terror and overwhelming heartbreak those sessions in Vienna.”105 The key is the
Zitronen: H.D. mistranslates this mention of lemons as “‘orange-tree blossoms,’”106 which
evokes Freud giving H.D. the orange branch, which evokes H.D.’s relationship with Freud. The
snatch of poetry leads both backward and forward in time.
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The connection established, the poem which H.D. never mentioned to Freud that reminds
her of a chain of associations she may or may not have discussed becomes the key to the rest of
H.D.’s memoir. She identifies herself as Goethe’s “Mignon,” giving that character (or even the
poem) her own attributes and observing “The soul was called Mignon, but, clearly, it did not fit
its body.” Then in a new paragraph H.D. writes “But it found itself in a song. Only the tune is
missing.”107 The tune is perhaps provided by Freud, who in her meditations on the serpent
symbol becomes “Sigmund, the singing voice; no, it is Siegmund really, the victorious mouth or
voice or utterance.”108 Thus Writing culminates in a reading of the poem as offering insight into
the relationship of Freud and H.D., the latter observing that “It is all there; the lyrical
interrogation and the implication that the answer is given with it.”109 Surprisingly, this
incidentally-remembered (and mistranslated) poem has become the key to their relationship, at
the end supplanting any actual memories of Freud in its outsize significance.
Yet it is in this seeming supplantation that the true aim of each work is revealed, and
though this aim differs in its particulars depending on the subject matter of the three works in
question, it invariably entails the reconfiguration of understanding so that everything rehearsed
in the work becomes a symbol, and everything shines with significance. H.D.’s elevation of
otherwise trivial symbols to primary importance can be read as an analogue for her defense of
escapism, for both rely on the principle that seeming insignificance is actually a sign of deeper
meaningfulness. This commitment to the importance of even the most minor details makes
Tribute, like the other works of this period, impossible to adequately paraphrase. It also makes
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readings of it (like the above) seem either manically diffuse or thinly motivated. Even my limited
explication of the orange branch above drags in a bewildering variety of other symbols, which
are themselves connected with yet further symbols. As Anderson has remarked, H.D.’s
Hermeticism inspires her to see the world as “a web of signification” in which “each thing is also
an analogy for something else.”110 Yet as one symbol replaces another in quick succession, we
are deprived of any fixed coordinates; this is not classical analogy (which requires fixed, separate
terms) and the web of signification therefore does not produce allegory. It is something different,
unsettled and unsettling. An example of what my preceding account has largely shielded you
from can be seen by quoting at length from early in H.D.’s explication of Goethe’s poem:
The Mignon of Goethe’s lyric herself joins us in our ritual of question and
answer. There were the question marks, as I called them, the series of the
imperfect, reversed S of the scroll-pattern of the writing-on-the-wall in the Greek
island of Corfu, in the spring of the year 1920. There was the S or the serpent of
my original corner-stone, the enigmatic symbol that a childhood friend, my first
‘live’ poet, Ezra Pound, translated for me.111
And so on in an almost endless parataxis whereby symbol is added to symbol until the question
of symbolic significance becomes an issue of preference: for any symbol can be associated with
any other symbol, meaning the choice of which symbol to include is arbitrary and subjective,
contingent on the play of the individual mind. Since H.D.’s method relies on her subjective
associative faculty to generate symbolic connections, one would expect all the works of a given
period to rehearse the same symbols and themes. And this is what we find. The cumulative effect
of H.D.’s associational method transcends any individual section or even any individual work of
the period such that, though the works display different forms and belong to different genres, this
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surface-level difference is of secondary importance to a deeper organizing principle of spiritual
significance of interwoven symbols.
So obsessive is this formal scheme that, as we have seen in The Gift, it impinges on the
real world: H.D. comments on the (allegedly) fortuitous beginning and ending composition dates
of Writing on the Wall as coinciding with a day affiliated with Thoth and Janus, and All Saints
Day, respectively, a coincidence taken to affirm the symbolic structure not by connecting it to
reality (H.D. knowingly “choose[s] rather that day following All Saints Day” because the
Professor “was more interested in souls than saints”) but affirming it simply by providing the
occasion for another symbol.112 She also refuses to modify the suspect-to-scholarship dates of
poets’ births and deaths paratactically presented in the opening pages of The Guest because
doing so “‘would alter the key, the tone, the rhythm, the meaning, the symbolism, the dedication,
the devotion, the inspiration of The Guest, if I were now, to re-shape that amazing opening.’”113
The transcendence of history is assumed here, where spiritual realism is taken to an extreme:
world and text are interchangeable, and adherence to a trend trumps “merely” factual detail.
Despite this overriding commitment to spiritual realism, one genre remains surprisingly
stable and significant in these three prose works: lyric poetry. We saw that the lyric provides the
emotional climax to Writing on the Wall through Goethe’s poem, giving that narrative spiritual
significance through a strategy of vicarious lyric re-enchantment (inasmuch as H.D. appropriates
Goethe’s work for entirely different ends). The first half of By Avon River is poetry, of course,
but H.D. also uses poetry in the second part to add urgency and immediacy to her account of
Shakespeare’s contemporaries. This method is similar to what we saw in Writing on the Wall,
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where H.D. invests poems with idiosyncratic significance and explains the symbolic associations
they invoke. In a characteristic passage of Avon H.D. imagines Shakespeare planning his garden
at New Place, interspersing bits of his poetry:
There was no master-mistress of my passion. It was late now. But Judith
understood what he wanted with the garden.
Mary-buds begin
To ope their golden eyes
Yes, marigolds. But king-cups were not suitable for the garden. Like deadmen’sfingers, they dug deep. Deadmen’s fingers? He had some time avoided their
country name.114
This is far from the scholarly mode. In H.D.’s account of Shakespeare’s contemporaries, such
lyrical passages become key symbols, providing access to the contemporary concerns of the
poets, ironically commenting on their circumstances, or providing a gloss to the period’s main
themes. As in Tribute to Freud, this lyrical symbolism provides access to spiritual truth, though
at first it might appear these poems are no different from any of the other symbols (the Corfu
vision, the serpent and thistle) in this regard.
Yet The Gift shows that, while individual poetic passages seem to be commensurate with
her use of other symbols, lyric poetics enjoys a privileged position in her system. It is the
metrical, rhythmical form of the lyric which provides access to the “gift” even though knowledge
of it had died out. Her fictitious spiritual lineage relies on the fact that, having discovered cryptic
writings from the time of the early Moravian settlement in Pennsylvania (which developed a
peaceful and spiritually significant relationship with the local Native Americans), H.D.’s stepgrandfather and grandmother set out to translate them. As key as the words are, the rhythm is
more important: her grandmother (whom she calls Mamalie) and step-grandfather “had worked
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out some of the [American] Indian rhythms; Mamalie herself picked them out on the little spinet.
Then ‘it’ came over Mamalie, even as ‘it’ had flowed about them, at that first meeting at
Wunden Eiland.”115 “It” is the gift, a gift which is received by participating in the rhythms of
verbal artistry somewhere between song and chant. The narrator refers to the text as
“invocations” when making the connection between rhythm and gift explicit: “Pyrlaeus [an early
Moravian] had indicated the rhythms of some of the Indian Invocations, and it was while
Mamalie was working these out with the help of one of the old hymn-books, that the Gift came
to her.”116 Invocations, hymn-books, rhythms: this is a cluster of terms that invokes the history of
verse meant to be sung and, by extension, the lyric. And it is this lyric tradition in which H.D.
participates: “Songs bring things back, like that, it seems….She [Mamalie] asks me to sing Abide
with me and Mama plays the tune for it; Mamalie always asks me to sing, I think she is the only
person who always asks me to sing.”117 Mamalie’s request that H.D. sing is evidence of H.D.’s
own gift—a lyrical gift
Despite the interchangeability of H.D.’s symbols and the melding of genres in her
spiritually realist project, the lyric mode receives a place of distinguished importance. In all three
prose works considered in this section it serves as the privileged vehicle for discovery of the
supposed spiritual truth beneath surface-level phenomena. In The Gift, furthermore, it occupies a
subtle though even more important position: as not only a privileged vehicle but as the primary
vehicle of spiritual understanding. If The Gift can be read as H.D.’s defense of her vocation
through its reimagination of history, and if the lyric provides access to “the gift” whereby H.D.
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produces that defense, then the lyric mode is itself at the heart of H.D.’s writerly project. The
lyric rises above H.D.’s blending of genres as the guarantor of spiritual insight.

Trilogy as Spiritualist Lyric
The importance of the lyric to H.D. explains why the three poems of Trilogy do not
mimic the bipartite, generically-mixed form of the prose works during the period. It also explains
why Trilogy is entirely written in the lyric mode, and why, though it consists of separate parts
which comprise a whole, those parts do not obviously repeat one another. Instead of a paratactic
form of addition (in which Advent seems to reprise Writing on the Wall, or the Notes go over the
same ground as The Gift proper), Trilogy relies on a formal recursion that uses the lyric’s
assumed spiritual potency to delve progressively deeper into revelation. There is repetition in this
process, of course, but that repetition is vertical and not, as in the prose works, horizontal: one
treads increasingly hallowed ground, or becomes initiated into deeper mysteries which are
intensifications of those previously known.118 In the reading of Trilogy that follows, I will
connect this formal structure to the significance of the lyrical mode in H.D.’s vision of spiritual
realism, showing that Trilogy is the culmination of her desire to found a new religion119 and to
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overcome the modern differentiated imaginary which causes her work to be dismissed as escapist
or nostalgic.

One-Truth in Trilogy
As if meeting charges of nostalgic escapism head-on, H.D. begins her poem in the
present-day. The Walls Do Not Fall is the most historically-situated of the three poems; historical
context appears less frequently in the later ones, Tribute to the Angels and The Flowering of the
Rod. But even at the start historical context is in tension with H.D.’s spiritualist vision. “An
incident here and there,” she begins, in a line that is both true to the sporadic randomness of
aerial bombardment, but which also undermines her poem’s situatedness. And it is not long
before spiritual significance breaks in on H.D.’s English Anywhere:
An incident here and there,
and rails gone (for guns)
from your (and my) old town square:
mist and mist-grey, no colour,
still the Luxor bee, chick and hare
pursue unalterable purpose
in green, rose-red, lapis;
they continue to prophesy
from the stone papyrus:120
The mixture of factual reportage (rails gone) and symbolism (Luxor bee) is, as we have seen,
typical of H.D.’s work in the period. But there is a formal effect which we might easily miss:
H.D.’s use of colons at the end of stanzas guide the reader further into the mystery, distilling the
significance of the historical situation. Here that form leads us to approach ruins, ruins that evoke
the temple at Karnak (in Egypt) which H.D. saw in 1923 (as her dedication reminds us). These
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ruins are opened by the repurposing of the town’s rails for war material, by a moment of material
stripping-bare that is more strongly apparent in bomb damage: “there as here, there are no doors:
// the shrine lies open to the sky….” Paradoxically, the ruin of war provides an opening—a literal
opening—to spiritual significance; the old occult symbols “continue to prophesy.” As in the
poetry of World War I, destruction leads to re-enchantment—but here H.D. remains its master,
making it serve her occult vision. The associational logic at play here mimics the free play of
symbols found in H.D.’s prose, yet the formal regularity provided by this lyric’s stanza form
focuses the symbolism into different levels, allowing us to understand them not quite
hierarchically, but nonetheless according to a logic of depth. War ruins lead to Egyptian ruins,
which lead to psychological ruin, “our desolation.”121 This culminates in a meditation on the
significance of survival and ends with the question that galvanizes the rest of Trilogy: “we
passed the flame: we wonder / what saved us? what for?”122
The question inaugurates Trilogy not only as an attempt to found a new religion, but to do
so as one who has survived war’s violence, who emerges when so much has been stripped away.
I mentioned at the start that the war function, for H.D., as a psychic release, allowing her to write
at a rate unprecedented in the prior decade (and producing works of greater quality). There is no
question that H.D. the writer benefitted from the war. That fact might give us qualms about her
project, especially when her claims to “the gift” that authorizes it begin with a burning girl as the
sign of H.D.’s own giftedness. The same uneasiness attends her seemingly casual conflation of
bombed-out residences with ancient ruins, her curious omission of corpses in Trilogy (though
elsewhere the omission is not total). Such facts seem to point in the direction of a callous
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indifference to life in favor of her spiritual realism, which is really a more complicated way of
saying that she is, if nothing else, an escapist when it comes to ethical questions.
It is impossible to completely exonerate her from this charge. Yet as the question at the
end of this section implies—“what saved us? what for?”—she imagines her role as poet-priestess
as a lifegiving one because she speaks to those survivors who have witnessed the shells of the
old sureties (material confidences, mostly) broken open, has witnessed the refining fire burning
off modernity’s dross. It is like what an ascetic might do to oneself in the search for spiritual
enlightenment, mortifying their fleshly will to reach the divine—only here such mortification is
thrust upon everyone, willing or not, by history. But blaming history is no way forward; instead,
as I argued above, her solution is to transcend history such that the destruction and its aftermath
can be appraised beyond the question of intrinsic right or wrong. (“Evil was active in the land, /
Good was impoverished and sad,”123 she writes immediately after her questions, in the next
section.) She views the modern world-order as fundamentally opposed to true knowledge and
does not find it profitable to mourn its dissolution. What matters is that the war’s destruction
clarifies, that it gives people the opportunity to “recover the Sceptre, / the rod of power.”124 What
she seeks is not annihilation but an embrace of what remains (though one still suspects this
“healing” might only remove the capacity to feel hurt). It is in search of what remains (indeed,
what is eternal and cannot be eliminated) that she steps into the temple.
Stepping into that ruined temple is only the first initiation into this mystery, an initiation
which becomes legible as discrete steps (which correspond to experiences of subjective
consciousness) through H.D.’s stanza form. This first section does not have a rhyme scheme, but
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does contain echoes of sound (which perhaps evoke the explicitly-mentioned echoes of Kennst
du das Land? in Writing on the Wall), echoes which hint at a still deeper structure.125 More than
a few of the words that end these 51 lines terminate in a hissing “s” (guns, purpose, papyrus,
doors, us, Presence, case), and it does not take too much imagination to relate this to the serpent
and thistle symbol which shows up so frequently in H.D.’s writings of the period. There is also
the repetition of an -air sound (there, square, hare, there, air; and closely related are enter, fissure,
fire, for, floor, terror, ember), a feature which perhaps emphasizes the openness of the wartime
ruins and therefore the openness of that context to spiritual revelation. And then there are points
where the two submerged schemes of consonance overlap: “doors” and “endures,” words which
are thematically significant because they evoke passage and continuity.
Most of Trilogy deals with recurrent themes in H.D.’s work which we have already
considered, and yet it is within the lyrical form of Walls that these concerns are first thematically
connected and where she clearly outlines her principal of spiritual realism.126 When “spiritual
realism” appears late in Walls, after an extended meditation on whether her method is simply
based on illusion, the phrase consolidates H.D.’s defense of her writing and her spiritualism
(though of course those are intimately connected). “Let us substitute / enchantment for
sentiment,” she urges at the start of section 35,
re-dedicate our gifts
to spiritual realism,
scrape a palette,
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point pen or brush,
prepare papyrus or parchment,
offer incense to Thoth,127
Mere sentiment—mourning for the dead—has no place here, where writing becomes (as
Anderson observes) an act of occult devotion.128 But more than just the content points us in that
direction. The plosives of not only “spiritual,” “scrape,” “palette,” “point pen,” “prepare
papyrus,” and “parchment” but also “brush,” in conjunction with the soft sounds of “Thoth,”
make this a breathy passage. Foregrounding the breath likely points to the ritualistic nature of the
content (this poetry has a physical dimension, and (like H.D.’s occultism) straddles the abstract
and material); the breathiness also hints at inspiration (when the term is taken literally). Such a
reading is appropriate to H.D.’s designs in this section, for she is going to call on Thoth (who is
simultaneously “the original Ancient-of-days” and “Hermes-thrice-great”) to “invoke the truemagic, / lead us back to the one-truth.”129
This inhuman and transcendent ritual is the conceptual climax of Walls. Section 35
reveals the endpoint of spiritual realism: “true-magic,” “one-truth,” and the unification of before
and after in “eternal verity” of the serpent’s wisdom.130 The hyphenation of the former terms
verbally enacts the latter unification, literally drawing disparate concepts together into a single
term. Though it is more subtle, it is the same sort of literalized re-enchantment whereby “Osiris
equates O-sir-is or O-Sire-is”131 or, in the alchemical transformation of Tribute, “mer, mere,
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mère, mater, Maia, Mary” are drawn into relation.132 Yet not only the form but also the meaning
of “true-magic” and “one-truth” are important, for to speak of “true-magic” is to reconcile
supposed opposites, and to seek “one-truth” is to gesture towards the unification of all truths, all
knowledge, into a single legible system, and to overcome the “oneness lost” seen earlier. This
ambition, as I mentioned at the beginning, can be understood as a desire to overcome modern
differentiation. If we have seen it operative in H.D.’s prose as the blurring of genres, symbols,
discourses, truth-claims and times, it is nonetheless here, in H.D.’s poetry, that the ambition is
not only enacted formally but clearly articulated and elaborated, even given a name.
The work of Tribute to the Angels is to put the ritual of Walls into practice, melding the
Christian Scriptures (from which H.D. quotes liberally) with occult alchemical agents to reveal
the one-truth. H.D. begins Tribute to the Angels by observing that “Hermes Trismegistus / is
patron of alchemists” but also “orators, thieves and poets”.133 With this connection forged, H.D.
enjoins poets to “take what the old-church / found in Mithra’s tomb,” but also what the orthodox
rejected.134 H.D. will “melt down and integrate” all these pieces in a poetic-alchemical process.
A clear example of this process comes in section 8, when H.D. relates the terms “mer,
mere, mère, mater, Maia, Mary” not only graphically, but in terms of their significance. Their
drawing together is the result of an explicitly alchemical process, as H.D. begins by commanding
“Now polish the crucible / and in the bowl distill // a word most bitter, marah, / a word bitterer
still, mar”.135 The first is a biblical word which appears in the account of the Israelites’
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wandering in the desert and means, literally, “bitter.” The second needs no explanation but in this
context evokes the destruction of war to which H.D. alluded in the previous section and, I would
argue, the occult influences that the religiously orthodox will not allow. Through one-truth,
alchemy, destruction, and impurity might yield transcendent insight. H.D. imagines this
alchemical process as a linguistic one; she is “distilling” words here, not physical substances.
Even so, this word-distilling approach provides sufficient proof of her method within the
framework of spiritual realism for words (like matter, like spirit), in her view, are just as real as
anything else.136
Therefore H.D. commands us to distill these two “till marah-mar / are melted, fuse and
join // and change and alter” into the above string of words.137 In line with the search for onetruth the goal is not a purification but an attempt at unification. Significantly, the result does not
remain marah-mar but instead refracts into a variety of terms, a result which goes beyond the
word-magic of Walls and also suggests that H.D.’s “one-truth” is not singular, though it is
unified. And this, in turn, explains why I have argued that H.D.’s project is a counter to
differentiation even though she produces an explosive riot of symbols. The more connections can
be forged, the closer to one-truth H.D. becomes.
H.D. pushes this method far in Tribute to the Angels, using it to challenge the
rationalization of lived time into separate, empty moments. Charles Taylor argues that this
rationalization produces, in distinction to “higher times,” a notion of “homogeneous time”
according to which “we live a uniform, univocal secular time, which we try to measure and
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control in order to get things done.”138 Against this modern perspective H.D. affirms a multitude
of spirits: “Every hour, every moment / has its specific attendant Spirit,” and these spirits can be
tracked by the hands of a clock which “should not separate but relate rather, // our life, this
temporary eclipse to that other…” The last stanza of the section ends in this ellipsis, and in a neat
formal move the first stanza of the next section begins with a corresponding one. The two
sections are two formally connected moments; in the poem, at least, the rational moment gives
way to the spiritual necessity of connection.
Thus Tribute culminates in the moment of the “Lady,” a pivotal symbol in Tribute and
Trilogy more generally. As many scholars have recognized, she symbolizes a feminist
appropriation of religious tradition and H.D.’s own role as a woman poet who seeks to bring
healing to a world ruined in war.139 I would add in this context that the Lady serves as the
guarantor of the one-truth connectedness which Tribute seeks to model. Symbolically clothed in
white, she is not the Christian Mary; but H.D. makes it clear that neither is she an outright
rejection of her.140 For a poet who seeks to appropriate Christian tropes for her own end, this
point is important in its own right. Yet H.D. is also careful to distinguish the Lady from her troop
of occult angels; she is “nearer than Guardian Angel / or good Daemon.” Furthermore
she is not-fear, she is not-war,
but she is no symbolic figure
of peace, charity, chastity, goodness,
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faith, hope, reward141
Contrasted both to the seven angels (represented perhaps by the seven virtues in the last two
lines) and the Biblical Mary, the Lady is something different but the same: “the same—
different—the same attributes, / different yet the same as before.”142 She is both new (a vision
unique to H.D.) and old (connected, somehow, with alchemical and Christian imagery). Though
she is not an angel, she is the symbolic key to the nameless color associated elsewhere in the
poem with the unification of marah-mar, Uriel-Annael, and the half-burnt tree—in short, the
nameless color of the alchemical process. This color is subsumed in the white “all-color.”143
Since the Lady was previously described as having “veils…white as snow”,144 the vision of the
Lady, through the magic of verbal alchemy, resolves the false-starts of H.D.’s attempt to apply
spiritual realism and therefore represents a genuine expansion of the work which she started in
Walls. Even if the new color cannot be named, the imagined presence of the Lady (which
functions not unlike the imaginative intuitive recovery of The Gift) provides a way of
comprehending its ultimate aim. H.D. has enacted a ritualistic practice that transcends modern
divisions (in every sense of the word) through alchemic reunification, an alchemical process that
proceeds as a literalized form of re-enchantment.
Having demonstrated her method and cleared the debris of prior traditions in Tribute to
the Angels, H.D. transitions in The Flowering of the Rod to the mode which dominates her prose
works in the period: that of imaginative historical reconstruction. In this case she invents the
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story of how Mary Magdalene came into possession of the oil she used to anoint Jesus’s feet
before His crucifixion. But before beginning that tale she establishes the theme of this third poem
as resurrection. She seeks to achieve this resurrection by applying the insights of the previous
two poems to her immediate historical situation in order to transcend it: “leave the smouldering
cities below,” she enjoins,
now having given all, let us leave all;
above all, let us leave pity
and mount higher
to love—resurrection.145
The cities smolder; if there is salvation, the fact of destruction simply tells us to seek it elsewhere
than in the material world. As H.D. announces the next phase of her program the lines enclosed
by semicolons give way to the sudden opening of enjambment, even enjambment across a stanza
break as she enjoins, “let us leave pity // and mount higher / to love—resurrection.” H.D. breaks
out of the idiosyncratic start and stop of her commas to rush along in a moment of uplift (does
she rise to it on the thermals of the fires below?). The strong dash connecting love and
resurrection might be read as a more aggressive version of the unifying hyphen, and the pause it
creates also signals the moment of revelation longed for in this section, a revelation which is its
own resurrection.
What H.D. has in mind for “resurrection” is not the traditional Christian version of a
bodily return to life. It is instead connected to her search for one-truth, for as Friedman writes,
“In the Trilogy…the search for ‘resurrection myth, resurrection reality’ is frequently represented
as the attempt to abandon the ‘schisms in consciousness’ for a discovery of the whole, the
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One.”146 Like the geese which still circle the sunken Atlantis, the speaker “would rather drown,
remembering,” for though the birds fall to their deaths they do so “in certain ecstasy, // for theirs
is the hunger / for Paradise.”147 For her the physical flight of the geese is translated into a project
of historical recovery; she speaks of “nostalgia”148 by name and, when saying that she knows her
way like the geese, declares “I have gone forward, / I have gone backward, // I have gone onward
from bronze and iron, / into the Golden Age.”149 This is in essence a description of her method
throughout her wartime writings; here, though, it is given a special urgency. Just as in The Gift,
transcending a progressive view of history authorizes her poetry inasmuch as it redefines
“reality” according to the tenets of spiritual realism.
Instead of the focus on Christ that we might expect given the announcement of H.D.’s
theme as “resurrection,” then, most of the poem is concerned with an imaginative speculation
about how Mary Magdalene obtained the oil with which she anointed Christ’s feet before his
crucifixion. According to H.D.’s telling, she receives it from Kaspar, a merchant-mage who
gives her the jar of oil which is of a pair with the oil he (as one of the three Magi) gave to Christ
at His birth. While still lyrical, the Mary-Kaspar episode anticipates H.D.’s prose of the period.
The latter part of Flowering is the only stretch of Trilogy which has a sustained narrative. Like
the events in those prose works it is vividly depicted, shying away from traditional forms of plot
in favor of skipping around chronologically, presenting shades of intention and significance
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layered in the smallest details (a scarf, light on Mary’s hair). And like in the prose, these
moments of apparently minimal significance are supposed to reveal transcendent spiritual truths.
What causes Kaspar to part with his myrrh is a visionary experience of Mary, who has
taken on spiritual significance from the seven demons cast out of her, but which are still,
somehow, present. The light on Mary’s hair produces an image of three women, and in the
circlet the last wears on her head there is a gem (whose color he can’t name, like the mysterious
color produced by the distillation in Tribute). In that gem he sees “the whole secret of the
mystery” which “opened like a flower.”150 Then he hears “words neither sung nor chanted / but
stressed rhythmically,” words he does not know. The voice stressing the “transmuted its message
// through spiral upon spiral of the shell / of memory that yet connects us // with the drowned
cities of pre-history”.151
This highly significant section draws together numerous themes, and their conjunction
reveals once again that associated with her project of spiritual realism is a resistance to
differentiation. First, the expansion of the gem into a flower which shows the lost Paradise
provides the access to resurrection-as-imaginative-recovery which H.D. works toward in this
poem. Second, the “rhythmic” quality of the words is here clearly associated with the coming of
the “gift” in The Gift, and the reference to a shell of racial memory brings us to the Kennst du
das Land? passage in Tribute to Freud, where the words of the poem echo as if in a shell. Lyric
re-enchantment is heavily involved in this moment of spiritual revelation, a moment of
breakthrough that forms the conceptual climax of the poem.
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Though “no one will ever know // whether it was a sort of spiritual optical-illusion,”152
the experience is enough to motivate Kaspar to give the myrrh to Mary (thus solidifying through
narrative the verbal-alchemical associations of Tribute). H.D. explicitly renders this as a decision
to accept Mary (identified with the Lady of Flowering) whose gleaming hair leads to a vision of
refracted light which invokes the “all-colour” of the whiteness of the Lady’s dress. The emphasis
on refracted light also signals a move to a smaller and smaller scale in this passage (lady to gem
to gleam of light). This tightening of focus invokes the recursion of the tightening scales of
Trilogy, which moves from the world-historical immediacy of Walls to the attempt to perfect an
alchemical process within that context and finally, here, to a brief episode encapsulated (through
its name) in one line of the previous poem. Yet in many ways the most minute is the most
significant. All of Trilogy culminates here. Scale does not matter, and this too emphasizes the
role H.D. gives herself through an intensified form of lyric re-enchantment: something as small
as a dash between words really does bring unity.153
We gain a final, key insight into H.D.’s project when we recognize that Kaspar’s
resistance to the above resurrection is explicitly a desire for differentiation. The last holdout in
Kaspar’s mind is his inclination to “sharply differentiate, / clearly define the boundaries of
beauty” against the scandal that she represents to propriety.154 Kaspar’s “differentiate” is not the
sociological term “differentiation,” but that semantic difference would not matter on the terms of
H.D.’s spiritual realism. Like the Lady, the terms are “the same—different—the same attributes,
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/ different yet the same as before,”155 united by their etymological origins. And yet it is not only
H.D.’s spiritual realism which causes me to read Kaspar’s “differentiate” in terms of
“differentiation.” As we have seen, all the themes and formal moves of H.D.’s wartime work
point in this direction. The blurring of genres, the conflation of spiritualism and the material
world and literature, and the transcendence of history all point towards a vision of the world
which recognizes differences but also gestures towards the transcendent one-truth that we have
supposedly lost: the recognition of the sameness at the heart of all experience (for in this view
experience is reality). Given that she occupies a historical milieu which saw the
institutionalization of modern theories of differentiation, and given that her project is set so
consciously against the anti-spiritualist grain of that milieu, it is no accident that H.D. should
formulate her project using the same terms as those who declare differentiation to be a fact of
life. Against the surface appearance of war (and modernity more generally) as a splitting-apart of
formerly-connected wholes, a trend toward difference at the expense of unity, she affirms the
unity of her own experience, elevating it into a transcendent principle which was more real to her
than supposedly inevitable social trends.156 It is experience that tells Kaspar beauty cannot be
differentiated, however much he might try to rationalize the experience.
H.D. wrote lyrics of arresting beauty, but what transforms her work into that of a major
poet is her linking of poetic beauty to a serious attempt to think outside modernity, to transform
it by counteracting differentiation. Those who called her “escapist” and “nostalgic” were correct,
but on H.D.’s terms these were endorsements, not reasons to dismiss her. Few have seen them
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that way. She has attracted few initiates; she has not founded a new religion in any meaningful
sense. Her achievement (on anyone else’s terms) is merely aesthetic, but it is an achievement that
strains against being understood as only aesthetic as she seeks to push lyric re-enchantment into a
spiritual practice. If we cannot endorse her spiritualist claims—if we think her anti-sentimental
response to the war inhuman, or if her subordination of truth (even historical fact) to a
foreordained transcendent principle has troubling implications—this does not mean her work can
be dismissed. H.D.’s defense of her poetry as the product of an oracular vocation is perhaps the
most thoroughgoing attempt to justify the significance of poetry through an appeal to religion
and spirituality. But it is also more. In her sustained rejection of modernity, her campaign against
differentiation, she offers a clear example of what it might mean to reject modernity in the name
of something new. On her own terms she is escapist in the manner of those who emerge from a
bombed-out building. On terms other than her own—on the terms of those of us who are more or
less content with life in modernity—her alternate vision of life must still be taken seriously, for it
is a seriously-offered response to challenges and impasses that are at the core of the lyric’s
significance in secular modernity. As decades spent defending her own poetry shows, to be an
escapist of H.D.’s caliber is a serious undertaking.
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Chapter 4
David Jones’s Secular Vocation
The Limits of Re-Enchantment

David Jones, like the poets discussed in the previous two chapters, thought the culture of
his time needed restoration. And like H.D., he had worked out a theory of art which understood it
as intrinsically religious—not occult, but intrinsically sacramental in the Catholic sense. In his
essay on “Art and Sacrament” he argues that “the notion of sign implies the sacred” because the
physical sign and the sacred both participate in a significance beyond themselves.1 Not only does
the artistic sign point beyond itself, but “All art re-presents” (or again makes present that which
it signifies) “under other forms.”2 In Jones’s view this re-presentation makes art like the
sacrament of the Eucharist which (in Catholic theology) makes the body of Christ truly present
in the form of bread.3 The arts do the same thing in other forms—paint, sculpture, poetry.
But is this “sacramentalism” really the same as that found in the Catholic Sacraments (as
most of Jones’s readers have assumed), or is this yet another ultimately non-dogmatic
deployment of religious terminology? How far Jones is willing to push this analogy between art
and religion is unclear; to say that all art is religious simultaneously invites charges from devout
1
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and secularists, charges (respectively) of blasphemy and willful appropriation. Identifying art as
a sacrament seems to take lyric re-enchantment too far, making of its fictiveness a dogma (a
word that is especially urgent in this context). Drawing art and religion together so closely at first
suggests that Jones might view poetry’s role as a focus of supernatural power to be brought to
bear on social decline.
This suggestion turns out to be wrong. Though he elaborated an intensely religious theory
of art, Jones (unlike H.D.) did not believe that this religious nature provided access to
supernatural power. On the terms of contemporary society, the paradigm of poetic
interventionism I have outlined in the last two chapters was not one he could accept, not from the
start of his career—with In Parenthesis in 1937—nor at the end—with a collection of poems
titled The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments in 1974. In “The Tutelar of the Place,” from that
last volume, we don’t find Jones reveling in the bombastic blasts of modernism’s genesis—we
find him, literally, begging for mercy:
Queen of the differentiated sites, administratrix of the demarcations, let our cry
come unto you.
…………………………………………………
In the bland megalopolitan light
where no shadow is by day or by night
be our shadow.
…………………………………………………
In all times of Gleichschaltung, in the days of the central economies, set up the
hedges of illusion round some remnant of us, twine the wattles of mist, white-web
a Gwydion-hedge…4
Here Jones engages in the hallmarks of lyric re-enchantment, using apostrophic address to
invoke this “Queen of the differentiated sites” who, as an amalgam of folkloric elements and
Catholic Marianism, is Jones’s own invention (or his idiosyncratic take on Mary). But the re-
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enchantment falls short; “Tutelar” collapses into prose at its end, suggesting that if the
poem/prayer is to have any effect it must be achieved outside the poem, outside any immediate
power of re-enchantment.
In Jones’s later work one finds that supernaturalist re-enchantment has been rendered
inert by the social conditions that make it so appealing. In “Tutelar” Jones speaks of a “remnant”
exposed to “the bland megalopolitan light” of the age. “[M]egalopolitan” is a term Jones borrows
from Oswald Spengler.5 In Jones’s use it refers to humanity’s increasing concentration in everexpanding cities and the corresponding concentration of power there, and he commonly applies
the adjective to “technocracy,” associating this power with methods of modern manufacture and
technology, a concern we saw in the first chapter. Under such megalopolitan, technocratic
dominance Jones turns to poetry as a form of entreaty, not as an immanent locus of power. The
latter seemed barred to him.
It would be incorrect, however, to take Jones’s analysis at face value and explain his
more limited role for poetry as a straightforward product of the social conditions in which he
lived. Those same social conditions certainly did not stop H.D., who was writing her most
explicitly occult poetry at the same time Jones was writing essays that assumed poetry had no
intrinsic power to overcome social conditions. The difference between Jones and H.D. is
therefore not due to social conditions; it is a foundational difference in their construals of reenchantment and their respective theologies. Jones, whose acceptance of Catholic
sacramentalism implies a real belief in the supernatural, nonetheless does not extend that
supernatural power to poetry itself. This is because Jones’s intensely religious theory of art is
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based on a secular assumption: that there are types of religion that have no necessary connection
to the supernatural. We have already seen this important distinction between religion and the
supernatural in the work of Alan Gilbert, who believes that secularization can most accurately be
described as the diminishing social legitimacy of the supernatural.6 In such conditions, there are
types of religious adherence that do not invoke the supernatural and instead focus on life in this
world. Gilbert’s work thus suggests a counterintuitive way of reading the intensely religious
Jones: as pursuing a poetic vocation that, in its disavowal of supernatural power, is
fundamentally secular insofar as it deals with the nature and function of poetry.
This difference between a generally religious and a strictly supernatural role for poetry is
apparent in Jones’s The Anathemata, a long poem that stands next to In Parenthesis as Jones’s
two major works. What we see early in The Anathemata is that religious history intrinsically
involves secular history. The poem’s fragmentary narrative follows a Roman ship from the
Mediterranean to Britain, to London, and as it departs for an unknown destination; as an analogy
for the history of Christianity, this narrative is not too surprising. But what is surprising is that
Jones spends the opening sections of the poem contemplating evolutionary origins which seem
remote from contemporary religious practices. His expansive scope threatens to devolve into
absurdity as Jones renders it in his idiosyncratic, autodidactic style. “Who knows,” Jones asks,
“at what precise phase, or from what floriate green-room, the Master of Harlequinade, himself
not made, maker of sequence and permutation in all things made, called us from our co-laterals
out, to dance the Funeral Games of the Great Mammalia, as, long, long, long before, these
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danced out the Dinosaur?”7 There is much going on in this passage: Jones positing that God (“the
Master of Harlequinade”) is the guiding influence behind our evolution (“called us from our colaterals out”), and that art is connected with ritual (“dance the Funeral Games”) from the
beginning. As he puts it—who knows?
The answer is not as important as how the question is framed. Jones imagines this
narrative of origins and developments as being influenced by God, of course, but in outlining the
development he privileges material and historical developments, putting the narrative he outlines
within a secular frame. Before the long question in the previous paragraph he mentions the
emergence of “anthropoid / anthropoi,” and within The Anathemata he draws on a body of
anthropological, archaeological, and geological knowledge to chart this development. The story
he tells has spiritual importance. But it is constrained within a historical horizon; human
artefacture begins with the divine intelligence working “down among the palaeo-zoe,” animals to
which we humans are unfathomably but foundationally related. This basic, biological connection
is as important to Jones’s view of art as it is to his sacramentalism, for without those forerunners
“How else we? / or he, himself?” And ultimately, “How else her iconography? / How other his
liturgy?”8
In The Anathemata Jones shows that even the high sacramentalism of the Catholic
mass—especially the high sacramentalism of the Catholic mass—is unthinkable without a
history of this-worldly biological functions and historical development. Jones (unlike H.D.) does
not imagine the connections between ancient ritual and contemporary Catholicism as originating
in an atemporal, esoteric aestheticism, grounded only in a similarity of form and symbolic
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potential. That connection does exist. But for Jones their historical genealogy is just as
important, and it complements his sacramentalism, in effect making re-enchantment subordinate
to historical and societal realities. The Anathemata, though a religious poem, is also a secular
one.
This secular, historical frame is essential to Jones’s sacramentalism, but in the
contemporary context it presents a challenge to the continuation of that sacramental project.
After In Parenthesis, Jones joins the other poets in this dissertation not so much in his active
deployment of re-enchantment to justify his poetic vocation as in the fact that his poetry and
critical writings serve as a reminder of re-enchantment’s limits. For Jones, these limits come
because the possibilities provided by re-enchantment (and all art generally) are mostly
determined by social conditions, not vice versa.
As I outlined in the introduction, by the time that Jones was writing The Anathemata it
was clear that Britain was becoming a secular society. Awareness of that progressive
secularization is present within the poem, appearing near the beginning where Jones speaks of
parishioners standing “at the sagging end and chapter’s close.”9 His is an era of endings, not just
in religious matters. Near the end of the poem, in a striking moment of anachronism that
nonetheless places us in Jones’s own historical context, the poet imagines Pontius Pilate as an
agent of the British Empire, napping at another chapter’s close—the hour of Christ’s death:
It is the empty time
after tiffin
and before his first stiff peg.
The fact-man, Europa’s vicar
the Samnite of the Pontian gens
within the conditioned room
sleeps on
secure under the tiffany.
9
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They sting like death
at afternoon.

10

Jones pointedly transposes the Roman Empire in its twilight, at the hour of Christ’s crucifixion,
with the British Empire at its end. He would go on to elaborate and expand this association
between the Passion and empire in a series of interconnected poems in The Sleeping Lord and
Other Fragments (“The Wall,” “The Fatigue,” and “The Tribune’s Visitation”). But here, in The
Anathemata, the point of the napping colonial official is that one historical epoch—that of
Britain’s role as a colonial superpower—has come to an end. Though there is still “empty time”
in which the remaining institutions of the imperial system will sleep on, that epoch has played
itself out. Some new arrangement will emerge—not violently, as with Yeats’s gyres, but in the
numbing intensification of megalopolitan technocratic trends.
Jones knew re-enchantment had no power to overcome those trends. In this chapter, I will
argue that his invocation of Catholic sacramentalism is not meant to invoke supernatural power,
but instead has the more humble goal of continuing aesthetic mediation—a secular function to
which the Catholic sacraments are analogously (but only analogously) related. In effect Jones
joins W.H. Auden (in Matthew Mutter’s description) as a Christian poet opposed to unjustified,
magical transformations (really appropriations) of reality through poetic enchantment. 11 Jones,
though a believer in supernatural Catholicism, thus imagined his poetic career in secular terms.
This admittedly contentious interpretation is not meant to appropriate him for the cause of
secularization; neither is it meant to deny his sincere commitment to dogmatic, conservative
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Catholicism and to religious art.12 Reading Jones as having a commitment to the secular when
many who study his work are motivated by his status as a religious poet and thinker is likely to
appear perverse. But, in the narrow way I am using the term, there is truth and value in claiming
that Jones’s poetic vocation is a secular one. One consequence of this secular vocation is that
Jones serves as a model for religiously devout artists who would responsibly confront the given
social, political, and economic realities of his time. He did not surrender his intellectual integrity
to these givens; he mourned the turn contemporary society had taken to a world increasingly rife
with alienation and the cheapening products of an oppressive global economic system. But for all
his opposition to the social trends of his own historical moment he never rejected it as
historically illegitimate, or looked for comfort in aesthetic escapism. When I say that Jones
accepted a secular vocation, then, I mean that he recognized the reorientation of public life away
from a concern for religious significance, and knew that if he was not going to give up art in this
context he would have to pursue it on fundamentally different terms than did the liturgists of the
early church. Since (as we will see) Jones is explicit about these realities in his essays, I am in
effect only applying observations found in Jones’s own arguments to his own poetry.
Still, even though Jones’s poetic vocation is a secular one, like many of the other poets in
this dissertation he sought to resist secularization through these secular means. His career as a
poet and essayist is not only in opposition to secularization but is facilitated by it. Recognizing
this fact makes sense of some of his work’s fundamental tensions—between religion and the
supernatural, between everyday objects and the fine arts, and between poetry and religion. These
tensions are self-consciously engaged with (not simply products of) the social context in which
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Jones found himself, a context he obviously shared with other British writers. For too long Jones
has been imagined as a marginal, idiosyncratic holdover, in part because of his religious
commitments. Reading his poetic vocation as secular, however, allows us to understand his
participation in the diffuse mid-twentieth-century literary movement retroactively known as late
modernism—and in turn, it allows us to re-read late modernism’s formal features and social
context as indicating a secular turn in literature. Late modernism, like Jones’s own work, rejects
supernatural re-enchantment as a means of societal intervention; it increasingly turns to the
political and social. Still, Jones continues to defend the legitimacy of aesthetic mediation—a
secular role Jones described as “sacramental.” Aesthetic mediation is threatened as the romantic
arrangement according to which poetry analogously relates mind and nature (the subject of my
first chapter) continues to erode, and authorial attempts to supply an alternate meaning flounder;
poetry is increasingly forced back on itself, becoming more self-reflexive. As Jones recognized,
secularization is behind this erosion; as a secondary effect it calls even the fictiveness of the
aesthetic into question, undermining poetry’s supposed ability to change society. Jones therefore
does not seek to change society through re-enchantment, but asks how poetry might continue to
be meaningful in a society that (as a result of societal trends linked to secularization) devalues
everything that is not immediately useful.

Non-Supernatural Sacramentalism in The Anathemata
The Anathemata posits that the political and social changes in Jones’s own time affect the
prospects for religious life in Britain—but what effect? Jones does not know what the new
arrangement will be. After leaving London, the destination of the poem’s central ship is not
clear—it makes no final landfall but slips out of sight, still on the ocean. The historical trajectory
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stalls out, leaving open the question of what will happen to British Christianity in the
contemporary period (though the prospects look grim).
Still, the poem seems to present a formal answer to the challenges of secularization.
While the main narrative follows the journey of a ship and its captain, the poem begins, ends,
and continually returns to a priest celebrating the sacrament of the Eucharist in the poetic
present. Thus the framing pattern of the Mass—descriptions of which appear often at the end of
sections, formally associating the other events of the poem with the actions of the celebrant—
becomes a symbolic parallel for the journey of the ship. It provides an abstract indication of
where the ship is headed: “Here, in this place / as in Sarras city / (where the maim was ended / at
the voyage-end) in his second Ephrata / here in the upper cave of bread / between his creatures
again his Body shows.”13 The place where “again his Body shows” is the Eucharist; “here” is not
only the historical site of the crucifixion, “On Ariel Hill, on Sion tumulus,” but wherever the
Mass is celebrated.14 And so the Mass with which The Anathemata began (and which as Tom
Goldpaugh argues forms the beginning in terms of the writing process, and remained the frame
around which Jones added other material), becomes its end.15 As we read in another late
modernist poem, “In my end is my beginning.”16 The Eucharistic Mass thus seems to stand
outside of history as an answer to the challenge of religion’s historical decline, its precarity in
contemporary Britain.
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This reading presents a supernatural answer to the problem of religion’s future: through
the sacramental form of the poem Jones seems to call forth the supernatural presence of God
which guarantees religion’s continuing survival. But while this is good Catholic theology, the
poem cannot actually make God present unless it assumes a function identical and
indistinguishable from that of the Eucharist. For all Jones’s talk of sacramental art there is a
slippage between artistic “sacrament” and Catholic Sacraments. To say that the poetic
representation of the Mass gives a formal unity to the poem is one thing; it is another thing
entirely to say that this poetic representation gives a real solution to the historical problems with
which Jones was grappling in his lived experience. If the poem could resolve those dilemmas, it
would supernaturally transform reality through a version of re-enchantment, attaining a status
indistinguishable from Catholic sacramentalism. But Jones’s continued struggle with the survival
of “sacramental” art after The Anathemata shows that he did not think the poem guarantees
religion’s survival in its own power. Against the obvious interpretation of the Mass’s
transcendent ritualism as resolving the poem’s historical tensions, Jones’s construction of a
compensatory formal structure remains in the realm of the aesthetic, and this is a sign of Jones’s
difference from the poets of the last two chapters (save the later Eliot, who had a similar respect
for religious orthodoxy).
What prevents us from reading the Mass as the formal compensation for the poem’s
disintegrating historical narrative is that the poem makes a clear argument against such
substitution. We have seen the poem place the Mass firmly within secular history; it must be
through this same history (not through a detached aestheticism) that the Mass can be valid. And
an abstract, ahistorical reading militates against its earlier emphasis on bodily reality in the
poem’s central and lengthiest section, “The Lady of the Pool.” This section describes the ship’s
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stopover in London, when the semi-anonymous captain walks around town and is accosted by
the elderly Elen Monica, the titular lady and main figure of the section. She speaks as a prophetic
everywoman, not as an oracle—her pronouncements are rooted in experience, and rather than
ambiguity she traffics in wordplay: puns whose purpose is to show the truth housed in
language’s materiality. Her stories are similarly physical. She tells, for example, of repeated
romantic encounters with a “maudlin inceptor” whose speech typifies the abstract dogma of the
Catholic Church.17 But Elen Monica’s own interests are decidedly non-dogmatic. In one
encounter, meant to be a romantic tryst, she rebukes the inceptor for reciting a Latin motto, “his
hand the while a-fondle-ing the wall…”18 She will have none of this. “I cried: Enough! / Let’s to
terrestrial flesh, or / bid good-night, I thought.”19 Against the inceptor’s abstract and
intellectualized attempts to imagine her as a symbol of Rome, Monica insists straightforwardly
that if they are going to have sex they should have sex.
By giving so much time to Monica (her London section is the poem’s longest) and by
presenting her as a canny, world-wise woman, Jones sets her up as a foil to the potentially “nonterrestrial” drift of the allegorized ship. Through her Jones establishes a point of contact between
abstract history (the ship’s journey) and the on-the-ground realities of London life. Her assertion
of embodied reality, her refusal to indulge an untethered historical imagination, is the counterpart
of the seemingly tidy resolution-by-formal abstraction that the end of the poem would at first
suggest. There is no corresponding bodily reality at the poem’s end.
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Yet on this point a reader—particularly a Catholic reader—might object that because the
Eucharist makes the body of Christ physically present, and because of Jones’s sincere belief in
Catholic dogma, the end of the poem actually does invoke bodily reality in its description of the
Sacrament, providing a satisfactory and formally-complete solution to an unwieldy history. On
one level, this is correct: the poem points us to the Eucharist as the physical event (perpetually
reenacted) which grounds the significance of bodily life. Even so, invocation is not presentation;
neither is re-presentation. The poem is not an actual Mass. To read the poem as making the body
of Christ present is to draw a false equivalence between the form of the Mass’s representation in
the poem and the form of sacramental worship of the Mass proper. As Thomas Berenato argues,
Jones flirts with such equivalences between art and religion without truly making them; art does
not quite replicate the power of the mass because it is not quite the same thing—only an
analogous representation of the thing.20 Jones himself acknowledges this late in “Art and
Sacrament” when he claims “whatever is denoted under ‘Shrimp Girl’ [is] really present” in
Hogarth’s painting but then qualifies that by adding “Not, needless to say, ‘really present’ in the
particular sense used by the theologians, but in a certain analogous sense.”21 Artistic form comes
close to providing the same physical presence as the Mass—but strictly speaking it does not.
The true “here” in which the poem’s attempted formal resolution can become actual is
neither the book as an object nor the topos of reading (as it might be for Pound or H.D.). It is
instead the moment at which the sacrament of the Mass is actually performed, a sacrament in
which Jones participated in the course of his religious observance. The poem points outward,
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beyond itself, to the total rite which it can recall, re-present, but which it cannot be: the Mass.
The Anathemata therefore demonstrates the limit of Jones’s belief in truly immanent representation in a non-liturgical context. This poem about a mass, whose title invokes objects set
aside for worship, cannot make the Mass truly present as a solution to the problem of history.
And yet in its mediation of embodied experience, history, and spirituality, it recalls the function
of the mass in a way which establishes an analogous relation precisely because that relation is
limited. As in the poetry of Pound and H.D., in The Anathemata poetry’s significance stems from
its religious associations; but Jones’s poem only gestures towards a resolution derived from
supernatural power which operates elsewhere. He does not claim to instantiate it within the
poem.

An Art More Religious than Others
Key to the non-supernatural nature of Jones’s poetic project is his subordination of art to
the societal conditions in which it is produced. This subordination becomes evident in the fact
that, though Jones expands the concept of art to include objects of everyday use, he
simultaneously restricts its power. In his criticism Jones holistically views all objects—even
workaday ones like spoons—as involved with the aesthetic. Yet just as his view of the arts is
simultaneously more catholic and more Catholic, he does not believe that the arts have any
power to intervene in society. We can call the first difference (viewing everyday objects as art) a
retreat from highbrow aestheticism; we can call the second a retreat from social intervention. In
this section I will explain why these factors show Jones has a secular view of the practice of art.
As I argued in my introduction, it is possible to maintain a minimal participation in
secular practices while remaining devoted to a religion. More important than Jones’s insistence
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that all art is religious, in this regard, is his belief that the forms art might take and the roles it
might play are constrained by the social context in which an artist works. Despite art’s religious
nature, the role of the artist as artist is largely determined by the immanent social frame.
This subordination is the key to understanding the tension between Jones’s abstract
definition of the arts as engaging all objects of human manufacture and his claims that,
practically speaking, the arts are increasingly imperiled in contemporary society. We see that
peril in a post-1952 essay addressing the predicament of Welsh-language art. Here Jones writes
of the disappeared and disappearing Welsh heritage that
I see it as a civilizational situation—of traditions wholly or partly lost—of
linguistic changes that can’t be overcome. And, after all, ‘artists’ or ‘poets’ of
whatever sort can best work within the civilizational or cultural setting in which
they find themselves. They are not responsible for the particular circumstances in
which they were born. So I suppose the most that any of us can do is to ‘show
forth’ the things that seem real to us and which we have inherited by this accident
or that. It does not matter whether it’s appreciated at all. What does matter is that
one feels oneself that it is valid.”22
If Jones had stopped at “It does not matter whether it’s appreciated at all,” he might have been
putting forth an aestheticist account, endorsing the role of the tragic artist-hero struggling against
an unsympathetic world. On such a view true art might continue—indeed, it might only be
possible—by thumbing its nose at society’s indifference and opposition, in the process justifying
the arts’ autonomy and aloofness from the world.
In contrast to such aestheticism, Jones’s insistence on artistic “validity” recognizes a
necessary connection between art and its historical moment. Jones defines this validity as
proceeding from the particular and “contactual”—in other words, from lived, everyday
experience. In the same essay he praises Joyce for having this quality of rootedness and historical
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connection. Jones rightly understands that Joyce is best understood as rooted to a particular
place: “It was from the particular that he made the general shine out. That is to say he was
quintessentially ‘incarnational.’”23 Jones writes that Joyce’s “data (his visual, felt, data I mean),
were accurate, experiential and contactual. And something of this sort is a necessity to the
making of a work, there can be no getting round that necessity in the long run. The imagination
must work through what is known and known by a kind of touch.”24 In Jones’s reading, Joyce’s
work is unimaginable without his belonging to a particular place, a particular culture. Similar
claims surface in his readings of Hopkins (through whom Welsh culture influenced the
subsequent course of “the poetry of the Island as a whole”), and of Malory.25 And in the previous
passage on Joyce, in order to be valid art must “‘show forth’ [in quasi-theological fashion] the
things that seem real to us and which we have inherited,” and it must show forth these things in a
formal approach which reveals contemporary realities. In making such a work the imagination
must proceed “by a kind of touch,” never losing contact with its historical and social context. Art
does not (as in H.D.’s occult vision) float free from or actively reconfigure society; society sets
the terms for art.
But because art comes into being “by a kind of touch,” what happens when one’s context,
from the smallest physical objects to the most abstract ideological frameworks, resists that
contact? We have already seen (in my first chapter) the consequences of poetry’s social
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subordination for Jones’s own work. In a society whose economic and social trends make the arts
increasingly marginal, that seems less and less capable of description according to traditional
tropes and methods, Jones believes that the arts themselves are less viable. This perceived lack of
viability generates the frantic lyricism of “A, a, a, Domine Deus”:
I have felt for His Wounds
in nozzles and containers.
I have wondered for the automatic devices.
……………………………
….I have said to the perfect steel, be my sister and for the glassy towers I thought
I felt some beginnings of His creature, but A, a, a, Domine Deus, my hands found
the glazed work unrefined and the terrible crystal a stage-paste.26
The emotional force of this poem comes from juxtaposing the speaker’s yearning for existential
affirmation and the inadequacy of the surrounding objects to fulfill that desire. In the language of
the modernist idiom which had been superseded by the end of Jones’s career, this is not simply a
case of lacking a suitable objective correlative for an experience; it is the denial that such
modern, material objects can successfully function as objective correlatives.
With a nod to my first chapter, this is also a poem that attempts to activate the traditional
enchanting powers of poetry in coming to terms with the cold instrumentalization of modern life.
Through re-enchantment, Jones wants to recognize these objects as worthy of love, assimilable
into a framework of value that he feels compelled to create. But the attempt is unsuccessful;
Jones never breaks past the surface. Re-enchantment appears to have failed his desired end. In
part this is because Jones conflates the “feelings” of lyrical emotion (“I thought I felt some
beginnings of his creature”) with what the speaker’s hands physically feel when they attempt to
come to grips with modernity. This secular conflation involves immanence—etymologically,
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what can be felt—at the most basic level. As a result, these encounters with manufactured and
machine-tooled artifacts reads more as a routinized checklist of strategies than a rhapsodic
recounting of authentic experience, underscoring the alienation of Jones’s speaker despite intense
(so intense it is almost comic) effort. And at the end, the lyric impetus gives way to one of
Jones’s signature prosey passages. What the work becomes—as the title of “A, a, a Domine
Deus” implies—is a cry of despair, a despair that according to the terms of Jones’s own theory
refers to the status of both art and religion.
But “A, a, a, Domine Deus” only represents one extreme of Jones’s comments on the
everyday objects that we must touch in order to make valid art. Elsewhere he is more optimistic
about the potential of everyday objects to serve as examples of significant artefacture. In 1944’s
“Wales and Visual Form,” for example, Jones claims “that a drawing or a painting belongs as
much to the ‘plastics’ as does a statue in the round or relief—or for that matter a door post, a
sword hilt, a tea-cup.”27 In “Art in Relation to War,” contemporary with “Art and Democracy,”
Jones identifies artistic beauty as belonging to both poems and shoes.28 And when reflecting on
one of his most significant early influences, the Catholic artist Eric Gill, Jones describes his view
of art as encompassing both portrait-painter and hedger: “The principle of unity that Eric Gill
sought was one which should include the bricklayer, the pastry-cook, the hedger, the housepainter, the sacrificing priest, the portrait-painter, the architect—that these and all men should
first of all, and most of all, be concerned to do their jobs well.”29 In associating house-painting
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and portrait-painting, Jones seems not to reserve a special place for the “fine” arts over other
types of making. Potentially, at least, they are all artistic.
Elsewhere Jones explicitly says that these vocations are united to the fine arts by aesthetic
concerns. “At all events,” he writes, “in the practice of an art, whether of making a writing or
making a drawing or making a wooden spoon, one learns something of the surprising
contradictions and metamorphoses which such words [“as ‘finish’, ‘form’, ‘represent’, ‘shape’,
‘composition and the like”] must be made to cover if they are to be used other than in some
narrow, arbitrary, convenient-for-the-occasion, academic or superficial sense.”30 His emphasis is
on “making,” not the act of writing—such that “a writing” above becomes a thing among
drawings and spoons. Moreover, even spoons (ideally) require a maker to pay attention to
aesthetic questions like form and representation. This is a significant departure from the highbrow aestheticism that can be discerned at times in the work of Eliot and Pound. Jones believes
that even the simplest artforms are truly art, and that the finest of fine arts are at their root a
“making.”
This more catholic vision of art seems to contradict the despair of “A, a, a, Domine
Deus,” which describes modern objects as cold and alienating. But in the end, Jones did
recognize a distinction between the fine arts and other made things. Though he is willing to
admit a level of art in the making of tables, that practice necessarily involves less of “one’s
relationship to the Battle of Hastings or to the Nicene Creed” than writing a poem.31 As one
looks closer, Jones’s distinction between the fine arts and the objects of everyday life is not only
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predicated on a reverence for the former; it is also established by society’s rejection of the fine
arts as meaningful practices. Tom Goldpaugh observes that “Jones was directed by two impulses.
One was a conviction that modern civilization was inherently antagonistic to the symbolic and
sacral. The other claimed that the ability to make signs defines humans, and that all art is a form
of sacrament.”32 We could understand these impulses as being torn between the immanent and
transcendent, identifying the fine arts (and the aesthetic) with the latter. This might explain
Jones’s appraisal of modernity’s antagonism to the fine arts when he observes “Of any modern
artist it may be said that he is an oddity. Our culture-situation is such that any practitioner of the
‘fine arts’ is, today, an agreeable extra. Such a person is not knit with, has no necessary part in,
exists by sufferance of, our civilization. The makers of magnetic-mine parts can pursue their
activities knowing that their finished work will disclose that unconscious beauty which is the
hall-mark of a valid product—not so the maker of carvings.”33 The fine artist, unlike the maker
of spoons, is superfluous.
But to the degree that the maker of spoons is a maker he or she participates in the same
marginalization; the split is not between fine arts and practical arts, transcendence and
immanence, but between arts and what Jones calls “the utile.” “The utile” is a radically
materialist mindset which subordinates every end to that of usefulness, and which Jones claimed
had overtaken European civilization to the point that one must “search in antique-dealers’ shops
for a single spoon that does not affront the senses….”34 Under the regime of the utile the artist
might suffer marginalization, but the maker of spoons (if any human maker can still be found) is
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in such a bad state that their work is not even recognized as a legitimate domain of art. The
problem is not just that the fine arts are increasingly rejected; the everyday arts, the making of
shoes or spoons, are increasingly rendered less artistic because under mass production they are
stripped of their aesthetic qualities. These two developments (the marginalization of art, the deaestheticization of such objects as spoons) are motivated by the same trend to the utile; if the fine
arts could be made useful, they too would become de-aestheticized.
This is the key to reconciling Jones’s embrace of everyday objects in some works with
the challenge they present in “A, a, a Domine Deus”: contemporary social organization and the
mass manufacture of once-deliberately-made goods are removing the aesthetic character from all
sorts of objects one encounters on a daily basis. This is as much an economic, social, and
political problem as it is a problem of art. Even though his ultimate interest is with the fine arts
per se, Jones’s awareness of how complex this problem has become pushes him to consider the
status of art as an anthropological and material problem, not only an aesthetic one. In turn, this
belief that the fine arts are suffering from the same materialist pressures of mass production
pushes Jones to give art a more limited, more secular role than did Pound and Eliot. Jones, who
assumes art is subordinate to social context, is willing to admit the obvious corollary of the idea
that modern social changes have made the fine arts increasingly irrelevant: the solution to this
problem cannot come from the arts. The arts have no independent power.
The retreat from aestheticism and from a transcendent religious role for art thus go hand
in hand, as Hal Foster argues in a different context when responding to Michael Fried’s
influential essay on “Art and Objecthood.” Fried rejects late-modernist minimalism in the visual
arts, and in this rejection Foster takes him to mean that “Apparently, the real threat of the
minimalist paradigm is not only that it may disrupt the autonomy of art but that it may corrupt
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belief in art, that it may sap its conviction value.”35 Foster makes this “conviction value” a purely
secular matter when he goes on to say that in Fried’s argument aesthetic autonomy is “a secret
substitute for religion—that is, a secret substitute for the moral disciplining of the subject that
religion once provided.”36 Yet, beyond questions of discipline, it is easy to see how this belief in
art would be necessary for giving art an autonomous (let alone supernatural) power.
We see Jones simultaneously reject art’s autonomy and its supernatural function when he
writes that Eric Gill “worked as though one should, and could make a culture exist.”37 Social
realities influence the arts, not vice versa. However good the work Gill produces under this
belief, such a program is misguided. If Gill hoped to enliven the arts and make a new beginning
for future artists, Jones admits that “…I think myself it was a forlorn hope, and I think he thought
so too. Before there can be again a ‘sculpture’ [sic] flowering, in the sense he meant, on the
buildings that modern men inhabit, and determined in its form by the character of those
buildings, which in turn must express the nature of the gods of the builders, many things must be
accomplished, much must happen. Those happenings can only be of an apocalyptic nature,
however long drawn out.”38 Here as with the poets seen in previous chapters we see the
alignment of gods, art, and vital cultures. Jones’s view of poetry is still religious, but it is not
supernatural. The solution is not to gin up some new enthusiasm by appointing oneself a prophet
and announcing the gods’ return, using poetry as a conduit of supernatural power beyond
immanent social context. There will be changes, but they will be “apocalyptic” in nature and
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therefore not within the realm of any individual poet or program. The solution to poetry’s
marginalization is not more poetry.

Jones and Secularization: Beyond An Antagonistic Relationship
So far I have been describing Jones’s relationship to secularization by taking his hostility
to it at face value. This is the dominant approach for both Jones’s critics and apologists. But such
a reading neglects the possibility that—as with the other poets in this dissertation—
secularization’s ambiguity affords a variety of individual responses, appropriations, and
challenges. Though in the British context secularization leads to religion’s social
marginalization, for that same reason it allows a range of idiosyncratic religious beliefs and
practices. In lyric poetry this phenomenon extends, in the most extreme version of reenchantment, to the belief that poetry accesses supernatural power. Describing secularization as
exclusively an obstacle to Jones’s desires as a religious poet would therefore imply that secular
ages are inherently antagonistic to religion (not only to the supernatural), a position theorists of
secularization have been forcefully arguing against. But in the case of David Jones, we have
more than just the abstract arguments of secularization theorists to tell us that secularization is
not necessarily an obstacle to religion. We have Jones’s own words—we have, on the one hand,
Jones’s insistence that art must be of its time and place in order to be valid, and we have the fact
that Jones left behind a body of work that even his most negative critics admit has artistic merit.
Jones found it difficult to produce that body of work, but only because he took the social
conditions in which he found himself so seriously and sought to accept them as much as he
could.
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On a second look, we see that Jones brings his religious concerns into conversation with
artistic ones in a process which makes subtle use of the products of secularism. If bringing
together art and religion after their social differentiation can be seen as a religious project, it can
also be understood as accommodating the secular impulse which places religion alongside other
spheres of human life. Secularization made organized religion an increasingly marginal force
during Jones’s lifetime, but the same systems of thought and social pressures which placed the
church among more worldly institutions gave Jones a cultural framework in which it was
plausible to speak of secular “sacraments” and to understand art as fundamentally religious. That
he holds to orthodox sacrament as the archetype of other cultural activities does not make him
any less a person of his time; instead, it highlights the intrinsic ambiguity of the secular and how
its influence can be turned to unexpected (sometimes contrary) ends. His position does not imply
a denial of transcendent, ultimate concerns or an indifference to them. But his theory of art
begins by considering art and religious rite as human activities, bracketing (as Jones does in “Art
and Democracy”) the “supernatural end” of man while he discusses his or her “natural end.”39 In
other words, Jones is far more accepting of differentiation than H.D. Multiple times in his essays
he makes statements to the effect that he is writing “with reference to man as artist as distinct in
category from man as moral being,” a distinction that her fundamentalism does not admit.40
In addition to his tacit acceptance of differentiation, Jones engages in a complementary
move that makes use of a secular ambiguity about the relationship of differentiated spheres.
When defining “religion” in “Use and Sign,” Jones writes that when he speaks of religion “[w]e
are concerned only with the addiction of man to certain practices which are commonly called
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‘religious’, but to which he is in fact equally addicted in secular or non-sacral contexts.”41 This
expansion of religion’s meaning is the axiomatic core of “Art and Sacrament.” But that
expansion of religion can also be seen as a reorientation, as a religious term becomes desacralized by being redefined to describe the secular. One can read a similar equivocation in the
Preface to Epoch and Artist, where secular leveling of the transcendent to the everyday facilitates
his connection of art and religion and culture. He acknowledges “the insidious, underlying
assumption that ‘particular facts are no more than they are’” which, ironically, leads to his own
view that “the Welsh res is in precisely the same category with what is said to be done at the
altar and with what artists, under whatever mode, attempt all the day long.”42 Jones’s religious
theory of art is thus in conversation with and to some degree dependent on the influence of
secular assumptions.
We might call this view the product of a post-differentiated context, in which, following
an advanced stage of social differentiation in which there are no clear rules for how
differentiated spheres might interact, the spheres of art and religion begin to draw together again
through their similarly-threatened survival.43 In the very next paragraph, Jones endorses this
alliance on the practical level:
Hence, what in this collection touches upon the historic deposits of Wales and of
the Island of Britain is, in the eye of my mind, seen all of a piece with the
question of sign and sacrament and so with what I do when I set about a work, be
it a water-colour drawing or The Anathemata. The problems and dilemmas at least
feel all one to me.44
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Here Jones suggests an accommodation with “modern technocracy” and a secularized society,
implying that putting religion and art and Welsh nationalism into conjunction is facilitated by a
modern view which denies the essence of things in favor of their functional (or as he might say,
“utile”) significance. He does not defend this connection theoretically; his argument is based on
how things “feel.” But the secular does not require theoretical conformity; it is concerned
primarily with immanent ends.45 Under a secular regime, making’s practical “problems and
dilemmas” and how they feel has priority over the abstract and theoretical. Thus Jones
participates in the secular logic of megalopolitan technocracy—and he does so to turn that logic
back on itself.
On these terms it is possible to do justice to (not, perhaps, to reconcile) the two
competing strands of Jones’s project that I have been describing: first, his explicit opposition to
secularization; second, his implicit construal of the poetic vocation as secular. The tension
between these two strands is obvious, and (in addition to Jones’s fragile mental health) it perhaps
explains why this artist found practicing his various arts difficult, why he left so few poems—
and why the few poems other than In Parenthesis that he did leave can be plausibly construed as
belonging to a single unfinished project.46 This tension between an anti-secular stance pursued
through a secular poetic vocation is not an outright contradiction. And recognizing that it is not a
contradiction points the way out of the secular determinism (found even in the supposedly
apologetical work of Taylor) according to which simply living in a secular society constrains the
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possibilities of belief. We have seen one version of resistance to that determinism in H.D.’s
supernaturalist critique of modernity—a supernaturalism which, however much it is afforded by
the secular practice of re-enchantment, entails commitments and practices that go beyond the
secular. But even if some form of supernaturalism remains the sine qua non of resistance to the
secular, what Jones’s work shows is that it is possible to imagine non-supernatural practices
(here, poetry) which also critic and challenge the secular status quo.

Secular Mediation Against Secularization
If Jones is right—if all art is religious—then to continue to make art for public
consumption is to resist secularization’s marginalization of all “religious” activities. Jones’s
secular poetic practice therefore continues to critique the secular status quo. Even if we do not
accept Jones’s description of art as a properly religious practice, his work shows how continuing
to view poetry as a religious practice leads to critiques of secularization that are themselves
understandable on secular terms.
It is true that in Jones’s account, poetry is religious and sacramental because it (like the
Eucharist) is a made thing that mediates between God and man. Jones writes in “Art and
Sacrament” that “according to the belief of the Catholic Church the sign-making instituted in the
Upper Room is to be so closely associated with what was done on the Hill that the benefits of
those doings are said to be chiefly (but far from exclusively) mediated through a continuation of
that sign-making.”47 In this statement Jones draws a connection between the last supper and
Christ’s death at Golgotha, claiming (though they are radically different signs) that the mediation
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of the Eucharist gives access to the sacrifice of the cross. In other words, the purpose of
sacramental sign-making is to mediate between the mass-goers and God.
Yet Jones’s definition of the religious function of art is not so much supernatural as it
involves an aesthetic mediation that does not concern itself with the deity to whom this
“religious” act is referred. The mediation between God and man that Jones identifies in the
sacraments is not aesthetic—for Jones, it has a real substance and brings the human and divine
into real relationship. Still, aesthetic mediation (the process whereby ideas and relations are
given formal embodiment, made into artistic media) plays a part in this spiritual mediation, and
even in Jones’s de-supernaturalized poetics there is slippage between the two. In “Art and
Sacrament” Jones writes that he does not use “religio” or “religious” “in their more accustomed
sense as pertaining to pieties, dispositions of the will, explicit acts of worship, states of mind or
soul. On the contrary I employ the terms here solely with reference to the nature of art. So that
neither the kind of art nor the uses to which it is put, whether evil or good, nor the intentions of
the men practicing these multifarious arts can affect either one way or the other the
‘religiousness’ which is implicit in all art as such.”48 What this “religiousness” implies, in
context, is the tying of one thing to another: the link from the physical art object to the thing represented, a link that is underwritten by aesthetic mediation whether or not it mediates between
God and man. Aesthetic mediation becomes analogous to spiritual mediation.
Jones’s understanding of religious mediation, though discussed within the language of
Catholic sacramentalism, is therefore intelligible according to the terms of mainstream aesthetic
theory. In general, “mediation” refers to the process whereby one thing is made perceptible in
another form; mediation, then, involves a dynamic process that reflects reality through
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semblance. In mediation, this semblance is also recognized as artifice. But rather than devalue
this artificial semblance as inauthentic, aesthetic theory investigates the complex relationship
between art and the world which is captured in the term “mediation.” In other words, mediation
is at the heart of aesthetic fictiveness and the lyric “as if” in particular, the ambiguous connection
that poetry maintains to the real world.
This complex relationship finds articulation in Adorno’s aesthetics; his aesthetic theory
crucially involves the concept of mediation in rescuing art from the charges of escapism and
false consciousness. In “The Experiential Content of Hegel’s Philosophy,” Adorno writes that
Hegel claims “form and content are essentially mediated by one another.”49 That mutual
mediation between the facets (form and content) that we commonly separate when analyzing a
work of art point to the work’s ultimate unity achieved through a dialectic process: “One can no
more speak of mediation without something immediate than, conversely, one can find something
immediate that is not mediated. But in Hegel the two moments are no longer rigidly contrasted.
They produce and reproduce one another reciprocally, are formed anew at each stage, and are to
vanish, reconciled, only in the unity of the whole.”50 And that unity is the whole work of art, a
unity that is (arguably) not essential and given on Adorno’s terms, but must be realized and made
visible.
Adorno makes the process of mediation central to the work of art in “Extorted
Reconciliation.” Works of art are especially involved with mediation by their very nature; they
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are fundamentally constituted as mediating objects. “Since the work of art does not have
something immediately real as its subject matter,” Adorno argues,
it never says, as knowledge usually does: ‘this is so’ [‘es ist so’]. Instead, it says,
‘this is how it is’ [‘so ist es’]. Its logicity is not that of a statement with subject
and predicate but that of immanent coherence: only in and through that coherence,
through the relationship in which it places its elements, does it take a stance. Its
antithetical relationship to empirical reality, which falls within it and into which it
itself falls, consists precisely of the fact that, unlike intellectual forms that deal
directly with reality, it never defines reality unequivocally as being one thing or
another. It passes no judgments; it becomes a judgment when taken as a whole.51
Though it does not define reality, the work of art is nonetheless able to pass judgments on reality
“when taken as a whole.” The same sense of the whole work which culminates in the Kant’s
power of judgment is also (we have seen above) produced by the dialectic between mediacy and
immediacy; to accurately apprehend a work as a judgment is therefore to appreciate the dance
between mediation and the immediate elements of a work of art. It is, in short, to appreciate the
work of art as intrinsically fictive in Vaihinger’s sense. As Adorno goes on to say, “The work of
art becomes knowledge only as a totality, only in and through all its mediations, not in its
individual intentions.” The work of art, which begins as mediation, thus retains that fundamental
character but fully participates in reality on account of what Adorno calls its “immanent
coherence,” a coherence that goes beyond individual intentions but is the product of fundamental
tensions between form and content (among others).52 Mediation and the lyric “as if” of the type
that authorizes re-enchantment are thus related (perhaps even identical) phenomena.
Adorno’s aesthetic theory finds an unlikely ally in Jones, who maintains that the work of
art both exists as an object in its own right (it has “immanent coherence”) and points beyond
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itself in a process that Jones explicitly calls mediation. Jones’s religious theory of art thus has its
analogue in more secular strains of aesthetic theory—though because of the ambiguous nature of
the aesthetic, the different inflections which Jones and Adorno give to mediation should be
understood as occupying a continuum; aesthetic mediation need not always imply spiritual
relationship. To give just one example that shows how easily religion and aesthetics intertwine in
discussions of mediation, Arthur A. Brown offers a model of artistic mediation grounded in a
phenomenological approach, one that also makes free use of religious language. When
commenting on Merleau-Ponty’s use of Valéry, Brown adopts the French poet’s own language
and writes that “The body of a poet, too, is ‘an intertwining of vision and movement’—and his
work a ‘transubstantiation’ of the world into writing. Like a painting, a poem is that object
according to which, for the duration of reading and from time to time afterward, we see. It is less
an object than an appearing and apprehending—a mediation between ourselves and the world.”53
In referring to the work of art as a visionary “‘transubstantiation,’” Brown (and Valéry) are not
too far from Jones, for whom transubstantiation is the crucial analogy for artistic mediation—and
Brown goes on to identify “the paradox of immanence and transcendence” as “appear[ing] as
well when we read a poem or see a painting.”54 Brown represents a position somewhere between
Adorno and Jones—a critique which uses religious language outside a coherent theological
framework (at least none appears in this article) to describe a process of mediation that is
ultimately secular. In looking at Brown and Adorno, we can see how in a secular context Jones’s
religious concern for mediation (which only problematically involves the supernatural) can be
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easily transposed to an immanent frame, mediating not between God and man but between
different aspects of the physical world—as Jones’s theory of art (outside of his comments
specifically aimed at Catholic sacramentalism) also does.
But even Adorno’s secular explanation of aesthetic mediation—in its emphasis on the
wholeness of the artistic work and, more fundamentally, in the legitimacy of art’s reflective
function—is called into question by mid-century developments in aesthetics and society. Jones’s
equation of religion and mediation gives us the first clue that modern society resists mediation—
mid-century Britain was becoming less hospitable to religion, and the fact that mediation could
be so easily described in religious terms likely indicates a shared vulnerability. Mediation in
itself, “religious” or otherwise, is threatened by social changes in the middle twentieth century.
As we have seen, Jones’s own writings give us some evidence for contemporary hostility to
mediation: by discrediting the mediating function of art in favor of the “utile,” modern consumer
society devalues the significance of made things and imagines that their nature is purely
immanent, not pointing beyond themselves and therefore not engaging in the work of mediation.
What is at stake is a work of art’s legitimate claim to reflect the real world. This is as much a
problem for the secular Adorno (whose works defending the legitimacy of art can be placed in
the same context) as it is for the ultra-Catholic Jones—as much a problem for the afterlife of the
Hegelian “spirit” as it is for properly religious spirituality.
Unsurprisingly, then, Jones was not the only artist at the time to register contemporary
society’s challenge to the arts. He participates in a diffuse literary movement known as late
modernism. Late modernism, I will argue, can be distinguished from its modernist predecessors
on the same terms that distinguishes those precursors from Jones: by the fact that it subordinates
literature to societal pressures and imagines a non-interventionist, non-supernatural role for
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literature that nonetheless resists literature’s marginalization in its continued emphasis on
mediation. This reframing not only allows us to see why Jones, who at first seems like a
religious, modernist holdover, should be read as a late modernist. More importantly, reading the
transition between modernism and late modernism as a response to the ongoing dynamics of
secularization (just as I read the transition between war poetry and modernism) presents a
framework that makes the continuity of the relationship between poetry and religion legible.
Poetry’s relationship with religion does not disappear as we enter the contemporary period; it
simply tends to change its terms, encouraging a shift from transcendent supernaturalism to
immanent mediation—an immanent mediation that is still (as with Jones) expressed in religious
and quasi-religious terms. In this section I will therefore make the case that Jones is a late
modernist and that late modernism in general takes up societal challenges to mediation.
To read David Jones as a late modernist is not a radical move; Tyrus Miller briefly gives
such a reading.55 But the fact that scholarship on late modernism tends to focus on fiction and not
poetry means that he has remained marginal to the field. Jones scholars, on the other hand, have
been more likely to champion the poet-painter as an idiosyncratic genius at the expense of
considering his significance within larger literary trends. One exception is Kathleen Henderson
Staudt’s At the Turn of a Civilization which takes the question of his place within larger literary
movements as its main concern.56 Staudt seeks to show that though Jones’s allegiance lies with
the modernists, he anticipates (without fully aligning himself with) subsequent postmodernist
critiques. The upshot of this approach is to recuperate Jones for a then-contemporary audience—
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Staudt’s work was published in 1994, before the advent of “late modernism” as an established
critical term and during postmodernism’s critical heyday. Today Staudt’s argument about Jones’s
postmodernism lacks the urgency it had. But in hindsight, we might say that Staudt’s efforts to
stake out a position for Jones between modernism and postmodernism prepares the ground for
him to be read as a late modernist.
Initial corroboration of Jones’s late modernism comes from his publishing history. Jones
enjoys the distinction of receiving interest from scholars of First World War poetry, modernism,
and poetry after World War II—which is one reason why his work bookends this dissertation.
But this broad interest is a result of his biography, not his publishing record. The latter, as we
have seen, spanned 1937 (In Parenthesis) to 1974 (The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments, his
last non-posthumous work).57 By the time he arrives on the poetic scene Jones is a literal
latecomer.
Even so, a “late modernist” is not the same a modernist who is late to the scene. As critics
recognize, a late modernist not only writes in a certain context but also employs particular formal
strategies.58 Critics have attempted to draw a connection between these formal techniques and
historical context and form through an appraisal of late modernism’s intervention in Britain’s
literary scene. One way of framing the relative position of late modernism in British literary
history is a tension between viewing it as a redemptive movement that optimistically seeks to
transform modernism into something adequate to the postwar British context on the one hand,
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and on the other regarding late modernism as anti-redemptive, a post-hoc and dead-end reflection
that exposes modernism’s hubris and awareness that historical conditions are outstripping the
modernist project. The opposing sides are given voice in Jed Esty’s A Shrinking Island and Tyrus
Miller’s Late Modernism, both published more than a decade ago but still texts of primary
importance for studies of late modernism (and, in Esty’s case, important for making postcolonial
concerns central to modernist studies). Esty’s account of late modernism paints it as a response
to the imminent collapse of the British empire from the 30’s to the 50’s. In his telling, the
independence of the former colonies prompted a variety of writers (not all of them literary
figures) to turn their attention to the center, resulting in late modernism’s “anthropological turn.”
In what Esty calls “Modernism’s nativist and culturalist turn,” English culture itself became an
object of interest and study much as those of various colonized peoples had been.59
Simultaneously, among aging modernists the lopping off of British colonial possessions inspired
the revival of an organicist “Little Englandism” which posited the return of an English cultural
totality after high modernism’s (supposedly) chaotic cosmopolitanism.
But this new vision also entailed a fundamental reappraisal of literature’s role in society,
a reappraisal in line with Jones’s departure from the modernists. Rather than participating in the
model I have outlined in the previous two chapters—in which certain modernist poets believed
literature (especially poetry) to be vitally important to culture and society—Esty believes that
late modernism gives diminished priority to literature and invests it with lesser ambitions. As he
writes, “The relativization of England as one culture among many in the face of imperial
contraction seems to have entailed a relativization of literature as one aspect of culture; together
these discursive events constitute the anthropological turn of late modernism in particular and
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English culture in general after 1930.”60 In other words, it was not only Mass-Observation that
embraced culturalism in the late modernist period; literature did as well. Confronted by new
historical pressures, even modernist stalwarts such as Forster, Woolf, and Eliot reimagined
literature’s role in society, deemphasizing private aestheticism in favor of a more collective
culturalism.
Miller, who published Late Modernism several years before Esty’s book, agrees with the
latter’s assessment of high modernism as aestheticist and mythic but denies that late modernism
seeks to achieve any sort of compensatory redemption for the former’s shortcomings. “Late
modernist writers were divested,” he writes,
by political and economic forces, of the cultural ‘cosmos’—the modernist ‘myth,’
in its most encompassing sense—in which the singular works of high modernism
seemed components of an aesthetically transfigured world. In the empty spaces
left by high modernism’s dissolution, late modernists reassembled fragments into
disfigured likenesses of modernist masterpieces: the unlovely allegories of a
world’s end.61
In the terms I have used in this dissertation, the promise of re-enchantment disappears in late
modernism. The competing compulsions and impulses described in Miller’s account give rise to
the formal difficulty and hybridity of late modernist works: their aesthetic difficulty derives not
from the desire to redeem the world through art, but from the realization that they cannot—that
even if there is a redemptive desire it can at best produce a formally-diffuse chimera.62 Their
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works are even more fragmentary than those of the fragment-shoring modernists. In deliberately
showing their own seams, casting off any pretensions to aesthetic wholeness, they represent their
own rupture from the societal contexts in which they are made. Yet in that same breaking of the
aesthetic frame, society threatened to seep in and subordinate the aesthetic. Describing the
predicament of late modernists in terms that anticipate Esty’s, Miller claims that “To lose faith in
the modernist myth was to recognize that art no longer had an essential function; that it could
offer no comprehensive answers to spiritual, sexual, or social problems. It was to realize that the
arcadia of the text or painting was not significantly different from anywhere else. Art offered no
secure position from which to oppose oneself to the rest of the social world.”63 Miller thus
anticipates Esty in his appraisal that late modernism represents modernism’s conscious opening
to historical and social pressures, but also contradicts Esty’s claims that late modernist
innovation is aimed at redemption. Most importantly in the context of this dissertation, however,
his claim that “art no longer had an essential function” points to the loss of a given social role for
poetry which is a result of World War I, a loss that poets confronted as both problem and
opportunity. The same is true for late modernism; in a sense, it is anticipated (though its
particular character is not determined) by the poetic upheavals going back to World War I.
The terms in which late modernism continues this problematic represent another iteration
of grappling with poetry’s social role through a renegotiation of enchantment, and instead of
tending toward an increase in supernaturalism or spiritualism (as before) they tend to the
political, social, and everyday. The hallmarks of late modernist style vary depending on the
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critic, but there is a consensus that late modernism participates in a turn to historical context and
to the mundane. Along with diminished ambitions, these aspects mark a departure from the
spiritualism we have seen previously. In Miller’s account late modernist form addresses the
bewildering experience of daily life and the “contemporary ‘derealization’ of reality, its
progressive replacement with simulacra and spectacles,” which threatened the integrity of
modern subjects.64 Enchantment is thus no longer visionary or transformative, but co-opted by
modern instrumentalism. One might reconcile this position to another critic’s, Thomas S.
Davis’s, account of late modernism by acknowledging the latter’s observations about the jarring
effects of a constant state of martial alertness becoming a norm of civilian life in World War II.
Davis reads “late modernism’s outward turn to everyday life” as “a mediated expression of
world-systemic disorder.”65 And Esty’s account, in turn, meshes nicely with both Miller’s and
Davis’s: whereas (Esty argues) the cosmopolitan and universalist mode of high modernism
imagined an unmediated relationship between subject and the whole of mankind, the late
modernists “tend to rearticulate value in terms of national culture,” as opposed to “the ‘next
generation’ writers” (such as Graham Greene and George Orwell) who “remain committed to the
existential integrity of the individual subject in a fallen world.”66 Esty (like Davis) describes late
modernism as offering a more culturally-mediated view of the relationship between the
individual and the whole of the world-system, and (like Miller) recognizes that this is a product
of historical pressures challenging traditional notions of subjectivity.
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Late modernism self-consciously leaves behind high modernism’s strains of aestheticism
and supernaturalism and its deployment of re-enchantment toward those ends. The latemodernist turn to more socially total thinking accompanies a retreat from viewing the aesthetic
as a spiritualized and privileged source of social value. For late modernism, aesthetic works are
simply another part of culture. It is a movement that continues and refines modernism’s formal
elements while critiquing previous poets’ attempts to set themselves above the culture. These
departures from modernism therefore constitute late modernism as an immanent, secular turn
away from an aesthetic “elsewhere.” Late modernists like Jones seek to understand and
represent historical givens, not to shape history. For certain authors this reorientation of purpose
manifests in an outright rejection of the aesthetic’s link with any transcendent significance
(Beckett comes to mind). But that late-modernist reorientation of literature’s purpose can also be
arrived at by continuing to grant literature a connection to transcendent sources of value like
religion, albeit at a level of remove (as with Jones). In either case, the result is the same: poets
reject the literary as a means of supernatural power.
This late modernist retreat from the supernatural is not only due to the contemporary
retreat of religion; at the same time, there is a corresponding crisis within the aesthetic
concerning poetry’s mediating function. Mediation is a latent yet important concept in the field
of late modernism. Both Miller and Esty point out that many of the descriptions of late
modernism above (such as its rejection of magical poetics and overdetermined form) can be
understood as authors shifting priority from aesthetic to cultural or social mediation.67 In
Thomas S. Davis’s words (seen above), late modernism is “a mediated expression of world-
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systemic disorder.”68 And as Esty describes it, for both modernist stalwarts and intellectuals like
J.M. Keynes “intellectual or artistic mediation between autonomous subjects and universal
conditions was gradually displaced by more determinatively social forms of mediation between
the individual and the general, between psyche and myth.”69 In other words, the aesthetic ceased
to be a privileged means of making sense of the world. The old romantic analogy of poetry
serving as the hinge between the mind and the natural world reaches a crisis in late modernism,
as strategies of re-enchantment falter due to the aesthetic’s diminishing legitimacy (and therefore
autonomy).
I would also argue that this shift in the primary locus of mediation (from aesthetic to
social) represents a further secularization of the role of art beyond that laid out in Kant’s
aesthetics. For Kant (as interpreted by Charles Taylor), the aesthetic constitutes a sphere of
meaning with only “ontic” commitments and therefore an ambiguous (though assumed)
relationship with the real world.70 Or to use Vaihinger’s term, it is fundamentally fictional. What
is threatened in late modernist period is the legitimacy of this fictitiousness, a fictitiousness that
is constitutive of all art. Late modernism contends with the validity of the aesthetic per se. With
its shifting emphasis to social validity, even ambiguous ontic commitments come under pressure
from social trends that, as Jones writes above, increasingly value the tangible and materially
useful.
While late modernism represents a step back from interventionist, quasi-religious
modernism, it stands athwart social trends in the fact that, as art, it continues to be fundamentally
68
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invested in the concept of the aesthetic. Miller, for example, might argue that Wyndham Lewis
rejected “the modernist politics of form” by turning away from its mediating function; yet
inasmuch as Lewis continued to write novels he maintained a basic commitment to aesthetic
form as a possible site of mediation—a fact which Miller’s account relies on in its connection of
the historical moment to the shape of Lewis’s novels.71 And as Hal Foster argues in a slightly
different context, the late-modernist retreat from aestheticism can be read not as a departure from
modernism but as the result of pushing modernist aesthetic autonomy to its extreme. As Foster
writes, “In [Donald Judd’s] ‘Specific Objects,’ then, the mandate that late-modernist art pursue
objectivity is completed only to be exceeded, as Judd and company come out the other side of
the objecthood of painting into the realm of objects.”72 Though he is specifically considering
minimalism (a movement that Jones did not participate in as a visual artist), Foster’s explanation
gives us a way to understand Jones’s (and other late modernists’) turn to the everyday by way of
the aesthetic. In a complementary description of late modernism, C.D. Blanton has argued that
modernism’s attempt to make of the aesthetic work a totality including history (expressed in the
prominence of the modernist epic) leads beyond the aesthetic such that the difference between
poetry and criticism collapses in late modernism.73 Aesthetic objectivity, the notion that the work
might achieve an independent existence as a realized whole, leads to the work becoming either
more discourse divested of any aesthetic aura in Blanton’s account or, as in Foster’s, an object
like any other.
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We have seen Jones simultaneously embrace and lament this objecthood, especially its
involvement with utile mass production. Rather than elevating everyday objects to the aesthetic
(as Jones would seek to do), the societal trend is in the other direction: from the aesthetic to the
manufactured and contrived. The subordination of art to society which follows from that shift to
objecthood is also described by Foster, who writes that via minimalism “the object of critical
investigation became less the essence of a medium than ‘the social effect (function) of a work’
and, more importantly, the intent of artistic intervention becomes less to secure a transcendental
conviction in art than to undertake an immanent testing of its discursive rules and institutional
regulations.”74 In Foster’s description, late modernism turns away from transcendence to critique
the conditions of its own existence. In the process it turns away (at least partially) from aesthetic
mediation. Yet this task remains an “artistic intervention,” a task that can be traced back to
modernist aestheticism.
The late modernist period therefore does not imply (and as far as I know no critic argues
that it implies) a complete retreat from the aesthetic. But it is a period in which the primacy of
poetry and the aesthetic in general is forced into retrenchment. And for the same reasons that
intellectual and social trends eroded the strength of aesthetic mediation—by calling into question
the legitimacy of relationships formed through analogy—it eroded types of relational mediation
in other spheres, especially the religious.75 Ironically, the crisis of aesthetic mediation’s
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legitimacy in late modernism did represent, indirectly, larger crises within contemporary society.
Beginning at least with the late modernist period, mediation is not only a formal issue; it is also a
practical political one. Critics of late modernism, quoted above, recognize this in their arguments
that late-modernist form (or resistance to form) is a response to social trends which, in turn, are
motivated by political developments.
The political philosopher Akeel Bilgrami, in Secularism, Identity, and Enchantment,
shows the importance of political mediation (another type related to aesthetic and spiritual
mediation) when he considers challenges endemic to multicultural liberal democracies of the sort
that Britain was rapidly becoming in the late modernist period due to increased immigration from
former colonies.76 In the “Secularism” section of that book Bilgrami specifically considers what
should happen when a religious group does not embrace a secular state’s political ends. His
account puts the secular state above religious institutions, and consequently assumes these
religious institutions will mediate between the individual and the secular state by representing
individuals’ religious concerns. In line with José Casanova’s work on the relevance of religion in
contemporary politics, these religious institutions become the vehicle through which an
individual’s deepest commitments find expression within the political arena; they are, therefore,

Gilbert, writing in 1980, observes that “Until very recently virtually all British religion has been essentially
Christian in origin and ideology, but in the past two decades culturally-exotic religions have been introduced on a
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breakup of empire and mass immigration of non-Christian populations to British secularization (God and Greater
Britain: Religion and National Life in Britain and Ireland [London; New York: Routledge, 1994], 262-3). S.J.D.
Green also notes the uptick in immigration from the 50s to early 60s, but like Gilbert and Wolffe makes the
phenomenon marginal to the secularization process (The Passing of Protestant England: Secularisation and Social
Change [Cambridge; New York: Cambridge UP, 2011], 250). Though immigration is not the cause of secularization
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crucial in facilitating the mutual responsiveness between state and individual which is the
hallmark of liberal democracies.77
While Bilgrami’s description of a secular state that depends on political mediation
resonates with my readings of Jones’s late-modernist emphasis on mediation, his assumption of
religion’s continuing political power is at odds with Jones’s assumption (seen above) that
megalopolitan technocracy increasingly marginalizes mediating forces like organized religion.
We might also state this problem less antagonistically, and say that Jones identifies social
problems that explain why, using Bilgrami’s model, contemporary liberal democracies are in
such a mess: the robust mediating institutions democracies require to transform individual belief
and action into democratic politics are being increasingly hollowed out and marginalized by
social and economic trends. There are some hints that Bilgrami recognizes the diminishment of
mediating institutions, especially religious ones. When discussing the legitimacy of blasphemy
laws, Bilgrami argues that “blasphemers” do not constitute a recognizable sociopolitical
grouping, and so they would be defenseless under those forms of secularism (like Taylor’s,
allegedly) which seek to remain neutral among identifiable social groups.78 He is right on this
point, though ironically he is right because of what Taylor calls the “nova” effect: a social effect
of secularization’s “cross-pressures” between belief and doubt in which people embrace
increasingly complex and individualistic value-positions which often defy traditional
classifications.79
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Secularization thus challenges mediation by encouraging an increased atomization and
individualism. This atomization leads directly to the increasingly idiosyncratic nature of artistic
production in the same period. And just as in politics, this idiosyncrasy challenges art’s validity.
Jones writes that is not possible to “work[] as though one should, and could make a culture
exist.”80 A singular artwork by a singular artist has little power in a disintegrating culture, and
such a culture fundamentally transforms the nature of artistic production. In “A Note on Mr.
Berenson’s Views,” Jones defends the recent idiosyncrasy of artists as necessary and
understandable given the current disordered state of civilization and the lack of consensus around
which to form movements. Jones’s remarks are worth quoting at length:
That the best of what has been produced during these years has tended to have
perfections of a rather personal sort—this or that man pushing this or that notion
as far as his sensibilities would allow him in this or that rather limited terrain—
this also was and is inevitable. […] Since 1900 the visual artist has had problems
enough to contend with, in all conscience. As I have already suggested, he has
had to try and solve them in isolation.81
Jones’s pinpointing of 1900 as the pivotal date seems a bit too convenient if taken literally. But
in the context of his oeuvre that comment refers back to a previous one, when Jones observed
that around 1900 a Hegelian (elliptically identified as “the then Master of Balliol”) declared an
end to the “confusion” of human and divine will.82 Jones takes this writer’s comments as
representative of larger cultural trends—specifically, the secularizing trend which is so
connected with “The Break” from a more religious past—and quotes that Master of Balliol as
declaring “‘The first immediate awe and reverence which arose out of a confusion of the
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absolute and universal with the relative and particular, or, in simpler language, of the divine and
human, the ideal and the real, has passed away from the world.’”83 When Jones further notes the
Hegelian’s argument that “only ‘artists and poets’ any longer ‘keep up this confusion or
identification’” between human and divine, Jones unsurprisingly comes down on the side of the
artists and poets.84 With hindsight, we can say that what the Master of Balliol opposed and what
Jones defended was the “as if” of the aesthetic: to say that mixing “the divine and human, the
ideal and the real” is a “confusion” simultaneously stakes out an extreme secularist position and
confuses the possibilities for re-enchantment in the period.
Referring to the year 1900 ultimately emphasizes that (as Jones writes in “Religion and
the Muses”) “The disparity between epoch and artist has a history.”85 In the late modernist
context that disparity manifests as a removal of the artist from an integral position in society to
the margins, where they are forced to work out aesthetic problems on their own. “This is a
reversal of his natural role,” Jones writes, meaning not that artists should exercise tyrannical
control over culture—or even that they should be Shelley’s legislators—but that they should not
have “to swim against the tide.”86 Now that they are swimming against the tide, though, what
some take to be idiosyncratic excesses are in fact necessary and unavoidable.87 In a time when
mediating institutions (schools of art, for example) are increasingly marginalized and threatened,
artists will inevitably be thrown back on their own resources.
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Certain media are more forgiving of this isolation than others. As I noted in my
introduction, Jones believes that poetry is more likely to negotiate the contemporary situation
than the plastic arts since both the material requirements for lyric poetry and its formal model of
individual expressiveness easily accommodates working in isolation. In the current context “It
will seem more possible to write a good poem than build a good cathedral—although, of course,
all these things are, in the end, inextricably related. There is no escape from incarnation.”88 There
is no escape from material making (poems being things just as cathedrals are), but poetry is more
adaptable. In The Dying Gaul he notes that poetry is less troubled by the very same “global
machine-culture” which devalues mediation: “The interior structure, the technical devices, the
concepts and ideas and all the morphology of the art of poetry can be maintained in all kinds of
circumstances—in a world very other from that in which the poetry is written—but even so
certain lines of communication cannot indefinitely be lengthened, still less severed. For poetry
like any other art has to preserve liaison with the actual, the bodily, the visible—and these
necessarily involve the contemporary scene.”89 Though less vulnerable to “circumstance” than
the plastic arts, even poetry maintains a fundamental connection with the lived experience of its
historical epoch; it too is a made thing.90 This continuity mixed with openness allows the
comparative advantages of poetry as an individual art for an era of weakened and disappearing
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corporate, mediated life—while the cathedral is, for practical as well as theoretical reasons, the
exemplar of a corporate religious life identified with the medieval period and consequently
antithetical to the modern.91 Jones wanted cathedrals, but in their absence poetry would have to
suffice. It at least could keep open the lines of communication, could keep alive the tradition and
its mediating potential.
Jones’s comments on poetry’s role in the late modernist context show us that even though
aesthetic mediation is threatened and poetry is marginalized, it is still possible to imagine the
continuation of the poetic tradition. At the same time, societal challenges to aesthetic, spiritual,
and political mediation push poems, whose fundamental function is a mediating one, to
reimagine the terms and power of that mediation: they must ask how and on what grounds
mediation is possible. In doing so, art assumes a meta-mediating role, one which increasingly
represents the relationship not between the subject and “the world” (which might be the world of
nature, of society, etc.), but represents what it would mean to represent those relations and how
that representation might be possible. As I will show in my epilogue, this poetic task continues as
a dominant strain in contemporary lyric poetry, a strain in which the lyric increasingly becomes
self-reflexive, attempting to mediate poetic discourse to their readers through more poetic
discourse. But for the time remaining in this chapter, I want to return to The Anathemata to show
how Jones responds to this challenge by asking how aesthetic mediation might still be possible.

The Anathemata’s Mediating Questions

Jones’s point isn’t that we can’t build cathedrals nowadays—only that it will be more difficult to do so to build a
good cathedral. One need only turn to the debates around the rebuilding and potential redesign of Notre Dame de
Paris (which does not even bring in the likely difficulties of building a new cathedral) to see the truth of Jones’s
point about a loss of corporate (religious) tradition and the tendency to idiosyncrasy.
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The Anathemata takes up the issue of mediation’s possibility and efficacy—its
“validity”—by explicitly posing a series of questions around acts of sign-making. Staudt has
recognized the importance of questions in Dai’s boast in In Parenthesis, pointing also to Jones’s
comments that Peredur (Percival) “was blamed…for actually causing the land to be waste by
failing to ask the question.”92 Jones also acknowledges the importance of questions in “Art and
Sacrament,” the same essay that lays out his religious view of art. In that essay he draws
attention to the importance of questions and connects them with a diminishment of art’s
feasibility and power. As he writes, “In my view the most we can do is to ask questions
concerning a situation. That much is also the least we can do, or rather that much is forced on us
once we become aware of certain dilemmas in our own minds.”93 Since in that same paragraph
Jones mentions The Anathemata in conjunction with the situation of sacramental art, we can read
this comment as more than a general statement; it is also particularly about that poem.
Half of The Anathemata‘s sections begin with a question; the others have a question
within the first few pages, often within the first few dozen lines. Questions also proliferate within
individual sections; while the sections as wholes work together to create the historical trajectory I
have outlined above, their respective internal development depends also upon a series of
questions, often making the sections as meditative as they are narrative. Many are rhetorical,
meant to drive home Jones’s argument or the importance of a point (“How else her
iconography?”); some are probing, and serve as the embarkation point for the unfolding of the
next episode in the narrative (“Did he strike soundings off Vecta Insula?”).94 But rhetorical or
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probing, these questions push the poem’s historical narrative forward. Inasmuch as the historical
narrative is a narrative of the development of Catholic sacramentalism, those questions
(whatever they are immediately about) pertain to the state of the sacraments in the current day.
Still, why use questions and not assertions? There is something significant about the form
of these questions, which proliferate throughout the poem well after they lose any rhetorical
force. Their answers are secure sub specie aeternitatis, but the material form of the question
suggests the secular precarity of the sacramental religion to which they point. The worshippers,
as I have mentioned, are imagined as
These, at the sagging end and chapter’s close, standing humbly before the tables
spread, in the apsidal houses, who intend life:
between the sterile ornament
under the pasteboard baldachins
as, in the young-time, in the sap-years:
between the living floriations
under the leaping arches.95
With the “sterile ornament” and “pasteboard baldachins” we are brought back to the flimsy
ornamentation of “A, a, a, Domine Deus”: most modern artistic signs are void of significance,
are mere ornament. The priest who celebrates Jones’s framing mass comes at the end of a
tradition. Still, something survives in the memory of the “living floriations,” the “leaping
arches.” Whereas Jones’s descriptions of contemporary society imply a dead end, the questions
(even the rhetorical ones) formally signal that the end is in doubt. Questions in the first half of
the poem tend to be in the past tense, as Jones is concerned with origins. Questions in the second
half—after the visit to Elen Monica in London—are more likely to come in the present tense, to
take stock of the contemporary scene. The poem ends with questions about the celebration of the
mass which are not quite answered:
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Here he takes the victim.
At the threshold-stone
lifts the aged head?
can toothless beast from stable come
discern the Child
96
in the Bread?
The arrangement of these lines into short phrases marks them off as poetry, even lyric—there is a
full rhyme, rare for Jones, between “bread” and “head.” But this trace of a song is no fullthroated singing of a nightingale; it serves to ask questions. Through them Jones brings his
reader to the current day, when it is unknown whether the old, “toothless beast” (from the
Nativity?) can still read the signs of sacramental art. These questions directly concern the
survival of Catholic sacramentalism, which is in doubt. Still, in a passage marked by its lyrical
parallelism Jones observes,
He does what is done in many places
what he does other
he does after the mode
of what has always been done.
What did he do other
recumbent at the garnished supper?
What did he do yet other
riding the Axile Tree?97
In conflating the present actions of the celebrant with the past actions of Christ, Jones’s questions
give an answer to the predicament of sacramental art: it has a past of unbroken development
inseparable from our own. While humanity remains it must, somehow, have a future.
Yet that future remains largely unimaginable. More than resolve the question of art’s
future through imagining The Anathemata as an intervention in contemporary society, Jones asks
a question: how? It is a question as practical as it is theoretical: on what terms, and what is the
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process, by which art can remain significant? The question reflects the changing role of poetry,
especially lyric poetry; increasingly, it comes to question the terms of its own existence. In
taking up this task, the lyric (and The Anathemata’s lyric sections) does not seek to remake
society but instead serves as a medium in which connections (between history and the present
day, between individuals and society) are articulated, considered, and ultimately mediated—
made into media, given expression in poetic form. There is an inherent “as if” to this process, an
“as if” that Jones sought to defend in describing art as a sacrament. For Jones, Catholic
sacramentalism had the status of dogma; by describing the “sacrament” of art as analogous to
those of Catholicism he made the secular ambiguity of the “as if” central to his own poetic
vocation and signaled continued belief in the interplay between the individual imagination and
the real world, the subjective and the objective, that the aesthetic (but particularly the lyric) has
always facilitated. His poetry is not supernatural; still, it stands athwart its time.
And it was able to stand against its time, in part, by being of its time. For if his alignment
of art and religion seem unfortunate at a time when Jones believed both were increasingly
marginal, his description of their relationship afforded two vital moves that allowed for his
poetry’s continuing relevance. In drawing the two together he gave “religious” a nonsupernatural, secular definition which reflected the growing split between religion and the
supernatural which is one of the hallmarks of secularization. Even though his theory of
“religious” art appeared out of touch with the times, adopting a non-supernatural role for poetry
reflected his societal context even more than he perhaps knew. At the same time, redefining the
meaning of “religious” so that it applied to Catholic Sacraments and secular “sacraments”
necessitated describing what art and religion had in common. His answer, that both involved
mediation, allowed him to elaborate a theory that retroactively allows us to see a crisis in
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mediation as one of the practical effects of secularization and its broad societal changes. His
description of that crisis still rings true. For as much as the mediating role of art and religion
marginalize them in an increasingly immanent, “utile” culture, that role also draws them together
in opposition. Religion—even non-supernatural religion—stands athwart a secularizing society
in being what it is. So does poetry—even poetry written in a secular frame. For as much as reenchantment, as a type of aesthetic “as if,” is a secular phenomenon, it still must point beyond a
rationalist, materialist understanding of the world in forming the imaginative connections of
mediation.
For Jones, the mediating power of art remained its most important role, and ultimately
justified a career whose products sometimes seemed to proclaim their own futility. As he
observed in “Past and Present,” nine years after he used the “lines of communication” metaphor
(above) to assert poetry’s value and precarity, “…I think we can assert that the poet is a
‘rememberer’ and that it is a part of his business to keep open the lines of communication….The
artist is not responsible for the future but he is, in a certain sense, responsible to the future.”98 It
is fitting that Jones uses a wartime metaphor; as I have argued in this dissertation, it was the
war’s pressure on enchantment that so clearly threatened these “lines of communication” even as
it brought them into consciousness (as it does here) by providing a constitutive metaphor. In a
megalopolitan technocracy, where art is deemed insignificant, continuing to make art keeps the
tradition alive. Simply making art, “keep[ing] open the lines of communication,” therefore
functions as a societal intervention.
The problem, for Jones, was that in order for art to be “valid” it must meaningfully relate
the contemporary sociopolitical context to this larger tradition—and in the late modernist
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moment the sociopolitical context was increasingly hostile toward Jones’s different types of
sacramental practice. Jones’s challenge was to make artistic sense of a rapidly emerging global
system which seemed to cheapen everyday experience and neglect deep human needs, pushing
many cultural goods to the margins. In response, Jones turned this marginalization on its head.
He imagined an alliance between art and religion in a theory of art which can simultaneously be
read as both radically religious and as a radical secularization of Catholic theology. Jones
himself would admit that this paradox is much easier to maintain in theory than in practice. But
in his view this is the general challenge of creating any valid artwork in the mid-twentieth
century: to link past and future, mediating between the contemporary precarity of sacraments and
ineradicable human needs and practices.
Jones’s Catholicism and his continued insistence on a transcendent end beyond everyday
experience might make us hesitate to call his work secular. In a certain sense—the colloquial
one—it obviously is not. But Jones is “secular” inasmuch as he participates in the late modernist
turn away from attempts to change society by invoking supernatural spiritual power through
poetry, instead imagining poetry’s role as one of mediation. One might, as Jones did, formulate
the work of this mediation as ultimately religious even while making appeals to a general human
condition within history. But one might also imagine an exclusively immanent horizon for this
mediation, increasingly situating the lyric within the everyday in order to relate the individual to
larger social units or to the natural world. In either case, the increasing marginalization of poetry
and religion throughout the twentieth century rendered the older vision of poetry as offering
access to supernaturally derived social power increasingly fraught. By imagining a nonsupernatural role for poetry, yet one that also challenged the marginalization of mediation (and
therefore the aesthetic), Jones imagined a continuing role for poetry when it seemed to have
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reached an end. This mediating role, as secular as it is, is nonetheless a form of poetic
enchantment and affords a continuing role for the relationship between poetry and religion.
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Epilogue
Elizabeth Jennings and the Contemporary, Secular Lyric

In the last chapter I argued that David Jones’s commitment to art as sacrament could be
paradoxically understood as participating in a secular turn away from poetry as a conduit of
supernatural power, toward the more modest goal of maintaining aesthetic mediation. Though
Jones remained committed to the principle of aesthetic mediation, he did not believe there was
any supernatural power immanent in this mediation, or that re-enchantment could overcome
social and political realities. In response to secular social pressures, Jones’s intervention (along
with late modernism’s more broadly) was to resituate artistic formal mediation so that it was a
part of the culture and not above it. The British Catholic poet Elizabeth Jennings takes this reevaluation of poetry’s role even further as she presents a religiously inflected model of the lyric
that only rarely involves the supernatural, instead imagining it as a vehicle of interpersonal
communication. Jennings’s preference for communication represents a continuation of the trends
which Jones identified in his criticism. But rather than the complete loss of artistic
sacramentalism which Jones feared, Jennings’s religious, non-supernatural poetics employs lyric
enchantment to keep open the possibility of a transcendent significance for poetry, even though
her main interests are often this-worldly. Jennings’s work—and that of other poets from the
contemporary period like Seamus Heaney and Denise Riley—indicates a swing back to the
individual voice of the traditional lyric and an intensified meditation on its continued
significance in the absence of supernatural power. For Jennings and others, the connection
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between religion and lyric poetry continues, and it continues to matter—just not in the same way
as it had before.
Elizabeth Jennings first broke into poetry as part of The Movement in 50’s Britain, and
she enjoyed popular success up to her death in 2001. Like Jones, she was a sincere and devout
Catholic who incorporated her faith into many of her poems. Jennings remained an exclusively
lyric poet for that entire time, never writing a modernist-style “long poem” but dashing off lyric
upon lyric until her death (the most recent edition of her Collected Poems runs over a thousand
pages, and its editor, Emma Mason, says she wrote enough poems and essays “to fill a volume of
this size many times over”).1 Such tremendous output indicates a difference in temperament from
Jones, who fretted over revisions and who could plausibly be said to have only written two
(lengthy) poems in his career: In Parenthesis and the gargantuan, interconnected project which
included The Anathemata, The Sleeping Lord and Other Fragments, and “The Grail Mass”
(which might plausibly be construed as containing those fragments). But these different
compositional methods might indicate more than different temperaments; they represent,
perhaps, different views of the poet’s role and what poetry is for—not differences in kind, but
continued renegotiations of poetry’s relationship away from the supernatural through a reevaluation of lyric enchantment. As previously described, David Jones viewed art (including
poetry) as autonomous in the sense that it achieved the status of an independent object. Jennings,
however, viewed poetry as a form of communication, and dashed off her poems quickly, like
notes to friends.
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Jennings reveals this difference in the poem she wrote about meeting Jones, “Visit to an
Artist.” Jones’s theories of art influenced Jennings, and she references them approvingly in her
prose writings.2 Given their similar backgrounds (Catholic poets of indirect Welsh extraction)
and experiences (both faced significant mental health challenges and relied on the emotional and
financial support of friends) it is initially surprising that Jennings did not make more of her
acquaintance with Jones than she did. But what the poem reveals is that their interests are
oblique: whereas Jones is invested in the sacramental, mediating function of autonomous art, in
her poem Jennings presents art as neither autonomous nor transcendent. Its significance comes
from its connection to social life, and even more so from that staple of lyric subject matter:
individual experience.
As she often does in her poetry, Jennings begins “Visit to an Artist” with a description of
an experience. Here that experience is the titular event, and because Jones’s art was displayed
around his room the poem begins in the ekphrastic mode, describing a “Window upon the wall”
(emphasis added), a painting that depicts a seaside scene.3 Jennings quickly draws the painting
into relationship with the titular meeting, observing that “nothing was confused and nothing
slow” in the painting’s mingled vision of a seaside balcony, and the orderly art of that depiction
becomes the organizing principle for their conversation. They contemplate the art, which
facilitates their wordless communication as they sit:
And every shyness that we brought with us
Was drawn into the pictures on the walls.
It was so good to sit quite still and lose
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Necessity of discourse, words to choose4
The lack of words is not due to shyness, but because “discourse” is not necessary.
The choice to use “discourse” is significant here; were it not for metrical concerns
Jennings might have said “communication.” But there is another reason besides metrical
regularity that might have led Jennings to say it is discourse and not communication which is
unnecessary. The former emphasizes words in the abstract; but the latter allows for a wordless
experience of communication, like the idea of “art as gesture” which Jennings offers later in the
poem. Throughout her career Jennings emphasized that poetry is, primarily, communication. In
Poetry To-Day Jennings calls poetry “communication on a personal level,” and in Let’s Have
Some Poetry! she elaborates that “Poetry is not a method of talking to yourself or of locking
yourself away, it is a means of communication; it is, in fact, quite as friendly and sociable as
conversation or playing cards—and often a good deal more useful and lasting in its effects.”5
Surrounded by art, there is communication—perhaps communion—between Jones and his
visitor, a communication unmarred by the potential falsity of words.
It is significant that Jennings’s own emphases on the communicative powers of art take
precedence over Jones’s sacramental theories, which only appear in the third and final stanza—
and even then as words spoken in the past: “Then I remembered words that you had said / Of art
as gesture and as sacrament,” Jennings writes, and in the pairing of gesture and of sacrament in
this context, gesture (which does not figure significantly in Jones’s theories) appears to take
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priority.6 When she ends the poem by summarizing Jones’s theory as “Art with its largesse and
its own restraint,” we are liable to be puzzled if we think of “largesse” and “restraint” as qualities
at the forefront of Jones’s sacramental theory. What these terms actually describe, in context, is
the meeting between the two artists and the wordless communication between them made
possible by Jones’s painting. What Jennings communicates in this poem is a model of poetic
communication which, though it engages with, does not rely on Jones’s sacramentalism. Instead
of standing alone, art receives its significance from interpersonal relationships.
Jennings, in her appropriation of Jones’s theories, demonstrates her familiarity with his
work. But the difference in emphasis between Jones’s sacramentality of art and Jennings’s focus
on communication indicates a significant difference in their conceptions of the artist’s role. If art
is a sacrament (however small the “s”), the artist is involved in an activity which is primarily
religious, and the artist is a priest. If, however, poetry is primarily personal communication, the
artist is simply one person among many, whose primary responsibility is to communicate their
experiences.7 Jennings thus moves even further than Jones from the re-enchanted model of poetic
significance which sees the poet as privileged cultural guardian. For Jennings, the poet is simply
another person trying to communicate, no more privileged than the rest of us. “But I don’t want
to teach my readers,” Jennings emphasized in an interview. “Poets are no teachers.”8 And in

6

Jennings could be an obtuse reader, such as when she tries to interpret Yeats according to orthodox Christian
theology in Chapter 1 of Seven Men of Vision.
Jennings does sometimes imagine herself as taking on a priestly role as she does in “In the Nursery,” where she
reflects on a childhood experience play-acting as a priest (Collected Poems, 675). But in that poem (and more
generally) she makes these activities democratic and accessible; she is participating in “man’s rituals” rather than
exercising esoteric authority.
7

8

Gerlinde Gramang, Elizabeth Jennings: An Appraisal of Her Life as a Poet, Her Approach to Her Work and a
Selection of the Major Themes of Her Poetry (Lewiston, NY/Salzburg, Austria: Edwin Mellen Press, 1995), 101.
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Every Changing Shape, her book about the similarity of mysticism and poetry, she remarked that
poets should not try to convert their readers.9
Viewed one way, this approach is even more secular than Jones’s, and continues the
trend of reducing poetry’s supernatural stakes. Yet Jennings remains devout, and like Jones’s
theory of (sacramental) art her view of poetry as communication is rooted in her Catholicism.
Like Jones, she believed poetry had a nontrivial connection with religious experience, and in any
case she explicitly rejected a strict separation of the “secular” and “sacred”:
But all art, because it cannot honestly be divided into compartments labelled
‘secular’ or ‘sacred’, moves with the feeling and ideas of its time. It is therefore
interesting to note that even overtly religious poetry has moved in the same
direction as other poetry—that is, inwards to the core of the individual human
personality—even though one of the reasons for this general movement was,
originally, the decline of religion.10
If she does not see poetry as a fully “religious” activity, simply by the fact that it is art it
straddles the “sacred” and “secular” spheres. It is both.
For Jennings this ambiguity is grounded in the fact that the experience of writing a poem
is akin to religious—especially mystical—experience. Jennings outlines her views on the
connection of religion and poetry throughout her prose, but does so most extensively in Every
Changing Shape, a study in which she intentionally sets out to explore the connection between
poetry and mystical experience. “One of the purposes of this book,” she writes, “is to
demonstrate that mystical experience comes from a source similar to, if not identical with, that of
poetry, but is also itself a perfectly suitable subject-matter for poetry.”11 Like Jones when

9

Jennings, Every Changing Shape, 74.
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Jennings, Every Changing Shape, 96 (emphasis in original).
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Jennings, Every Changing Shape, 17-18.
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discussing the sacraments, Jennings is intentionally vague when it comes to just how far she is
willing to push this comparison between poetry and mystical experience: the source of mystical
experience may be “similar to” or “identical with” that of poetry, and she never clarifies which is
more accurate. Later she sounds very much like Jones in his ambiguous moments when she
writes that “the very writing of poetry or of exalted prose is itself a kind of contact with God.
And it can be a contact with God because all art is a participation in the eternal act of creation.”12
Yet unlike Jones and his focus on the mediative power of autonomous art objects,
Jennings focuses on the poet’s mental processes. Continuing to hedge, she writes of Teresa of
Avila’s approach to prayer and how it requires “the kind of concentration which the poet feels as
an almost active force within him when the poem is written….much of Teresa’s psychology of
prayer is equally applicable to the psychology of making poems.” Still, the identity between the
act of praying and of writing poetry is not absolute:
One must not, however, carry the comparison between the person of prayer and
the poet too far since there are many decided differences. Where the man of
prayer lays himself open to the movements and will of God, the poet prepares
himself to make the poem or, more precisely, to be the channel through which the
poem will arrive.13
If the making of poetry is not prayer, poems nonetheless seem to be produced when the poet
becomes “the channel through which the poem will arrive.” As I have argued in a forthcoming
article, the line between prayer and lyric poetry in the contemporary period remains ambiguous,
as those who would pray and those who would write poetry face similar challenges such that the
two practices continue to intertwine in their shared difficulties, their ambiguous address.14
12

Jennings, Every Changing Shape, 30
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Jennings, Every Changing Shape, 56.

Jeremy Stevens, “A Form of Belief: The Prayer-Lyrics of Elizabeth Jennings and Louise Glück,” forthcoming in
Christianity & Literature.
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Jennings’s description of poetry here evacuates the agency of the poet (not unlike how Eliot’s
stressing of impersonality in “Tradition and the Individual Talent” leads him to a chemical
metaphor where the poem/reaction happens by means of the passive poet), making the resulting
poem almost a divine act. And it is clear that the psychology of prayer and writing poetry are at
least formally similar even if their objects are different. Both require concentration and openness
to something beyond oneself. For the poet this something is “reality.”15 Whether material or
spiritual reality, Jennings does not say. The connection between poetry and prayer (a connection
in Jennings’s work which I have written of in the aforementioned article) is undergirded by an
understanding of both as communicative.16 This is implicit in the above quotes about openness to
something beyond, and elsewhere it is an explicit thing in Jennings’s prose.
The fact that Jennings connects poetry and prayer through their common basis in a
formal, psychological process whose object might change aligns her with a modern, secular
process in which religious experience is not bracketed from everyday experience by a particular
aura or inviolable sacredness. Jennings really does believe in God, but her understanding of
religious experience is at its root anthropological, founded in a view of human psychology and
experience. It is also on this basis that she deliberately conflates religious and artistic visions in
Seven Men of Vision, in which she writes, “All visions, whether religious or secular, must
necessarily lose a little of their initial brilliance when they are put into words or paintings, but a
great genius…both loses and gains when he begins to communicate.”17 This is because
Jennings’s understanding of the titular visionary quality is tied to a modern anthropology of the
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individual. As she writes later, “Important art, especially visionary art, is always concerned with
the individual, his place in time, his sense of wonder at his very existence. Visionaries pass on to
us their enlarged sense of the marvelous and mysterious, and so awaken, deepen and heighten
our own. The process is always a two-way one.”18 Though Jennings later, striking an Eliotic
note, says that a vision arises through a connection between the personal and the impersonal.19
But it is clear that the operative side of this relationship is the personal side, and that Jennings’s
use of religious language (“vision,” “mystic”) in a generalized context represents an ambiguous,
secular approach—as suggested by the presence of nonreligious figures among her “visionaries.”
Though this is a more secular type of poetry, the interpersonal role Jennings reserves for
her lyrics, with its reduced ambitions to leverage supernatural power, does not represent a retreat
from religion so much as an evolving understanding of the way it interacts with poetry. Jennings
shares this lack of (poetic) faith in the supernatural with Jones; but she takes it a step further in
that Jones’s aesthetic mediation involves a formal transmutation that, in moving from one level
of meaning (physical) to another (abstract), seems to provide analogous evidence of
transcendence. Jennings’s communication mostly remains horizontal and immanent—though one
may turn it sideways so that it appears vertical and transcendent, as she does when she compares
poetry and prayer. The default is immanence, but the ambiguous enchantment of the lyric—its
uncertain addressees and penchant for implying the existence of a reality it cannot assert—
remains open to transcendence. There are moments when this transcendence surfaces in
Jennings’s poems—sometimes it surfaces in entire poems—but when it does it appears not so
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much as a departure from her lyric poetics but as an elaboration, a complication that remains
present even when it recedes into the background.
It is no accident that Jennings (as we have seen) was especially interested in visionary
experience. But in this she is not alone. The effect is not unlike the visionary moments Charles
Taylor mentions throughout A Secular Age, those moments when a greater significance seems
added to the world. And contemporary poets other than Jennings—poets who are not particularly
religious—have remarked on the ambiguity between immanence and transcendence in lyric
enchantment. Seamus Heaney’s Seeing Things, released when an end to The Troubles was
finally in sight, is a prolonged meditation on the visionary significance of poetry within an
immanent frame. In that volume’s “Fosterling” he remembers the “in-placeness” of a painting’s
windmills, “And poetry / Sluggish in the doldrums of what happens.”20 But this immanent
situatedness comes with a surprising admission as the poet immediately reflects on “Me waiting
until I was nearly fifty / To credit marvels.”21 The lack of verbs in this sonnet’s sestet makes it
elliptical, fragmentary—itself a collection of verbal images, marvels. As for Jennings, Heaney’s
poetry begins in the everyday but remains open to these marvels (though Heaney is even less
specific about where they might lead). For both, poetry justifies itself not by intervening, but in
the simple fact that it takes form in the visionary quality of appearance (Heaney) or
communication (Jennings).
This emphasis on immanent situatedness found in contemporary British poetry also
invites, in less optimistic contexts, a self-reflexive critique of lyric’s significance. Gestures of
transcendence remain possible for the very reason that the ambiguities of lyric enchantment
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prevent any essential definition of that transcendence, implying that it always remains possible;
but for that very reason the notion that a poem might mean anything beyond itself (or might have
any significance at all) can be called into question. Denise Riley, in “Laibach Lyric: Slovenia,
1991,” raises these doubts by placing the lyric in the politically urgent context of Yugoslavia’s
dissolution. Her poem begins in a typically lyrical mode, with descriptions of nature: “The milky
sheen of birch trees / stepping forward. Breathless / the deeper woods.”22 This is the same
visionary fragmentation one finds in Heaney (above), implying a transcendence of lyric song
which rises above the elliptical situation of “distant provinces / and the guns of rebels.”23 And
yet it is just that situation which occupies the poem, which interrupts the easy lyricism of the
opening as an urgent voice intrudes, “Cut the slavonics now. Cut the slavonics.”24 There is a
reason, we find, that the opening lyric was italicized: that typographical gesture removes it from
the pressing political situation in the midst of which “The country restaurant pipes a first-time go
/ at national music to its dining rooms, unclear what that should sound like….”25 What song is
appropriate to this time of violent revolution, in which people are forced to take on national
identities they never wanted? And yet the poem ends with a return to the lyric mode, though a
lyric mode removed from the easy beauty of the opening—one that takes form as a questioning
unsettled by violence and history:
What is it that shapes us, whether
we will or no, that through these
opened and reopened mouths that form
the hollow of a speaking wound, we
22
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come to say, yes, now we are Illyrian.26
In Riley’s post-lyric, the ambiguity of lyric enchantment becomes an absence, a wound (coded
with poststructuralist, psychoanalytic, and feminist symbolic significance). In this poem an
encounter with history occasions a crisis in lyric poetics based on doubts about its ability to
represent pressing political problems. In a process which recalls the evolution of the lyric
detailed throughout this dissertation, the ambiguities of lyric enchantment respond even to its
own critique. Lyric song self-reflexively, knowingly continues.
What is at stake in Riley’s poetry (and in doubts about the lyric’s legitimacy more
generally) is not a choice between enchantment and disenchantment, but a difference of the mode
of that enchantment—even self-critical lyrics which question their own legitimacy necessarily
understand themselves as existing at a precarious distance from the world. Theirs is the
anguished and anxious, dialogical enchantment that Caliban identifies in Auden’s The Sea and
the Mirror, when a return to the “real” and immanent presents its own illusions.27 And as with
Yeats’s “A Coat,” seen at the start of this dissertation, awareness of this pervasive enchantment
does not banish enchantment. It opens more possibilities for the lyric, a genre which continues to
grow and change through its ongoing relationship with religion. As in the work of Elizabeth
Jennings—but also in the work of less religious-minded poets—that relationship continues to be
a crucial touchstone for defining what poetry might do, what its place in society might be, and
how it might continue to signify.
Poets today are unlikely to adopt the vocational missions of Pound, Eliot, or H.D. Yet in
many ways contemporary poets (like their modernist predecessors) are still operating within a
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context for poetry determined by the upheavals of the First World War: a context that, in ways
we have yet to definitvely describe, is increasingly secular and increasingly suspicious of the
religious impulses which for so long have accompanied lyric poetry. Even so, the story of the
British lyric in the twentieth century is not one of diminishing opportunities due to an unraveling
religious culture. As religion and its societal significance change so too does the lyric, and its
own significance. In a society which increasingly focuses on the immanent and close at hand, the
lyric keeps open the possibility for transcendence through the enchantment which has always
been its own, an enchantment that in the twentieth century takes on many guises, from the
supernatural to the secular. In its various guises the lyric as we know it is at once a product of
secularization and a form that subtly resists straightforward construals of the secular. Thus for
most poets the lyric is not religion by other means; still, what (and how) the lyric might mean
remain bound to an enchantment that will have something to do with religion for as long as the
lyric remains recognizable. And if its persistence through the tumultuous changes of the
twentieth century is a reliable indicator, the lyric will remain for some time yet.
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